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A BRIEF INTfRODUCrION TO THEIIISTORY OF WOMEN IN AVIATION
by
Captain (Nasy) CJ.Brooks

In The Very Early Days

Deputy Chief, DCIEM
Box 2000
1133 Sheppard A~e W
North York. Ontario M3M 3B9
Canada

waxen have been involved in aviation since 1784 when Madame Elizabeth Thible went aloft in a
ontgolfier balloon over Lyon, France. Generally speaking when women first took to the air in the pioneer
days of flight, their efforts frequently met with scorn and ridicule. Flying was a sale preserve, and many
were determined to keep it so. But from the late 1920's onward, a spirited group of women flyers demanded
to he treated as full fledged professionals rather than as publicity-seeking amateurs. Their exploits,
particularly in the fielr of long distance flying, captured the imagination and the headlines of the
world. They fle- over trackless deserts and ocean wastes in single-engined planes which had a top speed of
80 or 103 mph, armed with only the crudest maps and often simply leaning over the side to see where they
were going.
The first povered sustained flight in history was made by the Wright brothers at the end of 1903.
By 1911, women, too, were in the air. The honour of being the first woman in the world to earn a pilot's
licence belongs to me Elise de Laroche, who qualified for the thirty-sixth brevet issued by the French
Aero Club (1910). The first British woman to qualify for her pilot's licence was Mrs Hilda Hewlett.
Wo.en pioneers in aviation were raking remarkable solo flights. Lady Bailey and Lady Heath were
both flying routes betwen England and Africa in 1928 and 1929. In 1930 Ny Johnson flew alone from
England to Australia, and two years later Amelia Earhart crossed the Atlantic from Aerica. At a time in
history when women were only just winning social and political rights, flying presented to them an even
greater challenge than it did to men. The years 1929-1939 wre the decade of the lady pilot. Teenage
fictional heroines drove fast cars, speed boats and aeroplanes. Air racing had an enthusiastic following
as it corbined the thrills and dangers of the early technological era.
The Second World War
2y 1939 the romantic era of aviation was drawing to a a close. When war was declared in September
that year, the Air Transport Auxiliary (ATA)was formed by the Royal Air Force. The first eight women were
led by Pauline Gower. As time went by, the minimum 500 hours experience necessary for women to qualify
for the ATAwas lowered and more women were given test-flights and accepted. As pilots of the ATA they
would ferry planes from factories to maintenance units and the RAF squadrons, either for training purposes
or for active service. They would also transport dispatches and mail, medical supplies and VIPs. In the
beginning they were not allowed to fly anything larger than Tiger Moths and similar light aircraft.
Eventually, their ranks were to swll to a hundred; they piloted huge four-engined bombers and the first
tempermental jets all over Britian as well as across the Channel to Europe in the last stages of the war.
In 1942 the first American woan came to share the danger, the arduous work and long hours.
From 1942 to 1944, almost two thousand women pilots left their civilian lives as students,
secretaries, blackjack dealers and wives with husbands overseas to converge on Avenger Field, Sweetwater,
Texas. There, the only all-female cadet air base in history, they slipped into ill-fitting men's GI flying
suits and marched into the "Army Way" of life. Six months later, the Women's Airforce Pilots (WASPs) were
ready to fly every airplane in Aerica's air arsenal, from the colossal B-29 Superfortress to the
lightning-fast P-51 Mustang Fighter. Over seventy of these air heroines were killed or injured flying for
their country. They flew 70 different types of aircraft over a distance of 9 million miles. Despite their
service, the WASPs were not officially recognized until 23 November 1977 when President Jimmy Carter signed
veterans status for the Wnen's Airforce Service Pilots of World II. They were issued discharges to be
presented to the Veterans Administration so that they could finally enjoy those benefits enjoyed by all
their male counterparts.
Post World War II
Following World War II,women continued flying primarily in civilian aviation circles. The
militaries of the world did not admit women to undergo pilot training until the mid seventies. The United
States led the way. In 1973, the first eight female flight students began flight training. In 1974, Lt
Barbara Rainey became the first woman naval aviator to gain her wings. She was later to loose her life in
a mid-air collision in 1982 while instructing in a T-34. The Netherlands comnenced military pilot training
in 1978 and Nelly Speerstra became the first female combat pilot trainee within NATO. This was followed by
Canada in 1979. Canada opened pilot training as a trial program. There were four initial trial candidates
who commenced training in Noveber 1979. In February 1981 three graduated to wings standard and went on to
fly as instructors or transport pilots. There followed seven years of recruiting and training female pilot
candidates until 1986 when the military concluded the trial, deeming it essentially to have been successful
and viable. One year following, all restrictions to the employsent of female pilots were lifted and
fighters' tactical helicopter squadrons and shiphoorne anti-submarine warfare helicopter squadrons were
opened to women. The first two wamen, Dee Brasseur and Jane Foster commenced basic fighter pilot training
in June 1989. These two pilots are currently
inJune 1988 and completed transition training on the CtF-18
employed on Operational Fighter Squadrons undergoing caTbat-ready training.
In over 100 years of aviation history, many women have made exceptional personal and professional
sacrifices in pursuit of the privilege and right to fly. No doubt, future fledgling aviators owe much to
those who have gone before and opened the hangar doors to w horizons for women in aviation.
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Into The 1993's and Beyond
As of 1st April 1990, 8 countries are recruiting female military aircrew (although the united states
do not recruit then in the marine Corps, nor do the United Kingdom recruit than into the Royal Navy or thbe
British Army).
Of these, 5 countries - Belgium, Canada, the Netherlands, Norvay and Spain have
legislation wbich allows the to fly in combat. There are six countries who currently do not recruit
f~rale military aircrew at all. Currently the ntnber of operational female aircrewa in all countries totals
approximately one thousand. Ihis is sumnarizeC in the following table.
Title:

Oirrent status of recruiting and nmrber of military pilots trained in NATOAirforcs.
Recruiting

Country

yes

No

Allowed
in

Approximate No.
pilots

combat

Belgium

1983

Yes

0

Canada

1979

Yes

19

Demark

of

X

France
Navy
Airforce
Army

2
15
18

1983
1983
1983

Germany

X

Greece

X

Italy

X

Ntherlands

1978

Yes

Norway

1982

Yes

1989

Yes

16

2

Portugal
Spain

0

X

Turkey
Uited Kingdom
RAF
Army
Navy
United States
Army
Navy
AirForce
marine

1989

0
X
X

1973
1973
1976

220
212
Approx. 508
X

Objectives

My colleagues and I in the aercmedical panel (AMP)considered it ws tine to dispel some of the

myths related to the female aviator. With the approval of the AGAR)National Delegates Board and the
Chairman of the AMP, we received the permission to organize a symposium on the principles topics -

Operational experience of female pilots
Selection and performance
Anthropometry
Aircrew personal equipment
Physiological consideration

If you were one of the 116 people who attended the meeting, we hope that you enjoyed the meeting
contents, if you only received the conference proceedings and there any outstanding questions either not
addressed or answered, I would be pleased to hear from you. A letter or Fax 416 635-2104 to me at
D.C.I.E..M. will receive a reply.
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THE INTEGRATION OF WOMEN INTO U.S. NAVY AIRCREW TRAINING AND
SQUADRON ASSIGNMENTS
Linda Vaught Hutton
Commander, United States Navy
Fleet Logistics Support Squadron FORTY
Naval Air Station
Norfolk, Virginia 23511-5294 USA

SUMMARY
Aviation and military service are non-traditional career choices for women.
Though obvious, the fact remains crucial to the success of integration programs. Much
is written and said about the "average woman": her size, weight, strength, mental
acuity, leadership, competitiveness, and drive to excel. But discussions on the
"average woman" are erroneous; the average woman does not seek non-traditional career
paths! The woman who seeks a non-traditional military career will be an intelligent,
outspoken student of above-average ability; confident, gregarious, and competitive by
nature; active and athletically inclined; and routinely found in leadership positions.
This dynamic over-achiever personality does not fit statistical norms for a population
wide "average woman". However, these attributes do fit military aviator candidate
profiles; the reason for successful integration.
Cultural attitudes and biases are displaced by time. However with forethought and
planning, the integration of women into naval aircrew training and squadron assignments
can progress smoothly. This paper provides a planning outline which covers employment
intentions, development of an accession model, flight training attrition, aviation
retention, and addresses integration concerns and lessons learned.
INTRODUCTION
The integration of women into aircrew training and future squadron assignments
will be facilitated by determination of employment expectations. Essentially you must
honesaly determine whether your women aviators will be used for public relations, or
will they serve a functional role in support of your nation's strategic needs. National
political goals, existing laws, and the cultural environment may create limiting factors
on the type aircraft and aviation communities made available to women. Consideration of
these factors develop military service employment expectations.
I can tell you that sexual physical differences are not a limiting factor. U.S.
Navy experienco has found no difference between the flight performance of men or women
in any type aircraft, either hbign peifcrmance tactical jet, transport class or
helicopter. Ironicaly, the average U.S. woman of about 5'6" (167cm) is
anthropometrically better suited in size to the cramped cockpit arrangement of a
tactical jet than the larger average male of 6' (182cm) or taller.
Once military aviation employment opportunities for women have been determined by
type aircraft and aviation community, then attention must turn to developing a career
path methodology. Conceptualization of appropriate military career paths based upon
the necessary rotation between squadron and staff assignments, length of tours,
increasing seniority and aviation experience combine to develop a proposed guideline or
model for the ideally successful woman aviator.
Employment intentions must entail sufficient variety, depth, availability, and
upward mobility to provide a challenging and rewarding career. This nay appear patently
obvious but failure to fully develop an appropriate methodology will adversely impact
your administrative ability to accurately counsel the women on career decisions and
ultimately effect their future retention. Given the austerity of most national military
budgets this can otherwise become a prohibitively expensive mistake.
Once your needs and goals have been established, then the number ind ireouency of
women accessions to your flight program can begin. By way of example, the U.S. Navy
used the following basic formula to determine the number of women it should recruit
into the naval aviation flight program: the total junior officer billets of squadrons
to which women could be assigned, divided by two (to ensure ro more than one half the
squadron's junior pilots were women) with that number further divided by three. The
initial naval aviation tour is three years long. In dividing by three we assumed that
approximately one third of the squadron's initial assig ment billets would be available
on a yearly basis. This also assured sufficient variety of assignment possibilities
available to newly designated women aviators, given their desires and capabilities.
This same basic formula was subsequently applied to applicable squadron billets for
middle grade and senior officers, thus further assuring appropriate upward mobility in
the traditional military pyramidal hierarchial structure.
The original derivation provided 15 pilot openings per year. As the number and
variety of available aviation commands expanded for women, the number of openings were
consequently increased, still in keeping with the original formula. This year's
accession goals are 52 women pilots out of a total naval training rate of 1079.
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'arlier accessions did not account for flight training attrition. In actuality,
th, .verage attrition of women due to "academic" or "flight" failure is less than eight
per cent. Total U.S. Navy pilot attrition for all reasons (physical disqualification,
air sickness, etc.) has iemained consistent at 20 per cent.l
The lower attrition rate for women can be attributed to the more selective
screening process they receive due to the large number of women applicants screened for
the proportionately smaller number of available program openings. Further, U.S. data
could be considerably different from that discovered in other countries due to possible
differences in academic background, psychological outlook, growth, and societal
expectations.
Suffice to say, in the United States, women committed to aviation do extremely
well. Perhaps of significant note: despite restrictive assignment policies based on
U.S. combat exclusion laws and an aggressive hiring program by national commercial
aviation companies, female naval aviation retention remains at 53 Der cent, which is
higher than the male naval aviation retention of 38 per cent. Additionally, of the 49
women who have left active duty naval flying (most for flying careers with major
commercial airlines), 48 remain active participants in the "part time" selective naval
reserve. When retention of the active duty and reserve participants are considered
together, this allows a remarkable 96 per cent employment rate for women pilots. This
makes women an excellent training investment!2
One reason for this anomaly may be dual pilot/aviation career families. many
women aviators marry other aviators they meet in flight training or in zheir squadrons.
The U.S. Navy has faced little assignment difficulty in area collocation of married
service couples. As a matter of policy we do not assign a husband/wife aviator team to
the same command. Should a couple marry while assigned to the same command, then one
may be reassigned elsewhere in the area upon request of the Commanding Officer.
However, most commands opt for retention until scheduled rotation dates.
A second, and more significant reason for higher retention among women pilots, is
the increasing ratio of women helicopter pilots versus other pipeline communities.
Woman helicopter pilot retention remains nearly twice as high (74 per cent) as that of
jet or prop retention (both 46 per cent), and remains higher than the male helicopter
retention of 55 per cent.3 The accepted reason for this is quite simple: military
helicopter pilots are not sought after by commercial airline companies, thus there is
less civilian competition for those pilots' services.
Proportionately large numbers of women were not accessed into the U.S. Navy's
helicopter pipeline communities until 1987. As these groups mature past obligated
service requirements I would expect an even greater increase in women pilot retention.
FLIGHT TRAINING INTEGRATION
Integration of women into the flight training curricula should not be any
different than for men. Candidate selection criteria based on medical condition, flight
and mechanical aptitude test scores, and physical characteristic standards such as
maximum-minimum height/weight remained unchanged. The one area the U.S. Navy
reevaluated upon the introduction of women was the concept of physical conditioning
versus strength.
Early classes of women demonstrated an inability to successfully pass mandatory
male strength criteria such as pushup and pullup/chnup exercises. A reevaluation of
successful flight performance dictated a more realistic and useful emphasis on
endurance, agility, and above average physical conditioning. As such, U.S. Navy
preflight physical standards currently entail a determination of these factors based
upon successful performance on a 1.5 mile cross-country run and on a timed obstacle
course run.
All other aspects of flight
identical spectrum of ability in
inclusive of high-gee maneuvers,
formation flight, air-to-air and
landing ability.

training remained unchanged. Women display an
all phases, from academics to flight aptitude,
precision acrobatics, instrument flight procedures,
air-to-ground weapons training, and aircraft carrier

The approach taken by U.S. Navy flight instructors to initial classes of women
students saw a variety of responses, generally predicated by the instructor's background
IMale attrition remains consistent at 9 %. In the categories of Flight and
Academic failure, men and women fail with identical ratios: two-thirds for flight
performance, one third for academic performance.
2Active duty attrition includes three flight deaths, none attributed to pilot
error. Active duty resignation rate, less the flight related mishaps, would increase
retention to 56 %.
3Comparative analysis of women's retention by community type through minimum
service obligation presently lacks predictive validity due to the smaller statistical
base.
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and beliefs. Many instructors were belligerent or overbearing, seeking failure at
every turn; some were intimidated or supportive, finding excessive success in the most
routine evolution.
Since procedurally a student is rotated through a variety of instructors, this
extreme psychological divergence in instructor attitude placed an undue stressor on the
women in an already systemically stressful environment. With exposure and experience
however, instructors came to realize, perhaps ironically, that men and women are more
alike than different. As a result, this situation is far less likely today, especially
with many women serving as flight instructors.
SQUADRON INTEGRATION
As might be expected, the same scenario of personalities confronted newly
designated women on arrival to their first squadron assignments. Having survived the
attitudinal extremes of approval/disapproval and approbation/condemnation of flight
school instructors and peers, and perhaps through their own tenacity, these women
pioneers succeeded in overcoming initial adversity.
Factors which decidedly lead to successful integration were twofold. Firstly,
women were assigned to commands based upon their class standing and desires, thus
obviating the belief that they, "got more than they earned.* Secondly, and most
important to eventual success, was "command climate"; a positive and supportive command
climate directed by dedicated Commanding Officers. Many Commanding Officers held grave
misgivings concerning the wisdom of integrating women into naval aviation. Yet despite
their personal beliefs to the contrary, these professional naval officers and aviators
insured success within their commands by discouraging intolerance and sexism and by
treating the women just as they would any other junior officer.
In retrospect these pioneering Commanding Officers could have been assisted by
informative and situational seminars, none of which were available at the time. Instead
they had to contend with numerous myths of the day: "women cannot fly", "women are
incapacitated one week each month", "women lack the necessary aggression to be good
military pilots", "women are moody and difficult to work with", "men will not work for a
woman", and so forth. As it was, Commanding Officers had to unlearn these myths one by
one, yet not betray their personal inexperience or misgivings to their subordinates.
Today, women naval aviators are pervasive throughout the Navy in the flight
training command as instructors and students, as test pilot engineers in research and
development, as adversary pilots, and as squadron Commanding Officers, aircraft carrier
department heads, and of course junior squadron pilots. They are prone to the same
idiocies and elements of greatness as their male contemporaries.
Ultimately time forms the greatest barrier. Time overcomes the attitudinal
biases, myths, and fears created by unfamiliarity and the unknown. As more women are
integrated into the program and establish contact, familiarity, and friendships; they
create a positive and pervasive change.
U.S. NAVY LESSONS LEARNED
If it is your nation's intent to introduce wcmen into its military aviation
programs, I thought it might be helpful to provide not only the basic insights
previously discussed but some "lessons learned" or "mistakes made" as well.
As mentioned earlier for example, it was erroneously believed that if women could
not meet established (yet unscientifically supported) preflight physical requirements of
a specified number of pushups, pullups/chinups, leaping height, and timed runs, then
they would fail the "strenuous flight regime" and prove unable to extract themselves
from a disabled aircraft. As a result, the first class of women were placed into a
physical conditioning program with enforced physical training. The program was
conducted on their own time concurrent with their flight syllabus.
Not only did the women fail to achieve any greater physical performance, but the
extra training curricula adversely detracted from valuable time to study and prepare for
Of historical note: to date, two women have successfully
scheduled syllabus flights.
ejected from tactical jets without benefit of any augmented physical training (one was
in an inverse spin).
The obvious solution to this situation was to develop a meaningful and more
accurately predictive physical evaluation program.
Another equally detracting area for women was the inevitable media attention and
necessary program public relations. A great deal of interest was directed toward the
first group of women, which drew unwanted attention to them and greatly increased the
already systemic pressure to succeed. The time required for the women to participate in
these events also detracted from the time available for their flight and ground school
studies. Additionally, it instilled jealousy and bitterness among their male
contemporaries who received no similar attention, thus further isolating the women from
their peers and the necessary student support network of information exchange.
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In so far as possible, seek to limit media attention. Realizing that some
information exchange is necessary, try to incorporate male pilots as well to emphasize
the flight training/squadron experience for both men and women.
Another area of concern should be insuring the women's pipeline 'raining
adequately supports the end result assignment. The U.S. Navy initially prohibited jet
pipeline training to women as cost prohibitive, unnecessary, and not conducive to
specified needs. Women subsequently selected for assignments to tactical jet aircraft
went through the entire fixed-wing prop training pipeline then through a jet transition
syllabus.
Later, this method was found inadequate, more costly, and a disservice to the
women who lacked sufficient training for their subsequent assignments. The obvious
solution, and the one now in force, is to send women through the appropriate distinctive
training pipeline for jets, props, or helicopters based upon the end result community.
It is not only important to fully integrate the womens' training but to leave no
portion of that curricula out. Otherwise, you expose the lesser trained women to
unwarranted belittlement and ridicule by peers for their lack of training or
experience. Further, you limit future assignment options because they lack certain
training and acquired skills, particularly in the valuable instructor arena.
Numerous other issues arise from time to time such as the sizes of issued flight
clothing, routine medications, and pregnancy. Suffice to say many women will fall into
the physically smaller acceptance proiile. Although wlithin the same acceptable
standards as men, these women tend to have smaller feet, hands, heads, and necks.
Though rarely limited in functional cockpit performance, these women find themselves
limited by flight clothing sizes. Sufficient consideration and planning to tailor and
recontract with clothing manufacturers precludes this problem.
The routine use of medications such as birth control pills has no impact on
performance in the cockpit. On the other hand, originally the subject of pregnancy was
confusing since it is neither disease nor injury and at the time aeromedical
information for this medical condition was nonexistent. Surprisingly, pregnancy while
in an "active flying status" has been minimal. Whether by intentional consideration for
their commands or by desire to handle pregnancy in an operationally less demanding
environment, those women who decide to bear children generally also choose to do so when
not in a flying status.
On the occasion of pregnancy while in an active flying status, the woman requests a
waiver to continue flying. Approval is predicated on the flight surgeon's
recommendation, the type aircraft the woman flies, and the type of flight environment.l
Regardless, annual flight minimums still apply. Time lost from work and flying is
little different from that experienced by men for frequent sports-related injuries.
Needless to say, some women have opted to have children and continue to serve and fly
on active duty. They display no different abilities or drain on their time than men
with children.
In conclusion, women can fly airplanes. The U.S. Navy has found they perform
safely, conscientiously, and with the appropriate aggression to make excellent military
aviators. Their motivation and retention remain exceptionally high. Though
operationally limited in their employment due to current U.S. laws, women fill valid and
operationally necessary billets which would otherwise be filled by men. Staff
assignment opportunities are equally shared with men and the career-path process through
command of an aviation squadron parallels the traditional path.
Integration of women into flight training and squadron assignments is far less
difficult than expected. Success is predicated on clear definition of employment
intentions, meaningful and rewardinG career paths, and a systemic commitment to provide
the time to overcome attitudinal bias. Women provide a valuable resource asset in a
demographically declining male population. More importantly, women often provide an
entirely different insight and approach to problem-solving. And in war, every
conceivable approach to problem-solving is valuable and should be considered; because
you can guarantee if you have not thought of it -- your enemy will!

ITactical jet aircraft, which require 100 per cent oxygen, torso harness, and geesuit, and carrier aviation are limiting factors as is the length of time the waiver is
granted.
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WOMEN AVIATORS

JET

PROP

HELO

TOTAL

55

84

73

212

On Active Duty:

40

54

66

160

Active Duty
Attrition:

15

30

7

52

Designated Naval
Aviators 1985 (MSR)#

28

56

27

1il

MSR Attrition:

15

30

7

52

MSR retention:

13

26

20

59

% Retention:

46%*

46%**

74%

53%

Male MSR Retention:

35%

33%

55%

38%

TYPE COMMUNITY
Pilots

Designated

to date:

TYPES OF AIRCRAFT U.S. NAVY WOMEN ARE FLYING
JET

PROP

HELO

A-7
A-6
A-4
A-3
F-14
S-3
US-3
CT-39
C-9

P-3
C-130
C-2
C-12

H-i
SII-2
11-3
CH-46
C-53

#MSR = Minimum Service Obligation for flight training.
* One flight death (MSR retention less death: 48%)
** Two flight deaths (MSR retention less deaths: 48%)

All data current to 01/31/90
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A CANADIAN FMALE CF-18 PILOT'S EXPERI2JCE
Major Deanna marie Brasseur

416 Tactical Fighter Squadron
Canadian Forces Base Cold Lake
medley, Alberta
TOA21G

Surrary
I was torn into a military family in Pembroke, Ontario, however RCAF Station Foymount was home. My
father was a Telecoarsunications Technician and my mother taught piano out of our hare. Once my brother was
born we were on the move to !CAF Station Mont Apica, Quebec. Here, at the tender age of five, I do recall
a visit to a helicopter which dropped into the station. I remember being totally awed by it. I don't
remeber being terrified by the noise it made as my -mother informed me I was.
There followed numerous relocations so that in 19 years I managed to be a resident of 9 of my
country's 10 provinces, live in 15 different houses and attend 8 schools to complete 12 years of
education. Although the constant change in schooling, cultures, climates, geography and frieniships seemed
at times tiaumatic, in retrospect, it provided an excellent educational opportunity. In particular it
enabled the development of self-confidence, self direction and a significant command of interpersonal
relating skills. Activities differed by location and season dictating participation in everything from
ballet, tap dancing, figure skating, Girl Guides and Brownies to hockey, baseball, football, fishing,
camping, skiing, tennis and track and field. I found the more traditional "girls" activities to be quite
frankly, boring and much preferred the rough and tumble of the "boys world". Being possessed with a "big
for my age" label, I was more than capable of holding my own in a little mans world until that disasterous
event, puberty! Fortunately however, high school offered a fairly dynamic track and field program so I
still had an avenue inwhich to compete. I recall one day in 1965, while watching Chipmunks do circuits
and bumps at RCAF Station Centralia, thinking that boys were really lucky because they got to be pilots.
Not until 15 years later would the thought cross my mind that I might be a pilot.
In 1971, I enrolled inuniversity in the faculty of Education.

It was my intention to become a high

school physical education teacher and coach. No other stereotypical female occupation interested me. I
felt very strongly that I needed to work in an area which provided me an outlet for my physical energies,

coaching would provide the mental psychological challenges.
Playing on the college basketball tean kept me in university despite a very strong urge to assert my
independence from home. My parents urged me to investigate the option of continuing my education through
the military Regular Officer Training Plan wherein the military would pay my university costs and on
completion of my degree would owe 5 years service. To an 18 year old, this seemed tantamount to going to
prison for 9 years. Although I did make application, was acceptable to the Military, the classification
that I wanted, that of Physical Education & Recreation was not available to women.

Enrolled in the Military
Following a summer employed as Head lifeguard and instructor at the Base Pool, I was in a dilemma
concerning my university education. A taste of money meant freedom and independence and I was determined
to untie the apron strings. Having associated with many of the non-commissioned ranks on base I learned
much about basic recruit training. It sounded like a challenging, exciting, yet secure way to take those
first steps out of the maternal nest. So in the fall of 1972 I commenced my military career as an
administrative clerk. I knew how to type, so itsounded like the job for me. My intentions were to servo
only six months as I was engaged to marry a servicemember. I considered my enrolment as an opportunity to
learn about military life while he was off taking his officer training. Well, I came to really enjoy the
challenges of my training and the camaraderie of my fellow course-mates, so much so that I decided marriage
would only cramp my style and called it off.
Howver, following 2 weeks on the job as an administrative clerk I was ready to call it quits. The
job was not physically demanding, nor did routine typing and filing fulfill my desire for challenge. I was
comtemplating release and an application to the Royal Canadian Mounted Police who had just opened up to

recruit women. Myfather on the other band encouraged me to make application for commissloning under the
Officer Candidate Training Plan. This I did and was accepted to eventually become an Air Weapons
Controller (AWC). Here finally was the mental challenge I was seeking.
After having been closed to women for 10
met with the male/female mon'ster.
This is where I first
As the first
woman on my crew :
years, the job of Air Weapons Control had only recently been reopened.

experienced the stares, the snide comments, the questioning of my abilities and purpose for wanting to be a
member of such a previously male environment. The bonus was that women had at one time been AIC and
several of my crew mrmbers had known, associated with, and] worked with women over the years and some had
even married them!

Once I established my credibility as a competent controller and demonstrated that their

crude language and bad jokes did not bother me, I was accepted.
There was still those individuals who refused to c, ange their chauvanistic opinions, and on one or
two occassions, managed to assert their male dominance and position to stall my professional career
development. Undaunted, I stuck to my guns and managed to solicit sufficient support o press-on and
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advance in rank, position and responsibility.
No doubt tryemployment as an AW3 led to my eventual application to pilot training. I managed to
attend the High Altitude Indoctrination Course which enabled me.=
to ride in the back seat of jet aircraft.
ibis I did at every opportunity, I felt that learning about what the fighter pilots had to do on ny
direction would make me a better controller.
Unquestionable as well, the more familiar pilot and controller became with each others requirements
and restrictions, the better team they make. Having whetted my appetite for flying, I started lessons on a
Cessna 172 through the USAF sponsored Culuth Aero Club. I managed to solo my 10th hour and thus was bitten
by the airborne bug. As AWA-s was coming on lin* with Tactical Air Co.and and the job of airborne weapons
controller was seen as combat-thus restricting women, I contemplated release from the military to follow a
flying career.
Fortunately the ,INTER trials - Study of Women in ion-Traditional Environments and Roles was
initiated. The Canadian Military established trial employment of women in remote locations, with army
field support units, navy support units and the airborne occupations of pilot, navigator and flight
engineer; of course I applied imaediately for pilot training and was fortunately accepted as a trial
candidate despite some supposed physical shortcomings which should have prejudiced my acceptance. For
example my right eye was 20/30 - and it is ri-moured that anthropcnetrically something was too short.
Cocmnencecent of Flight Training
I commenced flying training on 8 Novarber 1979 at No. 3 Canadian Forces Flying Training School at
CFB Portage LaPrairie, Manitoba. We were the first four women to officially undergo military flying
training and as such were hotly pursued by all facets of the media at each step of the way, commencing at
the Aircrew Selection Center in Toronto and continuing to comnencement of training Portage, end training
Portage, Land and Sea Survival Training Edmonton and Comox, beginning of and end of Basic Jet Pilot
training at Moose Jaw and on to our final flying assignments. This proved to be a major stress factor for
the female candidates as well as our male course members who were often excluded as we were continously
being singled out of the group for press requirements.
The female trainees were never briefed, counselled or directed on the ways and means of the media
with their inherant habits of manipulating the spoken word. Nor were we informed of the military policies
of the day with regards to female aircrew selection, training and employment policies should we succeed as
aircrew. All these thincs we learned through trial and error and suffered the resultant personal
frustrations and the criticisms of our fellow male course-mates.
Another isolating factor was the fact that we female aircrew candidates were out of our peer group not only ware we female, we were Captains, commissioned officers with proven employment records. Our
course mates by and large were direct entry Officer Cadets or 2nd Lieutenants who were generally younger
and less mature and for whom this was their first exposure to women in the military. We had not all
attended Basic Officers Training together and, therefore, had not formed those friendship bonds and mutual
respect co mon as a result of sharing this phase of training.
Completion of Basic Pilot Training
The successful completion of Basic Pilot training was followed by a major press conference. It was
at this point that I believe we became somewhat aware of the significance of our first achievement M'dthe
potential ramifications of future accomplishments. One of our female course-mates did not successfully
complete training and thus became a national failure "the one who didn't make it". From then on we were
wall aware that we could be national failures and that our progress was scrupulously being monitored. I
personally dreaded the thought that my individual success, or failure may affect the future employment
opportunities for generations of young Canadian women.
However, we persevered through the remainder of our training schedule. At each turn of events or
change of venue came additional irritants which only succeeded in increasing the pressure, and decreasing
morale. Out of Winter Bush survival training came accusations from our male colleagues that we women were
receiving special treatment. Evidenced of course, by the fact that we discovered that none of us had
remembered to pack shampoo, requested and received a minimal amount from the staff in order that we could
wash our hair about half way through the seven days in the woods routine. Of note, the four female members
have no group portraits of ourselves in the 4-day one-man phase of training.
Evidently some of our male counterparts had difficulty avoiding the urge to gossip and made the odd
visit back and forth amongst themselves. Of course our popularity was further enhanced by the fact that
our confidential course reports were handed out in class with the care of coupon brochures and I bore the
brunt of the chiding when one of the men read over my shoulder that I was the best candidate on the
course. Heaven forbid that a female might out survive 'mister macho mountain man" fighter pilot to be.
Advanced Jet Training
As our training continued In Moose Jaw, so did the conflicts. I learned much later that there
existed a degree of ccmpetiveness amongst the Flight Cowmanders at the School. First evidence came when I
was the first of our course to achieve solo status having skipped two trips to do so. Course-mates were
envious, instructors were critical, my flight commander defensive, and I felt robbed of a feeling of
accomplishment.
However, we three women were bent on success and very much wanted to be integrated, therefore we
continued our efforts to appease and appeal to our course-mates. These efforts came to an end during the
airshow in June 1980. Since our course was required to be on duty throughout the day, we women thought it
a good idea to set up a course headquarters wherein we could get out of the sun, enjoy hot dogs and
hamburgers, sip refreshments and generally try to recover from the previous night's hangover. To this end
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to be successful until after the closing of the
we organized and financed the operation. It appeared
airshow when too many refreshments were consumed. Several of the more aggressive male group leaders
proceeded to verbally berate our presence, dissect our physical attributes, criticize our motives and
generally, in no uncertain terns, express their contempt toward us. Previous to this confrontation we were
relatively unaware that we were fat ugly dykes, looking for husbands, looking for national acclaim, trying
to prove men weren't really all that great, or that we were just as good. At this juncture our attitude3
changed immeasurably.
I would go as far as to say that we three women were completely opposed in our individual
personalties. We would not ordinarily have been inclined to become each others friend or confidant.
However, stripped of any sort of peer support group we formed our own. We effectively decided that we
should in fact act in a manner befitting our rank and experience and not bend over backwards to gain
acceptance. Hence forth, we did not make any attempts to mix, mingle or promote conversation with our male
course-mates.
In effect, we ignored then and concerned ourselves with our own individual training
progress. Without the constant confrontations and criticisms, day to day operations became such more
palatable.
The final inter-flight, in-course conflagration culminated in December that year. The posting block
we released. Thus commenced the guessing game - who was going where to fly what? The block for the
course graduating before us had included a posting to Challengers, one of our VIP executive jets. This was
eliminated just prior to their graduation thus lending support to the rumour that it was being reserved for
the women. A much sought after job created much more animosity. Fortunately our block did not have a
Challenger posting and therein died the argument.
Wings Graduation
On Friday the 13th, 1981, following a four hour press session, we finally marched out onto the
parade square to be presented that much coverted flying badge, our wings. A very special event indeed for
all three of us as each was able to be presented their wings by a family member.
In retrospect, the whole process had been fraught with much anxiety and stress such that I was
convinced that I personnally was very proud to receive my wings, however I would not have repeated the
process even under the threat of court martial or death. That was to come much later in the program.
On the Monday following graduation, myself and six of my course-mates commenced training to become
flying instructors. Somehow, something had changed over the course of the weekend. There was no more

animosity.
My own feelings are that as a result of receiving their wings, the boys had somehow become men.
Their fragile egos had been satisfied, and they no longer felt threatened by the success of a woman. I
believe as well they cae to realize that we had all gone through the =me grind and met the same standards
thus acknowledging that our achievements ware in effect equal; and deserving of mutual respect. Finally a
period of respite!
Instructing
Beginning as an instructor was relatively easy. Although I could perceive in some students some
initial apprehension about having a woman as an instructor they soon disappeared. Other instructors were
as well initially apprehensive. %ben I asked them who was interested in flying a proficiency trip I rarely
found a taker. Finally one day one follow couldn't think fast enough to come up with the usual excuses,
for example, "No thanks, I have to do some administration on base or go home and feed the dog etc...", so
away we went. One could almost hear the thoughts running through his mind - culminating in the conclusion
that whether or not she can fly, I know how to so I can always take control."
The trip was a routine clearhood and traffic pattern exercise. Several manocouvors I was able to
perform better than my cohort and vice versa. We split the "solo time" equitably without discussion and
enjoyed a bit of a "smooth" landing competition. On our walk back to the operations building I rememrber
specifically his comment, "Pail that , ds a fun trip! We'll have to do it again sometime." There after
followed several takers on my offers to fly proficiency and at the end of the six months I felt accepted
and respected as a compotant equal, in a position to turn down offers because I had to do administration on
base.
Many comical encounters followed over the next few years as I criss-crossed the country on routine
training trips; embarrasing pauses when checking in with Air Traffic Controllers, ground servicing
personnel approaching the male students with questions assuming that they were the aircraft captain;
stares, glares, finger pointing and whispers when moving about airport terminals and cafeterias.
Follow-On Employment
Following my tour as an instructor, I moved to the Canadian Forces ranguage School in Ottawa where I
started French Language training. Unfortunately, four months short of the end, I was removed from course
and given the job of respresenting the airforce perpective on the newly formed 0IARTER TASK FORCE. It was
mandated as a result of our recently passed Canadian Charter of Rights that the military review its
employment policies and where contrary to the intent of the Charter, it had to be reviewed and revised
accordingly. 1any hours of research later, I finally understood the history of how I was able to becone a
pilot in the military. Doubly rewarding was the opportunity to influence the future direction of female
pilot opportunities. The hint of fighter pilot training was in the air.
In Decerlber 1986 I moved to Cold Lake, Alberta where I assumed the position of T-33 Flight Comander
of the Base Flight. Essentially I managed 12 aircraft and 8 pilots in accomplishing 3220 hours yearly
flying of a number of diverse and varied mission types including air-to-air gunnery banner towing;
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simulated air-to-ground training in support of forward air controllers in the army; North American Defence
exercises as both target aircraft and radar equipment calibration aids; and a host of other utility support
roles.
Historically, the Base Flight was manned by senior pilots and operated rather successfully based on
their years of experience. However, the recent trends in decreased experience levels in our pilots,
created a demanding supervisory challenge.
Redirecting this operation and bringing it more in line with its operational purpose was not easy.
The young pilots resisted the change towards accountability for their actions and responsible unit resource
manageent. With current budgetary restraints, no longer were they able to take a jet away on "cross
country training". Acceptance was difficult because playing the heavy hand is not the popular way to gain
friends. Howaver, over time and with experience, they care to realize and accept their responsibilities.

Fighters
I had fully expected to remain in that position for three years; however, in November, 1987 my
career manager offered me the opportunity I'd been waiting for - the" of starting fighter pilot training in
June 1988. Although I had been involved in the decision to recommend that wren be allowed to fly
fighters, I never expected to see this happen during my career. The offer to do so at 35 years old was
both exhilarating and terrifying. Once again, I was about to expose myself to national scrutiny and that
age old man/female monster. Amazingly and most important for nations just starting out with female pilots,
I found that ten years had made a tremendous difference in attitudes towards female pilots.
Our years of flying experience and reprtations for cempetancy proceeded us. We had one of the most
cohesive courses ever to undergo fighter pilot training, resulting in the first 100% pass rate in years.

Many of our course-mates we had previously worked with as instructors and many of the younger members were
there as a result of our efforts in that capacity. Everything in the first six months of Basic Fighter
Training was very pleasurable, There was much to learn and seemingly never enough hours in the day to
learn it. The flying was challenging and rewarding. With the exception of a press conference three weeks
into our training, we were sheltered from the interference and allowed to concentrate on the job at hand.
On December 15, 1988, Capt Jane Foster and I became the first two women to graduate as fighter pilots in
the Canadian Airforce. However, our fledgling wings were still very wet as we went on to six months
training on the CFl8. Here we finally wore on the last previously hitherto virgin territory of the real
world of fighters. And yes, the monster was alive and well and was to rear its ugly head ever so subtly in
a last ditch gallant protesting fashion.
By and large the instructors were tolerant and very civil. One exchange officer was a different
case. Within the first few weeks of the course I remarked to Capt Foster to take note that I said he would
not fly with us. And although there were times when his name appeared opposite one of ours on the
scheduling board, miraculously it was changed. He only flew against us as the bandit whose job it was to
shoot down poor unsuspecting students. I can honestly say that to date my most memorible experience as a
fledging fighter pilot was the day that this certain pilot shot down my instructor yet failed to put his
female winger out of action.
An Operational Fighter Squadron
At the end of the day, 16 June 1989, I was a graduated CF18 fighter pilot onward bound to start
combat-ready-training with the 416 Rapid Reactor Squadron based in Cold Lake, Alberta.
After completing one half of the required number of missions and 3 weeks of in-theatre European
training, by a cruel paradox, I was resticted to non-heavy G flying due to a long standing ulnar nerve
problem in my left elbow.
Presently, I am grounded and anxiously awaiting return to full time flying status following what I
hope will have been the last of three operations performed in an attempt to resolve the problem.
In The End - Lessons Learned
So Tuch has happened throughout my first ten years flying, that it is virtually inpossible to record
every minute detail. Some thoughts and feelings were transient as they emerged and subsided through the
changes enroute to the finale. Others are Tore permanent and will remain with m for life.
I believe many lessons have been learned along the way and fro a non-scientific personal
perspective, I will attempt to sutairize those which I believe are essential to the successful integration
of women into the military flying business.
Good recruiting, selection and training are the essentials of success. Physical ability is
particularly important as woman must be recognized by their males counterparts as capable of holding their
own throughout all phases of training. Selection processes must include investigation of a womans previous
interests, activities and motives for wanting to fly. I feel that I can unequivocably state that a young
woman who has only ever experienced the traditional female upbringing will not be a successful military
pilot. On the other hand, those wonen raised amongst a family of brothers, who have enjoyed the typical
tomboy activities and therein been exposed to the rough and tumble competitive male environment will in all
likelihood be significantly more successful in their endeavours.
Once you have selected and recruited your female trainees, the next step is probably the most
difficult and presents the most challenge on the road to success. Training, fra day one to the end must
be absolutely equitable. Supervisors must be ever aw.are to ensure that, neither they nor, their instructor
staff cotpromising the standards of the system to accomodate females. Nor must they be overly critical or
expectant of the female trainees. As difficult a task as it sounds, one must view trainees as a genderless
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resource and treat each and every one on an individual basis, selecting whatever teaching rmethod is
necessary to enable the trainee to achieve the objective. Leadership sets the example with regards to
acceptance and integration. If senior officers are verbally resistant to change, then subordinates only
carry on the echo. If they perceive the mood to be one of favouring and supporting change, then this too
will be reflected.
Shield female trainees from undue stress caused by public interest. In other words, wherever and
whenever possible minimize media intrusions into the routine training process. This will prevent a lot of
undue worries and enhance course integration. If media attention is unavoidable, ensure it includes the
men who are training alongside the women. They will not feel left out and the country will not be left
wondering how it is really going.
Do not delay inclusion of women trainees until you have large numbers. Realistically looking
forward to their future prospective employment, women will be required to work in a predominantly male
envirorment. Sheltering in groups will give you no indication of how the individual will perform in the
real world. To be accepted as "one of the guys" is the ultimate objective and ultimate compliment. It
It mans that your male peers no longer consciously
essentially means that you have successfully made it.

consider you a female but, as a fellow pilot who just happens to be a woman.

Your final success as a pilot

will come as a result of acceptance, credibility and respect all of which are natural by-products of job
competancy and interpersonal ccmmunicative skills.
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THE SELECTION, TRAINING WVJ 0ERATIONAL WOX)RK
OF FEMALE
HELICOPrER PILOTS IN THE ROYAL NMI1ERLANDS AIR FORCE

arielle Winnubst
I Luitenant, Royal Netherlands Air Force
Air Force Base Soesterberg
postbus 160
3769 ZK Soesterberg

The Netherlands

(A)

Introduction

In 1976 it was decided in the Netherlands to allow women into allmost all functions within our armed
forces, which included the flying occupation. Being one of the few fenale helicopter pilots of the 298
squadron for two years now, I will highlight some of the practical problens female helicopter pilots in the
are) faced with.
R.N.L.A.F. were (and still
presently there are only 9 female helicopter pilots in the Netherlands Air Force; one female
transport plane pilot; and one female jet aircraft pilot.
As I an relatively unfamiliar with the last two categories, I will focus solely on the experiences
of myself, . , 8 female colleagues and our few predecessors.
Because of the low numnbers, you will
understand that this is a highly personal account.
(B)

The Selection

In 1982, the first female helicopter pilot came through the selection system, which was not altered
in any way for female candidates. As you can see in figure 1 we have a rather extensive selection
procedure, which ends with several flights on a simulator and on the the Slingsby aircraft. These flights
have been introduced only recently, in an attempt to decrease the number of students who fail
flight school.
During the selection, the only equipment the Air Force has to supply its applicants, on a temporary
basis, is the helmet to be used in the altitude chamber, which fits everybody. The separate accomodation
during the days of tests are not a problem either. There are no remarks made on the subject of women,
either by the fellow applicants or the Air Force people. You get the impression it is not such a big deal
to be a female pilot.
(C) Training (figure 2)
(i)

Introduction

There are two different categories of pilots in the Air Force: the pilots that studied at the Royal
Military Academy, and the contract pilots. Those officers that finished the Academy understandably only
have to do flight school, whereas the officers that will serve for a 8 year contract do both flight school
and officers course. So far only one woman is an academy-pilot, so I will describe only the training of
the contract pilots.
(ii)

Equipauct

At the Elementary Military Flight School a few problems with eqluilpent can arise. I do not think
women mind having to wear male long johns, or other typical male attire. Our normex underwear is without
exception far too large (also for the men, by the way) so we sew it, to make it a better fit. Flight suits
are nwadays available also in the very small sizes, so that they do not pose a problea anymore.
A problem that does exist is the glove-size. Sore of my colleagues have exceptionally small hands.
When I went to flight school, now 4 years ago, part of our training was at Fort Rucker, Alabara, where
gloves were to be had in all sizes for everybody. However, back in the Netherlands no gloves of such a
snall size are available. we have been told repeatedly that they do not even exist. It makes us wonder
what it was we wore in the United States then!
In general, women are not very fond of the combat/flying boots supplied by the R.N.L.A.F. Most of
us are prone to blisters and Achilles tendon inflammation when wearing then for a long time at a stretch.
Some colleagues, including myself, therefore buy American boots, which are slightly more comfortable. In
the near future, however, our Armed Forces will get new boots that are supposed to be much improved,
compared to the present ones.
A rather wise arrangement made by our Air Force.

Every two years our women are given a certain

amount of money to buy material that the Air Force does not have in supply.
our uniform, underwear,

(iii)

(like ladies shoes to go with

stockings, etc.)

The Instructors

When I applied for training, 4 years ago, there were only three wonen employed at the squadrons, the
first

one being operational only for three years, so to most of the instructors at that time, the idea of

having flying wmen around as unusual.
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They tended to ask funy questions: "How does it feel to be a woman among so many men? There wore
inconsistencies, for instance sone instructors were very careful in reprimanding us on our flying skills
and techniques, whereas they would plainly yell at the Ten. Some accused us of not working hard enough,
because we did not, (cannot!) sweat in the sane amounts and the same places as men! Others clearly showed
their doubts about wemen in the profession.
owever, the latest instructors all now have at their home squadron about 25 men also 2 to 4 women,
and they know it works. They have planned flights with them, flown missions with them, have celebrated
beer calls with them. To these people female students are not something strange anymore, because they are
used to it.
A funny reason for occasional animosity occurring between men and women students, is having women
flying better than men. I have witnessed two cases in which a male colleague became rather hostile towards
his female colleague, because her notes exceeded his, and thereby she "defeated" him!
The instructors (non-pilots) of the officers course, is rowadays an integrated part of the
flight school (whereas in my tine quite different from the flight instructors.) During this course, I
remember our supervisor told us on the first day w were there, that he %asstrongly opposed to wonen in
the Air Force, and that he would encourage our failure. In his eyes, women did not function properly in
ground operations, and therefore certainly would not fit in the air. There was definitely a negative
response to our presence.
Although the women do not have any problems with the study-aspect of the military training at the
officers course, the physical aspect is a different matter. Officially it is recognized that there are
physical differences between men and wonen, like considerably less muscle tissue, snaller lungs, etc.

At officers course, no distinction is made. Women have to run, carry, climb and exercise to the
same extent as their male counterparts. If different demands were made, e.g. on official sports tests,
this would lead to grumbling amsong the male students about women being given special treabzient. Not having
a different standard for women, however, was not satisfactory either. First, the percentage of long
lasting injuries is much higher among women than it is among the men, as the women have to perform on the
edge of, or beyond bkeir physical capabilities. Second, wb.-n
women had trouble in keeping up with e.g.
speed marches, or lifting things, this would sometimes lead to an excessive amount of impatience among the
men. Thirdly, it is very frustrating for the women themselves, not being able to compete on an equal level
with the men. It is at this phase that some of our future colleagues ventilate their irritation in a
hostile attitude towards their female colleagues.
Another aspect of the training was the increased attention given to wanen. This was especially
strong during the military training at Elementary Military Flight Training. You were always watched,
noticed, and criticized. If a high ranked official visited the course, attention was often drawn to the
women. Wewere asked to do interviews for radio and magazines which excluded the men. Amatter that
understandably annoyed them, an annoyance that of course was vented on us women.
At debriefings of e.g. several days lasting exercises, everything the girls did, had been seen and
was commented upon, barely half of what the men did was noticed. This applies to both the positive and
negative aspects. I can very easily imagine why some of our colleagues got jealous.
All in all, in some women this leads to very negative attitude to the officers course. So far all
my older female colleagues agree, that if they had known of the consequences beforehand, they would have
never considered joining the Air Force. I do know, though, from conversations with my latest female

colleagues who have just finished the combined flight school/officers course, that these problems are
decreasing rapidly. Women are obviously becoming a more conmon sight, and therefore more accepted.
(iv) Survival Training

We were also given one month of survival training. Our pilots are trained in survival and escape
evasion techniques, based on the scenario of a crash near or behind enemy lines. This is a very realistic,
practical and - moreover - individual course. I cannot say there is any difference made there between men
or women, nor is there any need for one.
(v)

Deelen

After the Elementary Military Flight Training, the students for the jet aircraft leave for Sheppard
Air Force Base in the U.S.A. whereas the helicopter pilots continue their training in the Netherlands. The
transistion from fixed wing aircraft to rotary wing is made on the Alouette III helicopter, at Air Force
Base Deelen.
Several courses are run there:
- the rotary wing transistion course
- a course in army/air force cooperation and navigation
- elementary tactics
A positive aspect of this transistion, is that it is done at 300 squadron, where also operational
work is done. It is the first introduction to practical military aviation that the student will enter
after the course. Our pilot, on completion of 2 1/2 years of training become operational.
An amusing aspect is that at several times during the training, cananders tend to give us girls
sne
o unasked for "fatherly" advice. Advice that is usually contradictory: "Do not forget you are a
woman. You should behave as one. Keep your distance, do not let them turn you into one of the "buddies".
Or: "Do keep in mind that you are working with and asong men. Adapt yourself, do not becne an outsider.
Make sure you beca* one of the buddies."!
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IN OPERATIONAL
(C) THE FUNCTIONING OF MIMEN

RK

(i) Introduction

In the Netherlands, there are three operational helicopter squadrons, and one small Search and
Rescue group. Two helicopter squadrons are based at Air Force Base Deelen (299 and 300 squadron) and one
is based at Air Force Base Soesterberg (298 squadron).
pilot.

Ever since 1985, every squadron, which generally consists of 25 - 33 pilots, has at least one female

As you can see in figure 3, this year we will reach an allti-e high of 9 female pilots, in addition
5 more will finish their training within a little over one year from now.
The only new equipment supplied at the squadron,
bjt neither does it fit the men very well!

is the survival vest:

it does not fit very well,

As for the acceptance at the operational squadron, I think the present women, certainly compared to
our predecessors, have nothing to complain about. Initially there was considerable resentmenet of the men
to this intrusion in their lmn's world", and many a man attempt was made to discredit these first women
at the squadrons. They have had the tough job to smooth out most of the mainly social adaption problems
and to prove they made it, not because they were "favoured" by almost every person in the entire Air Force,
but because they could do their work at least as good as the men!
As a result we feel completely accepted at the squadrons
probably is also due to the fact that no distinction is made at
people that we are assigned to on a mission. As we do not have
women from combat functions, we do exactly the sane work as our
(ii)

at this time. Part of the acceptance
all, neither by our conanders, nor by the
a clause in our Air Force that excludes
male colleagues.

The Operational Work

The helicopter squadrons of the Royal Netherlands Air Force perform a variety of tasks in peacetime,
the most common are:
- Reconaissance missions for the Army, at or near the front line
- transportation trips

- photo reconnaissance

-

v.I.P./Royal flights
artillery assistance
training of army personnel
emergency standby

Usually we operate from Air Force bases, where accomodation is no problem. Not at every squardon
are there separate provisions for the women, but as long as the toilet and shower doors can be locked, we
see no difficulty. On some exercises, the pilots stay in hotels, instead of on base. This usually leads
to the single girl having to pay a higher price for her room than the men, who generally sleep with two in
one room. If it is a 2 week exercise, the difference can become quite large. If you are lucky, the men
decide to split the complete hotel costs evenly, and you pay an equal amount, but on sosa squadrons it is
expensive to be the only girl in a group of men on exercise!
Two or three times a year the complete squadron moves into the field for usually a week long
exercise. On that occasion the only extra provision needed for the women, is a "womens tent"", so both men
and women have privacy. It took a long and tedious fight for the first woman at our squadron to have one
extra tent taken along. Officially the Air Force is obliged to supply it, however, also officially, there
is no way to obtain it! Unofficially a lot can be arranged, fortunately! Initially some men were strongly
opposed to this "favouritisi" of women, but as the number of women using the tent increased (we also have
female drivers, navigators, administrators and car mechanics now) it is new accepted as normal. - Some
years ago, there was also a rule that women were allowed to take a showr every day, when on exercise - the
men were not. This rule has been extended to include men as well, removing thereby another point of
friction.
Also since last year, the armed forces are obliged to take chemical toilet with them on
exercise, as the exercise areas were becoming too polluted through intensive use. This keeps us now from
wandering as far from camp as possible, to find some quiet shrub! This much for the practical aspects of
an exercise in the field.
As relatively unnoticed and accepted as we are at the squadron, we still appear to be a curiosity
outside of it. The times that passengers refused to enter a helicopter flown by a woman, are more or less
over, but foreigners particularly still have problems with us. For instance, lost year a German Colonel
confided to me, that he had never been afraid to fly before, but that now he was. After the flight, of
course, he claimed he had lost his fear of flying with women, yet these allegations can be rather
unpleasant. There is no reason to assume we women are less qualified than our male colleagues. 1Weboth
passed the same flight school.
Especially on foreign bases, In countries like Germany and Belgium, where women are not a familiar
sight In the armed forces, strange reactions can occur. One is stared at constantly. I can assure you
that a 2 week stay on a German base is guaranteed to drive a female pilot crazy!
Another example of unusual reactions, is a Dutch jet-pilot, who choose to ignore me completely
during and after the flight. It was not a problem for him to talk to my navigator, and thank him for the
trip. After all, the navigator was male.
All In all, it

again!

can be a relief to return to "the guys" at the home base, and be one of t.e buddies
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Some Cormanders think the atmosphere at a squadron has improved considerably with woen
I guess it does curb the use of curse words, fights, excesses ind vandaliasm at beercalls. Also in
around.
general women tend to be less boastful than the men. We do not have to go out of our way to prove
ourselves so necessarily to our colleagues in the air. I like to think this quieter attitude might rub off
a bit on the ' nacho men" at the squadron!
(iii)

Relationships and Pregnancy

Understandably it is not unusual that relationships occur between pilots. So far this has, aside
from several bouts of gossip, not lead to serious problems. Soaething that might become a proble
particularly is pregnancy if it occurs. No concrete plans have yet been made for the occurance of such an
event.
- How long can the woan continue to fly?
- What will be her function at the squadron when she gets grounded?
- Will she be able to continue working with the Air Force after the child's birth?
- If so what provisions will be made at the squadron to keep/feed the child?
- If there is no possibility to continue, for how long can she quit working? Is it maybe possible to
temporarily interrupt the 8 year contract?
- %hatdoes the interruption do to the currency on the aircraft?
Most of us will think twice, before beomsing the first one to try to sort this jungle out! We just
do not know what will happen, if one of us gets pregnant.

I am afraid, the Air Force does not know either!

CONCLUSION
The introduction of women in the armed forces will lead to practical problems, sone of which (like
the pregnancy case) will be a hard nut to crack. The initial adaption problems and the strain it puts on
both men and women, might be even harder to solve.
In general, however, I think it is a correct assuption to say that as the number of women
increases, the number of problems will decrease. The first women will have a very tough time, and I would
suggest three of more women should start flight school together. Not only do they have a stronger voice
when for exasple requesting provisions like a "women tent", they can also support each other better (men
experience things in a different way than we do, and it can be a relief to talk to soqene who
Also attention is not centered on one person only, but on the group, which should make it
understands!).
easier to bear.
is to leave then alone, to avoid press
The best service to be done to newly introduced wotnen,
coverage, keep them out of the center of attention, give them no privileges, and just let thea do their
job.
This talk is centered mainly on the problems of introducing female pilots in our Air Force. I would
like to stress, though, that in the end the Air Force benefits from our arrival. In the past years our
women have proved that it is possible to have men and woen cooperate in a military flying enviroinent.
Taking into account the sometimes very open-hearted conversations I have had with male colleagues, I think
it is a healthy development for both men and women to turn a rather unnatural male society into a mixed
group of people. Both sexes can learn a lot about each other, certainly in this line of work.
Table 1
THE SELECTION PIROCEXURE FOR PILOTS

First Day:
-

Personality Tests
Spatial Insight Tests
Apparatus Tests (Pilot otorics)
Reaction Speed Test

Second Day:
- Interview with Selection-Psychologist
- Function Information

Third Day:
- medical Examination
All of the above takes place at Air Force Base Gilze-Rijen
Fourth Day:
- Extensive X-Ray Photographs of back and neck vertebrae at

atthijsen Military Hospital in Utrecht

Fifth Day:
- Flight

edical Examination at National Air and Space Medicine Center in Soesterberg

Four Days:
- Automated Pilot Selection:

Six "Flights" on a Flight Simulator at Air Force Base Gilz-Rijen

Four or Five Days:
- Practical Pilot Selection:

Several Flights with the Slingsby Aircraft at Airfield Seppe.
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Table 2
THE TRAINING OF DUTCH HELICOPTER PILOTS

Phase of the Training

Duration

Flighttime/Type

Elementary Military
Flight Training

40 lkeks

40 Hours in Pilatus/PC-7

Advanced Flight
Training

40 Weeks

92 Hours in Pilatus/PC-7

Helicopter Flight
Training

15 Weeks

100 Hours in Alouette III

Air Navigator
Training

7 Weeks

None as Pilot

Elementary Tactical
Helicopter Training

10 weeks

75 Hours in Alouette III

Status upon corpletion:

Limited Cxrbat Ready Pilot

After flying at the Squadron for 18 months on either the Alouette II Helicopter or the
Bolkow 105 Helicopter, the Pilot enters:

Advanced Tactical

12 or 16 Weeks

70 Hours on Current
Helicopter Type

Helicopter Training

Status Upon Completion:

Fully Combat Ready.

Table 3
THE NJM3ER OF FEMALE HELICOPTER PILOTS IN THE ROYALNETHERLANDS AIR FORCE
Squadron:
Year:

298
Squadron

299
Squadron

30
Squadron

Total
R.N.L.A.F.

1982

-

-

1983

-

-

1

1

1984

1

-

1

2

1985

1

1

1

3

1936

2

2

1

5

1987

3

2

1

6

1988

4

2

2

8

1989

4

2

1

7

1990

4

4

1

9
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LES FElIMES PILOTES =UNE QUESTION POUR LES HOI4MES
Mddecins
en chef

BORDIER A. Professeur agrdgd du Service de santd des arn~es
GALLE-TESSOLNEAU J.R. Professeur du Service de santd des armdes
Centre Mddical de Psychologie Clinique de l'Ari~e de P'Air
5 bis, avenue de la Porte de Sbvres PARIS 15 AIR 75731 Paris Cedex 15

RESUME =La venue de femmes pilotes dans los forces a~riennes,
particulibrement dans les unit~s op~rationnelles, suscite de multiples interrogations. Los questions qui se posent concernent en
premier lieu los aspects anatomo-physiologlques. Ces aspects ont
toute leur importance mais uls en recouvrent d'autres, dordre
psychoaffectif, plus difficiles S formuler. Ceux-ci concernent
par exemple la disponibilit6 psycioaffective de femmes, engagdes
dans des missions opdrationnelles, et confront~es A 1l6ventualitd de ]a maternitd. Plus ddlicats I exprimer encore sont les
aspects qui tiennent A la diffdrence des sexes. Dans cette optique la venue de femmes pilotes so pose comme un problbne pour
les hommes, dans ]a mesure oiielles pourraient par leur seule
prdsence rnettre en question des valeurs cultivdes dans le registre des r~f~rences viriles.

Dans nos socidtds occidentales, la s~gr~gation des hommes et des femnos tend a s'anenuiser. Ddsormais rien ne semble devoir s'opposer a l'avancde des femmes dans des activitds traditionnellement masculines malgrd des r~ticences qui ressemblont do plus en plus a
des combats d'arribre garde. En ce qui concerne l'armde, les femmes ne sont plus cantonnoes dans des r6les d'auxiliaires et los rencontrer en tenue de combat, monter la garde,
assurant des responsabilitds *iechoque plus, mime si ]a fonction guerri~e reste identifi~e au r~fdrent masculin.
11 persiste ndanmoins des il6ts de resistance, pour lesquels la f~minisation apparalt encore probl~matique. Clest le cas de l'adronautique miiitairo et tout particuli~rement de Ilaviation de combat. Le th~me de ce symposium en t~moigne. Certes l1histoiro de
I'adronautique a dt marqude par des aviatrices c~lbbres. 11 y eut m~me des femmes engagoes dans des missions de guerre, mais, peu nombreuses, ellos ne purent tenir leur r6le
durablement. Los exp~rionces de la seconde guerre mondiale ne d~pass~rent pas la dur~e du
conflit. De nos jours, les principales forces adriennes admettent des femmes pilotos, mais
leur nombre est contingentd, et elles seraient 6cart~es, a notre connaissance, des missions
de combat.
Ces exemples et ces expdriences n'ont donc pas suffi I dtablir la f~minisation dans
l'adronautique militaire. Les arguments objectifs slopposant A cette avanc~e des famines
ne manquent pas, mais la conviction avoc laquolle uls sont ddvelopp~s, par des hommos,
sugg~re des pos'tions rdpondant a une autre logique. 11 slagit d'une logique affective,
non rationnello mais ndanmoins puissante, ayant ses propres justifications.
Les arguments ddvelopp~s seraient ainsi au service de rdsistances psychosociales.
LES ARGUMENTS PHYSIOLOGIQUES
Pour tenter d~avancer dans la comprdhension de ce qul est en jou, rovenons rapidemont sur les arguments objectifs, ce que nous appellerons des prdalables physiologiques,
tenant a la constitution f~minine.
Ils sont dvldonts. Sans les d~itailler nous rappollerons seulomont qulils tiennent
des caractdristiques do ]a fdminit6 concernant par exemple la force musculaire, la morphologie et la vie gdnitale. Ces aspects do la fdminitd am~nent aux probl~mes posds par )a
maternitd, (los risques pour ]a future mbre, 1e foetus, la question do la disponibilitd
professionnello) et plus largomont aux questions concernant la vie familiale.
Ils conduisent finalement a poser los problbmos sous l'angle des performances, objectivablos tant quelles so situent dams 1e rogistre somatique mais bion plus difficiles
a discutor lorsqulon prdtend dvaluer Ie versant psychoaffectif dos capacitds.
Quoiqul1l en soit de la pertinence des questions d'ordre physiologique, elles vont
Wte oxposdes dans un discours qul ost aussi Ilexprossion des opinions, des rdsonancos
affectivos quo ce sujet suscite. Voyons d~s lors los sous-ontendus quo cos pr~alables,
concernant ce quon pourralt appeler la fdminitd et )o maternitd, pouvent dvoquer.
LA MATERNITE

K

Pour commencer avec )a maternit6, la question do l'antinonio avec lo pilotage nest
pas seulement cello do la physiologlo ou do Ia disponibilitE opdrationnolle, mais aussi
do Ia disponibilitd psychoaffective.
Nly auralt-il pas 11 des 6l6ments inconcillables ? 10 travail psychoaffectif 4 V'oeuvre dans la grossesse pour donnor la vie parait peu compatible avec la pugnacitd ndc.ssaire dans la mission do phloto do combat marqude a Pextr~mo dans uno des Eventualitds do
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cette mission :donner la mort. Les femnes qui dslreraient en Etre devraient-elles renoncer A la maternit6, slamputer d'une partie d'elles-m~nes ? Cela est concevable pour
certaines mais alors, quen serait-il des vicissitudes et aldas qui pourraient suivre
un tel renoncement ?
Cette question de la maternit6 conduit aussi a envisager Vldventualit6 d'une naissance. Les femnes occupdes A la fonction maternelle ne disposeraient vraisemblablement plus
de la disponibilit6 psychique n~cessaire a Vactivitd op~rationnelle de pilote de combat.
Les troubles de l'adaptation ne sont pas rares chez des hommes pilotes de chasse a ]a
suite d'une paternit6, on peut supposer que ces difficult~s seraient encore plus fr~quentes chez des femmes pilotes.
Les rdflexions qui se d~veloppent ainsi concordent avec un ordre qui slest institud,
depuis les origines, a savoir que les fenmes n'ont pas a 6tre exposdes, comme conmbattantes, aux risques de la guerre.
11y a donc la toute une s~rie de raisons objectives mais aussi d'autres, plus difficules a formuler, exprimdes comme en filigrane, alimentant les rdsistances, radicalisant
les prises de position.
Les questions ne vont d'ailleurs pas tenir aux seules caractdristiques intrinsbques
d~un sexe (en Iloccurrence les femmes), de ses capacitds, de ses limites, (comme dans le
cas de la maternitd). Clest aussi le probl~me de la diff~rence des sexes qui va se poser
de fa~on insistante dans ces circonstances. CVest ce que nous allons dvoquer avec l'autre
aspect que nous avons annonc6 :Ia fdminitd.
LA FEMINITE

Elle ne concerne ici que les aspects de la constitution anatomo-physiologique fdminine, qui soul~vent des probl~mes pour l'adaptation aux conditions, aux contraintes du travail adrien. On peut penser n~anmoins que les obstacles ne sont pas redhibitoires, que
des am~nagements sont possibles.
Reste alors la question sous-jacente de la compatibilit6 de la disposition psychoaffective des femmes avec le pilotage de combat. A la diff~rence de la question li~e a
la maternitd, le terrain est ici momns sOr pour ceux qui argumentent sur les capacitds
des femmes. Si les caract~ristiques psychiques prktdes aux pilotes de combat sont identifides au sexe masculin, cela ne veut pas dire que des femmes ne puissent les poss~der.
Ces qualitds ne dependent pas, en effet, exciusivement d'un substratum biologique sp~cifique d'un sexe. Comme le suggdrait une femme pilote, avoir les attributs d'une femme,
et slidentifier a son sexe, ne veut pas dire qu'on manquerait de ce qu'il faut pour tenir
un r6le d~volu habituellement aux hommes.
D~s lors pourquoi pas des femmes dans Ilaviation de combat, dans ]a mesure o6jelles
en feraient la candidature? L'histoire nous montre de ces figures de femmes ayant jou6
un r6le de premier plan, traditionnellement masculin, sans se ddpartir de leur fdminitd.
Nous dvoquions les femmes pilotes ayant participd au dernier conflit mondial. Mais, justement, c'6tait pour noter que leur nombre dtait limitd, qu'elles furent renvoy~es a la
vie civile aprbs ]a guerre malgr6 leur valeur op~rationnelle et leurs 6tats de service.
Certaines dtaient int~grdes aux hommes, plut6t isoldes, comme mouldes dans les st~r4otynes masculins ; la plupart semblent avoir dt regroupdes, a part, dans des unites sp6ci 3les.
Cette s~gr~gation donne a penser quail fallait les prot~ger des hommes, a momns que
ce ne soit les homnes qu'il ait fallu prdserver.
Au bout du compte les prises de position, qui prennent parfois le ton de la misogynie, ('L'aviation de combat, ce w'est pas un mtier de femmne,, entend-t-on dire) d~placent le probibme du c~td des hommes.
Un des obstacles A la venue des femmes dans l'aviation de combat ne serait-il pas
dans la difficult6 pour les hommes pilotes a accepter cette prdsence ? Celle-ci ne risqueralt-elle pas de remettre en question leur propre disposition affective, n~cessaire
A leur engagement professionnel ?
Pour prendre exemple dans le domaine du sport, quon imagine ce qui so passerait
dans un match de rugby opposant des 6quipes mixtes . .. Existe-t-ll d'ailleurs une seule
activitd sportive a base de comp~tition et d'engagement physique qul accepte le melange
des hommes et des femmes sur le terrain ?
La mixitd a toujours dtd redout~e des collectivitds militaires. Ainsi la Marine slest
longtemps opposde A Ilembarquement de membres d'6quipage fdminins. Tout r~cemment la marine de guerre britannique aurait ouvert ses portes aux femmes (nouvelle annonc~e dans
les m~dias) ; il semble que ce soit par n~cessit6 du fait du manque dleffectif et en d6pit des rdsistances du commandement craignant pour la discipline.
Mals la question de la discipline ne rdsume pas tout, particulibrement dans ies unitds opdrationnelles des forces adriennes. Si ces hommes admettent difficilement 11intdgration de femmes, il faut le rolier a ce qulils vivent en commun. 1e vol et le combat
adrien impliquent un engagement personnel profond. L'dnergie, de nature libidinalo, rqui
est asslgnde a cet investissement ne peut gubre conc~der de partage.
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La prdsence de femmes pilotes pourrait-elle bouleverser la cohdsion du groupe, entamer par leur seule presence le potentiel dlefficacitd des hommes en les d~tournant de
leur but 2
Cette interrogation nest pas la seule. 11 ne s'agit pas que des lfaib.Zesses' que
pourraient avoir les pilotes pour des camarades f~minines, mais aussi des failles et des
zones d'ombre que ces femmes pourralent r~v~ler, zones d'ombre recouvertes par Ilidda1.
Clest une atteinte aux valeurs fondamentales partag~es dans le groupe qu'une femme pourrait incarner en toute innocence.
Autrement dit, les id~aux que les hommes pilotes cultivent n~cessairement du c6 des
rdfdrences viriles ne pourraient s'entretenir que dans une collectivitd unisexu~e, dvitant les enjeux et les emb~ches de la difference des sexes.
CONCLUSION
En definitive, les questions soulevdes par la venue des femmes dans les forces adriennes, particulibrement dans t'aviation de combat, d~passent les problbmes pnysiologiques.
Sans rien perdre de leur importance ces aspects objectivables recouvrent d'autres questions, dordre psychoaffectif, plus obscures et difficiles a formuler.
Ces aspects tiennent a la diffdrence des sexes, non seulenent dans ce qul les singu1arise mais aussi dans la fa~on dont les sujets slidentifient a leur propre sexe et se
situent vis-a-vis du sexe opposd. Examin~e sous cet angle, la venue des femmes dans l'aviation se pose comme un problbme pour les hommes. Alors que dans beaucoup d'activitds
humaines la participation dgalitaire des hommes et des femmes se rdv~1e positive Pt la
diffdrence, reconnue, joue comme un facteur stimulant, il W'en va peut-6tre pas de m~me
dans des milieux trbs identifids aux valeurs d'un seul sexe, structurd pour des activit~s op~rationnelles impliquant un risque vital. Tel est le sens, semble-t-il, des rdsistances observ~es.
Ces rdflexions ne nous ambnent pas a prendre parti dans un d~bat sur Popportunitd
d'admettre des femmes dans l'aviation militaire, inais a distinguer les diff~rents ordres
de questions qui sont soulev~es, en attirant l'attention sur les aspects psychoaffectifs
quldvoquent cette perspective.
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COMPARISON OF MALE AND FEMALE USAF PILOT CANDIDATES
Dr Frederick M. Siem
Linda L. Sawin
Air Force Human Resources Laboratory
Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5601

SUMMARY
Female
Air
Force pilot candidates were compared to male candidates
in
factors related to pilot training performance.
The factors examined included

terms
of
selection

test scores, background measures such as college academic performance and ma3or, and
ratings from a college military training program. Successful candidates of both sexes,
compared to less successful candidates, had higher ratings and test scores, and also a
higher percentage of technical
majors and licensed private pilots. The data were
analyzed for predictive equity or whether the utility of the factors for prediction of
flying training outcomes differed for females and males. The results of regression
analyses indicated that the factors examined were equally useful for candidates of both
sexes.

INTRODUCTION
Since
1955, the scores on the Pilot and Navigator-Technical composites of the Air
Force Officer Qualifying Test (AFOQT) have been used by the Air Force when selecting
individuals
commissioned through Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps (AFROTC) or
Officer Training School
(OTS) for Undergraduate Pilot Training (UPT).
Those two
composites have consistently been shown to be valid predictors of graduation from UPT
(0. 2. 3).
In addition,
other criteria have also been shown to be valid predictors
of
UPT
graduation
(4, 5). College technical degree, private pilot license (PPL).
grade
point
average (OPA). and prior military service are used by both AFROTC and OTS when screening

candidates
for UPT.
In addition, AFROTC includes in the screening process such
information as the detachment commander's rating, a field training rating, and a Quality
Index Score (IS),
a measure of officer aptitude (6).
Because

the majority of

individuals attending UPT are males, the validities of

the

selection criteria are essentially based on male data. However, approximately three
percent of the UPT entrants commissioned through AFROTC and OTS (since 1976) are female
(7).
Little research to date has examined whether factors associated with UPT training
outcomes are equally valid predictors for both male ane female pilot candidates.
One of the more important characteristics for any test or measure used to aid a
selection decision that involves different subpopulations, such as males and females,
is that it exhibit predictive equity. Predictive equity, for purposes of
the present
discussion, is defined in a statistical sense. The presence of predictive equity
indicates that the use of a common prediction equation does not produce systematic error
in the prediction of the criterion for persons in different subgroups (8).
Lack of predictive equity can result in two problems. First, underprediction
for
members of a subgroup produces a lower zomputed probability of success at a given
aptitude score compared with another subgroup. The practical effect is to screen out
subgroup members who would have performed well on the criterion of interest. In terms
of

pilot training, candidates who might have performed well never enter training.
Second,

overprediction

for

members

of a subgroup

produces

a

higher

computed

probability of success at a given aptitude score compared with another subgroup.
The
result is selection of subgroup members who are incorrectly predicted to do well but who
fail. For UPT the latter problem results in high attrition and increased training costs
to achieve the desired pilot production volume.
The predictive equity of selection factors for female pilots is of particular
concern in the 1990a because of the increasing role of women in combat-related flying.
Although

women

presently

constitute a relative small percentage of

the

total

pilot

candidate pool,
that proportion may increase in the future. Thus, it is important to
understand how female candidates compare to their male counterparts and to examine
whether the validity of pilot selection measures developed on male populations extends
to female pilot candidates. Thus, the purpose of the present research was to examine
for three samples the predictive equity of the AFOQT and of other measures (e.g. college
deta, previous flying experience) for selection both of males and females
pilot training.

into Air Force
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METHOD
Sample
The background data sample consisted of 8,446 subjects
(8,285 males and 161
females) commissioned through OTS and AFROTC who attended UPT from the years
1982 to
1987.
The AFROTC subsample consisted of 6,213 subjects (6,166 males and 147
females)
identified as being commissioned through AFROTC and having data on AFROTC-specific
selection variables
(i.e. Quality Index Score). For the AFOQT analyses, the selected
subsample was constrained to subjects tested c Form 0 of the AFOQT, which represented a
major revision from earlier forms in terms of '%e number of subtests and the derivation
of composite scores. Thus, the AFOQT subsample consisted of 3,243 males and 59 females
from both AFROTC and OTS commissioning sources.
Procedure
All of the data for this study came from archival data bases maintained by the
Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL).

Air

Measures
Predictors.
Background information included college major
(coded one if a
technical degree, zero otherwise), grade point average, and possession of a private
pilot's license
(coded one if yes, zero otherwise). Additional information on AFROTC
candidates consist,d of a rating by the AFROTC detachment commander;
a rating from
field training conducted between a candidate's sophomore and Junior years in college;
and a Quality Index Score, a weighted composite of subjective motivation measures and
objective
learning indicators (6).
The test scores used from the AFOQT were the
percentile scores on Form 0 of the Pilot and Navigator-Technical composites of the
AFOQT, a paper-and-pencil, group-administered, multiple aptitude battery (9).
Criteria.
The main criterion was training outcome in UPT (pass/fail).
For the
analysis of background factors and AFROTC variables, the fail category included
candidates who attrited for a variety of reasons:
flying training deficiency (FTD).
fear of flying, medical
factors, and self-initiated elimination.
For the AFOQT
analyses, the criterion was defined so as to include only FTD attrites and graduates for
two reasons. First, the AFOQT was not designed to predict elimination for non-FTD
reasons. Secondly, as all OTS female attrites in the sample were identified as FTD
eliminations, the AFROTC female subsample and the OTS and AFROTC subsamples were also
limited to include only FTD attrites to ensure valid comparisons.
Analytic Strategy
Mean differences between the sexes in predictor variables measured on an interval
scale, such as OPA, were examined with t tests. Differences by sex in categorical
predictor measures such as possession of a pilot's license were compared using a chisquare test. To test for bias effects, the general linear models (GLM) approach (10, 11)
was used. The GLM approach can be used to test for two types of bias: level
bias and
slope bias. Level bias indicates that regression lines for different subgroups have the
same slope but the intercepts are different.
Evidence for level bias
is that
differences in predicted scores for members of subgroups with the same level
of
predictor score differ by the same amount for all levels of predictor score. Slope bias
is present when the difference in predicted performance for subgroup members varies
at
different levels of predictor scores. For the background and AFROTC-specific measures.
bias effects were tested for the variables as a set, as the issue of interest was
whether the subjective use of the combination of variables had predictive equity.
Each
AFOQT composite score was separately tested for equity because the concern was whether
each score, in and of itself, had predictive equity.
RESULTS
Background Variables and UPT Graduation
For the background variable sample, males had a significantly higher UPT graduation
rate
(.72) than did females (.62, X = 7.01. p < .01). Descriptive statistics for the
predictor variables are shown in Table 1.
Inspection of these data indicated that, in
comparison with the males, the females represented a higher proportion of pilot
candidates with PPLs and technical degrees. The females also had a significantly higher
OPA than the males. Mean OPAs for male and female UPT graduates and attrites are shown
in Table 2. For both males and females, the graduate group had a higher average OPA (P
< .05) than did the non-graduate group.
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Table l Proportions and Means for Background Variables by Sex
................................................................

Variable

Male

Female
Tests

Significance

.................................................................

Private Pilot's
License

.11
(.31)

.20
(.41)

(4452]
Technical

Degree

.49

GPA

5

.3 4a *

5

.0 4 a *

4

.9 9 b

[64]
.59

(.50)

(.49)

(8269]

(160]

3.04
(.59)
(72303

3.29
(.48)
[141]

Note.

Standard deviations
in parentheses.
Sample
brackets.
Sample size varies due to missing data.
a.
Chi-square test.
b.
t test.
R < .05
C
P < .01
p

size

in

size

in

Table 2 Mean GPA by UPT Training Outcome and Sex

UPT Training Outcome

Male

Graduate

Female

3.07
(.59)
[51593

Attrite

3.37
(.46)
(87]

2.97

3.17

(.59)
(2071]
ote.

Standard

brackets.
data.

Sample

deviations

(.48)
(54]

in parentheses.

size varies from total

Sample

because

of

missing

The percentages
of
male and female UPT graduates with and without
a
technical
degree
are shown in Table 3.
For both sexes, the group with a technical degree
had a
significantly higher graduation rate (p< .01).
Data for the relationship between
PPL
and UPT graduation
for males and females are shown in Table 4.
For both
males
and

females,

the

proportions

of

UPT

graduates

for

PPLs

versus

non-PPLs

were

significantly different.

Table 3 Percent of UPT Graduates by College Major and Sex
College Major

Technical

Non-technical

Male

Female

75.7

72.3

(3097]

[68]

68.2

47.0

(2848]

(31]

Note.
Number of UPT graduates in brackets.
differs fron total number of graduates in
missing data.

Number of graduates
sample because of

not
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Table 6 Means for AFROTC-specific Variables
Outcome and Sex
Male
Variable
Quality

Graduate

--------

by

UPT

Training

.----Female

Attrite

Graduate

79.97
(12.31)
[3360]

79.36
(12.17)
(17303

91.12
(10.72)
1703

86.95
(10.70)
(56]

6.13
(1.89)
(2710]

6.07
(1.74)
(1511]

6.53
(1.92)
(62]

5.89
(1.86)
(44]

6.42
(.66)
(2639]

6.32
(.65)
(1405]

6.74
(.44)
(43]

6.61
(.55)
(38)

Attrite

Index Score

Commander's Rating

Field Training Rating

Note.
Standard deviations
in parentheses.
Sample size in
brackets. Higher numbers indicate higher quality. Sample size
varies due to missing data.
An equity analysis for the AFROTC-specific variables was conducted similar to that
conducted for the background variables. For the AFROTC subsample analyses, the full
model consisted of three predictors (Quality Index Score, field training rating, and
detachment commander's rating), sex, and three two-way interaction terms (sex by AFROTCspecific variable).
The full model significantly predicted UPT graduation (R = .13,
E[7, 2844] = 6.51, p < .0001). Elimination of the interaction terms did not
significantly decrease the predictive utility of the model (a- change = .0001, E (3,
2844] = .08, NS).
Thus, no evidence of slope bias was detected. Elimination of the se
term from the model also failed to produce evidence of a significant decrement
(R
change = .0001, E [i, 2847] = 2.06, NS). Thus, no evidence for either level or slope
bias was found for the AFROTC-specific predictors, indicating that the same prediction
equation could be used for male and female AFROTC pilot candidates.
AFOQT Composites
The graduation rate for males in the AFOQT subsample was 72%,
which was not
significantly different from the AFOQT subsample female rate (69%, X a 2.95, NS).
Mean
AFOQT Pilot and Navigator-Technical Composite scores by sex are shown in Table 7.
The
male sample had significantly higher average scores on both AFOQT composites
than the
females.
The mean AFOQT test score by sex and UPT outcome (flying training deficiency
attrites only)
are shown in Table 8.
For both sexes,
UPT graduates
scored
significantly higher on the Pilot composite (p < .01) than FTD attrites. Analysis of
mean Navigator-Technical composite scores revealed a similar pattern, although the
difference between graduates and attrites was not significant for females, probably
because of the small sample size.
Table 7 Mean AFOQT Composite Score by Sex
Variable

Male

Female

t test

AFOQT Pilot Composite

72.06
(18.35)
(3243]

66.51
(17.98)
[59]

2.30

AFOQT NavigatorTechnical Composite

66.58
(20.41)
(3243]

59.81
(20.09)
(59]

2.53

Not_e.

Standard

brackets.
2
P
*

.05

( .01

deviations

in parentheses.

Sample

size

*

in
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Table 4 Percent
of UPT Graduates by
(PPL) Status and Sex

Private

Pilot's

PPL Status

Male

Female

PPL

69.6
(319]

62.7
(9]

66.6
(27733

69.2
(32]

Non-PPL

Note.
umber of UPT graduates in brackets.
differs
from
total number of graduates in
missing data.

License

Number of graduates
sample
because
of

three
regression analyses were conducted to test for bias effects of the
Multiple
background
measures,
sex
and UPT pass/fail. The analyses were conducted
using
only
subjects with data on all background variables, which resulted in a sample of 62 females
seven
predictors:
three background
males.
The full model consisted of
and 4,376
variables
(PPL, aPA, degree),
sex, and three
two-way
interaction
terms
(sex by
background variable).
The full model was significantly predictive of UPT graduation
(a
=
.12,
FE7, 4430] = 9.70, p ( .0001).
Elimination of the sex by
background
variabl

interaction terms did not significantly decrease the predictive utility of the model (R
change - .0002, E 13, 4430] = .39. NS).
Thus, no evidence of slope bias was detected
for the three background variables.
Further, elimination of the 2 sex term from the model
did not significantly decrease the model multiple correlation (R change = .0005, E
11,
4433]
= 2.22. NS). Therefore, no evidence of intercept bias was
detected.
For both
for UPT
and females. GPA. technical degree and PPL manifested predictive equity
males
pass/fail.
AFROTC Selection Variables

For the AFROTC subsample, the males 2had a significantly higher percent of graduates
from UPT (67%) than the females (56%. X = 6.85 p < .01).
Descriptive statistics for
the AFROTC-specific measures are shown in Table 5, as are significance tests for
differences by sex in proportions and means for the three variables. Females received
significantly

higher average ratings on the Quality Index Score and in

rating
than did males.
commander's rating.

Males and females did not differ in terms

field

of

the

training

detachment

Table 5 Means for AFROTC-specific Variables by Sex

Variable

Male

Female

Significance

Tests
Quality Index Score

Commander's Rating

79.76

89.26

(12.27)
(5090]

(10.91)
(126]

6.11
(1.91)
(4221]

Field Training Rating

6.26

.6 2 b

b

.84

(1.84)
(106]

6.38

6.68

(.66)

(.50)

(4044]

8

4.01

**

(81]

Note.e Standard deviations in parentheses.
Sample size in
brackets. Higher numbers indicate higher quality. Sample size
varies due to missing data.
a.

Chi-square test.

b.
I test.
*
p ( .05
ON p. < .01
Mean predictor scores for UPT graduates and attrites by sex are shown in Table
6.
For both males and females, the graduates received higher average detachment commander's

ratings (males, NS; females. p ( .05), higher average ratings in field training (males.
P.( .01; females. NS), and higher Quality Index Scores than did the UPT attrites (males.
p < .05;
females, p ( 01).
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Table 8
Sex

Mean AFOQT Composite Score by UPT Training Outcome

and

................................................................

AFOQT Composite

Male

-Female

Graduate

Attrite

Graduate

74.30
(17.32)
(25783

63.35
(19.59)
(665]

69.76
(17.22)
(41)

59.11
(17.94)
(18]

68.43
(19.76)
(2578]

59.42
(21.28)
(6653

61.17
(20.27)
(41]

56.72
(19.90)
(183

Attrite

Pilot

Navigator-Technical

Note..- Standard
brackets.

deviations

in parentheses.

Sample

size

in

Separate regressions were conducted to test the equity of each AFOQT composite.
For each analysis, the full model consisted of three predictor variables:
the AFOQT
composite. sex, and the product term. The product terms were removed to t6st for slope
bias, whereas the sex term was removed to test for intercept bias.
For the AFOQT Pilot composite, the full model was significant ( ' .24, F(3, 32983
= 69.59. p ( .0001).
No evidence was found fo either slope bias (R change = .0001,
1.86. NS).
EE1,3298]
.38, NS). or for intercept bias (_ change = .0005, E11,3299]
The full model for the Navigator-Technical Composite was also significant (R
.18, FE3.
3298] = 36.76, p < .0001). No evidence was found far either slope bias (R
change
:
.0001, FI,3298]
.66, NS), or for intercept bias (R change = .0006, E11,3299] - 2.18,
NS).
Thus, both of the composites showed predictive equity for males and females,
in
terms of UPT graduation.

DISCUSSION
The results of this study indicate that male and female pilot candidates showed
overall differences on average test scores, background factors, and AFROTC ratings prior
to entry into training. However, those overall differences were not associated with
inequity of prediction of UPT training outcome. With regard to the AFOQT, for example,
females tended to score lower on the Pilot composite;
however, a male and female with
the same score on the Pilot composite would be expected to have the same predicted
success in UPT. Similarly, for the background factors and AFROTC variables, a candidate
with a given profile of background factors or AFROTC ratings had the same predicted
success in UPT, regardless of sex. Thus, the set of background variables, the set of
AFROTC-specific variables, and the two AFOQT composites each manifested predictive
equity in terms of their relationships to UPT training outcome.
Note that the observation that male and female candidates differed on test scores
and background factors does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that the male and
female applicant populations differed as well.
Any number of factors, such as the
lack
of career opportunity available to females because of their historical exclusion from
fighter aircraft, may result in pre-selection differences in male and female applicant
groups.
As more opportunities open to women, the nature of the female applicant group
may change. Thus, one direction for future research would be to examine whether the
same pattern of differences between male and female predictor scores in the present
sample is replicated in future samples.
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SUMMARY
The majority of U.S. Navy pilots are white males. Of the 12,477 Navy pilots,
only 225 (1.8%) are women. Navy women are prohibited from permanent assignment on
ships or aircraft designated for potential combat missions. In this paper, we
present data comparing female and male performance on aviation selection tests over
the past five years. We also compare female and male student naval aviator
performance in primary flight training and on a cognitive/psychomotor test battery.
The data examined in this report uncovered some differences in aviation selection
test scores as well as differences in cognitive/psychomotor performance, but we could
not discover any corresponding effect of these variables on success in primary flight
training.
INTRODUCTION
Women have been involved in aviation since 1784 when Madame Elizabeth Thible went
aloft in a Montgolfier brothers balloon over Lyons, France.
Many American women
aviators became famous in the 1930s, Amelia Earhart perhaps being the most renowned.
Jacqueline Cochran accompanied 25 American women to England at the start of World War
II to fly with the British Air Transport Auxiliary. When the U.S. entered the war,
she became head of the Women Airforce Service Pilots (WASP).
These women flew
noncombat missions in order to free men for combat assignment.
From 1942, until the
WASPs were disbanded in December 1944, these women aviators flew more than 70
different types of aircraft over a distance of 9 million miles.
In 1948, the U.S. Congress passed a law that prohibited women from serving in
combat. Twenty-four years later, ADM Zumwalt, Chief of Naval Operations, announced
that naval aviation training would be open to women.
The first eight female flight
students began flight training in 1973. In 1974, LT Barbara Rainey became the first
woman naval aviator to receive her wings. She died tragically in 1982 in Pensacola,
Florida, while flying a T-34 as an instructor pilot. In 1979, the first female Navy
pilot qualified to land on an aircraft carrier.
Today, female Navy pilots fly helicopters, anti-subarine warfare patrol
aircraft, and transport aircraft. They also fly jet aircraft such as the A-4, T-39,
and EA-7s, but because of the 1948 law, they do not pilot the Navy's front-line
fighter and attack aircraft such as the A-6E, F-14 and the F/A-18. Navy women are
prohibited from permanent assignment on ships or aircraft designated for potential
combat missions.
In addition, the U.S. Marine Corps has no female pilots (1,2,3).
The question of allowing women into combat is currently under debate in Congress.
PREVIOUS RESEARCH
We found surprisingly few references in the literature concerning female and male
differences in flight training or fleet performance. We synopsize below those few
references we did uncover.
In 1981, Morvant and Thrower (4) evaluated gender differences in U.S. Air Force
undergraduate pilot training (UPT) performance. They examined four general areas of
training:
flying time, instructors, learning rate, and check ride scores.
In
addition t4 analyzing 197 items from student flight records, the authors interviewed
instructors and supervisors associated with the students. The interview information
supported the flight training data from the study demonstrating that women did not
perform as well as men. Overall, female performance differed significantly from that
of men, primarily in the formation phase of training. The authors hypothesized that
the formation phase of UPT was the first
time that male/female competition was
clearly manifested.
In another U.S. Air Force study (6), male and female pilot-selectee flying
performance was compared. The authors concluded that, overall, the commonalities in
performance between the sexes far outweighed the differences.
I number of variables
provided strong support for the conclusion that men and women perform similarly in
flight training. These factors included 1) similar performance on most pre-training
measures, 2) equivalent graduation rates, 3) comparable flight training performance,
and 4) similar student impressions of the flight training experience.
Brown and Dohme (5) studied female performance In, the U.S. Army's Initial Entry
Rotary Wing flight training program using matched and total majority control groups
(male).
They compared performance of males and females on several criteria:
1)
academic grades by training phase, 2) overall grade, and 3) flight performance grades
by phase of training. Other variables included age, educational level, Flight
Aptitude Selection Test (FAST) scores, and source of entry.
Comparisons between the
gender groups resulted in no significant differences on the matching variables.
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Compared with the total majority group, however, females had significantly lower FAST
scores. The authors suggest that if FAST scores relate to performance in flight
training, females might be expected to experience more difficulty in acquiring flight
skills than would the "typical" student.
In a two-part experiment, McCloy (7) used equal numbers of males and females to
assess the hypothesized utility of various time-sharing measures as indicators of
performance in a general-purpose flight trainer. Although he found no significant
gender differences in either single- or dual-task performance on a single-axis
compensatory-tracker and a digit-cancellation reaction time task, males had a
significantly higher performance level on the various simulator variables. The
author concluded that it might be appropriate to utilize gender-based predictor
equations when establishing training or selection criteria for male and female
complex-task operators.
U.S. NAvr SELECTION TEST BATTERY
The Navy's current test battery for selection of aviation training candidates was
developed during World War II. The original battery was a series of psychological
and physiological tests developed by the Civil Aeronautical Authority and National
Research Council that were in use by 1940. Out of approximately 40 different tests,
the Wonderlic Personnel Test, the Mechanical Comprehen3 were originally selected:
sion Test, and the Biographical Inventory (BI).
Previously validated with civilian pilots, the BI was introduced as a selection
device in 1942. In 1953, it was revalidated, and new items were introduced to
In 1978, the BI
distinguish between successful and unsuccessful flight students.
continued to correlate significantly with the pass/attrite criterion. The present
Aptitude
Test/Flight
Qualification
selection test battery, entitled the Academic
Rating (AQT/FAR), is a direct descendent of the World War II efforts.
The U.S. Navy and Marine Corps AQT/FAR paper-and-pencil test battery is the
primary instrument of interest in our study. Table I briefly describes the four
individual tests of the AQT/FAR as well as two composites of the basic
four tests. The last revalidation of the battery was in 1971, although it is currently
being revised. This revision may be in place within the next three years.
Table 1.

U.S. Navy and Marine Corps Aviation Selection Tests

1. Academio Qualification Test (AQT)
105 items, 60 min.
Quantitative ability
General intelligence
Verbal ability
Practical judgment and accuracy
Following directions
2. Mechanical Comprehension Test (MCT)
75 items, 40 min.
Mechanical aptitude
Ability to perceive relationships and solve practical
problems in mechanics
3. Spatial Apperception Test (SAT)
34 items, 10 min.
Spatial orientation
Ability to perceive relationships from differing
orientations
4. Biographical Inventory (BI)
160 items, untimed
Personal history
Maturity, risk-taking behavior
Informal acquisition of aircraft knowledge
5. Flight Aptitude Rating (FAR)
The FAR is composed of the HCT, SAT, and the BI. A FAR
index is produced when scores from those three tests are
combined.
6. Officer Aptitude Rating (OAR)
The OAR is a composite of the AQT and MCT and is used
primarily for general officer (e.g., Supply Corps)
selection and classification.
METHODS
The results reported in this paper stem from the examination of three existing
data bases. The first data base is maintained by the Naval Aerospace Medical

Institute and contains all the selection test scores.

We analyzed the scores of all

the female applicants who took the six selection tests during the period from January
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1984 to December 1989. The second data base we examined consisted of flight
performatzc data from the three primary flight training squadrons located at NAS
Whiting Field, Hilton, Florida. Finally, we accessed our own internal data base
containing information on female and male student naval aviators who took our
cognitive/psychomotor test battery. These students had already passed the selection
tests and medical criteria and had received from 8 to 14 weeks of military
indoctrination before we tested them. We generally receive a representative sample
of students for testing and have built up a data base of 21 females and 1,089 males.
These 21 females therefore represent 1.9% of our total data base, which approximates
the 1.8% of female pilots in the fleet.
For the most part we present means and standard deviations of test scores along
with the sample size. For the selection test scores and the cognitive/psychomotor
test battery we conducted a t-test to determine if there was a significant difference
between the males and females.
RESULTS
Table 2 presents some background characteristics of the 100 females we studied
concerning selection test performance. These 100 females represent all the female
applicants who took the selection tests from January 1984 to December 1989. They
averaged 22.2 years in age when they took the tests.
The 102 males in the male
sample represent a random sample from the same time period.
TABLE 2.

Background Characteristics of the Female Sample

Civiltn
Officer Candidate, Naval Academy
Officer Candidate, ROTC
Officer, U.S. Navy
Officer, U.S. Coast Guard
Enlisted, U.S. Navy
Other

44
23
19
I
11
1
I

High-school graduate
Two or more years of college
College graduate
Post-college graduate

1
51
43
5

White
Black
Other

96
1
3

Table 3 shows the means and standard deviations for the female and male samples
on the six selection tests. The t value for the difference between the means is
presented in the next-to-last column. Females scored higher on the Academic
Qualification Test, but the males were higher on the other three selection tests.
Given this fact, the males were naturally higher on the two composite scores, the FAR
and the OAR. Especially striking is the large difference in the Mechanical
Comprehension Test.
TABLE 3.

Comparison of Female and Male Scores on the Navy Selection
Test Battery

Test

Mean

Female
SD

N

Moan

Male
SD

N

AQT
MCT
SAT
BI
FAR
OAR

6.20
5.62
12.12
11.30
5.53
47.83

1.26
3.13
2.48
3.28
1.40
6.46

100
100
100
100
100
in0

5.77
11.24
12.78
13.39
6.96
50.36

1.41
3.04
3.23
3.50
1.66
7.97

102
102
102
102
102
102

I
I

Sig.
S

I
2.28
I -12.95
1 -1.63
I -4.33
I -6.61
I

-2.48

p < .05
< .01
n3
p < .01
<
P
.01
p < .05

a

As mentioned previously, data in Tables 4 and 5 come from female subjects who had
volunteered to participate in a performance-based test battery conducted in our
laboratory over the past five years.
Table 4 compares means and standard deviations for flight grade and number of
aircraft hours flown during primary flight training. Those data are from tae 20
female subjects and 962 male subjects in our data base who, after taking our tests,
successfully completed primary flight training. The flight grade is exactly the same
for the two groups.
The number of aircraft hours flown is slightly higher for the
females as compared to the males but is not stntistically significant.
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Table 4 also shows that 20 of the 21 females in our data base successfully
completed primary flight training. Historically, about 90% of all candidates who
enter primary flight training are successful. Our sample of males at 88.4% is very
close to this historical average as is our sample of females.
Therefore, women do
not differ from men on this important measure of performance.
TABLE 4.

Comparison of Female and Hale Performance in Primary
Flight Training
Mean

Female
SD

Flight grade
Hours flown

3.05
75.02

.03
9.18

Prob. of pass

95.2%

20/21

Variable

H
20
20

Mean

Hale
SD

N

3.05
73.03

.03
9.71

962
953

88.4%

962/1088

The data presented in Table 5 show the relative standing of females and males on
a portion of our performance-based test battery. This battery was designed to assess
cognitive, personality, and psychomotor skills neglected by the paper-and-pencil
selection tests presented in Table 1. The CVT test is a visual and cognitive
information processing task with the dependent variable being the number of correct
answers to a series of visual presentations. The ADHT is a horizontal tracking task
with a short-term memory task superimposed. The dependent variable is the number of
correct answers to the memory task.
Tha PMTDLT series of tests is designed to
measure eye-hand psychomotor coordination when a secondary listening task is
superimposed. The dependent variables listed in Table 5 for the PMTDLT series are
tracking errors. In two of these six tests to measure general information processing
and psychomotor skills the females performed significantly less uell than the males.
TABLE 5.

Test
CVT
ADHT
PMTDLT4
PMTDLT5
PHTDLT6
PHTDLT7

Comparison of Female and Male Performance on Several
Cognitive/Psychomotor Tests

Mean

Female
SD

N

Mean

101.75
69.74
4.24
3.78
4.66
4.10

7.26
12.35
.38
.38
.23
.24

12
13
16
16
16
15

100.11
65.67
4.04
3.62
4.56
4.00

Male
SD
9.48
17.46
.28
.28
.22
.25

H
550
501
695
692
689
670

t
.60
.84
2.86
2.31
1.82
1.55

Sig.
ns
ns
P < .01
p < .U5
ns
ns

DISCUSSION
We have presented data comparing females and males on selection tests, as well as
data on female and male student naval aviators performance in primary flight training
and on a gognitive/psyehomotor test battery. There are gender differences apparent
in three of the four selection tests studied as well as differences in eye-hand
coordination skills in a tracking task.
Mitigating these results is the fact that when we analyzed test scores from our
performance-based test battery to see how well they could predict primary flight
training outcome, gender was not a significant variable (8).
The source of
commissioning and college major, for example, were much more important than whether
the candidate was male or female.
Interestingly, the PMTDLT series of tests, where the females did less well, was
found not to predict success in primary flight training, but the CVT and ADHT tests
where the females scored as well as the males were predictive of success.
Additionally, once candidates have been screened by the selection tests, these tests
seem to play little further role in predicting success in the later stages of flight
training.
One Important question, not addressed in this paper, in whether qualified female
applicants are being unfairly excluded by the selection tests (9).
As in any test
construction, the standardization sample is crucial and must adequately represent the
population being evaluated by the test. Even though the present selection battery
has been revalidated, the standardization sample remains problematic with regard to
female applicants. This is also the case with biographical inventories. One cannot
depend on the continued reliability of items without frequent (e.g., two-year) probes
to test for continued effectiveness.
Since the last extensive revalidation of the selection tests, recruitment policy
has undergone major shifts that reflect changes in the overail social structure of
the country. Despite changes in policy, however, minorities appear especially under-
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represented in the aviation coLmunity.
Part or the reason for this may be in the
aviation selection tests themselves.
The original normative sample did not represent
the population for which the test is now intended. Subsequent samples have also
failed to represent the present recruitment population. In addition, many aspects of
the aviation environment have changed since World War II, possibly affecting aviation
specific criterion-related validity, although the battery has done well in meeting
the criterion of pass/fail for primary flight training.
To summarize, although the data presented here indicated some differences in
aviation selection test scores and cognitive performance between males and females,
we could not discover any corresponding effect during primary flight training
reflecting the influence of these variables.
Although there are well-documented anthropometric and strength differences
between men and women, it appears that general cognitive and information processing
skills needed to pilot present day aircraft are equally shared by both men and women.
The cockpits of future military aircraft will rely more heavily upon decision support
provided by machine intelligence. The key question then becomes, "How well can the
pilot integrate his or her problem solving capabilities with the assistance available
from machine intelligence?" We need additional research on possible gender
differences when the pilot plays such a role in a network of linked intelligences.
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8.1'.623
83800 - TOULON-NAVAL

RESUME
L'entree des femses dans lea arsees eat une aventure hamaine passionnante
qul se continue,
dana
I'Aeronavals fran~alse par I'accesslon des femmnes A Ia
specialit6 de pilate d'a~conautique navale.
Ce quf peut etre v6cu comae une
veritable intrusion par
lea bosses taisant partie .1'une institution militaire
tr~s masculine dana son tonctionnement et sea valeuts. me r~vle Otre an objet
d'etudes int~remmant.
En ellot.
lea candidates A Ia specialite de pilate
smolent sontrer ane r~elio
spsciricit6 et an d~termznime particalier dans
leurs motivations. Par ailleurs. ellss posent an problbe au clinicien qai Des
rscoit et qai vs inveatiguer leur candidature qul nous aesole etre basep mar
arnerecrnercno
de survajorisatian I~minine. Cette r6alit& Particallere de ce
type ac candidature
pose
Is prablese de son apprehension glubale par an
cI inicien mascul in.

L'esp~rience as 7 annees dans le dosalne de Ia aeleclion et le saivi
psycholagique du Persannel Navigant de IPA~ranautique Navale francaise roam ant
perms de vaus proposer
quelquem rel lesions sur une pratique de selection de
personnel na~vigant t~minrn.
1. Position du problemse.
Dana Is Marine
rranqarse. f'entree du permannel fesin.n eat relativesent
rocentv. taut au mains dana
man aspect r~gulier. L'accesmian des teases aus
apeci-alites dites
techniques
remante sealosent A 1960.
LeL esplola de
amcanicien. 6loctranicira et d'slrctro-rr~canicion d'a~ranautiqae furent done
auvorts aa personnel
rtsnin .1evcette p~lriade. bron quo i'Etat-Malar atilisa
Is a~trade dss quota pour respecter une pr panderance masculine des efloctita.
Depars l9u3.
lea
teases
psavont
poataler
A l'amplai de pilate
d'a4eranautiqao, uniqasnent dana
Is statut d'Otrrcier de Reserve en Situation
deActivlt6 QORSA).
Depuim cotte date, do
namareusos candidates so mont
prent~em, maim mealesent 2 phlotos i~minins smercent lear profession dana
l'Aetronavals. ce qal
aantre
touts
Ia diflcalte de ce projet, quf eat C
l'origine de cem qusiqus ref lexions. Dana Ia Marine. lea pilotos f~minins mont
actaellsaent tecttes
pour des missions de liaison. et no morvent done quoen
escadrilles. lea missions opetationnel lea &tant r~serv,%esasux rommos (1).
DepulaIs eca l40age
de Blanche STUART en 1910. presi~re tease-pilate dana
Is sands,
la situation vim-a-vim da pilotage dana l'a~ronavale ne sesbie pas
6vidente pout
lea teases. En sfret, pea do teases acc6dent Aaismp6cialitd do
pilate et slles correspondent C une certaino esception. bien qas Is personnel
fesinin actuel salt bien int %gr6 et rends d'excelisnts services. au m~e titre
qas lea bosses.
Comae
en route,
diffusion.
paste, de
imaginairo.

on peat
Is volt, l'entr"e des reases-pilates oat dune une aventure
maim
qul
nWest pas encore passe
dana lea habitudes quant C ma
Maim
ii peat Stre interessant d'observer lea candidates A n tel
par
lVisage de
Ia resse-pilate qa'elles v~hiculsnt dana
lear
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2. Etude do quelques 616ments statistiques.
Rappelons que
dans
)a Marine Nationale,
le soul
statut militaire
permettant av.' remmes
i'accession A [a sp~ciaiit& de pilote eat
cefl
d'Officier do R~serve en Situation d'Activit6. Elie nWest donc pas ouverte au
personnel non-Ofticier.
Par ailleure, I'Ecole Navale n'6tant pas accessible au
personnel f~minin, il n'y a aucuno candidature appartenant au statut d'Otticier
de Marine d'active.
Le ph~nom~ne des
candidatures f~minines pour la sp~cialit6 de pilate est
peu d~velopp6 dans
la Marine, au sons statistique du terse, alors que de
nombreuses remes
sollicitent d'autres sp~cialitss.
En effet, seulement 66
candidates se sont pr~sentbes & I& s~lection. 30 d'entre elies 6taient d6JA
militaires. Cependant.
peu do demandus ant 6t4 accept~es, puisque seulement 9
sujets ont suivi le cours jusqu'aiors.
Actuellement. la marine compte 2 pilotos op~rationneis (I pilote de multimoteurs et
1 pilote d'h~licopt~res)
at 2 futurs
pilotes de sulti-moteurs
terminant actuellement
leur
formation.
Elie
a assist4 4A seulement 2
6iiminations en dcole de d~but. Par ailleurs. elle a vu partir un autre pilote
vers une autre arm~e. En eftet,
une candidate a rdussi sa sp~cialisation
"H61icoptLres" mais a prt~f~r& demander ensuite son changement d'arm~e pour
I'Aviation L,6g~re de l'Arm~e do Terre (A.L.A.T.), voulant suivre son mari qui
avait 6galement suivi une formation maichancheuse d'4leve-pilote dans
)a
Marine, et qui,
6liain6, avait pu obtenir son changement d'arm~e. Deux
postulantes sant en train do suivro leur formation d'Off icier, mais nWont pas
encore cossenc6 lour formation sp~cifique de pilote.
Le taux de s~lection eat donc de 13,64 % en ce qui concerne los 6i6ves
choisles parsi
lea candidates,
en sachant quo seulesent 71 % d'entre elles
6taient aptes m~dicalement lars do i'examen au Centre d'Expertises du Personnel
Navigant de l'A~ronautique Navale (C.E.M.P.N.A.). I1 taut noter qu'll eat assez
h~t~rog~ne, puisque voisin do 20 % pour le personnel militaire et n'atteignant
paa 9 %iei ce qui concerne les canaidates civiles. Le personnel militaire, d~j&
connu, a donc plus de chances d'atre rotenu. Le taus d'utilisation des sujets
ayant commenc6 lour formation n'est quo do 60 % actuellesent. 11 taut observer
quo Ia r4orientatian des aujets 6limin~s est plus 6vidente en ce qui concerne
le personnel militaire.
A ce sujet,
ii taut notor quo lea candidates civilesa yatit 6chou6 dans
jour candidature
pilote no
retentent plus
leur
chance,
hormis que'ques
exceptions. Par contre,
leurs
homologues militaires ropr~sontent queiquefois
jour candidature ou postuient pour d'autres omplois a~ronautiques. 2 candidates
monL devenues Officier-Contraleur, tandis quo 5 autres sent m~canicion do bard.
Pour r~sumer,
Ia s~lection des candidates A [a sp~cialit6 do pihoto
d'a~ronautique no so fande quo cur do petite efrectits. Le taus do s~iection
somble Important car it convient d'6liminer do nombrouscs candidates aux
motivations Imprdcises ou peu pertinentes, ou dont les aptitudes psychomotrices
pour le pilotage sont m~diocres ou insuffisantes. Cependant, on no pout nier le
tort d4sir de
la plupart des candidates d'acc~der A ce m~tier prestigioux
qu'est celui do
pilate.
Sur ce point, lea candidates atfichent une demando
beaucoup plus torte et assurbe quo la piupart des candidate du sese masculin.
Une romarque eat A mettre en Ovidence,
avant do cloro ce dossier
statistique .
l'institution assisto,
actuellemont, A une diminution des
effectits concernant los
candidatures f~minines pour is sp~clalit6 do pilate.
Ce fait somble important pour 11interpr4tation quo nous en herons dans la suite
do notre prapos.
3. Approche psychau6trique et clinique des candidates
Notre attention a vito bt6 attir~e par les sp~cificit~s psychom6triques do
nag candidates.
En effet,
tant au test do Szondi (2), qu'au M.M.P.R. (3) ou
encore au C.P.l.
(4),
ellba obtionnent des scores 6tannamment masculins. Cosn
r6sultats sant
tr~s significatifa puiequ'ils d6passent en majorIt6 deus 6carttypes dane un profil utilisant une 6challe ortho-norm6e.
Cetto observation eat A rapprocher do
lours centres d'int~r~ts trbs
masculins. Tous ces 616ments seraiont en favour d'une sp~cIfIcit6 do ce typo do
candidature devant obdir A un certain d6terminisoe.
En eftet, loe candidates A la spocialit6 do Pilate d'A~ronautique semblent
appartenir A une cortaine typaloglo.
Elias maniteetent. on etfot, une forte
d6termination dans lour d~sarche. AnIrs~ms d'une personnalit6 sth~nique, active.
elles aisent so d~ponsar dans dos activit~e physiques. Elies ant d'aillours des
centres d'int~rot plutOt masculine. Leurs protocales psychoin6triques confirmont
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co trait. Elles pratiquent souvent des sports actits. vorre violents, tels que
les sports de combat. Certaines sont attir6es pat les sports m~caniques. On
constate 6galomont un besoin de comp~tition. de d6passement. Ellos ont on
g6n~ral un caract~re tranc. direct, un moindre sons des nuances, une d~marche
expansive. positive.
Si olios restent r~minines dans lour maniere de percevoir la rtalite. leur
presentation ext~rieure et
leur rAaction. elles se d~marquent de I'lmage
f(minine traditionnellement
en usage dans nos idbaux occidentaux. Elles
refusent de se lalsser enfermer dans un mod~le rigide. manifestant joumission.
passivit6. douceur etc.
Elk's se montrent ind~pendantes. autonomes. s'6tant d6jA r~alis~es sur le
plan sexuol,
et poss~dant une certaine experience au niveau du v~cu. Elles
n'envisagont pas de tonder une vie tamilialo
imm~diatement, d~sirant so
consaoer avant tout A lour vie professionnelle qu'elles 3ugent prioritaire et
indispensable A lour propre epanouissement. Elles possedent 6galement de bonnos
qualitbs sur le plan de Il'accession aux responsabilit6s, et ne doutent que peu
de lours capacit~s. Elles savent simposer et se falre reoconnattre, parmi lours
relations sociales.
Dans leut projet de devenir phlote. apparait 'idee d'une accession A un
niveau 6leve de r~alisation professionnelle. II taut dire quo l'image du pilote
d'avion eat consid~r~e comme Ctant Pun des mbtiers physiques des plus
prestigieux. L'lide
de
maitriser une machine en trois dimensions
pout
d'allleurs etre consid~re comme
le d6passement de sos propres capacit~s,
reprenant A son compte. tout on le portant A son comble, le mvthe d'Icare. Une
certaino provocation implicite des attentes et devoirs de [a temme dans notre
socikt4 leur permet de poser leur candidature plus termement.
Un troisime type de remarque pout etre fait A ce sujet. II concerne los
imagos parentales et notamment l'image du p re. L'image du pore de la candidate
est en g~n ral trbs puissante, tres intbriorise. comme si elle correspondait A
un mod~le
identificatoire. Le p~re est assez souvent un militaire, ou auralt
voulu faire sa carire dans
i'arm~e. La tlie semble coutir sur los traces
symboliques de son pbre, A la manibre d'un garon. L'Id6al du p~re est
transpos6 alots sur un projet protessionnel puissant et tort : Otro pilote
d'a~ronautique. bans cette optique
la candidate se
rapproche fortement du
modele de la candidature masculine. C'est d'aibeurs cette particularite qui ebt
la plus intbressante car bouleversant le mode d'approhension da l'homme qul va
devoir. par m6tier. appr~hender cette candidature pour donner son avis quant A
sa pertinence et ses chances de rtussite.

4. RAflexons sur I'apprthension do cc type do candidature
Une telle specificitt. telle qu'elle a 6t6 precdemment demontr e, pose le
problme de son apprehension pour un clinicien masculin. En etlet. ce dener
doit d@finir des criteres coherents de choix permettant de definir dans un lot
de candidates, celle qui
a de meilleures chances do russite. Or cc type de
motivations lui pose un probleme dans sa praxis protessionnelle.
Le piloto ost reconnu traditionnellment comme attirant la convoitise
f6minine, de par ses qualit~s physiques. intellectuelles. II sembleralt que le
memo phenom ne
so
produiso
ch z
la frile, d~sirant ainsi
so mesurer
tantasmatiqu,ment A l'homme. Dans un autre ordre d'idee. il semblerait que to
memo m~canisme soit utilisA dans bon nombre de publicits. dent colles
concernant los sous-vOtements masculins, portgs par los femmes ("to lur at tout
piqu6, nemo son caleon" !). Cotte r" o "d~voranto" transparait dans nombre do
manifestations m6diatiques. v~hicul~es par la publicite. Apr~s l lean unisex,
le port de la ctavato par
la femme. interviont le vol du caleon, lusqu'A
present connu comme Atant un susbtitut intime exclusivement masculin.
La gen~ss do Ia motivation A devenir pilote d'avion semblerait. A notre
avis, reposer au plan de l'inconsciont. sur le deslt de so mesurer A l'homme,
do so battre avec son image de force et de superiofrit. Lo oeslr de devenir
pilote militaire. comae lul. s'apparenteait A |ideo de le tiaquer dans un des
derniers bastions reserves a l'ideal masculin, atin de ie depasser. de le
mattrser. Pout-etre s'agt-il,
par
IA. do rtgler son compte 4 l'±mage de ]a
femme toell
que b'instituent et
Pobligent nos soci~t~s patriarcales. Le
rossort du
tzminisme
n'est-il
pas
le desir do
reconnaissance de Ia
particularitA do
la femme, et le isJet de son enfermement far Phommo dans des
structures sociales. cuttureles pat trop tiges.
Comment dans ce contexte.
un homme pout-il accepter cotte recherche do
survalorisation t6minine
? La question reste pose. Par ailleurs. sur le plan
de Ia gestlon a long terme du personnel l6minin, ii est vraisemblable que les
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r4alitt-s sp~ciiues des femmes (cycles horsonaus, sptcificit6 d'utilisation,
maternit6. 6ducation
des
enrants)
dana
four r~alit6, comae dans feur
representation aupres des hosses, posent le pfObl~me de feur utilisation. C'est
d'allieurs sur ce terrain que la pol~mique eat la plus engag~e par las bosses
qui n'acceptent pas que feur place synbolique dans I'arm~e soft prise par des
renses ...
If aemble done difficile d'6luder cette question qul reste un problLme de
tond retentlasant sur tout le th~me de la selection du personnel f~minin pour
ce type d'emploi.
S. Queiques pistes de r~ponse.
L'analyse statistique des candidatures t~minines montre nettement que te
nombre de
jeunes filles postulant pour pilote aiors qu'elles sont encore dans
le civil
est en nette diminution.
It semblerait done que cette soft de
survalorisation par rapport A Ilimage de l'homme. dans notre soci~t~l, s'Ateigne
quelque peu. Actueilement.
lea candidates exain~es manifestent moins cette
particularit, . souhaitant avant tout s'expriner et se r~aliser dans un travail
actir. passbonnant et plain de responsabilt~s. La "conquete du dernier bastion
masculin" semble donc s'eatomper.
II nen reste pas soins vrai que les motivations tominines pour ce travail
sp~cifiquea du pilo0te d'a~ronautique restent, pour le clinicien masculin, une
Enrlt
effet. roentriondes

femme

dana I'arm~e avait bouscul6 autrefois les

consciences. A notre &poque, ce fait eat acquis. 1I eat cependant perms de se
poser Ia question de
1Pentrke des femmes dana une institution masculine qui
porte de sani~re tr~s marqu~e des valeurs et des id~aux masculina. La candidate
doit alora accepter de
porter en elle
une "empreinte phallique", celle de
I'institotion qu'elle a choisi.
Dans ce sens. lea candidates nWent pas fini
d'~tonner les hosses. dana Ieux recherche de four propre reaiisation.
Quoiqu'il en
soft,
l'entt.~e des feases dana
P'A~onautique iNavale
tranaiso bouleverse des habitudes,
sale manifesto ciairement ta capacite de
I'Institution
Militaire de a'adapter aux r~alit~s sociales de nutre temps.

NO0T ES

(1) - bau/
tYpes d
rofPlt iona
fC
Solt en Service danS I'A~ronavaie: les
Ilottilles utilist-S pour
lea missions ope-rationnelies.
et lea eacadillies
servant surtout Pour le soutien et Ia torm.,tion.
i - M.tI.P. I. :MINNESOTA tILTIPHASIC IFERSOIIAL'TY INVENTORY
Questioninaire de personnelite
pathologique constcuit par HATHAWAY et
IIACKINEY en ia.L'4chelle Iii appiecie les tendances vets la rlascuiinltt et la
f~minit6 d'une structure d'intoret.
-

C.P.I.

CALIFORNIA PERSONALITY

INVENTORY

Inventaite de personnalit6 utilis6 pour 1'.valuation des caract~ristiquea
de personnahitt
et des modes de relations interpruressionnelikea qul concour lt
A 'ladaptation sociale et A 1'efficacitO personnelle de llindlvidu. Construit
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SEX DIFFERENCES CONCERNING PERFORMANCE AND PERSONALITY TRAITS
OF APPLICANTS FOR HIGHLY QUALIFIED OPERATOR FUNCTIONS IN AVIATION
by
Klaus-11artin Gooters
Hinnerk Eissfoldt
OLR-Dopartment of Aviation and Space Psychology
Sportallee 54
0-2000 Hamburg 63
Germany
SUMMARY
Today, in the West German civil aviation females apply for training as pilots as well
as air traffic controllers. Female pilot applicants are still a minority of less than
10%. Representative data only exists in the area of air traffic control (ATQ)where
about 30-40% of all applicants are female. In the psychological selection of
applicants for ATC training the rate of acceptance is significantly smaler for females
than for males. Therefore sex differences were investigated in cognitive aptitudes as
well as in aspects of personality. The results revealed clear deficiencies for the
majority of female applicants in two basic operational aptitudes: Spatial Orientation
and Technical Comprehension. A lower performance of females was also revealed with
regard to Mathematical Reasoning. Advantages of the female group with respect to other
aptitudes (English and Perceptual Speed) were found to be relatively small. Sex
differences in personality were observed for aspects of emotionality, activity and
interpersonal behavior. Females scored higher in scales of Emotional Instability,
Empathy, and Achievement Motivation, but lower in scales of Vitality and Dominance.
INTRODUCTION
In its Hamburg Testing Center the DLR Department of Aviation and Space Psychology is
running personnel selection programs - mainly for highly qualified operator careers in
civil aviation. The two major fields of this work are pilot and controller selection.
Traditionally, both areas are a male domain, but females were increasingly admitted for
these occupations during the last decade. Today we find an unrestricted access of
female applicants to the selection programs. Nevertheless this does not automatically
result in a balanced distri6ution of both genders. Dependent on the target occupation
one finds considerable differences in the composition of the population of applicants.
While the population of applicants for Air Traffic Control (ATC) shows a reasonable
percentage of 30-40% females, in the groups of airline pilot applicants fenales still
form a clear minority of loss than 10%. The reported percentages are representative for
the recent years (GOETERS at al., 1988,1989).
Such distorted gender distributions indicate differential self-selection effects which
can considerably influence the psychological conposition of both gender groups.
Consequently a comparison of both sexes might reveal more information about such
preselection effects than about real sex differences. So one has to be very careful
with the interpretation and generalization of observable psychological differences
between both sexes. If one is interested in "true" sex differences, one should
concentrate on those groups in which the differential self-selection effect is limited
or can be ignored.
When females wore first
admitted to work as Pilots or controllers there was a lot of
speculation about their ability (or often presuncd non-ability) to fulfill the
requirements of these occupations. In this discussion objectivo information was often
missing. This paper is written with the intention of presenting some objective results
about sex differences based on experience in psychological selection. The study was
stimulated by the fact that in the selection programs of aviation personnel females
fail significantly more often than moles. Is this the result of real personal
deficiencies? Or ore other explanations possible: e.g. a "chauvinistic" reaction of a
dominating male environment? This paper tries to find answers to these questions.
In order to avoid or at least diminish the mentioned self-soloction effects prior to
the application this study uses only data which is collected f"on ATC applicants, who
show a better, although not perfect balance of both sexes than pilot applicants.
Another reason for chosing ATC applicants is that at the time of this study
representative data was available only from ATC selection. Analyses of gender
differences of pilot applicants will follow, when the data base has becone sufficiently
large.
METHOD
Before being transfered to the medical examination ATC applicants to the German Federal
Administration of Air Navigation Services (Bundosanstalt fuer Flugeichorung BFS) have
to pass a psychological evaluation with two tasting phases including four selection
steps:
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First testing phase (Duration: 1 day, different in tine and location
from second phase):
- First step : Selection decision based on paper-pencil tests
Main testing phase (Duration: 3 days for those passing each selection step):
- Second step: Selection decision based on additional paper-pencil tests
- Third step : Selection decision based on apparatus tests
- Fourth step: Selection decision based on an interview
In this study only test results are analysed which were received before the first step
of selection. These test scores are not influenced by the selection decision itself,
while those recorded later are. In the first testing phase, which preceeds the first
selection decision, aptitude tests as well as a personality questionnaire are
adninistered. A list of tests is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Tests and associated aptitudes/traits used in the first
testing phase of psychological selection of ATC applicants
Test
A. Performance
Engliscn (schriftlich)
Technisches Verstaendnis
Rechenaufgaben
Ungerado Zahlen
Bourdon
Konzentrationsbelastungstest
Uegfiguren-Test

Sign

Aptitude / Trait

ENS
TVT
IRA
UZA

Knowledge in English
Technical Comprehension
Mathematical Reasoning
Auditive Attention
Perceptual Speed
Mental Concentration
Spatial Orientation

80U
KOT
WFG

B. Personality
UT NtStruktur-Skalen
mit den Einzelskalen:
Leistungsstreben
Aengstlichkoit
Rigiditaet
Extraversion
Feindsoligkeit
Vitalitaet
Dominanz
Persoenliche aerme
Verwoehntheit
hobiliteet

TSS
LEI
AEN
RIG
EXT
FEI
VIT
0014
WAE
VER
HOB

Personality Structure
including:
Achievement Motivation
Emotional Instability
Rigidity
Extraversion
Aggressiveness
Vitality
Dominance
Empathy
Spoiltnoss
liobility

SUBJECTS
402 applicants for ATC training participated in the study. They ware tested in
September 1986. According to the basic entry requirements of the German ATC all
subjects had at least a school education up to the Fachhochschulreife (limited
university entrance level), but the majority hod the Abitur (full university entrance
level). The sex and age distribution of the total group of applicants is presented in
Table 2.
Table 2. Sex and ago distribution of the group
of applicants for ATC training
(First Testing Phase)
Sample Size
N

%

Age
11

s

21.1

2.0

Total Group

402

Male Sample

285

70.9

22.6

2.3

Female Sample

117

29.1

20.1

1.0

100

The group of subjects taken for this study is not ideally balanced with respect to sex.
Nevertheless, nearly 30% female applicants seen to be a reasonable percuntago which is
not indicating such an extreme solfsolection influence as it can be detected for pilot
selection (see INTRODUCTION). The age difference between males and females of
approximately one year is mainly generated by the fact that most of the males have to
complete the military service before they can apply, while females do not have such
obligations after finishing school.
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RESULTS
Gender effects on test results are investigated for all diagnostic methods administered
in the first phase of testing (see METHOD). Means H and standard deviations s of the
test results are separately computed for each sex. Thereafter means are checked for
significance of differences.
Testing the significance of differences of means is the first step to identify the
influence of gender, but it describes only in a limited way the magnitude of the
effects. Therefore significance tests have to be supplemented by information, how much
the distributions of test scores diverge between the compared groups. This information
is given by a statistic which expresses the difference of means in terms of the
average standard deviation of both sex groups. This statistic is calculated as
DIFF(M)/S, where DIFF(M) is the difference of means and S is the averaged standard
deviation.
GENDER DIFFERENCES IN APTITUDE TESTS
Table 3 shows means and standard deviations for the administered aptitude tests. These
statistics are supplemented by information about the differences of means (last two
columns of the table). The differences of means are tested for significance. The
absence of significant gender differences can be detected in only a few tests. These
are the test of Auditive Attention UZA and the test of Mental Concentration KBT. The
other tests show significant differences. Females score significantly higher in the
test of English Knowledge ENS and in the test of Perceptual Speed 80U. Males show up
with significantly better results in the tests of Technical Comprehension TVT,
Mathematical Reasoning IRA, and Spatial Orientation WFG.
The nagnitude of the significant differences of means as indicated by DIFF(M)/S is
highest for the three tests in which the males score better. Especially in the tests of
Technical Comprehension and of Spatial Orientation the means of both sex groups differ
more than one standard deviation. This is much more than the advantage which the female
applicants hold in the tests of English Knowledge and of Perceptual Speed. Here the
means differ only about a quarter of a standard deviation indicating that there is
still a large overlap of both score distributions.
Table 3. Means M and standard deviations s of raw scores in aptitude tests,
separately determined for male and female ATC applicants
Male (N=285)
Aptitude

Test

Knowledge in English
Technical Comprehension
Mathematical Reasoning
Auditive Attention
Perceptual Speed
Mental Concentration
Spatial Orientation

ENS
TVT
IRA
UZA
BOU
K8T
WFG

Female (N=117)

M

s

M

s

DIFF(M)

56.8
9.6
11.6
43.4
210.4
86.4
25.4

12.6
3.7
3.8
4.6
37.8
23.2
11.9

60.2
5.5
8.9
43.6
218.2
85.4
15.5

11.2
2.8
3.2
4.2
31.7
21.8
7.7

-3.4*
4.1"*
2.7-O.2ns
-7.8*
l.Ons
9.9**

DIFF(M)/S
-0.28
1.26
0.77
-0.00
-0.22
0.04
1.01

Significance of the difference between means: * p<O.05, ** p<O.01, ns = not significant
The distribution of raw scores of the tests of Technical Comprehension TVT and of
Spatial Orientation WFG are presented in Figures 1 and 2, respectively, in order to get
a precise idea about the divergence of sexes in those two tests which show the largest
gender effects. Although an overlap of the score distributions of both sexes exists, it
can be clearly seen in these figures that a considerable part of the male group exceeds
the total female distribution, while only a small part of the female group is just able
to surpass the mean of the male distribution.
GENDER uIFFERENCES IN PERSONALITY SCALES
Table 4 shows means and standard deviations for the scales of the personality
questionnaire TSS. The statistics are presented in the manner which is already known
from Table 3. Significant differences of means can be identified in scales of
emotionality, activity, and interpersonal relations. In both scales of emotionality,
Emotional Instability and Empathy, female applicants score siqnificantly higher. In two
of the activity scales the effects are controversial. Females score significantly
higher in Achievement Motivation, but lower in Vitality. In one scale of interpersonal
relation, namely Dominance male applicants score significantly higher than the female
group. In all other scales no significant differences could be detected.
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Table 4. Means M and standard deviations s of raw scores in personality scales,
separately determined for male and female ATC applicants
Male (N=285)
Personality Trait

TSSScale

Achievement Motivation
Emotional Instability
Rigidity
Extraversion
Aggressiveness
Vitality
Dominance
Empathy
Spoiltness
Mobility

LEI
AEN
RIG
EXT
FEI
VIT
OM
WAE
VER
MOB

M
10.3
8.8
13.6
14.6
9.7
12.8
11.0
12.5
12.8
10.9

Female (N=117)

s

M

4.2
5.0
5.0
5.0
4.4
5.3
5.2
5.1
4.9
5.1

11.2
10.4
12.7
14.9
9.1
11.4
9.5
15.2
13.8
11.0

s

DIFF(M)

3.9
4.9
5.3
4.8
4.4
5.2
4.8
4.5
5.2
5.2

-0.9*
-1.6"*
0.9
-0.3
0.6
1.4'
1.5**
-2.7"
-1.0
-0.1

DIFF(M)/S
-0.22
-0.32
0.17
-0.06
0.13
0.26
0.30
-0.56
-0.19
-0.01

Significance of the difference between means: * p<O.05, ** p<0.01, ns = not significant
GENDER DIFFERENCES IN THE SELECTION PROCESS OF ATC PERSONNEL
It was mentioned above that the psychological selection of ATC .ppli..ts is consisting
of four selection steps which always precede the medical chprk (see METHOD). After
being accepted by the medical check the applicants receive their contract for ATC
training. Table 5 presents information concerning the percentages of male and female
applicants passing to the various levels of the selection process. Table 5 also reports
selection rates associated with the various phases of ATC recruitment.
Table 5. Number of applicants participating at the various steps of the selection
process for ATC training (expressed in percentages related to the total group
of applicants starting in the first testing phase) and selection rates (*
probability of being accepted) associated with the selection steps
Participation

Selection rate

Male

Female

Male

Female

100%
45%
29%
22%

100%
31%
15%
9%

45%
65%
74%
79%

31%
47%
64%
83%

Medical Examination

17%

8%

84%

88%

Accepted for ATC training

14%

7%

Psychological Evaluation
First testing phase: Paper-Pencil Tests
Main testing phase : Paper-Pencil Tests
Main testing phase : Apparatus Tests
Main testing phase : Interview

As can be seem from Table 5, expressed in percent twice as many males than females
reach the dpplication goal and are accepted for ATC training. The major difference
between both genders arises already after the first psychological testing phase. Here
45% males, but only 31% females were accepted based on the results of the first testing
phase (see also METHOD) and therefore were allowed to pass to the next phase. The
magnitude of the gender difference persists until the interview. Up to that phase all
selection decisions are based nearly exclusively on objective test results by using
replicable decision rules (KRUSE, 1989). There is - if ever - only limited space for a
chauvinistic rejection of females. The explanation for the differential selection
effect of both sexes must be expected to be a result of differences in the test
results. Chauvinistic selection decisions even do not appear as a considerable factor
when the psychological evaluation becomes more subjective in the interview phase. Just
the opposite is true: During the interview it is more likely to pass as a female than
as a male applicant as can be seen from the selection rates which at this step favor
the female group.
In the first testing phase the results of the personality scales are used for selection
only in the case of extreme negative data variations. Predominently the results of the
personality questionnaire are taken to generate hypotheses which should be checked
during the interview. Therefore, the differential selection effect arising already
after the first testing is mainly based on the aptitude tests applied in that early
phase (see Table 1). The results which were presented in Table 3 clearly indicate that
the deficiencies of the female group in the tests of Technical Comprehension, of
Spatial Orientation, and to a lesser degree also in the test of Mathematical Reasoning
are not counterbalanced by similar female advantages in other areas. Especially Spatial
Orientation, which is also a source of variance for the test of Technical
Comprehension, is an important criterium for tne selection of air traffic controllers.
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In the test of Spatial Orientation WFG the critical cut-off point for acceptance or
rejection is a raw score of 16 what corresponds to the lower limit of a STANINE score
of 5 (= medium range) as received from the total population of applicants (male and
female). For those readers not familiar with the STANINE scale it should be mentioned
that test raw scores are usually transformed into standard scores. By this operation a
scale of measurement is received which is independent of the unstandardized raw score
distributions of test results. STANINE scores are standard scores varying between I (=
lowest score) and 9 (= highest score) with a mean of 5 and a standard deviation of
1.96. As can be seen from Figure 2 a raw score of 16 in the WFG classifies half of the
female group as critical, but only about 20% of the male group. Similar differences in
the classification of both sexes are also to derived from the raw score distribution of
the test of Technical Comprehension TVT (see Figure 1).
DISCUSSION
The results which were revealed by this study concerning sex differences in aptitudes
and personality traits fit well into textbook knowledge of Differential Psychology
(ANASTASI, 1965, p.470-492). So, this study does not contribute new information to
basic science. The value of this paper can be seen in the fact that it shows the
existence and influence of psychological differences between genders in a specified
environment.
The identification of differences in Technical Comprehension, Spatial Orientation and
and to a minor degree in Mathematical Reasoning as the main source for differential
selection effects of both sexes in the recruitment of ATC personnel is neither a sample
specific nor a typical German phenomenon. An investigation of MANZEY et al.(1990)
revealed nearly identical effects in a sample of Spanish applicants for pilot training.
Technical Comprehension, Spatial Orientation, end Mathematical Reasoning can be seen as
basic abilities which help to master and use technology. Sex differences in these
abilities are documented since many decades (ANASTASI, 1965, p.475). In the past these
differences were often interpreted as a result of the traditional education. It was
presumed that the mastery of technology is much more reinforced in boys than in girls.
The typical behavior pattern which helped to explain this presumption was seen in the
fact that parents prefered presents of technical toys (e.g. model cars) for boys and
made presents of more care demanding toys (e.g. dolls) to girls. During the last two to
three decades the educational goals in Europe and in other developed or developing
parts of the world have changed to reasonable degree, as did many other values of the
societies. Today a lot of parents (and even teachers at school) consciously try to
practice an unbiased education. It can be observed that the gender differences in
Spatial Orientation are ccntinuously decreasing during the last decade (1970-1988) probably as a result of significant changes in education (STUMPF & KLIEME, 1989).
Nevertheless, one has to acknowledge that sex differences in certain basic aptitudes
still exist to such an extent that the occupational perspectives of young people are
directly depended of their gender when they apply for a career as operators in
aviation. Because work demands in operational tasks as those of pilots or controllers
are essentially the same for both sexes, also the some selection criteria must be

fulfilled. Such a selection strategy has been proved to be effective as it is shown by

the results of a follow-up study for German ATC trainees. This study could not detect
any differences in training success between both sexes. A report about this study is
under preparation by DLR.
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Psychological and sociological aspects of the entrance of female 4ircrew to the
Norwegian Airforce.
by
G. Myhre*, B. Ovesen** and M. Martinussen***
*RNoAF Institute of Aviation Medicine, P.O. Box 14, 0313 OSLO 3, Norway
**Hq Defcomnor/Air Staff, Oslo Mil/Huseby, 0016 OSLO 1, Norway
***Norwegian Defence Psychological and Educational Center, Psychometrical Dept.,
Oslo Mil/Akershus, 0015 OSLO 1, Norway
Female and male individuals are expectet to react differently in most situations.
The behavior of a person is almost always judged in conjunction with a set of
stereotyped expectancies. In the footsteps of the Feminist movement stereotypes of
men and women have been the target for many studies. The results from these studies
indicate conceptions of what is typical feminine and what is typical masculine traits.
Boverman & al (1972) and Rosenkrantz & al (1968) have in their studies isolated two
distinct clusters of traits which are seen as distinguishing women from men.
The first cluster contains traits considered to reflect competence, while the other
cluster contains traits related to warmth and expressiveness. Men are usually thought
of as competent and energetic.
The competence and energy cluster contain traits high on active, ambitious, competitive,
dominant, independent and self confident, while the opposite of each of these traits is
associated with women. There has been little change in these general set of stereotypes since these studies were performed, most traditional ideas are still held.
Stereotypes constitute a set of expectancies or attitudes for the individual performer.
What is interesting to note is that these stereotypes also color our everyday attributions as males and females, and may explain why we still have few female applicants
for undergraduate pilot training. The attribution process when it comes to evaluating
female applicants and female aircrew, has to be considered in relation to sex.
Many people are still surprised why the number of female applicants are scarce.
Some regards this as a proof that piloting is not a task for women, while others
question why the number is still low. In Norway the first female candidate for
military flying training was admitted in 1982.
In 1985 the Norwegian Govenment allowed through a general permission all positions to
be opened for women in the Armed Forces. By this permission females were also allowed
to become combat fighter pilots in the Royal Norwegian Air Force (RNoAF).
The selection program for pilot applicants, male and female is illustrated in
figure 1.
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Although limited in number, since only 7 remale aircrew (2 operative pilots, 2 system
operators and 1 navigator and two pilots in training) have met the entrance requirements, female aircrew may still represent a foreign body in the presumably well oiled
male machinery constituting an air crew. Since success in aircrew cooperation may be
reflected in flight safety we felt it important to investigate to what extent females
are accepted as crew members in the R~oAF, both on the wing (squadron) and in flight.
Furthermore we have looked at the number of female applicants through the selection
process and on their psychological test scores as compared to those of the males'.
METHODS
Firstly the total number of applicants for pilot screening aod officer school in the
Royal Norwegian Air Force (RNoAF) from 1982 to 1989 were studied in order to reveal the
fate of the female applicants during these years and establish if the females accepted
represent a fairly Constant percentage of the total number of applicants, similar to
the male population where approximately 10% of the total number of applicants are
accepted.
Secondly we have compared the results from the psychological tests for 17 female
applicants admitted to pilot screening and officer school, with those of 173 accepted
male applicants. We did not look at the results from each separate aptitude test,
but at the results from the groups of tests.
(i.e. General Ability Level tests,
Technical Comprehension and Spatial Orientation tests, Simultanous Capacity tests and
Transfer o€ Principles - Confusion of direction tests) . These test groups are based
on results 'rem factor analyses of the whole test battery. The raw scores from each
test are transferred to a scale divided into nine groups (stanine scale) to make the
interpretation of the results simpler.
As a rule the applicant has to obtain~scores
in group 5 or higher in order to be accepted.
Thirdly we have performed a survey in the RNoAF, in order to map the attitudes of
squadron commanders and flight commanders (34 males) about their professional
experience with the present female air crew in the RNoAF (5).
In addition the females
(5) answered questions regarding how they experience their situation seen from a
female point of view. This survey consists of 36 questions covering subjects like
recruiting, education, working conditions, cockpit cooperation, view of pregnancy
and general comments.
RESULTS
During the period covering 1982 to 1988 RNoAF received a total of 4694 written
applications for acceptance to graded pilot training. Out of this number 2488
(200 females) of the applicants met the formal requirements and were summoned for the
main intake procedures. From this group 450 applicants passed the physical tests, the
psychological tests and the medlcal examinations, 22 of these were females.
It seems a general trend that a larger percentage of females is eliminated during the
selection process than males. This trend was unambiguous in the years 1982, 83, 84
and 1986.
1987 was the first year where the female percentage was kept stable
throughout the whole selection process. The numbers from 1988 is not yet available
since the candidates are not yet checked out on flying qualifications.
Consequently,
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19.6% of the male applicants and 12.5% of the females have passed the selection
process so far. During the years 1982-1986 the females performed even poorer, while
this negative trend seems to have stopped in 1987, when the percentage of accepted
applicants was similar for the two sexes.
Figure 3 illustrates the percentage distribution of female applicants through the
different phases of the selection process. 8.59% of the female applicants are
accepted in the regional intakes, 7.64% are admitted for the main screening process.
4.65% of the original number are accepted at this level while only 3.92% of the
females are allowed to start flying training. In the end 1.82% of the females are
accepted for undergraduate graduate pilot education in the U.S.A. (Figure 3).

Seection of piots - percentoge of women
in the different tests

Figur 3

Table I

TEST RESULTS FROM PILOT SELECTION
stanine scores
FEMALES (n=19) MALES (n=173)
General ability level

Technical compre-

z

SD1.20

i 0.17 SD1.27

.63 SD1.12

i 6.39 SD1.22

6.12

orientaUon
Simultzameou
capacity
Transer of

I6A

.8a

i 8.41

D .94

8.235 SD 1.12

i 5.83

SD 1.30

princlplesa

Table I reveals the average stanine scores from 19 female applicants and the average
scores from 173 male applicants, combining the subtests within each main test group.
There are no statistical differenses between the two sexes on any of these tests.
Looking at the raw scores from the general ability level tests the females are doing
pocrer than the males on typical technical tasks like instrument comprehension,
spatial orientation and mechanical comprehension. They were, however, slightly
superior in tasks involving simultanous capacity. In the other tests there was no
difference between male and female scores.
The answers to the different questions in the survey differ little between the two
groups. The main reason for choosing to become a pilot was "interest" for both sexes.
The question "Do you feel that the present selection process favours men?".
Only three out of 34 men answered "yes" and one out of 5 females answered "yes",
while the rest of the participants experienced the selection as fair.
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One of the statements in the survey says that 5 out of 10 men are accepted for
flight training after the selection process while only I out of 10 females. How do
you explain this difference? Seventeen of the men answered: "Men are better suited
for this kind of work," while 6 judged it to lack of motivation on the girl's part.
Four of the females ascribed this to lack of confidence and unrealistic expectations.
None of the female pilots reported any negative experience with the instructors
during training.
To the question "Are you satisfied with your job experience and possibilities so far?"
All but one female and all but one male gave affirmative responses.
"Are there any tasks that female pilots are less fit for than male pilots?" To this
question five of the males answered that females were, not suited for fighter planes
because of their anatomy and psychology, aside from that they may do all kinds of work.
The females in the survey did all agree that aside from the pregnancy period, femaleb
are fit for the same tasks as males, provided they have pessed the screening process.
One of the questions in the survey covered the argument about menstrual distress and
pains as a factor against female pilots. To this question all of the females
answered that women with so called typical feminine, monthly problems will never
apply for graded pilot training. The men in the survey apparently believe these
problems to be the same for all women, as long as female pilots are allowed one has
to accept and get used to these problems!
"How are female air crew performing their jobs at the squadron/unit?" Five of the
men in the survey answered that they had no experience with female aircrew, two
thought the females were not according to standard technically set, while the rest
of the males rated them as equal to men.
One of the 35 men participating in the survey was negative to working with female
pilots in cockpit. The 34 others reported positir. reactions. Five of the males
even consider female air crew as having a positive effect on the working conditions
in cockpit! All the females reported positive experiences in cockpit cooperation.
Female air crew and pregnancy is a topic were one would expect the two sexes to
express large discrepancies. However, both groups felt that this is not a major
problem. Both males and females seem to accept that as long as the RNoAF has
accepted female air crew this is a small problem and that this has to be solved in
conjunction with the Institute of Aviation Medicine.
The females did not agree in the present policy of the RNoAF, stating that pregnant
air crew are grounded from the day pregnancy is confirmcd and to the end of the
breast feeding period.
"What is the ideal pilot like?" One of the females had no explicit view regarding
this question, while the rest of the females gave the same answer as all but one of
the men: Good craftsman, openmindness and able to cooperate. The one male dissident
answered that the ideal pilot was just like himself!
DISCUSSION
As can be seen from the results in figures and table there are no major differences
concerning general abilities between female and male aircrew applicants. The number
of females in the survey is very small and does not enable us to make any conclusive
statements, but they demonstrate that the differences between the two sexes are
within one standard deviation. One may find larger intragroup differences than
intergroup differences between the sexes. The differences that are revealed in the
technical tests might reflect different levels of experience through childhood and
upbringing for the two sexes, and not be explained by different levels of ability.
The two groups seem to belong to the same population with respect to the tested
abilities.
Piloting and aviation have been associated with specific sexlinkage of a task.
It takes a very special woman to challenge the men on their established premises.
She not only has to convince simply the selection committee, but the instructors,
their fellow colleages and the whole system. Miller and Ross (1975) interpreted
strategies of self-attribution as a logical information-processing rather than an
ego-defensive mechanism. Typical masculine and feminine tasks are perceived to have
different degrees of difficulty, thus attribution for success and failure on these
tasks should have different kind of information for both actors (the flying students)
and the observers (the instructors). An attribution of a woman's performance to luck
instead of ability may lead an observer to hold less promise for the future performance of that woman.
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For instance a successful female pilot student is more readily evaluated as having
been lucky with her performance, not as being particular able for the task.
With these different evaluation criteria between the sexes in mind one may understand
some of the psychological test results and reported experiences with female aircrew.
Our attributional pattern is not biologically inherited, but psychologically inherited
through different sex expectancies when it comes to achievement.
As revealpd in the present paper both the test results and the every day experience
with female air crew are in fact optimistic. The males are not as negative toward
female "intruders" to the system as some expected them to be, and the females have not
stopped the wheels from turning smoothly. If our aim is to make room for more female
aircrew or to change the attitude that this might represent a problem, the question
that still remains unanswered is how to change these "inborn" expectancies.
One successful female pilot is not sufficient to revise such expectancies not even for
the sex in question. Women are known to preserve their self-evaluation patterns in a
vicious cycle due to lack of self-confidence. A consistent set of success or failure
experiences of some duration of time should allow a reformulation of expectancies to
reflect past experience more accurately.
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EVALUATION OF FEMALE AND MALE AIRCREW APPLICANTS
USING ACOGNITIVE AND PSYCHOMOTOR TEST
by
Marquez de laPlata
Centro de Instrucci6n de Medicina Acroespacial, CIMA
Arturo Soria 82,28027 Madrid
Spain
INTRODUCTION
Since the begining, Aviation has been an activity almost exclusively related to men.Never
theless, over the last few years there has been an increasing number of women involved in
the aeronautical world, a field which has not exclusivly been available for men, not even
in the Armed Forces.
In spite of this increasing trend, the number of women aircrew is still very few in com
parison to the number of men. Consequently, almost all the research carried out on "human
factors" within the Aviation enrironment has been done in relation to the male sex.
Human performance within a task, whatever it is, results on the "interaction of various
variables", such as the task, the environment, the individual, and so on, arong which sex
is another one to be considered. For the time being, we have not enough information to de
termine whether or not the sex variable is relevant within piloting tasks.
We do not know whether women -as a population- have better plying aptituees than men, or
whether the difference in sex makes any difference in handling and solving aeronautical
stress situations.
The decision to recruit women into the Spanish Air Force and, particularly, to helicopter
aircrews, transport and fighter aircraft, raises certain questions about their physical
and psychological performance at the aircraft controls.
Those questions will only have a satisfactory answer in few years after their total inte
gration.
In the meantime, there are certain relevant aspects to be investigated in order to get a
first approach to future projects.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
The whole task of piloting an aircraft consists of a set of simple tasks which involve
sensory, cognitive and psychomotor processes, some of which are very complex, each of
them imply in turn different modalities:
-Attention (divided and concentrated)
-Perception (visual and auditory)
-Information processing (discrimination, integration, categorization)
-Decision-making
-Psychomotor response (hand, foot, voice, etc.)
This is a very simple description on behaviours that "occur" when the pilot handles air
craft controls while performing an air operation. In each flight stage a ropetition of
this set of processes takes place until the operation is completed, even though the p!
lot is not aware of them.
These are seauential processes, each of them produces an effect on the following ones.
If any of these steps are done incorrectly, the whole operation fails together with the
final result. So, therefore the success of the flight will always depend upon the accu
racy in performing all these procesesses in each sequence (attention, perception, deci
sion and response) corresponding to each step of the flight.
We could say that a "good pilot" is the one who makes few errors in each sequential pro
cesses mentioned above or one who at the end of each sequence makes an appropriate response, thus demonstrating that the previous steps have been solved correctly.
We can also assume that these perceptual, cognitive and psychomotor abilities are both
basic and previous to learn flying. They could be improved through training, but nobody who is evaluated in "ab initio" selection could become a good pilot if he or she
has not a minimum amount of the above mentioned abilities.
Taking into consideration these premises, the Spanish Institute of Aviation Medicine
(CIMA) has developed a system and the equipment for the assesment of performance of
this sort of complex tasks, which will be used for the evaluation of candidates cognitive
and psychomotor abilities in order to became a pilot. This system also permits the investigator to evaluate the learning capability of an individual in those tasks which
require a sequential processing such as the one mentioned.
The equipment consist of the following parts:
-Modules for the programming and emission of visual and auditory stimuli.
-Desks with devices for transmission of stimuli (visor and headsets) and responses (two
buttons and two pedals).
-Modules for the recording, counting, and timing of responses produced by the subject.
The procedure requires that the subject has to give a response to the programmed stimuli
(right or left hand, right of left food) according to a previous criterion established
after the significant physical features of each stimulus, which have previously been divided into four categories. The subject briefed about these categories and about the
elements corresponding to each category; a script containing the four categories and
their respective responses -but not the elements- is left at his sight.
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The subject must pay attention, perceive, process, decide, and give a response to each
of the stimuli that appear, and he or she is given a score according to the number of
correct answers in each st of previously determined stimuli. Then, after an interval
of 45 seconds, the same series of stimuli is repeated, this time with no verbal instruc
tions.
For this test two identical 45 stimuli series were established (trial 1 and trial 2) free
of aeronautical significance in order to avoid interferences of any possible previous
experience.
Two types of scores were obtained from this double evaluation:
i- Performance: number of correct answers in each series (R: Ri, R2)
2- Average time of perception, processing and response (T: Ti, T2)
This test was administered to a sample of 135 subjects, 115 males and 20 ferales; they
were applicants for a commercial pilot licence. The age ranged from 17 to 25 years, and
nobody had any previous piloting experience.
The goal of the experiment was focused on testing whether there were significant differences between men and women in the cognitive-psychomotor task assigned. In other words
if the factor sex influences on the performance (R) and on the average time of response
(T), considering as a null hypothesis that there are no significant statistical differ
ences between the group of males and the group of females.
The statistical analysis of the results obtained from each subject in both trials was
oriented to verify the null hypothesis, establishing a confidence level of 0.005. Conse
quently the analysis of variance was done over the scores obtained by the overall group
in trials 1 and 2 regarding the variables sex and performance (RI and R2); the analysis
of variance was also conducted on the repeated measures of R and T in order to assed if
the learning produced by repetition of the trials was significantly higher in one group
compared to the other.
RESULTS
The average of performance in the total sample of the pilot applicants was found to be
higher in the female group, in both trials, than in the male group. The female group
was also found to improve its scores to a higher extent than the group of men, meaning
that women learned more than men in this task.
Nevertheless, the probability associated with the F of Fisher value results in all cases
higher than the confidence level established of 0.05, and its statistical significance
does not permit to discard the null hypothesis. This infers that the variance of the per
formance results cannot be attributed to factor sex.
In the same way, the analysis of variance referred to the variable time (Ti and T2) was
done. The results in this case were slightly better in the group of males in both trials.
But the difference of the means were higher in the first trial than in the second one.
This infers that women respond slower to the test stimuli, but improve their results
in the second series in comprison to the first, with respect to men.
Similarly to what happened with the variable performance, the statistical results of the
relationship between the variable time and the sex do not permit us to rule out the null
hypothesis. The probabilities associated with the respective F are bigger than those
which would allow us to state that the differences between means are significant at a
confidence level of 0.05. Therefore, we have to accept that both groups, males and temales, have similar results with xespect to the variable T, and that the differences
found cannot be attibuted to the factor sex.
There is another aspect to be considered related to learning when an individual repeats
the same task in two consecutive trials. The probability asscciated with F in the analysis of variance of repeated measures in varla les R and T is of 0.001, remarkably
lower than the level of significance 0.05 pre-established in this experiment. This infers
that there is a rate of learning in the group that could be used as a reference for dis
crimination while evaluating and rating an individual's learning degree once it is considered a3 typical or significantly different than the population average.
DISCUSSION
The statistical analysis shows that the results obtainee in the pilot applicants in the
cognitive-psychomotor test proposed were not significantly different in men compared to
women.
Dependent variable chosen for this experiment, performance and average time of perception, processing and response, are not affected by the sex of the subjects.
With respect to the rate of learning of a subject in the test, available data suggests
that there is a "learning factor" related to the complex cognitive and psychomotor tasks
that could be useful as a prediction criterion over the capacity of an individual to
learn rapidly and efficiently the most important piloting tasks. This learning factor
is as the variables performance and time of perception, processing and response, independent of factor sex.
All the above mentioned factors do not necessarily mean that there are no other possible
physiological or psychological variables related to the factor sex and the overall performance of the pilot. There could be several personality factors and others that, for
the time being, offer an attractive field for investigation both in Medicine and Aero
nautical Psychology.
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The validity and reliability of the system, procedures and equipment used for this experiment need further evaluation, so that they can be used as a tool for initial pilot
selectior. This can only be achieved by means of a close follow-up of the male and female applicants during their flight training perior, and afterwards as professional
pilots. This will give us a better knowledge about the psychological variables that
could be related to factor sex and give the test validity.
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FEMALE AIRCROU - 'VE CANJADIk.N
ORCES SXPERIEC\
R.J. Hiicks, M.D., Head, Central redical Board
Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine
1133 Sheppard Avenue West
North York, Ontario
M3:4359

SUYITARY
Data collected since females first started aircrew training in Canada in 1979 is reviewed. Females
are less successful than males in selective competition for training, but once into the training scheme
there is no signifcant sex difference in achieving WItGS standard. Although numbers are still relatively
shall, female aircrew are now participating equally with their male xers in all aspects of mihitary flying
including tactical fighter oterations.
HISTORICAL PERSPSCTIVE
nce upon a ti.ne, only men could becore operational pilots in the Canadian Forces (CF) . In fact,
only a limited number of military occupations were open to women, and this policy isas based more on
tradition and social practice than any scientific basis as to whether either sex could best do the job.
Evolving demographic patterns and the changing roles for women ongoing within most societies have caused
military planners to consider an expanded occupational ?otential for women in the military. In Canada,
such considerations were intensified during the 1978s largely as a result of Federal Government policies
directed to providing equality for men and women in the workplace culminating in the promulgation of the
Canadian Human Rights Act in 1977. The Act prohibits sexual discrimination in the enployment of an
individual unless the employer can establish that the discriminatory practice is based on a bona fide
occupational requirement.
The CF response was to establish a trial the purpose of which was to determine the effect of
employing Servicewomen in Non-traditional Environments and Roles (S9INTER), but short of full comrbat
duties. The purpose of the Aircrew part of the Trial was to assess the impact on operational effectiveness
of employing servicewomen in five previously all-male non-combat squadrons in transport, search and rescue
and in training. The trial concluded in October 1985. Recruiting as temporarily suspended between
1984-86 while trial results were being analysed, but active recruiting of female aircrew applicants
recommenced late in 1986 and has continued to the present.
The Surgeon General was required to determine what the medical selection standards for female
aircrew applicants should be prior to comrencosent of the trial. Participants for the trial were to be
selected forthwith, so a rather hastily called meeting attempted to address the question. A iajor concern
ias female upper body strength to do the job, particularly in an emergency situation with loss of operative
aircraft systems. A decision was made that the minimum acceptable body weight for females would Wasome
12% greater than the smallest acceptable male which would equate to at least equal lean body mass with sne
correlation to similar strength. It was well understood that any standard would likely be challenged under
the Htnan Rights Legislation and such a minimum weight requirement had some scientific validity and was
reasonable considering the time constraint. All other standards would be the sarme as for sales.
Candidates for the SWINTER trial were to be selected from the current servicewoj.an population i.e.
from women already serving in other military occupations. The Aircrew Trial specified that 28 women (i.e.
28 pilots, 4 navigators and 4 flight engineers) were to be trained and omployami in operational postings;
that number was expected to represent some 19% of serving aircrew in selected squadrons and allow a
meaningful evaluation.
It b-caae apparent that the required nnrbers for pilot/navigator would not be
available from the servicewoman pool and the competition was soon openel to civilian applicants as well.
It was also found that the supplementary minimum weight standard for females was impractical to apply and
the Tedical selection standards for females became the same as for males.
CURrdNT CF AIRCREW SELECTION PROCEDURES

The selection of aircrew (pilot and navigator) applicants begins at the local recruiting centre
which includes a medical exaaination. Applicants who satisfy the initial criteria proceed to the second
stage of selection at the CF Aircrew Selection Centre (CFASC) and the Central vedical Boar] (Q-0) in
Toronto. Assessment here includes a cognitive test battery, a psychomotor test, and an aircrew medical.
Results are forwarded to National Defence Headquarters for the third phase where the Directorate of
Recruiting and Selection (DRS) considers all inforastion, ,sakes their selection decisions, and authorizes

enrolment.
The testing done at CFASC is compriseL of the bets listed in table 1. Previous and current
research has
demonstrated that indices base ov the test results are prelictive of success in aircew
8
training.
The Visual General Aviation Tester (VGAT)measures the aplicant's ability to coordinate body
movement to manoeuvre the trainer in specific patterns using aircraft-type controls singly am in
combination.
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Table 1.

ASC Tests Used to Form Predictive Indices
Test Title
*Numerical Ability
Verbal Aptitude
*Arithmetic Aptitude
*Technical Reading Corprehenslon
*Mathematical Reasoning
*Instrument Reading
Table Reading
Serial Addition
*Visual General Aviation Tester
*Pales score significantly higher in these tests.

The aircrew medical at CM is designed to meet the exacting CF recruiting policy of universal
assignability, that is, that successful applicants must be medically fit to fly all aircraft in the CF
inventory. Table 2 lists the assessment procedures.
Table 2.
1.

as

Medical Assessment

review of data collected at Stage 1,
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

hich includes:

physical examination,
ophthalmology,
audiosetry,
chest x-ray,
electrocardiogram,
laboratory results - blood type, serology, hesoglobin,
white cell count, fasting blood sugar and cholesterol, ucinalysis with microscopic.

repeat of any test not done or outside normal limits,
anthropcmetry with measures of standing height, seated height, thigh length and leg length,
pulmonary function studies,
electroencephalography,
echocardiography (since 1985), and
review of health history questionnaire and physical examination by the flight surgeon.

MEMIYDS

Data collected concerning sex differences in CFASC test results has been summarized. The medical
records of female applicants have been reviewed for the period 1979-1989 to determine if there has been any
sex difference in medical suitability for aircrew training. Training statistics were then evaluated, again
to see if there has been any sex difference in training success rates. Finally, a search was completed
to determine the current population of successful female aviators and where they are employed in the CF.
RESULTS AND DISCJSSION
Aircrew Selection - CFASC Testing
Candidates perform the tests listed in Table 1.

These tests are numerically weighted depending on

their predictive value insofar as probability of success in pilot or navigator training is concerned.
Pilot and Navigator Aptitude Indexes are calculated based on the candidates' scores.

The Aptitude Indexes

range from I to 9; the higher the Index, the greater the probability of success in training.
with Aptitude Indexes of 5 or less are not typically selected.
Table 3.

Applicants

Percentages of Male and Female Applicants at Each Pilot Aptitude Index 1979-1982.
Pilot Aptitude Index

Females
(N-167)
Males
(N-2451)

1

2

3

4

11

6

15

18

3

6

9

14

Mean

6

7

8

9

15

16

9

7

1

4.45

20

17

17

10 5

5.4

5

Surveys were conducted of candidate performance at the CFASC during the SWINTER trial period;
results are listed in Table 3.4 It desonstrates that only 33% of females while 49% of males achieved
Indexes of 6 or better. More recent CFASC results at Tible 4 danonstrate that fenales have not closed the
gap in their success rate with their male counterparts, and there continues to be a significant difference

between the two groups.
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Table 4.

Male and Female Applicants Achieving a Pilot Aptitude Index of 6 or better.
Fenale

1987
1988
1989

Male

N

Successful

N

132
136
i1

24 (18.2%)
32 (23.5%)
23 (18.0%)

886
984
1035

Successful

327
422
465

(36.9%)
(42.9%)
(44.9%)

It has been evident that females are superior only in verbal ability and clerical speed and acuracy;

males are superior inmechanical reasoning, visual spatial ability and quantitative ability.8 Generally
speaking, twice as many male candidates as female can be expected to achieve a successful Pilot Aptitude
Index.

There has been no sex difference on the Navigator Aptitude Index.

Aircrew Selection - Medical Assessment
Tih medical files of 477 female aircrew applicants were reviewed for the period 1977-1988. 149 of
the 477 applicants did not meet the izedical standard for pilot selection, a medical rejection rate of
31.2%; the reasons for medical rejection are summarized in Table 5.
Table 5.

Reasons for Medical Rejection of 149 out of 477 Female Candidates 1979-1988

Reason

Total Candidates

Percentage of
Rejected Candidates

(N =477)

(N=149)

Anthropom'etry
vision
Neurology

61
55
16

48.9
36.9
10.7

Cardiac

12

8.1

3
1
1

2.3
0.7
0.7

Orthopedic
Hearing
Respiratory
Total

149

10

A previous review of all candidate documents for the ten year period 1978-1987 demonstrated an overall
medical rejection rate of only 20.3% with 7743 males and 346 females in the survey. 7 A comparison of the
reasons for Tedical rejection in this predominantly Tale group at Column I of Table 6 demonstrates that the
only significant difference with the female group is in anthroprmetry, and it is the major reason for
medical rejection in females.
Table 6.

Cnparison of Reasons for

Reason

edical Rejection in Male and Female Candidates.

Percentage of Total
Candidates
(N=8039)

Anthropometry
Vision
Neurology
Cardiac
orthopedic
Hearing
Respiratory
Other
Total

Percentage of
Female Candidates
(N=477)

2.5

12.8

11.6
1.5
2.2
0.1
0.3
0.9
1.2

11.5
3.4
2.5
0.6
0.2
0.2

28.3 %

31.2 %

Table 7 shows the current CF anthropometric standards. These standards are based on a survey of
serving aircrew, 314 pilots and 293 navigators, published in 1966. 5 The first and 99th percentiles were
taken as minima and maximia resp-ectively, and present research would indicate that they my be too lenient
for sone of our current aircraft. To date., we have been able to insist on these standards although there
are two cases of civilian pilots, %ho were turnLl down, before our Htman Rights Comission awaiting a
ruling. Their particular leg lengths were 98.3 ,rd 97.4 an.
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Table 7.

CF Anthropometric Standards for Pilot

Min (an)

Flax (can)

Standing Height

157

194

Seated iLeight
Thigh Length

86.4
54.6

190.3
67.3

Leg Length

99.6*

123.2

*Note

-

The minimum leg length standard was changed in 1982 from 111.6 to 99.6cm.

There is a third candidate who did not meet the standard but did -manage to enter the pilot training program
through an administrative waiver. Her maasurenents were satisfactory except for leg length of 95.o on.
She was re-oved from pilot training approximately eight trips short of achieving her wings. The unit
flight surgeon, after reviewing her training file, considered it unlikely that anthroposetry %as
a
factor,but that the failure was more likely related to personality and an inability to consistently react
well in high stress situations. Notwithstanding this opinion, it is generally accepted that our fixed-wing
training aircraft, the CT 114 Tutor, has one of our more accomodating cockpits. It is also docunented that
she had to fly with the seat low to ensure adequate rudder control resulting in a very low seated height
and she did experience significant problems in the fornation phase of training.
Table 8 illustrates the overall CFASC/O'3 experience from 1979-1989. To have been SUCCESSFUL to
proceed on pilot training, the candidate had to achieve both an acceptable pilot aptitude index at CFASC
and to have met the medical standard for pilot in the CF.
Table 8.

CFASC/0-3 Testing 1979-1989

Fenales
(N=694)
SUCCESSFUL - Pilot
SUCCESSFUL - Nay
UNSUCCESSFUL

Males
(4=2935)

118
79
4,37

1043
411
1451

Pilot Success Pate - 19.5%

35.9%

*The male totals are for the years 1987-1989.

The female success rate for those 3

years only is 16.4% (N=379)

The data presented is based on anglophone candidates; female francophone candidates have not done as
well.

There has been no significant sex difference in the success rate for navigator.

Training
In November 1979, the first four fenale pilot trainees began 15 months of pilot training as
depicted in figure 1.
Figure 1. CF Pilot Training Schene
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priwaary flying training is conducted at Canadian Forces Base (CF8) Portage La Prairie, ,vanitoba on the
Cr 134 Musketeer, a low-wing monoplane piston aircraft manufactured by the Beech Aircraft Corporation.
Successful students than proceed to CF, Moose Jaw in Saskatchewanwhere all students do initial training on
the CT 114 Tutor, a conpletely aerobatic turbo-jet aircraft. Those proceeding to fixed-wing esployment
complete their training reaching WINGS standard on the Tutor. Students selected for rotary-wing
employnent break-off and return to CFB Portage Ea Prairie for basic rotary-wing training reaching WIMS
standard on the C4 139 Jet Ranger, a light helicopter. During the trial period, it ws the opinion of
a significant nuber of males that selection and training standards were lowered for women, but there
is no real evidence for this. In a review of aptitude scores achieved by succesful candidates at CFASC
1979-1981, it was deternined that 20 of 494 male 4 trainees (4.1%) and 4 of 74 female trainees (5.4%) nad
Given the snall number of female trainees, it is
had a lower than desirable pilot aptitude index.
considered that the same CFASC standards were used. As with males, the success rate in training does
vary from course to course and some individuals take longer to reach wings standard than others. Table
9 sunnarizes a review of statistics compiled since 1979 and, although the fenale numbers are few as
compared with males, one cannot make any claim for a significant sex difference in success rate.
Table 9.

Success Rate of Females Versus Males in Aircrew Training 1980 - 1988

males

Females
N

COJRSE
Pilot Primary

Successful

N

Successful

56

39

(70%)

2577

1798

(67%)

25

20

(80%)

1568

1257

(80%)

448

431

(96%)

Basic Flying Training
Cr 134
Pilot Basic Flying
Training Cr 114
Pilot Advanced
Flying Training CT 114
Pilot Rotary Wing

5

4 (89%)

12

11

(92%)

817

801

(98%)

13

9

(69%)

446

371

(80%)

Basic

Navigator Basic
Note.

6 females achieved Flight Engineer Status

The flight surgeon at noose Jaw, who is also a pilot, has noted that sat females have gone the Rotary '-ing
route in training rather than the Advancei Tutor course over the past 3-4 years. His observation is that
they tend to be ,wre methodical but generally less aggressive in their approach to flying and it could be
postulated that females generally have sonewhat less ability or lower motivation for high perfortance jet
flying. It is an observation deserving of further study.
Current MEployment
As of Septetber 1989, there were 19 qualified female pilots in the Canadian Forces serving with
their male counterparts in all areas of the Air Force. Table 10 lists their employnent situations at that
time. There are also some 56 fenales presently in training.
Table 10.

Employaent of Female Aircrew
Pilots
Tactical Fighter
Squadron - CF 118

2

Transport Squadron

4

Nays

3

OC130 & Challenger
Tactical Helicopter Squadron

I

Light Transport - Search
and Rescue (FM)

4

Flying Training

3
1

Maritime Patrol Squadron

Staff Positions

5

Fit Fng

5
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Males usually shun staff positions for as long as possible. An interesting commnent by a female personnel
research officer was that moarried female pilots are quite receptive to staff positions earlier in their
career as it does allow themi time to complete other aspects of their life planning 'Check List' such as
becoming pregnant.
ONCLUSIONS
rwJh larger numbers of Tales than females continue to apply for aircrew4 training in Canada.
Selection test data over a 10 year period indicate that females score significantly lower in quantitative
and spatial/psychomotor skills; as long as the Pilot job task emphasizes these skills, proportionately
fewer femiales will be selected for training. Medical assessment data does indicate that a greater number
of females will fail to meot the medical standar.1 for pilot. The only reason for the difference is in the
area of anthropmetry. Again, as long as military cockpits are designed prisnarily with sile indices, a
greater numb~er of females will continue to be oxciuded. Experience over the period has demonstratea that
appropriately selected female aircrew, that is, using the same standards as for males, can perform equally
with their male pee~s during training and in operational flying in the Air Force.
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RESUME
Depuis 1982, los forces armdes frangaises recrultent des pilotes fdninins. Le hut de ce travail
eat de relater l'expdrience do l'Armde de l'Air (AA) et de l'Aviation Ldg~re de l'Armde de Terre
(ALAT) depuis 1983 et 1982 respectivement en matiare de adlection, formation et emploi opdrationnel
de cos personnels.
La sdlection est sdv~re -24
candidates retenuon sur 620 tostdes pour I'ALAT, 25 sur 900 pour
I'MA. Les crit~res de sdloction, techniques et mddicaux, sont lea m~mes que pour lea hommes. Lea
causes d'dliminatioo ne sont pas diffdrcntea. Le ddroulenent de Is formation et lea 6checa en 6cole
de pilotage sent identiques pour lea deux sexes.
Dans l'AA, los pilotes fdminins soot affectds exciusivement dans lea emplois du transport adrien,
A l'exclusion des vols tactiqucs ;dana Ia limite des 10 %. des effectifs, 15 pilotes fdminins (12
d'avions do transport, 2 d'hdlicoptlres, 1 monitour) sont actuellement en service.
Dans I'ALAT, depuis 1986, tous lea enplois sent ouverts sux femmses, dans la limite de 3,5 %.
des effectifs
LB1pilotes sont en service :6 dana un rdginent dhdlicoptlres de combat, 2 pilotent
des hdlicopclres do manoeuvre, 10 des hdlicoptlrcs Idgera, dont une conmande une escadrille.
Diffdrentes difficultds soot rencontrdes mais aucune pathologic spdcifiquc n'a 6t6 relovSe.
En cc qui concorno t'ergonomio, Ia taille et lea mensurations segmentaires posont quelqueca problmes
pour certains appareils et dana certainca conditions do vol.
En cc qui coocerno la grossesse (6 cas), Ia seule difficulti rdelle cat l'obligation d'effcctuor
un stage do requalification aprls une anode d'iotcrruptioo. Notre cxpdriencc oat trop rdccnto pour
tirer des conclusions A psopos des changemeots de motivation aprls maternit6, qui semblent odanmoina
rdols.
En cc qui concorno l'intdgratioo dans Les unitds opdrationnellcs, les 6quipages seot mixtes.
Apr15 quelques difficultds au tours des deux premllrca anode (narginalisation ou phdomno do vedettarisC), l'intdgration des femmes pilotos eat actucllement satisfaisanto.
1. INTRODUCTION
Au cours du deuxilme conflit mondial, los armdes frangaises rdqu13itionnlrent des pilotos fdmioios
pour des =lesions do convoyago d'avions. Une tentative do crdation d'un v~ritable corps do piLotes
militaires fdminins prit fin brusquoment en juillet 1946. 11 faut slots attendre la ddcennie 80 pour
voir un nouvel essai de recrutoment ;1982 pour 1'ALAT et 1983 pour I'MA. L'objet du travail quo
nous prdscntons cat de rapporter los modalitds et lea rdsultats de la sdlsctioo, do la~ fornation
et des emplois opdrationnels des piLotes fdminins de ces deux armdes, et Ile tooter do tirer lea
enseignemeots de cotto courto expdrience.
2. LES NETNODES
Nous avons expLoitd diffdreotes sources d'ioformations
- lea toxtes rdglementaires roLatits aux divers aspects du aujet,
- l'anamolse profeasionoolle et mddicale des iotdressdes sinsi quL, 1'6tude do leurs dossiers oddicaux,
- l'dcoute des dtffdrents dohelons des coossandements concerods,
- les rdponsea I un questionnaire anonyme quo nous avions adrossd I chaque pilote 1fdminin en activitS.
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3. LES RESULTATS
3.1. Le recrutement
Aspects juridiques et 6volution
S'abritant derri~re ia notion de combat, les
jugds exposds . Les d~crets du 22 d~cembre 1975
de mise en oeuvre et d'intervention des unitds
de sous-officiers de carri~rc dans lea armes....
qu'aux hotmoes."

arm~es excluaient les personnels fiminins des emplois
(1) stipulent en effet : "en raison des conditions
de combat, les emplois.... d'officiers des arms...
les emplois du personnel navigant.... ne sont ouverts

En 1981, le Ministre de la Ddfense ddcide d'ouvrir, A~titre expdrimental, la spdcialit6 de pilote
de 1'ALAT aux personnels fdminins (2). 11 est prdcis6 qu'au plan de Vemploi ces personneols devront
etre spdcialisds dans le pilotage des appareils do liaisons ou d'4vacuation sanitaire. Le recrutcment
devra porter en 1982 sur un officier et trois sous-officiers issus des forces. Ultdrieurement, is
fdminisation sera rdglementairemenr limirde 1 3,5 %. des effecrifs globaux recrutds ansuellement,
soit un quota de 3 A 4 personneis-fdminins par an.
Fin ddcembre 1981, le flinistre de is Ddense crde une commsission d'itude prospective do la femme
nilitaire. Les conclusions de cetto commsision devront aervir de base aux mesures que le gouvernement
prendra en faveur de l'intdgrarion des femmes dana lea armdes. C'est sinsi qu'A son tour l'Atmde
do l'Air recrutera, pour one pdriodo probatoire, des pilotes fdminins ;lour nombre sera limit6,
de mEme que le domaine de leur emploi. Lea ddcrets du 10 mars 1983 (3) modifient dana cc sons ceux
du 22 ddcenbre 1975 citds plus haut -"en raison des conditions de mise en oeuvre et dintervention
des unitds de combat, los omplois du personnel navigant ouverts aux feeomes sent limitds au transport
adrien militaire. Le recrutement du personnel navigant fdminin eat linit4
10 7.du nombre de brevets
do pilote militaire ddlivrda l'annde prdcddente so titre du transport adrien militaire." En 1983,
l'Armde de l'Air offre alora 4 placea Aides candidates qui pourront acodder a is carrizre do pilote
militaire par le biais dea 61lves officiera du personnel navigant A vocation d'officiera de rdaerve
on situation d'activit6 (4). Le concours d'sdmission 1 lEcole do 1'Air de SALON-DE-PROVENCE qui
permot l'acc~s direct su corps des officiera do l'Air n'est toujoura ouvort qu'aux hommes. Toutofois,
"lea femmxes titulaires du brevet do piloto militairo du second ddgr6 suront acc~s a cc corps... pour
occuper des emplois (do commandemont) dans le tranaport adrien nilitaire
et cola par le bias du
concoura d'admiasion AI lEcole !lilitaire do l'Air.
En 1985, l'Armde do Terre vs encore plus loin ;dana des arrgrds en date du 31 mars 1985 (5),
le Ministre do la Wdense Ive los reatrictions d'emploi : Lea officiers fdminina... lea sous-officiers fdminins ... pouvont tenir toos lea emplois en dtat-major or en 4oole ainai quo ceux dea formations des srmea ... Lea emploin sont ddvolus aux officiers... sous-officiers.... masculins et feminins
solon lea is~oescritlres d'aptitbsdc". Ainsi lea pilotes fdminins do IVALAT ont ddaormaisa sods a
tous lea omplois do pilote y conpris pilote do combat.
3.2. La adlection initiale
Elle oat paychorechnique et mddicale.
3.2.1. La sdlection initiale dire psychotechniquic
Le contenu des dprcuves do sdlection eat idontique pour lea gar~ons et lea filles.
Los nodalitds sent ldglrement diffdrentes solon lamd.
Au Centre do Sdlection do l'Armde do l'Air do BRETIGNY, au cours d'une sesaion annuello rdservdc
aux candidates Sgdes do 17 a 22 sos, routes de niveau gdndrsl baccalsurdat minimum, sent effoctuda
-des teats dits papier-orsyon (comprdhension do lecture, principes mdeaniques, orientation spatiale,
lectures de cadrans, e~c ...) 4valuant le niveso gdndral or lea aptitudes techniques
- un test type contr6le do palonnior

d'dvaluation de la coordination paychorantrico

one 4preuve sur plato-forso d'dvsluation d'aptitude ao pilotage (depois
de division do lPattention en environnement stressant;
-

1985)

testant

Is capacitd

- des entretiena (depuis novembro 1985) avec on nddecin psychologue puis dccx officiers pilotos jugeant

essentiellement la motivation ot Is cspacitd d'adaptation des 6preuvoa aportives banalos (course I pied, lancer do poida, grimper do corde, natation). Le
bardme de notation eat adaptd so sexo ot lea dpreuvcs peuvent 6trc recossenc5es aprls ontratnoment
en cas do rdsultat insoffisant (note Inidrioure 1 6/20);
-

- on test en langue anglaise qoi pout lul aussi 6trc repassS on cas d'6chec

L'Antenne do adlection do 1'ALAT du Fort Neuf do VINCENNES norganise pas do session spdciale.
Les filles sent recrutdes soie so niveau baccalaordat, soit so niveso BEPC. Elbas offectuont
- des tests

psychologiques d'4valuarion do Is personnalird

- des dpreuves on plate-forme do simulation do pilotage
do porter on pronostic de rdussite en deole do pilotsge

or des tests psychotechniques

permettant
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-des
entretiens avec tinm6dccin psychologuc et tinofficicr pilote dont Ia synthisc donne tinpronostic
d adaptation g6n~rale i lemploi.

3.2.2. La sdlectiom m,~dicale
3.2.2.1. Les normes
Les candidates subiacent
du Personnel lNavigant.

tinevisits m~dicale d'admission

dens tinCentre

d'Expertise M~dicale

Elles doivent satisfaire aux norzes d'admission "candidat pilote de transport ou h6licopt~ie"
d~finies dans linstruction 3700I2IDCSSAIAST du 3 novcmbre 1967 =odiffie. Les normes sont identiques
pour les filles et les garqons, en particulier les normes anthropom4triques. La taille minimale exi&6e
est de 1,60 m?~tre. Seul larticle l6bis eat sp~cifique :"Le personnel f.Sminin ne dolt pas presenter
dans le domaine gyndcologique de trouibles otide siquelles d'intervention pouvant le Shner dans lexercice de ses foncions oticompromettre Is sdcurit6. La grossesse entralne linaptltude tenporaire.
Les standards "aviation" minima exigis sont diff~rents pour VAA et l'ALAT
- Candidat pilote de transport otih~licopt~re (AA)

SGA
LB

SVA
2

SCA
1

SMA
1

Candidat pilote de IALAT
f~vrier 1987)

(instruction

-

SGA
2B

SCA
1

SVA
2

n*

3300/DEF/EHAT/EMPL/MA

et n* 350IDEFIEMAT/BEP/P

du 25

SMA
2

3.2.2.2. Les causes d'inaptitude m~dicale
Notisavons ftudi la population des candidates de VAM car elle eat s~lectionnde dans tininse
centre d'expertise, ce qui rend lea rdsultats plus homogtnes.
ARHEE DE MAIR DE 1983 A 1988 INCLUS
27 candidates 6imin~es pour 29 causes d'inaptitude m~dicale
2 candidates ont deux causes d'6limination
Cause visuelle SVA..................... 17
Cauise
m6dicale gin6rale SCA ............ 11
Cause auditive SMA..................... 1
TOTAL................... 29
Causes visuelles - 17
SVA 0 -3

SVA 3 - 1

SVA 4 - I

VA 5

2

Myopies - 10 dont 8 myoples objectives
Astigmatisme - 2
Trouble de la vision binoculaire -3
Anonalie du fond d'oeil - 2
Causes nddicales guindrales - 11
SGA 0 - 11
Taille inf6rieure 1 1,60 mi- 3
Anonalie EEG lora de Is SIl - 3
Prolapsus valvulaire mitral -I
Extrasystolie ventriculaire - I
Syndrome du ddf 616 costoclaviculaire
Intol6rance aux hydrates de carbone
Anesalie dtirachis - 1

*1

Cause auditive
SMA 2 - I
Ilypoacousie de perception Pour ce qul concerne 1'ALAT, 11 candidates ont it6 61imindes pour causes mddicales mais 4 visites
nWont pas 6t6 termindes par a'handon volontaire des intdressdes. Sur les 7 restantes, 2 4taient d6claries inaptes temporaires mais me se soot janais repr6sent~es en expertise.
7 61iminations

-.

3 pour cause visuelle
pour cause gdndrale

-4
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3.3. La formation
A i'issue de la adlection initiale et de la s~lection =6dicaic, les
exercent leur choix parmi ics candidates prdsentanc lea meilleures aptitudes.

coandements

concernis

3.3.1. Les modalitds
3.3.1.1.
taire:

Pour i'AA,

la formation comporte trois itapes avant la remise du brevet de pilote mili-

La premiire est en fait une viritable sdcetion en vol effectude 1I'E~cole do Formation Initiale
du Personnel Navigant .1AVORD au cours de 12 vols sur avion 1 hdlice CAPlO. C'est Ztce niveau 6galement
que s'exercc les numerus clausus.
-

La seconde eat une formation au pilotage de base compldtdc par une prdspicialisation transport
pendant huit mois et comprenant respectivcment 100 et
effectude au Groupem-ent Ecole 315 de COGNAC
20 henres de vol sur avion TB30 Epsilon.
-

La troisiame est la sp.5cialisation transport cf fectude an Crouperent Ecole 319 d'A'JORD comprenant
106 heures de vol sur bimoteur Xingu en 7 mois. Le pilote a une formation de base compilte (vol aux
instruments, vol dc nuit, basse altitude).
-

Apr~s in remise du brevet, elic eat parachevSe au Centre d'lnstruction des Equipages de Transport
en d~dlicoptlres a TOULOUSE puis en unit6.
3.3.1.2. Pour cc qni concerne 1'ALAT,
ddlivrancc du brevet vol A vue.

la formation initiale comporte une senle phase avant ia

Le pilotage de base aI 'Ecole de Spicialisation ALAT de DAX d'une durde de 6 mois on 120 heures
de vol sur Alonette 11 puis Gazelle en fin de stage aprls remise du brevet.
-

Un stage de formation compldmentaire an vol tactique AI lEcole d'Application de IALAT du LUC-ENpendant 2 mois eat cifectu6 aprls un an pass6 en unit6. Ce stage pent 6tre reco~enc6 en
PROVENCE
ens d&insuffisance. 11 donne in qualification pilote de combat. De =mc, la qualification vol aux
instruments eat ddlivrde en cours de carriirc.
-

3.3.2. Lea causes d'6chc
3.3.2.1.

Pour cc qui concerne I'AA,

15 6ilves pilotes fdminins ont 6t4 6limlndes, tonies A ia

premilre phase do sdlection en vol:
-3 techniquement bonnes en vol nais victimes do Ia rigneur du numerus clausus,
-12 pout insuffisance technique en vol jugdc sur 15 crit~res.
Les facteur ddl1imination lea plus importants et lea plus frdquerment retrouvds sont
l'aptitude
inlvisualisation 12 fois
12 fois
la division de l'attention 10 fois
que V'on retrouve A l'origine de ldlinination des garrons.
11 foia
cc sont lea islnes
base

3.3.2.2. Pour cc qni concerne lALAT,
DAX. On compte 4 6ehecs

Ics 61iminations se sont faites an stade du pilotage do

1 officier~pour cause 'mddicale" :ipadaptation prinaire an vol,
- 3 sous-officiers pour insuffisance technique an vol.

Lea facteurs d'6linination retrouvds sent
-

le manque de ddcision de l'attention -3 Lois
-la lenteur d'analysc de Ia situation -2 Lois
-le manque de rdsistancc physique - 1 Lois.
3.3.3. Le bilan chiffrd

A R MEE D E L 'A IR
NOMBRE DE CANDIDATES TESTEES

la rigneur
assimiler

ADNISES A L'ECOLE DE
FOR14ATION INITIALE
DU FN

ADMISES EN FCOLE DE
PILOTAGE DE BASE

1983

143

4

4

1984

170

4

4

1985

148

4

4

1986

135

9

2
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1987

101

6

2

1988

107

8

4

1989

96

7

5

TOTAL

900

42

25

AVIATION LEGERE DE WARHEE DE TERRE
NONBRE
DE CANDIDATES TESTEES

140MBRE
DE CANDIDATES ADMISES
EN PILOTAGE DE BASE

1982

42

3

1983

49

3

1984

73

4

1985

169

4

1986

89

4

1987

103

3

1988

88

3

1989

66

4

679

28

TOTAL

3.4. Lemnploi opdrationuzl et Is vie en unit6
3.4.1. Descriptif des cmplois tenua
Dans PAA, les pilotes idminins servent cn tant qu'officier de rdserve en situation d'activit6.
Ce contrat poret d'effectuer une carrilre de vingt anodes. Hats lobtention du cong6 du personnel
navigant et le bdndfice d'une pension do retraite N joulosanee immddiate peuvent 6tre accordds de
plein droit su bout do 15 ans de service dont 6 en qualit6 do navigant. L'activation en qjualit6 d'officier de carriere eat possible par le biats du concours dc I'Ecole Militaire do IlAir, elle pornet
1'cxercico du commandceent. Initialeeci lirait6
au transport logistique (liaisons, 6vacuation sanitaire), 1cemploi a &6d Ltendu A~celul do moniteur (transport).
Le Transport Adrien Hilitaire (logistique + tactiquc)
c oat 600 pilotes dont 55 nouveaux tous Les ans
Do 1983 A fin 1989,

16 pilotes fdninins ont 6t4 brevetis et 3 soot en cours do formoation,

un a rompu

son contrat.
Les caplois tenus
10 pilotes idninins servent auso
oe
do 4 oscadrons do transport et d'entraineoent diffdrents soit
de 1 4 5 personnels fdninios our 16 pilotes par oscadron.
2 servent su scin do 2 cocadrons d'hdlicop-res dii idronts.
1 sort au scmn d'un oscadron d'expdrmntation et de transport appartenant au Centre d'Expdrinentations
Adriennes Hilitairos.
I oat monitour daos un Groupemont Ecole du Comandeent des Eccles do l'Armde do I'Air.
1 oat adnise 4 1'Ecole Militairo do l'Air.
Les appareils utilisas
- Nord 262 Frdgste, MS71 PARIS. Xingu
- Alouette 111. Ecurcuil.

Dans 1ALAT, lea personels fdninins sont officiers 00 sous-officiors do carri~re 00 sous contrat.
Dane cc dornitr cas, Use s'ongsgent A servir 10 ans A 1'issue du stage do pilotage, 00 8 ans Iorsqu'i1
s'agit d'.in
recrutonent interne "militaire".
Aujourd'hui tous les typos d'emploi lour soot rdglersentairement ouverts.
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L'ALAT,

c'est 1280 pilotes (465 officiera +- 815 sous-officiers)
100 pilotes nouveaux tous lea ans

De 1982 A 1989, 18 pilotes idminins ont itS formde (4 officiers et 14 sous-officiera)
Lecaersplis tenus
10 pilotes d'hdlicopt~res 16gera
2 pilotes d'hdlicoptlres de manoeuvre
6 pilotes d'hdlicopt~res de combat
(une chef de patroulle
une seulement a effectu6 le stage tir canon)
1 officier a requ le comandement d'une escadrille d'hdlicoptlres 1dgers.
Appareils utilisda
Alouette, Puma, Gazelle.
3.4.2. Les difficultds physiques du pilotage
3 pilotes de lAA et 2 de I'ALAT ont fait part de difficultds physiques au pilotage. Elles aont
lides soit h l'anthropomdtrie (petite taille, petit gabarit), soit I un manque de force physique
et scuvent A is combinaison des deux.
11 s'agit de difficultds d'attcinte des cormandes, de contention insuffisante malgr4 un br~lage
serr6, de difficultds d'action aux palonniers en certaines circonstances et de manque de force physique
en cas de panne des servo-coimandes.
3.4.3. Pathologic rencomtrdo et exemptions de vol
Lie au vol (annde 1989)

:3

cas de mal do Vair so manifestant loraque lea intdressdes ne sont pas

aux commandes
1 otite barotraumatique (8 J. d'exemption do vol)
2 cas de rlgles plus douloureuses lora des vols avec difficultds de concentration.
Ron lIde au vol (annde 1989)
exemption de vol supdrieure I un mois en 1989 pour VAA, 3 pour VALAT pour Ia pathologie
suivante :kysto pilodinal opdr6, fracture du membre supdrieur, hdpatite virale.
- Aucuno

Recours A un service spdcialis6 do psychologie en clinique :cn 8 ans aucun cas de difficult6
d'adaptation d'ordre psychologique n'a ndcessit6 le recours A une consultation spdcialisde parmi
los pilotos fdminins de lAA. En revanche, cettc dventuslit6 cat survenue chez 2 pilotes do l'ALAT.
Pour Ie premier, L1 s'agit do l'insdaptation primaire an vol quo nous avons mentionnde plus haut.
-

Pour cot officier qui sort depuis 6 ans dams larmo du matdriel o ello no trouvo pas
part iculilrement ce qu'elle attend do Ia vie militaire, l'ouverturc des emplois do pilote apparalt
comme une seconde chance. llalgr6 un pronostic ddfavorable I la sdlection initiale (antdcddents do
spasmophilie, do cindtose, peu sportive, formation littdrairo), olle est adaiso en 6cole do pilotage
car il s'agit do Is premilre anndo du rocrutement et Von souhaite former un officier. Ce sera un
4ohec trls rapide et cotte candidate malhcureuso ddveloppera par ls suite un syndrome ddpressif majeur
ndcessitant six mois do traitemont spdcialis6.
Pour le second, il s'agit d'un syndrome anxioddpressif avec 6pisodes doulonreux abdominaux atypiques dont le point do ddpart semble avoir 6td le dduls do son compagnon dans un accident d'avion.
Loin do a famillo et do ses amis, I'dtat affectif do cette jeune femsmes'aggrave et les difficultds
ce West plus jugdo comme un pilote fiable.
au sein do l'escadrille s'accumulent jusqu'au jour 4olj
Aprls soutien psychothirapique, cot 4pisodo a rdgressd et lintdrossde a repris los vols.
3.4.4. La grossegeo
A cc jour,

Von comptabilise 4 grossesses pour los personnels fteIALAT et 2 pour les personnels

do lAA. Aucun problme mddical n's k6d runcontr4.
D~s ldtat da gestation constatd, 1'oxemption do vol est rlglementaire. Aprls laccouchement,
Ia reprise des vols nWest possible qu'aprls visite oddicalo d'aptitude pasade dans un Centre d'Expertiso Mddicale du Porsonnel !4avigant.
A lissue do lours grossoesses, tous les pilotos fdminins ont repris leurs activitds adronautiques
copendant dens (I do I'MA ct 1 do I'ALAT) ont prdsentd des difficultdo do rdadaptation ;l'investissemont maternal 6tant tr~s important pour elba3.
3.4.5. L'iotdgratiom an sein do loscadrom
Des difficultds dlintdgration ont 6t6 pdniblemont
sinai quo par 5 do IALAT.

ressonties par 5 pilotos

fdminins do VAA
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Les griefs invoqu~s sont
-

l'impression d~sagrdable d'6tre l'objct de curiosit6,
d'avoir a prouver en permanence leur aptitude professionnelle de pilote militaire,
d'6tre l'objet de jalousie,
d'6tre victimes de misogynic ou de "machisme".

3.5. Autrcs rdsultats tirtls
de l'exploitation du questionnaire anonyme
L'exploitation du questionnaire anonyme permet de ddgager quelques tendances concernont la motivation, les aspirations, I'apprihension des contraintes li~Ses au m6tier de pilote militaire. Compte
tenu de la faiblesse de l'effectif, le petit nombre des r~ponses (9 pour I'AA, 9 pour I'ALAT), ii
s agit plus d'une enqu~te d'opinion, d'une photographic, que d'un travail
valeur scientifique et
statistique.
LES MOTIVATIONS
Armde de l'Air

ALAT

Motivation militaire pr~dominantc

5

0

Motivation a~ronautique pr~dominante

3

5

Motivation mixte

1

4

Avaient cnvisag6 une carri~re ad1ronautiquc civilc

4

7

Navaient pas envisagd use carri~ire adronautique
civile

5

2

Avalent prig connaissance dcs statots avant
I engagement

5

5

N'avaient pas prig connaissance de statuts avant
1engagement

4

4

Avaicnt pris commaissances dcs perspectives
d'emplois et de carri~re avant engagemcnt

4

5

Navaient pas prig connaissancc des perspectives
d'emplois et de carri~re avant engagement

5

4

Sur l'ensemble des rdponses, on constate one tr~s 16g~re prdminancc dc Is motivation militaire
chcz les candidates de IAA ota la primaut61 des valcurs militaires et morales traditionmelles cit
clairement exprimde (patriotisme, don de soi, ddfense de la nation). La motivation des candidates
ALATest davantage technique, a6ronaotique ; la majort6S d'cntrc elles avalent d'ailleurs envisag4
une carri~re adronautiquc civile.
Pour deux candidates do I'AA, lattrait pour on mdtier hors do comon pour one femmie et pour
l'une d'elle ia fascination de l'aviation de guerre a jood un r~le ddteroinant.
Aussi bien pour I'AA que pour VALAT, Ia moiti6 des candidates n's pas prig connaissance des
statots et des perspectives d'emplois ct de carri~rc avant l'engagemcnt (aipropos do cc dernier point,
les perspectives offertes par I'AA n'6taient pas tr~s prdcises so ddbut de 1'expdrience).
EMPLOI ET VIE FA IILIALE
Arndc de l'Air

ALAT

Parsez-voos qoc l'emploi de pilote militaire eat
compatible avec one vie de couple satistaisante
01)1
NON

8
1

7
2

2
4
3

4
5
0

OR)
NON

4
5

4
5

01)
Noll

4
5

4
5

Pensez-voos qo I'cmploi de pilote militaire eat
compatible avec one vie de mare do famille satisfaisante ?
01)1
NON
Ps de rdponse
Penaez-vous qo'avoir on enfant puisse retentir
sur la motivation a6ronautique ?
Josqu'au point d'interromprc Is carri~re 3
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L'emploi de Pilate nilitairo apparalt largement cotoe compatiblc avec une vie de couple satisfaisante avec cependant parfois la restriction qua le coapagnon connaisse bien les servitudes militaires.
L'opinion est tr4s partage quant 5 la question do Is compatibtiitS de Iempioi et d'uno vie
de mare de famille satisfaisante at d'un retentisscent do la maternit6 aur Is motivation adronautique.
LES DESIDERATA
Armdo de IlAir

ALAT

2
7

4
5

Etes-vous actuoliement satisfatte de vos conditions
d'emploi ? de travail ?
001
NON

L'insatis faction importante qut se ddgage done I'M apparait tras lide IkIs restrictian d'emplot.
La insjoritS des pilotes demande louverture du transport adrien tactique at do l'emploi outre-mer
pour lea volontaires. Une pilate exprimo un ddsiderata particulier
isl crdation d'un escadron
complitoment fiminis4 a vocation de liaisons at d'EVASAN.
Pour cc qut concerne lALAT,
diffdrent.

lea insatisfactions exprimdos sent coins nombreuses at d'un ordre

Les charges militaires extra adronsutiquos dites annexes (gardes,
soot jugdes excessives.
Arode de l'Air

ALAT

NON

9
0

8
1

001
NON

4
5

9
0

Pensez-vous quo la fonction do pilate d'avion do
combat soit accessible aux ferm~es
?001
Aimeriez-vous exorcor ce mdticr ?

tours do service,

instruction)

La rdponse eat quasi unanino. Rien ne semble a'opposor physiologiquement at techniquemant
cc qu'une femme part iculiarement rdaistante at dou~e soit pilote do combat. L'obstacle cit4 le plus
souvent comme majeur oat Ia rdaction, jugde a privri ddfavorablo, des pilotes de combat masculira.
One fois oat mentionod l'aspect paychologique do Ia capacitC
tuer.
Quant I Iattrait pour le mdtier de Piloa do combat,
beaucoup plus moddr6 pour les pilotes fdninins do l'AA.

il

eat tras fort pour lea personnels ALAT,

4. CONMENTAIRES
4.1. Recrutemcnt
En France, Ia fdninisation des eraplois do pilotes militaires sleet faite, pour l'ossentiel,
sous una prossion politique rdoultant de la dyosmique dgalitaire at non en raison de difficultds
du rocrutemant masculin. La limitation quantitative avait pour but de permettre une expdrimontation
rdaliste tout en laissant one pdriode probatoire auffisante I l'adaptation des unitda at des personnels
masculine A cotta rdvolution. Lea restrictions qualitatives d'emploi participsient I co souci nais
6galement a celui do minimiscr le risquo financier (co~t de Ia formation) en cas d'4chec.
Un recrutemont suppose uno rassaurce suffisante at do qualit6. Au ddbut do 1'expdrience, Pappel
d'offre a 6t6 Ianc6 dana Is populatioi, idninine ddjA engagde (pour IALAT cella AyaloL entre 6 at
11 ons de carriira) dont on pouvait supposer la motivation militairc solido at Vintldgration facile.
En fait le volontariat pour servir au titre du persannel navigant a 6t6 pour beaucoup do Cabsfcomas
une douxiime chance d'avotr Is via active dont ellba r~vaiont mats qu'elles n'avaient ps trouvd
dana I'exercice de leur amplo' antdrieur. Rapidument cotta resseurce sleet rdvdlde trap lirsitda
quantitativement ; souvant par le fait quo la situation familiala des candidates patentielles (maridoe,
enfants I charge) allait S Ilancontre do Is disponibtlit6 exigdo, cc fut particuliirement vrat wur
lAU~T. Aussi l'oppal d'offro a did 61argi A la population civile Sgde do 17 a 22 ans do nivoso
baccalaurdat pour I'MA, baccalaurdaL eu BEPC pour l'ALAT. Malgr6 cotta extension, la chiffres montront
une chute d'un tiers des demandes do candidatures puts uno stabilisation
ce liveau A partir des
anodes 1986-1987. On pout expliquer cola par l'6moussemont do I'attratt de la nauveaut6 ainsi quo
par une neilleure connaissance, so ddpsrt, des difficultds du mdtier at des perspectives do carriirc.
Ndanmoins ls ressourco demeure suffisanto pour assurer be racrutement do qualitA aussi bien pour
ce qui concorne lAA qua VALAT co V'on ratient an rsoyenoo 4 candidates pour 100 teatdes. Pour
Ilavenir, Is situation risque d'dvoluet ; lea compagnies adriennos racrutant &lurmdment at A des
niveaux d'instruction gdndrale plus modeste qusoupsravsnt. A cat dgard, lao r6portsos
solquestionnafr
our is motivation baissent prdsager un certain transfert vera ladronauiique civile.
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4.2. S61ection Initiale psychotechnique
En France nous utilisons les mgmes tests, lea mames6preuves pour les filles et les gzrjons.
Ceci se Con~oit ais'Sment puisque Von recherche les m6mes qualit6s, les m =es aptitudes. La critique
que Von peut 6mettrc concerne le numerus clausus qui permet d'offrir systiraatiquement un certain
nombre de places aux filles m~mesi alies soot moins bonnes, dans labsolu, que des gar~ons at, a
contrario, d'6liminer certaines des meilleures candidates.
Une deuxilme renarqne a trait aox difficuts relev~es par les testeurs lors de 1l4preuve en
plate-forme de simulation ao contre ALAT at lors de l'6preuve type contrlle de palonniers an centre
de l'AA. Lors de ces tests, lea candidates de petite taille ont Presque syst~matiquement des scores
mildiocres. Existetil un handicap sp~cifiquement fSminin on bien eat-il seulement en relation avec
Ia plns petite taille des candidates ? Dans la mesure oi la dimension de cette plate-forme, on Is
force a exercer sur Ics commandos soot reprdsentatives de Ia rdalit6, at c'est le cas, cc fait doit
6tre prxs en compte globalement. On pent par ailleurs penser qu'il suppide l'absence de test physique
adronsutiques comae le test andricain "across the board strength test".
spdcifique des eraplois
4.3. S&lccticn initiate saddicale
Les mames procddures de sdlection et les m mes narmes sont appliqudes pour les filles et lea
garjons, ce qui parait dict6 par le bon sons. Les causes dinaptitnde observdes soot superposables
pour les deux populations tant pour cc qni concerne Ia nature que le pourcentage retatif ; les anomalies visuelles arrivant en tlte at do loin.
Certains jugent discriminatoire le fait d'exiger pour lea candidats EOPNmasculins de l'AA la
narme SGA IA alora que les candidates EOPNdoxvect seutement satisfaire asls norme SGA 18. En fait,
it faut bien voir qu'il s'agit de sdlectionner deux populations distinctes bien qu'ayant le m~me
statut ainsi qo'one formation do base commune. Les gar~ons ant, an ddpart, tons vocation isdevenir
pilate de Chasse, d'oisIexigence d'nne aptitude silge 6jectable.
4.4. La formation
Les 616ves pilotes se retrouvent en promotion mixte pour recevoir une instruction standard.
Les maniteura de ddbut sont tous mascutins aussi bien pour I'M que pour t'ALAT, de m~meque les
une date rdcente. En Groupement Ecole transport, tea
moniteurs de spdcialisation transport jusqn'is
binomes d'6ltves pilotes soot toujours mixtes, on gar~on, ninefille. lionsn avons relev6 aucun probltme
majeur iscc nivean. L'intdgration des candidates a 6t6 satisfaisante et m~me excelente dans la majorit6 des cas. Quaint aux naniteurs, initier et former des pilotes fdminins cc lenina pas caus4 de
difficuts psychotogiques insurmontables.
En vat, aucun camportement spdcifiquement fdninin n'a kt6 relev6. Les cas d'dchec ne sant pas
plus nombreux ; ils sersient m~meinfdrieurs, mais la cemparaison eat difficile car si Ia 96lection
initiate eat identique dana son contenu, elle est diffdrente dans ses modatitds et lea deux populations
me sont paa comparables. Nous pauvons ndanmoins nater que les ddfauta incriminds en cas d'insuffisance
technique en vol sont par ordre de frSquence les m~nes que chez tes gargons.
4.5. L'emploi opdrstionnel
4.5.1. Lea effectifa
Lea 15 pilotes fdminins en activitd opdratiannelle dana I'M reprdsente 2,6 %. de t'effectif
pilate du Transport Adrien Mititaire. L'emplti ,Stant restreint aux vats de liaison et d'dvaucations
sanitaires, certains escadrona privitdgids (VILLACOUBLAY, METZ) peuvent voir ndanmoins leur effectif
fdminisi an tiers (3/16, 5/16).
Mais Is plupart des escadrons ne compte en gdndrat qu'nn seul pilate fdminin. 11 rdsulte de
cc fait et do caractisre rdcent de l'expdrience que l'occasien de constituer un 6quipage de transport
entitrement fdninin (commandant de bard et second pilate) demeure exceptionnette.
Pour cc qui concerne I'ALAT, le Laux global de fdminisation eat plus faibte, les 18 pitotes
fdaininsaen activitd opdrationnette reprdsentent 1,4 % de l'effectif pilate total. Dans la plupart
des caa, la proportion de femmes pilates est de 2 par rdgimnt.
En rdsund, le risque de mise hs l'cart, de narginatisatian des pitotes fdminins sOil eat moindre
d'cscadrons.
qn'au ddbot de l'expdrience, eat encore potentiellement, prdsent dans ban norabre
4.5.2. Lea esrplois
L'MA, sans lever lea restrictions d'emploi initiates, a 6tendu avec auccissIa fdninisation en
joitlet 1986 sox escadrona d'hdticoptses et As certainca nnitda hors transport a~5rien preprement
dit. Ceci permet une ceilteure seuplesse dana la geation do personnel, ainsi qu'nne diversification
des affectations gdographiqnes. De nlinedana cc sandi de diversification, des emptois de moniteur
pilote de transport ant 4t65ouverts. L'intdrlt pddagogique, par Ia possibilitd d'identificatian Is
teurs aindes donindeaux jeones dl1rvesfdminins, 6tait par aitleurs bien compria. Cette exp.5rience
n eat actuellement ps concluante, cleat pent-6tre ninequestion d'Iindividual itd, noos en reparlerons
ptus lain.
L'ALAT, qoant hs elle, a overt tons sea ersplois aux pilates fdminina y conpria celni de pilate
de combat. En pratiquc, ptusienrs pilotes fdminina servant dana des unitda opdrationnetlesaet s'entratcent pour dlesmissions qui aeraient tr~rs expoades an feu enueni. tineseule cependant a regn, A t'heure
actuetle, une instruction de tir au canon et eat done devenue apte an maniement de Ia farce artade
an service de la nation.
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4.5.3. Difficnitds physiques au pilotage
Nons lavons vu, ces difficultis ne sont rencontrdes que chez les pilotes fdminins de petit
gabarit. Sont-ellos spicifiques aux feaes on communes aux hooes dc mimte stature ? Qnoiqu' ii en
soit, cot 6tat de fait n'est pas satisfaisant an regard de Ia 86curit6 des vols. Outre La mise an
point d'un test do force spdcifiqnement adronautiqne (actions sur des gonvernos non assorvies par
exemple), denx types d'action compidmentaires miriteraient di6tre mendes A lavecir .autilioration
du rdglage des silges, encore tr~s diffdrent scion ie type d'appareii, et meillenro prise en compto
de lergonomie& des cabines existantes pour Ia ditermination des normes anthropomitriquos reqnises.
Exiger ne taille minima do 1,60 m~tre n'est pas suffisant. 11 fant 6galement tonir compte des mesnres
segmontaires et A ce nivoan il semble qne les femees soient, dans lensembie, ddsavantagies par rapport
aux homes.
4.5.4. Difficultds d'iotdgration
Los rdponses an qnestionnaire r-ontront qunun certain mombre de pilotes fdminins ont roncontr6
et rencontrent encore des difficnltds dintdgration, ipronvent Ia sensation disagrdable d'6tre observies en permanence, di6tre jalonsies. Si dans lensemble les pilotes masculins reconnaissent La comp6tenco technique do lours collignes fiminines, uls lour roprochent sonvent un manqne do motivation
militaire, nn maeqno do disponibilit6, voire nn absentiismo important. Le probile eat davantage
plac6 sons L'angie des relations hnmaines qne sons celni de L'aptitnde professionnoile pnre.
L'introdnctioe do femes dans un milieu traditioneellement masculin engendre tonjours ce genre do
phinomlnes car ii remet en question Is supiriorit6 supposie des hormos, dirange los habitudes, modifie
La dynamiqne dn gronpe. L'adaptation et l'intigration ost lente, difficile et los moindres faux-pas
sent exploitis pour jnstifier une attitnde do rejet. Ii faliait done s'attendre A rencontrer des
difficnitis lora do is fiminisation des ompioi do pilotos militaires en France. ELios ont 6t6 d'antant
plus aignis quo V'on a commsis
un certain nombre d'erreurs an dibut de l'expdrionce.
D'abord colic do disperser lcs femmes dana diffirents escadrons favorisant ieur marginai isat ion.
Ensuite do laisser, dans cortains cas, so divelopper un favoritisme pour to qni concorco los servitudes
militaires. Enfin et snrtont, de e'avoir pas an maitrisor le phinomln do "vedettariat". Ayant vocation
an transport des personnalit5s, des "V.I.P.", on a pn ainsi voir rovenir do mission tel pilote avoc
un bouquet do flours on bien encore telle personnalit6 riclamer avoc insistance d'6tre transport6
par un piloto f.Sminin. La fiminisation so devait d'6tre mddiatisSe. Plusiours roportagos dans la
presse 4crite, pLusienrs siquonces tilivisies ont mis A l'bonneur et sons Los foux do l'actualit6,
ces fermss cxtraordinaires,
ces premiires fees
pilotos militaires franqaisos, cc qui d'ailteura
6tait historiquemont faux. Cola a engrondr6 do faqon bien comprihensibLe des jalousies d'antant pins
fortes quo los pilotes masculins dtaicet, dans le mime temps, soumis a do dures conditions do travail.
Los femmes no comprenaiont pas car olles n'avaient pas domand6 do telles "faveurs" si Von pout
a exprimor ainsi. Le comaaandement a rapidement mis fin I cotto situation qni, hills, a durabiemont
marqni los esprits.
Quo pensor maintenant do macquo supposi do motivation ,t do disponibiLiti ? L'attrait pour un
tel mitier nicessite an dipart ne riolle motivation aironantique at/eu militairo. ELie oat ossontiolle
pour passer avec succls los diffirentes 6tapes do la sibection et do Ia formation. Ceci dit, la motivation pout 6tro sujotto I fluctuations. Uno mauvaise insertion dacs le milieu, un sentiment d'absence
do perspectives do carriire attrayantos, uc invostissoment parental important pouvont L'entamer do
faqon aubstantiolle et les pilotos fiminins apparvissent particulilrement oxposios I cea igards.
Pour cc qui coecerco L'absectime, cons constatona quo los exemptions do vol no sent pas plus
longues ci plus nombrenses quo thez les pilotes masculies. En fait, l'absentiise reprochi oat celni
Li6 IsL grossesso. Une exemption do vol d'ue annicesot en effet difficilo A giror quand elie Weost
pas piacifide. C'est L'dpio do Damoclls poovant frapper a tout moment tel on tel escadron qui a dij?
do mal N assumer toutes sea missions A effoctifa compieta. A L'issne du congi do matorciti, Ia reprise
des vols nicosaite uc stage do requalificatioc d'autant plus long et coitoux quo La formation icitialoment acquise oat plus spicialisie.
torsque l'onfant eat LI, l'icvestissemect parental pout concurroncer l'investissemect profossioeel. On le savait dijN pour ia patercit6 qui 6tait 6galomont uc facteur do fragilisation do pilote
et mime on facteur humain do risque d'accident A prendre on compto. Los lions spicifiquemect plus
forts ectro Ia m~re et son enfant font quo la materniti mirito ne attention partitulilre I tea igards.
D'antant qu'il sembie quo la puissance do L'invoatissemect matercel no puisso pas atro dvalni A s
juste valour par Ia femme avant d'avoir vicu Ia matorciti. Sur los doux cas do baisse de motivation
aironautiqno apr15 grossosso quo cons avona observis, un tas a 6t6 transitoire mais un autro apparaft
plus critique et durable. 11 concorno un pilote moniteur qui aprls sa douxilmo maternit6 estimo quo
sa ticho nicessite un don do a porsonno trop important et uno attention do tons les instants dont
olle no so sent plus capable. Ce soct lop faits mis on avant par l'intireasio mime si par ailleurs
ii apparait 6galemont quo l'affoctstion ricento c'6tait pas sonhaitie.
Moer son onfant ontratne igalemont parfois uno moindro dioponibilitS on particulior lors do
diclenchoment do missions inoppinics on lors do manoouvros d'uno certainu dunec. 11 convient do dire
I co propos quo V'on comence I voir apparaltre to phicomlno choz los plros do familie dont l'6pouse
a nineprofession 4galoment trla coctraignacto ou lea p~nes divorcis avec enfants I charge. 11 s'agit
d'un problme d'orgsnisatioc mais aussi do macquo do m-)yens
sotianx adaptis. La sotidti laisse toujours
on g.Sniral
AIis m4cre I soin do le risondre tact bioc quo mal an ditrimont de s riussito
profess ionnol le. L'incompatibilit6 suppoado ontro lea servitudes do la vio militaire ot cellos de
ia vie do m~re do famille tranaparaissait jnsquo dana certains toxtes juridiqoos. En cas do maniage
on do grossesso, le piloto fiiin servant sons statut d'officier do riserve on situation d'activit6
pouvait risilier, do plein droit son contraL. Cette disposition a 6t6 utilisic par un pilot~e militaire
qui poursuit actuollemont uco carrilno civile. Jugie discrimicatoire, cotte mesoro a 6t6 abrogie
fin 1989.
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La question dc la grossesse et dc Is charge de m re de famille apparaft bien corme l'obstacle
en particulier
principal ai lint~gration harconieuse des fermes en gdndral et des pilotes f.Snini'is
au sein de P institution militaire ainsi qulA lextension de la fdrainisation des armdes. 11 s'agit
d'un handicap professionnel incontestable bien que parfois grossi de fagon d~lib~r6e et sans v6ritable
souci de recherche de solutions. NWanmoins Ia plupa.t des femmes, I force de volont6, dd6nergic et
de motivation, le surmontent de fagon satisfaisante.
5. CONCLUSION
La dynamique 6galitaire a fait s'ouvrir progressivoment los emplois du personnel navigant militaire aux fe~es. Nous avons 6tudi6 Ia s~lection, la formation et les emplois op~rationnels des pilotes
fSminins de l'AA et do IALAT depuis Vorigine de l'exp~ricnce, ccest-a-dire 8 ann~os. Nous manquons
do recul pour faire un bilan. Les effectifs observes sont modestes ;lea ferases
pilotes sont jeunes,
Ia plupart encore cdlibataires, beaucoup n'ont pas encore gravi tous los 4chelons de Ia qualification
professionnello et do Ia hi~rarchie militaire. Pourtant In tendance quo nous indique notre travail
est plut8t favorable. Los difficult~s d'intgration, parfois aigu~s aux dIbuts do ia fdminisation,
so sont aplanies. Los coligues masculins et Ia hi~rarchie ont appris I travailler en meilleure
intelligence avec los personnels f~ainins. Co nest qu'un ddbut et bien des difficult~s persistent
car il s'agit d'une vraie rdvolution sociologique nicessitant une profondo modification des concepts
et des comportoments. Los progrls ont 6t possibles ot so poursuivont car los pilotos f~5minins, dans
l'onsemble, ont montr6 lours capacit~s, tochniquemont, physiquement et psychologiquement parlant,
h tenir los omplois proposes.
Des problmes subsistent, en particulior ceux 111s a,la maternit6, et a la vie do mZre do famille.
Ils r~clament des solutions :adaptation des statuts, crdation do structures sociales par exemple.
La riflezion sur les techniques et sur los normes do s~lection doit 6tre pormanonto avec pour but
do choisir les 614mcnts los moilleurs en fonction des aptitudes qu'ils d~nontrent et non do leum
sexe. Or des insuffisancos soot visibles actuellecent pour certains emplois :absence do test do
force physique spdcifiquomont adronautique, absence d'6ldmont d'apprdciation de laptitudo psychologiquo au maniemont do In force arc6e, c'est-a-dire do tuor au service do la nation.
Au total, on pout 6tre raisonnablemont optimisto quant a ia poursuito de Is f~minisation des
emplois do pilotes militaires. Elle restera pragmatique, avec le double souci constant do "garantir
1Inl femm~e,dans tous los domaines, des droits ,Sgaux A ceux do l'hommo"* (* pr~ambulc do Is Constitution do in R~5publique Frangaise do 1946) et do prdserver Ia mailloure efficacit6 op~rationnelle possible h nos armes.

A NN EX E

LES TEXTES JURIDIQUES
(1) D~crets du 22.12.1975
75 1208 portant statut particulior du corps des officiers do lPAir, officiers m~caniciens do P'Air
et officiors des bases do l'Air
75 1213 portant statut particulior des sous-officiers do carrilre do l'Arm~e do l'Air
75 1206 portant statut particulier du corps des officiers des armos do 1'Arm~e do Terre
75 1211 portant statut particulier des corps do sous-officiers do carrilre do l'Ars6e do Terre.
(2) Note n* 20141 du 20. 10.1981
(3) Ddcrets du 10.03.1983, n' 83 187 et 83 184
(4) Instruction 15000 du 21 janvier 1980 et 15001 du 16 mars 1983 relatives au rocrutement d'lWves
pilotes do l'ArmSo do I'Air A vocation d'officiors do riscrvo en situation dVactivit6 (masculin et
fdminin) refondues dans l'instruction unique 15000/DPMA.A/4/INST du 8 juillet 1986.
(5) Arr~tds du 31 mars 1985 fixant los emplois susceptibles d'6tre tenus par les officiers f~minins
(sous-officiers fdminins do carrilre) dans los armos do 1'Armdo do Terre. BOC/PP du 8 juillet 1985,
n* 28.
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REVUE DES CANDIDATURES FEMININES
ALA FONCTION DE PILOTE A L'ARIMEE BELGE
par e
Med Col Vanculsem C
Comd du C Mcd Aerospace
etle
Med Col Vandenbosch P.
Dircteur du Service Mdical de la Force Aricnne
Quartier Roi Albert Icer
Rue de la Fusee 70
B-1130 B~ruxelles
Belgium
RESUME

L'auteur passe en revue lee candidatures f~minines aux fonctions de pilote A l'Armee Beige. Parmi
8eptente-trois candidates examindes du 01 Jan 83 au 31 Jul 89 au Centre de M~decine AMrospatiale, cinq
furent trouvdes aptes au pilotage maie aucune candidate n'a pu entamer Vinstruction de pilote.
Les causes d'6liminatlon sont 6tudi~es et clase~e5 par ord'e de fr~quence dana la population globale,
selon Vordre de passage des 6preuves et celon Ia catdgorie de recrutement. Une comparaison eat effectu~e
avec lea eujets masculins.
Les causes lee plus fr~quentes du rejet des candidAtes sent :linsuffiaance du score de psychomotricit6, Ia myopie et l1insuffisance de longueur des jambes.

REVIEW OF PEYALL,APPLICANT AIR-CREW
IN THE BELGIAN FORCES

by Med Col VANCUTSEM C., CO of C Med Aerospace BAP and
Med Col VANDENBOSCH
P., Director Aerodical Services BAF.

ABSTRACT
The female applicant pilots in the Belgian Armed Porces have been evaluated. In the period from
JAN 83 to JUL 89, seventy three female applicants were examined in our Centre of Aerospace Medecine.
Only five of them have been declared physically fit as pilot, but no one could start the instruction.
The physical reasons of rejection are studied according to the frequency in the total population,
and ranked in accordance with the different criteria and the category of recruitment.
A comparison is made between male and female applicants. The most frequent causes of rejection
are :insufficient paychomotoric score, myopia and too short legs.

REVUE
DES CANDIDATURES PEMININES
A LA PONCTION DE PILOTE A 1 AR4EE BELGE

par le
Med
Col
VANCUTSEM
C.,
Comd
du
C
Ned
Aerospace
at
le Med Col VANDENtBOSCH
P., Directaur du Service W~ical de la Forca A~rienne.

La Centre de Mddecina Atrospatiale de Ia Force A~rienne Belge compte parmi ses missions la s~lection
des candidate pilotas de chasse pour Ia Force A~rienne at des candidate pilote d'aviation Ifg~re (hdlicopt~res at avions ldgars) des Forces Tarrestre at Navale.
(N.B. :candidat 618ve-pilote - CEP).
Du lar janvier 1983 au 31 juillet 1989, soit en six ano at demi. 73 candidates f~mininea au pilotage
ant d6 examindes dana notra centre (C Med Aerospace). A ca jour, cinq candidates ont Wt trouvees aptes
maie aucuna n's pu antamer l'inctruction de pilote.
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NoUs allons en analyser lea motifs et flousdiviserons cette revue en cinq parties

a. CEP medicopsychologiquement aptes male NON engag.ies.
b. Causes m~dicales d'6limination par ordre de frdquence.
c. Causes m6dicales dl6limination par ordre de passage des dpreuves.
d. Classification par cat~gorie et recrutement.

(ERI4, SERDI,

Lt Avn)*

e. Comparaiaon avec lea sujets masculine.
.
APTES MAIS NONENGAGEES
1. CEPMEDICOPSYCHOLOGIQUEMENT
a. 73 CEPont

Wt examindes (N - 73).

b. 5 ont dt6 trouvdes aptes au pilotage A l'iesue des phases I et II de la s6lection soit 6,85 X.
c. Aucune CEP

n'a pu entamer l'instruction comae pilote pour les motifs suivants

- Soit dchec aux 6preuves eportivee dlentree A l'ERM,
- Soit dchec A lexamen d'entrde A I'ERM,
- Soit non clasedee en ordre utile au concours dlentrde.

2. CAUSES MEDICOSCOOIUSDLNNTO

A ORORE DE FREQUENCE.

Les pourcentages sont calculds our l'enaemble des candidates (N - 73).
a. Causes neuro22Schique
27 soit 36,9 X.
Riles se subdivisent en
(1)

pathologie psychique francho + EEG inhib6

(2) cause neurologique (EEG irritatif)

1 suit

1,36 %

1 suit

1,36 %

25 soit 34,24 X
(3) score de paychomotricit6 ineuffieant
Le d6ficit en fait de psychomotricit6 eat Ia cause principale du rejet des candidates f~minines
(plus d'un tiers).
b. Causes ophtalmologiqu2E

23 suit 31,50 %

Elles se subdivisent en
2 soit

(1) d6ficit d'acuit6 visuelle pur

2,72

20 soit 27,39 %

(2) myopic

1 suit 1,36 %
(3) troubles de Ia fixation binoculaire
La myopie reprdsente done la deuxi~ue cause d'inaptitude des candidates.
c. Biomdtrie :14 (26) suit 19,17 % (35,61 %)
L'ineuffisance de longueur de jambes reprdsente 6galement une cause frdquente d'Alioination
14 CEP soit 19,17 %.
De plus chez 12 autres CEP suit 16,43 X cette cause est aesoci6e A une autre suit ophtalmologique
insuffisant. Ndanmoina, cette insuffisance de longueur de Jambes eat
suit score de psychomotricit
dliminatoire et so prdeente done chez 26 CEP sur 73 suit 35,61 5
d. Causes oto-rhino-larZngologi2uca

1 soit 1,36 %.

11 sagit d'un barotraumatisue manifest6 lore de l'Apreuve au caisson hypobare.
(N.B. :Lee candidates ont deux chances pour cette dpreuve).
3. CAUSES DIINAPTITUDE SELONLIORDRE DIEPASSAGE lDESEPREUVES.
La a6lection suit un processus bien d~termin6. Une premidre phase comprend succeseivement l'examen
ophtalmologique, Ia biomdtrie, 1'exeaen ORL et lexamen de la peychomotrcit6. Cette premi~re phase
offre le taux le plus 6levd do rejet. Une deuxidme phase comprend lea 6preuveeseportives l6gales (eauf
pour lee candidates A l'Ecole Royale Militaire), l'examen m~dical approfondi, lexamen psychologique
avec interview. Cette deuxifine phAse otfre un taux de rejet nettement moindre.

EM
SERDI
Lt Avn

Ecole Royale Militaire.
Service Recrutement de la Force Adrienne Belge (cadre auxiliaire).
Aviation l&jAre dee Forces Terrestre et Navale.
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REPARTITION DES CAUSES D'ELIMINATION
a. Phase I (16re oatin~e) (N *73).
(1) Causes ophtalmologioues:
2

- acuit6 visuelle
-

20

mtyopie

1

- fixation binoculaire

Total :23 soit 31,50 %.
Dane 11 cas, Ia cause ophtalmologique 6tait aesocide Autne insuffisance de longueur de jabes.
(2) Bioodtrie
- insufi'isance de longueur de jambes

114soit 19,17 %

%
12 soit 16,143
boit 11 fois associde A tinecause ophtalmologique et 1 fois associde A une cause psychometrics.
- idea associde A une autre cause

(3) Test 506 :(6preuve collective de type papier-crayon titiliede en premier rang dans le testing
psycho-moteir).
soit 1,36 %.
- 1 ,ichec
(14)Aprhs Ia premitre matinde de s6lection, 37 candidates sur 73 sont dliaindes soit 50,68 %.
% et ceci modifie conaid~rablement lea calculs ultdrieurs
Il reste 35 candidates sur 72 soit 47,914
si V'on coneid~re quo lee dliminations se poursuivent stir une population restante de 35 candidates
(NI - 35) au lieu de 73.
b. Phase-I (N' - 35)
1 soit 2,85 %
(1) Echec A l'8preuve du caisson :barotraumatisae r~pWt
214soit 68,57 %.
(2) Insuffisance de psychomotricit6
Dane tinseul cas, ceci 6tait associ6 A tineinstiffisance de longuetir de jambes.
CONCLUSIONS
L'insuffisance de psychomotricit6 des candidates no reprdsente qu'un potiplus d'un tiers des causes
d'6chec si V'on considtre l'enseable des candidatures f~minines aia repr~eente un fait plus do detix
tiers des causes d'dchec des candidates si V'on consid~re la population A laquello cc testing a Wt
r~ellement applique.
A l'issue do Ia phase I, ii roste 10 candidates (N'' - 10) stirtintotal do 73 (soit 13,69 %do Ia
poptilation totale oti10 candidates sur 35) (soit 28,514 % si V'on no coapte quo lea candidates ayant
travers6 Ia premidro matinde do selection).
Los scores suivants sent minimes slils sent rapport~a A la population totale (N -73) Maio deviennent
tr~o importants s*ils sent rapportds A Ia population restante de 10 candidates. 118 pordent A ce
moment toute valour statiatique.
c. Phase II
Elle dlpiste seulement
-

1 cause neurologique

soit

1,36 9 (N - 73)
2,85 % (NI - 35)
10,00 $ (N" - 10)

-

1 cause psychiatrique

soit

1,36 % (N - 73)
2,85 % (N' - 35)
10,00 % (N" - 10)

D'autres candidates sent soit absentee, soit
l'Ecole Royale Militaire
- 2soit

as ddsiotent, soit

6chotient

sux

examens

d'entrdeA

2,73 X(N -"73)
5,71 % (N' - 35)
20,00 % (N" - 10)

Total des rejets en phase II

:14

Une candidate eat encore en coairs d'exsaen.
11 reste donc 5 candidates medicopsychologiquement aptes.
CONCLUSIONS
L'insuffisance du score do psychootricit6, 15 myopiceot l'insuffisance de longuetir do jambes Flont
donc lea trois causes principales d'6limination des candidates f~ainineo.
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4. CLASSIFICATION PAR CATEGORIE DE RECRUTEMENT
Le recrutement des pilotee se fait dans diffdrentes cattgories de population.
a. Lee candidat(e)s pr~sentant l'examen d'entr6e A l'Ecole Royale Mlitaire (candidate officiera de
carriere).
b. Lea candidat(e)a pilotes recrutds directe=ent dane le milieu civil A lissue des 6tudes secondaires
(CEP SERDI, cadre du Personnel Navigant auxiliaire : carriere de 12 ans maxmum).
c. Lea candidat(e)s pilotes de l'Aviation l6g~re recrutds dans le milieu militaire (candidate
officiers et Sous officiers de carrire dana le personnel navigant des Forces Terreatre et Navale).
La comparaison des trois cat6gories ne montre pas de diffdrences tr~s importantes dane le pourcentage
d'aptitude (environ 25 %) :voir tableaux (chiffres des anndea 1985 a 1988 sur lensemble des candidats masculine et fCAinina).
5. COMPARAISON AVEC LES SUJETS MASCULINS

Cs tableaux nous per=ettent simultandment de comparer lea pourcentages d'aptitude des candidate et
candidates.

CLASSIFICATION BY CATEGORY OF RECRUITMENT
COMPARISON WITH MALE APPLICANTS

CEP/ERM

CEP/SERDI

CEP/LtAvn

1983
FEMALE ONLY

1984
FEMALE ONLY

N

4

3

UNFIT
PIT

4
0

3
0

ABSENT

0

0

N
UNFIT
FIT

0
0
0

0
0
0

ABSENT

0

0

N

2

4

UNFIT
FIT

2
0

3
1 the first I

ABSENT

0

0
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CP/ER

M

P

M

P

M

P

M

P

N

309

7

265

2

199

4

261

7

UNFIT

258

7

164

2

123

4

186

47

0

84

0

62

0

N

PIT

(15.2 %)

(61.8 %) (10)

(31.6 %)

(31.1 %)

1

0

0
0

393

0

UNPIT

390
255
(66.4 %)
55
(14.1 9)

0

PIT

82

0

2

0

74

0

169

0

182

2

260

3

84

2

250

11

N

UNIT
PIT

146
(80.2

2
100%)
1)

0

(25 %)

65

0

9

0

5

0

CEP/ERM

442

0

288
(65.75,)

187
(32.4 )

0

154
(34.8 %)

N

UNFIT

11
(100 %)
0

36

1

1

0

(42.8 %) (50 9)

56

2

24

0

(22.9 %) (1.9 %)

1989

M

P

1034

20

0

731

19

0

1

0

(70.69 %)
268

ABSENT

11

0

TOTAL PROM 1985 TO 1989

UNFIT

0

154
3
38
1
181
9
(59.2 %) (100 %) (45.2 %) (50 %) (72.9 %) (81 %)

0

N

81

309
(53.5 %)

577

236
6
(60.0 %) (100 9)

29

(15.9 9)

ABSENT

CEP/SERDI

75

(28.7 %) (14%)

4

19o
(22.9 %)

0

(86 %)

0

ABSENT

114

6

(71.2 %)

40

N

CEPt Av

(61.8 %) (100)

(83.5 %) (100)

ABSENT

CEP/SERDI

1988

1987

1986

1985

M

F

(25.91 %)

(5 %)

139

0

0

1802

11

9

1088

11

7

0

0

(60.37 %)

P486
(26.97 %)
ABSENT

327

0

2

N

775

18

2

519 9)
(66.96

15

UNFIT
CEP/Lt Avn

3o

PT186
(24
ABSENT

)
39

1
0

(16.6 %)
0

0
(1 In course)

SONCLUSIONS

Cesachitfres montrent que lee chances de succ~s des candidates ftminines sont nettement moindres que
celles des aujets maaculins, aurtout pour lea candidates recrutees dans le milieu civil en vue d'une
carri6re de pilote auxiliaire.
Lea chances dlaccs A une carrie de pilote olaliorent cependant loraque lea candidates sont dMjA
militairea (recrutement pour l'aviation l6gtre) ou candidates A 1Ecole Royale Hilitaire (formation
de niveau officier).
Cea conclusions confirment l'opinion g6ndrale aelon laquelle aeulea lea Semmea exceptionnelles seront
aptes A une carrire de pilote.
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PRISE EN COMPTE DES ASPECTS MORPH-OLOGIQUES DES PERSONNELS FEMININS DES ARMEES
APPLICATION A LA CONCEPTION D'UN COUVRE-FACE
A. COBLENTZ ; G. IGNAZI ; R. MOLLARD ; 3. PRUDENT

Laboratoire d'Anthropologie Appliqu~e
UI'R Biom6dicale
Universit6 Ren6 Descartes - Paris V
RESUME

-

La dotation des arm6es en i6quipcments de protection faciale Nucl6aire, Biologique et Chimnique (N.B.C.) ne
concernait jusqu'ii pr6sent que les personnels masculins. Les contraintes dlutilisation militaires actuolles imposent
une nouvelle approcho conduisant a la conception duiquipements capables dc satisfaire pour les hommes et pour ies
fernmes, aux criteres suivants
- 6tanch~it6,
- confort lors d'un port de
- maintien d'une efficacit6

longue dur~e,
op~rationnelic pr~sentant un minimum de d~gradation.

Pour r~pondre aux bosoins qulimposo la conception d'un couvre-face, if importe de d~finir le nombre minimum
do tail los capables d'6quiper et de prot~ger dans des conditions optimales un maximum d'utilisateurs. Parmi les
6li6ments intervenant dans le confort et Putanch6it6, if est certain qu'une bonne ad6quation entre le bourrelet du
couvre-face et la partie correspondante du visage servant d'appui demeure essentiello. Pour aboutir 5 cc
compromis, plusieurs 6tudes ont 6t6 menses sur la morphologic des visages des utilisateurs concern6s.
INTRODUCTION

-

Los arm6es modernes incorporent en leur sein un effectif non n~gimgeable de personnel femmm. L'armoe
fran~aise en 1988, a lexclusion des personnels civils travaillant pour elle, comptait dans ses rangs. 86,1% d'hommes
et 13,9% de femmes. Ainsi, sur un effectif do personnel d'active et d'appel~s de 553.695 porsonnes, 76.963 etaient
des femmes. La participation de cette partic do Ia population aux activit~s op~rationnelles et los n~cessiteis do
protection irnh~entes aux dan~ers d'une guerre moderne impliquent quo 1'utilisation d'6quipements concerne do
plus on plus los personnels temminins.
partir des caract~ristiquos
Aussi, ]a conception des 6quipements no pout plus 6tre r~alis6e uniquoment
anthropom6triques do Ia population masculine (1, 2). Los i6quipements doivent Eire congus en tenant compte des
variations existant 5 lPint~rieur d'une nouvelle population includnt d~sormais des porsonnels fUmmins ot masculins.
Le ddveloppoment du couvro-faco do protection N.B.C. pour los personnels militaires fournit Zi cot i6gard uno

approche exemplaire illustrant los iropos pr&cdents.
Pour parvenir au but recherch6, Il6tude slest d~roul6e solon los phases suivantes
et description morphologique des populations concern~es :cnqu~tes anthropometrique et biosterometrique,
-d6finition
do systime de tailles,
-dtermination
par Conception Assist~e par Ordmnatour (CAO) des couvre-faces et 61aboration des procedures do
-d~finition

Fabrication Assisl~e par Ordinatour (FAO),

-ri~alisation

et validation dos tailles retenuos.

METHODE -

LUapplication du protocolo exp6rimmntal a faint floblet do plusiours 6tudes.
La promi~rc d'entre elles (3) a consist6 i d6terminer los profils morphologiques typiques los plus caracteristiques do ]a population utilisatrice do rdfdrence. Ceci a 6t r6aIhs6 au moyen:
-do
donn6es existant dans Ia B~anque de donn6es d'anthropom~trie do ERGODATA
-dune
enqu~te anthropom~trique effectu6e sur des 6chantillons do personnels militaires feminins et masculins.
Cette enqu~te men6e sur Ie terrain avait pour double objectif : a mise a jour des donnes ainsi quo la selection,
parmi los sulots mesur~s, d'un 6nchantillon d'hommcs et do fomnmes repreontatits des typologies facialos do la
population 6tudi~e. Cetlo enqu~tc anthropom6triquo a 6t6 of fectuec dans los trois armes et a port6 sur un
echantillon global de 208 hommos Ct 300 femmes;
i6tude biost~r~omn6trique de 60 suiets, 30 hommes et 30 fomnmes oxtraits des 6chantillons precedents. Sur co
groupe csp6rimontal, prentant des morphologies tr~s diversifi6es, a 6t6 effectue un rolove tridimonsionnol
dlenveloppos faciales et do points anatomniquos do r6f6roncc (4,5). Cette d6marche a porm-is do caracterisor los
typologies los plus marqu6es des envoloppes facialos, ainsi quo los amplitudes do variations propres a chaque
typologie. Los informations recuejllies au cours do cottC phase experimentalc ant 6t6 uti!is6eos pour determiner
Ia g6omr96trje du bourrolet d'une maquotte
do couvro-face. Cette maquette do couvrc-faco a 6t6 con~u0 et
0
fabriquee par CAO-FAO (figure n I).

-dune

La deuxkme 6tude (6) a consist6 vdrificr la qualit6 do l'adaptation fonctionnolle do Ia maquotto du nouveau
masque de protection sur un 6chantillon do la population militaire do l'Armde do J'Air. Los experimentations ant
6galoinent port6 sur un 6chantillon d'hommes et de formos, do morphologio diffdrento, do maniere a verifier Ia
validit des formes retenuos pour Ie bourrelet ainsi quo los possibilitds do rocouvremont de taillos. Pendant cotto
phase expdrimentale, la durde du pert do couvre-faco a 6t6 fixdo it 6 heures avoc doux pdriodos do recuoji do
donndos physiologiquos, do tests, do questionnaires do vdcu do situation en ddbut et en fin dosxperimontation, avec
un suivi continuel des sulots tout au long do Plessai. Los informnations rocucillies ant pormis do mettro on evidence
los imperfections qulil fallait corriger et aussi do validor le choix sur Ia forme du bourrolet et le concept general
du couvre-faco.
La troisi~me 6tude (7) a Cu pour but do valider exp6. imentalomont sur un autre 6chantillon dc la population
militairo do l'Armde do l'Air, la bonne adaptation fonictionnelle sur le plan 6tanchdit6 et confort des quatro taillos
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de couvre-face retenues. Elie a permis 6galement de tester la validit6 d'une m6thode d'attribution de la taille de
masque en fornction de deux mesurcs anthropom~triques.

Front

Vue axonosi~trique
Menton

Contours du visage utilis6 pour litude par CAO de la 6omktrie des zones d'appui pr~visibles du bourrelet du
couvre-face. Les donn~es tridimensionnelles n6cessaires a la definition des contours des visages ont 6t obtenues
par st6r~ophotogramm6trie.
I
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FEMMES

Param~tres statistiques

Mesures exprim&ls en
mm.
1 - Poids (en Kg)
2- Statur,
3- Ht.crinion-gnathion
4- Ht.glabelle-gnathion
5- Largeur bifrontotemporale exteme
6- Largeur suture frontomalaire
7 Largeurbitragus
8- Largeur bizygomatique
9- Largeur bigoniale
10- Tragus pronasal direct
11 - Hauteur de laface
12- Hauteurdu nez
13- Largeur maxi. du nez
14 - Saillie
mfdiane du nez
15- L-g. bi-ectocanthion
16- Larg. bi-endocanthion
17- Arc bitragus-frontal
18- Arc bitragus pronasal
19- Arc bitragus gnathion
20- PMimttre de latte

m

HOMMES

c

mini

maxi

m

58,8
1 ",0
1..3
126,8
105,

10,2
68,7
8,1
5,5
4,6

44
1468
153
116
95

108
1834
188
141
115

72,9
1750,0
185,7
136,7
109,0

115,5

5,6

106

143

121,6

135,0
134,2
103,P
1314
11.1,2
5",6
3'.,8
2:',9
93,4
22,7
289,9
295,8
306,6
550,3

3,9
3,8
4,9
5,0
5,2
3,3
2,2
1,9
3,7
1,9
12,9
12,7
13,3
16,1

127
123
95
121
103
42
28
18
87
19
267
269
263
518

149
143
117
144
128
58
38
27
100
28
314
322
337
592

144,4
143,1
111,6
140,9
123,1
55,5
36,5
23,7
98,6
23,7
306,5
313,7
333,9
575,0

mini

maxi

10,0
61,3
9,9
6,8
5,8

50
1604
143
119
96

123
1940
215
161
124

4,9

108

140

5,5
5,6
6,9
5,3
5,9
3,9
2,7
2,3
4,3
2,1
12,9
13,1
14,9
16.6

128
129
94
127
107
46
31
15

160
159
140
151
143
65
48
32
110
30
340
342
375
625

18
273
283
285
529

2

17'9
127

4o

Tableau nO I
Cortiparaison des principales mesures du visage et de la tdte entre un echantillon fimlniii
de I'Arm~e de I'AirFraniatse.
un
echantillon
masculin
et
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La variabilit6 g~n6rale observ~e 6tend donc it la lois ses limites vers les fortes et les faibles valeurs. 11slagit
en fait dune nouvelle population au sens statistique du terme. Cette r~alit6 anthropom~trique se traduira par le
fait que parmi les personnels 6quip~s dune grande taille do couvre-face, nous trouvorons beaucoup plus d'hommes
quo de femmes. La taille moyenne satisfera en quantit6 quasiment 6gale los doux composantes do ]a population
militaire ; alors qu'une petite taille sera at m~me d'6quiper plus de femmes que d'hommcs.
Deinition du nombre do tailles; -

11 convient d'abandonner la dichotomie anthropom~trique traditionnelle Hommo-Femme, pour r~soudre lo
probl~me do la connaissance des formats diffdronts de visages existant i l'intdrieur de cette oopulation globale.
rYost ce qui a ete realis6 grfice at l'dtude biostdrdomdtrique, qui a permis d'aboutir it une description de la
varjabilite interindividuelle des formes doenveloppes faciales, permettant de ddfinir sur un profit morphologique 5
typologies do visages (figure na2). Comme dans chaque typologie mise en 6vidence, on rotrouvo dans des
proportions variables des hommes et des femnmes, on pout considdrer qu'il nexisto donc pas do typologie,
morpho!ogique spdcifique aux personnels fdminins ou masculins.
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0,5
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Figure n- 2
Comparaison des principalos c'aracteristiques moyennes do 5 groupes
par rapport aux valours moyennes do l'dchantillon do rdfdrence.
Par ailleurs, plus les variations d'amplitudes anthropomdtriques relevdos au sein dune population sont clevees,
plus grand sera Ie nombre de tailles d'dquipcment ndcessaires au rocouvroment maximal des eldments composant
cotto population. En loccurenco, 5 taillos do couvre-face roprdsentent le nombro optimal pour satisfaire au plus
grand recouvremont do la population concorndo. Toutofois, sachant quo lorsqu'on arrive dans los valeurs extr~mes
do la distribution gaussienne duno population, if y a toujours un pourcentago do sujets qw, sortant des limates, no
pouvent Otte quipes do fa~on corrodte, il osi habitue] sur Ie plan do la conception et de Ia Iabrication
d'6quipement do chorchor it satisfaire la trancho 5 - 95% do Ia population concerndo. Clost le comptomis qui a 6te
retonu pour la fabrication des couvre-f aces. Clest pourquoi un regroipement des typologies correspondant aux
visages los plus potits a conduit it no rotonir ultdricuroment quo quatro taillos do masque~s (tableau n*2, figure n*3).
Groupes

Hauteur glabelle-gnathion

1
2
3
4

Pdrim~sre do Ia face
(MM)

______(MM)

120-132
12
132-145
13
130-143
13
143-155

540-625
85
540-600
60
600-660
60
590-675

Tableau n* 2
Proposition de ddfinition ues 4 taillos do
-couvrc-faccs
at partir des niesures fonctionnellos
diiectement en rapport avoc les zones d'appui du bourrelct.
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5
126

131
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Figure n* 3
Proposition dc d6finition des tailles en fonction de mesures fonictionnelles
hauteur glabelle-gnathion et p~rimitre de la face.
Validation do l'adaptation morphologique

-

L'attribution d'une des 4 tailles de couvre-faces 6tait d6termin~e par la relation de deux mesures
anthropom6triques (figure n04):
- le perim~tre do la face correspondant
]a somme des arcs bitragus frontal et bitragus gnathion,
- et la hauteur glabelle-gnathion.

Arc bitragus
frontal

Hlauteur
ti on
lle-gn a

labe
-g

Arc biuagiis
gnathioi

Mesures servant &d6tprminer

Figure n* 4
en premiere approche la taille du masque.
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La projection des valeurs respectives du p6rim~tre de ia face et de la hauteuir glabelle-g.-athion stir Ic
graphique (figure n'*5) d~termine par leur point dlintersection lattribut ion de ia taille du masque pour le suict
consid6r6.
perimetre
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0
155 260 165S lrlb-st~m

Figure n* 5
Graphique servant
d6terminer, par projection des valeurs anthropom~triques du sujet,
la taille du masque susceptible de correspondre
sa morphologie.
Pour IC cas des sulets se situant ]a frange de deux, voire de trois tailles, seul l'essai des diverses tailles pout
apporter tine r~ponse, aui moms en ce qui concerne Ic contort.
Une fois Ia misc en place et les r~glagcs du masque rdalis6s sous contr6le, 1l, v~rification de I'adequation
visage-masque 6tait effectu6e as laide du test d'ltanch6it6. Cette phase exp~rimentale repr~seitit~ le moment de
v6rit6. La premi~re r~ponse lournie permettait de savoir s- la taille affect5e seion les crit~res morphologiques
pr~sentait ou non les facteurs de protection requis. Dans le cas d'un r~sultat n6gatif, Ia deuxieme reponse
trouver consistait i savoir s'il existait ou non une autre taille de masque susceptible de proteger elfficacernent le
stileS.
En cc qui concerne Ia m6thode d'aflectation des tailles de masques i partir de ]a relation entre deux criteres
anthropom6triques du visage, ler r~sultats montrent queue slest averee liable dans 9506 des cas o6e la premiere
affectation slav~rait bonne pour Ia morphologic et le confort. Par contre, le test d't6tancheit6, critere primordial
d'alfectation, impose tine redistribution qui conduit dans 320, des cas ai la r~affectation d'tine autre taille.
On peut d6duire de ce r~sultat quil n'existe pas do methode simple d'affectation fond6e stir la seule relation
entre 2 oti 3 mesures anthropom6triques susceptibles de permeitre d'atiribuer ii tn sujet de fagon tout a fail liable
tine taille de masque. Cola provient des particularit6s du visage caractcris6 par labsence de fortes correlations

entre les diverses mesures auxquelles doit 6tre associ6 le facteur morphologiquce
l'c'istence d'une dissymetrie
laciale (8, 9). C'est pourquoi, Ia ms~thode propos6e petit Ctre utilis~e comme tine premi~re approche dans la
d6terminatior d'une taille et d'un confort, mais ]'attribution definitive doit toujours C-tre confirmee par tin test
d'6tanch~it6, v~rification indirecte de Vad~quation de. deus formes :v.sage et bourrelet.
En cc qjui concerne la validation des tailles de masque en tant que protection, nous constatons que 95% de ia
population globale se trouvent prot~g~s par l'tine ces 4 tailles de masque existant.
Par centre, si Pon 6tudie si~par~ment les echantillons d'homines et de femmes
on censtate quc
- si Pon admet Ic port de barbe comme se ri~v~lant incompatible avec le port du
cours de l'exp6rimentation, on remnarque que la protection de 'a population
- en revanche, Si 80% de la population f6minine petit 0trc equipee d'une
ellicacement, 20% de femnmes ne trouvent pas tine protection suffisante.

composant id population glebale,
masque, cc qut a 6t6 de-nntre Ju
masculine est assuree i 1001o
taille de masque Ia protegeant

Cc manque de protection pour les personnels feminins prosient essentiellement
- de limplantation des cheveux dans la partic fronto-temporale qui coincide asec l'appui du bourrelet
- des regions maxillaires caract6ris~es par de tr~s petites dimensions
- des visages 6maci6s ayant tine morphologic en 'lame de couteati".
L'6tude stereom6trique mene'c' icc propos a confirm6 quc les problemes d'etancheite du masque sent lies a tine
certaine typolegie du visage caracterisee par la convrgei<e simultanee de trois lactetirs anatomniques (t~gure n*6):
*tne dimension relativement grande de l'anglc douverture de Ia face
*tne hauteur glabel le-gnath ion relativenent petite;
- tn menton
tendance riitrognatne, clcst- i-dire en recut relatif par rapport ati plan de la face.
La presence de ces trois crit~res caracsi~rise les visages petits pokr lesquels toutes les *.aletrs des dimensions
anthropom6triques sent laibles, y compris celle de Ia profondetir de Ia face.
Si ces observations sent plus fri~quemment mises en m6vidence stir Ia population f~minine, on salt quil existe
6galeinent des visages masculins, notammens ceux de jeunes appel6s qul, ati sortir de Iladolescence, presentent cc
type de morphologic.
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Que peut-on envisager pour cette cat6goria de personnes qui repr~sentent environ 5% do la population militaire
franqaise globale ?
La suggestion consiste soit a parfaire l'adaptation de ia petite taille du masque, notamment en prociidant 8 une
modification du bourrelet d'appui ou bien en cr~ant une cinqui~mc taille de masque susceptible de prot~ger les
personnels militaires masculins et fdminins appartenant 8 cette frange de la population.

Plan vertical

Tragus

horizontal
.......... Plan
02

Gnathion

Figure n' 6
Projection sur un plan horizontal de reference des reperes anatorniques glabelle et gnathion.
CONCLUSIONS La presence d'un personnel f6Minin au scmnd'une population militaire cre au sens statmstique du crine, une
nouvelle population dent la variabilit6 se trouve significativement accrue, asec une amplitude plus grande de la
dispersion des donnees antliropomi~triqucs caracterisant cette population globale, hommes et femnmes.
En dehors de ;'exclusion de certains types morphologiques susceptibles de constituer de nouseaux crit~res
selectifs, cette consideration biologique iinplique, au niseau de la conception d'6quipements indisiduels, qu'il
faudrd prevoir un nombre accru de tailles pour cousrir lensemble do la population. Cette nc~cessite se faisant
d'autant plus imperatise lorsquaif s'aggt d'6quipement de protection.
Ainsi, Pincorporation d'un personnel feminin
consequer.ce puisquial implique des choix lies soit
relatives a llaccroissement du nombre de tailles
fecorciements : Cette recherche a Rt6 effectu6e

aui sei de larmee represente on fait qui nest pas sans
au mode de recrutement, soit aux cons6quenies economkques
des 6quiperrints individuels militaires.
avec le soutien de Ia DRET(Groupe 9) et de IEFICA-trc
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AIRCREW/COCKPIT COMPATIBILITY: A MULTIVARIATE PROBLEM SEEKING A
MULTIVARIATE SOLUTION
by
Keith C Hendy
Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine
North York, Ontario, Canada M3M 3B9

SUMMARY
Aircrew/cockpit compatibility depends on an interaction between the anthropometry of individual aircrew members and the
geometry of the cockpit. Selection criteria in the past have attempted to deal with this interaction, but the model was too simple.
This is a muli-variate problem which requires a multi-variate solution. Essentially the problem is one of charting the region of
intersection between the anthropometric data domain and a set of rules or criteria which define 'operability'. The nature of this
problem was demonstrated through computer simulated fitting trials of subjects in a number of cockpit-like geometries. The
simulations c!early demonstrate that membership in a particular category of 'fit' depends on interactions between workspace and
anthropometry which are geometry specific. Further, the simulations show that the establishment of analytical expressions to
define class membership is complex and appears to require a non-linear approach. The consequences of these results are discussed in terms of establishing selection standards and determining design criteria for cockpits which are compatible with these
standards. It is argued that cockpit design must be based on an extensive sampling of human characteristics in order that the full
range of interactions, between various anthropometric dimensions and the workspace, is represented.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is assumed that the purpose of applying anthropometric selection criteria is to screen out those candidates whose physical
characteristics would be incompatible with the workspaces they must occupy or with the tools and equipment they must use in
performing their duties. Obviously, selection criteria must reflect the limitations of the workplace environment if this goal is to
be achieved. The link between operator selection and workspace geometry is inseparable, selection criteria should reflect the
characteristics of the work environment, aid workspace design should reflect anthropometric selection criteria. In practice :his
is seldom the case. Anthropometric selection criteria are often established solely within the domain of the anthropometric data,
with apparently little acknowledgement that 'compatibility' depends on the interaction between the anthropomemc charactenstics of individual subjects and workspace geometry. Generally, selection criteria are based on regions of acceptance, typically
established independently on each anthropometric variable of interest. Ranges for workspace design are similarly based.
This paper examines the effects of interactions between individual anthropometry and workspace geometry with a view to
establishing the consequences of these interactions in developing selection strategies and guidelines for design. The problem of
defining physical compatibility in the workspace, is essentially one of charting the region of intersection between an anthropometric data space and a set of rules or criteria which define 'operability' ina workspace. 'Ihe non-linear multi-variate nature
of this problem is demonstrated through computer simulated fitting trials of subjects in a number of cockpit-like geometries. The
simulations make use of a simple sagittal plane manikin to represent the human skeletal form.
2. TIlE NEED FOR A MULTIVARIATE DISTRIBUTED APPROACH
have raised the issue of antiropometry and workspace
Recent articles and letters in the human factors literature [1-3]
with some of the established methods for
design. Kleman's contribution 131supports the contention that perhaps all is not vell
applying anthropometric data to design, however, his suggestion to extend the design range from the more usual 5thand 95th
percentile values to the Ist
and 99th values may be begging the question. Perhaps the problem lies less with which percentile
limits are chosen, but more with the way in which anthropometric data are applied.
The problems which result from assuming that anthropometric dimensions are perfectly correlated, is well documented [46] and it is recommended that multi-variate techniques be used in an effort to overcome limitations inherent in urn-variate
methods 17). Yet most traditional methods for the application of antliropometric data are uni-vanate, so far as their ability to
handle correlations between anthropometric variables is concerned. Falling within this category isthe most common procedure
drawing
for design, that is, the use of percentile data [8] mapped into the workspace domain through graphical procedures [7],
or their computer generated counterparts [10.12).
board manikins 191
Although the fallacy of the average man is well recognized [8], it would seem that an equally fallacious concept, tie npercentile person, is firmly entrenched within traditional methods. In making this claim it is accepted that few manikins, for
example, are made entirely from segments of the same percentile, that is, all 5th or all 95th percentile values. Rather the cnticisir of these widely used methods stems from their limited, often non-existent, ability to represent therange of individual
differences in the user population for any other than the most simple of workspace geometries.
A notable exception to this approach can be found in the work of Bitmer ct al. [13.141. They argue that if an anthropometric data base is conceptualized as an n-dimensional hyper-space, then a relatively small number of suitably chosen mana
kins could characterize the hyper-ellipsoid surface which encloses any given proportion of a user population. From a principle
component analysis, the hyper-space was estimated to be approximately 4-dimensional Normal, giving rise to a 'CADRE' of 17
tnanikins. Although the 17-member CADRE is intended pimnrily for workspace design, itis possible that tht- approach could
be adapted to the development of selection criteria. Ilowever, CADRE is founded on the belief that points on a hyper-surface
which enclose a given proportion of the population data, will retain this property after transformation from the domain of the
anthropometric data into the workspace domain. This may not be the case with certain workspace geometries. There exists the
possibility that the requirement to manipulate the position of operators to satisfy various criteria such as vision and reach, will
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cause points lying within the enclosing surface in the space of the anthropometric variables to be mapped into regions external
to the transformed enclosing surface in the workspace domain. Such a hypothesized region is illustrated in Figure 1 (Region A).

@manikins
rejection regions

boundary
nec ing

Variable 1
Figure 1.Hypothesized rejection regions in anthropometdic space.
Even if closed regions of the type discussed above do not exist, there are other problems with CADRE. Sixteen manikins
in CADRE are located on the hyper-elipsoid enclosing surface, at the ends of an oblique axes system, which encloses 94% of
the population data. The final manikin is located at the centroid. This provides for a sparse description of the enclosing surface,
and a rejection region may not be sampled by the limited representation provided by CADRE (e.g. Region B in Figure 1).
Although this problem could be addressed by a more detailed sampling of the enclosing surface, a final objection remains.
Designing for a n-member CADRE constrains a rejection region to be tangent to the enclosing surface and never to cut it (e.g.
Region C in Figure 1). Once the rejection region cuts the enclosing surface, the actual proportion of rejections can not be
predicted by this n-member set. The net result is a conservative design, at least for those design areas not related to operator
safety or critical performance. That is, actual rejection rates will generally be less than the 6% that might be expected from
designing for manikins located on a 94% enclosing surface.
Therefore, in order to deal with the range of individual anthropometric differences and to know the rejection rates resulting
from specific design or selection decisions, it is argued that not only is a multi variate approach required, but this approach must
sample throughout the entire data space. Such distributed multi-variate representations have been used in a number of areas
related to workspace design and assessment [13,15,16]. The power of these methods comes from their representation, to an
accuracy determined by the level of sampling and the fidelity of the modelling process, of the full range of interactions between
anthropometric dimensions and the workspace.

3. TIlE SIMULATION PROGRAM
The Simulated Anthropometric Fitting Trial (SAFT) software is a PASCAL program for PC or PC compatible computers,
which simulates an anthropometric compatibility check of human subjects in a simple seated workstation geometry. The simulation is based on the five-link sagittal plane manikin [15] shown in Figure 2. Manikins are defined by five anthropometric vanables. Link lengths are calculated by a monte-carlo process which, by a random sampling throughout the anthropometmrc data
space, matches the means, standard deviations and correlation matrix of the 5-dimensional distribution from which the variables
are drawn. All variables are constrained to lie within 3.5a of their mean value. This arbitrary truncation avoids the occurrence of
extreme outiyers. Workspace geometries are defined in terms of a vision line, a seat adjustment ramp, seat geometry, instrument
panel location, floor line, and a range of heel points for pedal location and adjustment.
The simulation attempts to fit each member of a group of manikins (up to 1900) into a workspace according to a set of
rules; for example, eye on or above the vision line, sat reference point on the scat ramp, and heel on the floor line within a
given range. Manikins are divided into categories according to their 'fit' in the workspace. Fit is defined in terms of reach to
panel aid floor, heel within the range of adjustment, and trunk and knee anglcs within defined ranges.
The manikin's posture is determined by the scat parameters used for the simulation (i.e. the scat back and scat pan angles
determine the eye iink, mink link and thigh link angles). When each manikin is fitted into the workspace, die fittng algorithm
first places each eye point and se t reference point (SRP) on the vision line and seat ramp line respectively. From this position,
reach to the panel is tested. If the panel is within the manikin's reach no further seat adjustment is made at this stage. If the
panel is outside the manikin's reach, up to 5 degrees of seat rotation about the SRP is used in an attempt to improve the situadon. No translation of the SRP is allowed. Seat rotation halts when the reach criterion is satisfied. Any manikin that fails to
reach the panel under maximum scat rotation, is held in this final posture for the lower body assessments.
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Figure 2. Five link sagittal plane model used in SAFT
Once the panel reach assessment is complete, reach to the floor line is tested. If the heel point can not be located on the
floor line, remaining seat rotation is used in an effort to find an intersection. Finally, the heel point is tested against the pedal
adjustment range. Those manikins which fail to reach the rearmost heel position can use seat rotauon, up to the maximum
allowable, in order to come within range. Those manikins with heel points ahead of the forward limiting heel position, have
their heel points brough: back to this position. Trunk/thigh and knee angles are checked for range at this stage.
Manikins are classified into groups according to the compatibility test failed. There are four tests for acceptable fit, and
manikins may fail one or more tests. The tests are:
Test 1- ann reach to the instrument panel;
Test 2- leg reach to the floor,
Test 3- heel point ahead of the rearmiost allowable position; and
Test 4- thightrunk angle greater than 85 degrees and knee angle greater than 90 degrees.
4. PROCEDURE
Input data for the monte carlo simulation were obtained from the 1985 survey of Canadian Forces Aircrew [17). While the
data from this survey are for a largely male population, the principle results of the simulation should generalize to any popula
tion, regardless of nationality or gender. The correlation matrix, means, and standard deviations for the 5 variables used in
SAFT are shown in Table 1.
Simulated fitting trials were run for two geometries. Seat ramp angles of 30 and 110 degrees were used. In both cases the
vision line was set at 1 degrees below thehorizontal, the trunk link angle (a)at 25 degrees and the thigh link angle (1I)at 10
degrees (see Figure 3). The positions of panel, floor and heel ranges, were chosen to achieve approximately 10% rejection rates,
from a population of 1900 manikins, for each of the 4 tests of 'fit'.
As a further test on the requirement for a distributed approach, a CADRE of 17 manikins were produced from the perentile values given in Bitner ctal. [14] (see Table 2). The percentile values were first turned into z-scores and then into anthropometric values using the means and standard deviations from Table 1. Only the five variables required by SAFT were used in
these calculations. Using the same vision angle and seat geometry (i.e. a and I) described above , and with a seat ramp angle of
30 degrees, a workspace was created (i.e. panel, floor and heel locations) that satisfied the complete set of 17 manikins on all
tests of fit. This geometry was then tested using 10 independently created populations (N=1000) of SAFT manikins.
TABLE 1
Correlation matrix, means and standard deviations used for the monte carlo simulation in SAFT.

Correlations
Eye lit. (Sitting)
Functional Reach
Buttock to Knee Lt.
Acromial H. (Sitting)
Meant
StandardDev.t
t anthropometric variables in n.

Eye Ht.
(Sitting)

Functional
Reach
0.464

Buttock to
Knee Lt.
0.438
0.721

Acromial Ht.
(Sitting)
0.823
0.488
0.496

80.6
3.43

79.4
3.88

60.9
2.77

60.6
2.85

Popliteal
Height
0A92
0.752
0.766
0A91
45.1
2.27
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Figure 3. SAFT wokspace geometry.
TABLE 2
Percentile values used to produce the 17 manikin set for CADRE.
Manikin
Eye HL (Sitting)
Functional Reach
Buttock to Knee Lt.

1
97.2
97.3
98.5

2
93.5
76.3
61.7

3
91.2
89.6
81.4

4
28.5
92.2
95.6

5
93.8
68.2
92.4

6
82.8
51.6
16.5

7
16.5
58.0
43.6

8
87.2
22.9
33.3

9
12.8
77.1
66.7

Acromial Hi. (Sitting)

95.7

90.0

86.9

36.8

91.4

75.5

22.0

82.5

17.5

Popliteal Ht.

97.6

63.8

96.7

90.7

66.7

58.6

38.3

11.7

88.3

Manikin
Eye Ht. (Sitting)
Functional Reach
Buttock to Knee LL
Acro"nial HL (Sitting)
PopliteallHi.

10
83.5
42.0
56.4
78.0
61.7

11
17.2
48.4
83.5
24.5
41.4

12
6.2
31.8
7.6
8.6
33.3

13
71.5
7.8
4A
63.2
9.3

14
8.8
10.4
18.6
13.1
3.3

15
6.5
23.7
38.3
10.0
36.2

16
2.8
2.7
1.5
4.3
2.4

17
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0
50.0

5. RESULTS
The interaction between workspace geometry and anthropometry is demonstrated by the Test I (reach to panel) failures for
seat ramp angles of 30 and 110 degrees (see Figure 4). For the 30 degree seat ramp angle, the surface of separation between
manikins that pass Test 1, versus those that fail, can be described by a linear relation between Eye Height (Sitting) and FVnctional Reach (with a small effect due to Acromial Height). For this geometry, Test 1 failures have little or no dependency on the
remaining anthropomem, variables. A discrminant analysis 1181 confirmed this claim (a linear discriminant function in Func
tional Reach and Eye Height achieved close to perfect discnmination). Note that the rejection region spans a large part of the
range of both variables, hence, incompatibility is not simply a function of being large or small but rather depends on a critical
combinations of the two variables. For the 110 degree seat ramp (typical of ejection seat geometry), the rejection region appears
in a different part of the anthropometric domain. Again the separation boundary is largely linearly dependent on Functional
Reach and Eye Height, although the partial overlap between the rejection and acceptance regions in Figure 4 suggests other
dimensions are involved. A disciminant analysis showed that a linear discriminant function in Functional Reach, Eye Height
and Acromia! Height could precisely categorize the data into acceptable and rejection regions. Note from Figure 4. that the Test
I failures for the 110 degree seat ramp geometry can be separated largely on the basis of Functional Reach alone.
Whereas panel reach depended on linear transformations of two or three anthropometric variables, the location of heel
points on the floor line involves non-linear transformations (i.e. sine and cosine relationships) and depends on all five anthropometric variables. In Figure 5, the Test 3 failures are plotted against three of the five anthropometric variables used in SAFT.
Examination of these data under various axes combinations and rotations, using a 3-dimenional data analysis package (MACS
PIN 2,0[19)), failed to disclose a simple structure for the boundary of separation between the Test 3 failures and the region of
acceptable characteristics. Within the domains examined, the region of Test 3 failures and the region of acceptable anthropometmc characteristics are highly confounded. Both standard discnrmmant analysis [18] and canonical discriminant [20] analysis
were performed on these data. The Test 3 failures could not be separated from the acceptable region by either of these linear
techniques. This is demonstrated in Figure 6, where the first
two canonical variables are plotted for each category of fit. No
other combination of canonical variables proved to more successful in separating the data. There is some evidence that the linear
transformations of the canonical discriminant analyses have approximated the surface of separation in parts of the domain (i.e.
there is an edge appearing between the 3rd and 4th quadrants in Figure 6), however, the surface of separation can not be
described in tems of a single linear relationship. This is further demonstrated by Figure 7 which provides a view of tie domain
defined by the first three canonical variables.
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The rejection rates for each of 10 independent populations of SAFT manikins are shown in Table 3. For a geometry that

satisfied the CADRE 17-tnember set, it can be seen that Test 3 failures exceeds the nominal 5-6% rejection rate expecid from
the use of CADRE, while Test I failures fall considerably under this rate.
TABLE 3
SAFT rejection rates for a workspace geometry determined from the 17-member CADRE of manikins.
Run Number
Test 1
Test 2

I
2.0
3.5

2
3
1.5 2.4
3.0
3.7

4
2.4
2.5

5
2.3
2.6

6
1.8
3.6

7
2.4
4.0

8
2.3
3.6

9
1.9
2.5

10
2.4
2.9

Mean S.D.
2.1
0.32
3.2 0.55

Test 3

11.6

9.7

12.5

10.4

12.8

11.3

10.1

Test 4

11.0

12.4

9.1

4.4

11.1

5.4

1.26

5.6

6.2

5.6

7.0

5.3

5.8

7.7

6.9

5.9

0.93
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6. DISCUSSION
The application of SAFT to the relatively simple workspace geometries reported here, clearly demonstrates the 2 major
claims of this paper: (1) that the anthropometric attributes that determine membership in a particular category of 'fit' is depen'dent on the specific workspace geometry; and (2) that rejection regions can be characterized by complex non-linear surfaces of
separation within the anthropometrie data space. Therefore, in view of these characteristics, it is not surprising that traditional
techniques for the application of anthropometric data to design have been found to be inadequate in some situations [3]. The
development of selection criteria, particularly those intended to ensure compatibility with existing workspace designs, is seen to
be a related issue. In both design and selection, these complex interactions are not to be ignored.
The SAFT simulation program was written to demonstrate the nature of this problem and to create an environment where
methods could be investigated for characterizing the regions of rejection for various workspace geometries. Although linear
techniques such as diseriminant analysis achieved good categorization for certain rejection regions (e.g. reach to panel), they
failed for others (e.g. pedal reach). Some tentative efforts have been made to use neural network methods to partition the space.
Early efforts have been encouraging, and there are plans to continue with this technology. Alternatively, it is possible that linear
methods might be mad- to work if appropriate transformations are first made to the data. This avenue will also be explored
further.
If it is accepted that 'compatibility' depends on the interaction between an operator's anthropometric characteristics and the
workspace geometry, then it raises questions about the role of context free (i.e. geometry independent) selection criteria. On the
other hand, selection criteria might be derived from the characteristics of one or more existing workspaces, or from geometries
that are found in various design standards (e.g. [21)) or human engineering guidelines (e.g. [22]). Such geometry specific selection criteria may prove to be excessively restrictive if the rejection region of an old geometry is the acceptance region of a new
geometry. This, however, should not be seen as a choice between one method or the other. It is suggested that an integrated
approach to selection and design requires both approaches, that is: the establishment of a simple set of context free
selecuon/design criteria, and the development of compatibility 'templates' for individual workspace geometies and the application of these templates in assigning operators to workspaces.
The context free selection/design criteria should be as simple as possible [23] and are intended to truncate the distribution
of anthropometric characteristics and so avoid extreme outliers. As long as appropriate multi-variate and distributed methods are
used, this strategy should provide the greatest freedom for designers. Ideally, these context free criteria should enclose a proportion of a target population which provides a suitable pool of operator candidates for training. If the pirpose of these criteria is
merely to avoid extreme outliers, then a simple uni-variate approach to setting rejection ranges may be adequate. This truncated
multi-vanate distribution then becomes the basis for future design exercises. Design for safety or critical performance of all
future equipment should accommodate a nominal 100% of the operator population specified by these criteria. Alternatively,
anthropometric hmts will be established for those workspaces that do not achieve this goal. Future design efforts should also
concentrate on developing workspaces that are more uni-variate in their compatibility requirements, for example, through the use
of seat mounted controls and helmet mounted displays. Also certain geometries (e.g. panel reach for the 110 degree seat rampsee Figure 4) can facilitate this process by reducing compatibility requirements to dependencies on single anthropometric vai
ables.
The development of compatibility templates for specific workspace geometries is an essential adjunct to the use of the context free criteria in design. These templates should focus on those aspects of compatibilit, that are essential for the safe operation of the equipment or are essential for achieving a minimum acceptable level of performance. Each potential operator should
be screened against the appropriate template before assignment to a specific workspace. These templates should only be required
for existing workstations or for those new workspace designs that are unable to achieve critical operation by 100% of the operator population. In the short term, these templates will establish the effective selection criteria. Until such time as new geometries
achieve critical operation by 100% of the context free distribution, the 'working' selection criteria will be established by the
intersection of sets of acceptable anthropometric characteristics (i.e. the templates) denved from a specific group of workspaces.
This group will include all workspaces on the operators' critical career path (i.e. trmning aircraft), plus a selection of operational
workstations that might range from a single type, to all types in the inventory. If selection and design are tied together in this
fashion, the process should evolve over time from an initial set of quite complex rules for selection, as established from the
templates, to the simple context free criteria discussed above.
It has been argued throughout this paper that a multi-variate distributed approach must be taken in the application of
anthropometric data to design. Such an approach is also critical in developing selection criteria, particularly in the establishment
of compatibility templates. Although a CADRE of manikins chosen in the style of Bitmer et al. [14], may be adequate for establishing the critical dimensions of a workstation, this limited representation of the data space has little interpretative power onke
rejection regions cut the enclosing boundary. This was demonstrated in the use of the 17-member CADRE to design a
workspace which was subsequently tested against samples drawn from throughout the anthropometnc data space. The
discrepancy between the SAFT rejection rates (see Table 3) and the predicted 6% rejection rate for CADRE, suggests the
existence of either Type A or B (Figure 1) rejection regions for this geometry. For those 'rejection' cnteria that imply impairca
operability rather than system failure or dangerous operation, the requirement to keep all such regions external to the enclosing
boundary can result in overly conservative design solutions. Such conservatism is not without cost as it leads to greater size,
larger ranges of adjustment and added complexity.

7. CONCLUSIONS
Although it is recognised that physical compatibility with a workspace is likely to depend on an interaction between an
operator's anthropometric characteristics and workspace geometry, traditional methods for tie application of anthropometric data
to both design and the development of selection criteria appear to place little emphasis on this knowledge. The geometry
specific nature of anthropometrie compatibility, and the need for a non-linear multivariate approach to design, were demonstrated through the use of a computer simulation program called SAFI' (Simulated Anthropometric Fitting Trial).
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In view of these characteristics, it is suggested that a two tiered approach to selection/design is required, namely: the
development of simple geometry free criteria for use in design and subsequently for selection; and a set of compatibility 'templates' for screening potential operators for their suitablity to occupy specific workspaces. In the short term, selection criteria
would be determined from the intersection of some set, or subset, of the acceptable regions defined by these templates. Such criteria are likely to be complex, non-linear, multivariate functions of anthropometric variables. But if new workstations are
designed in accordance with the simple geometry free criteria, then the requirements for selection should relax over time to
match these same criteria. It is likely, however, that compatibility templates will still have to be developed for certain
workspaces within a class of equipment, possibly due to constraints or trade-offs which occur in the design process. The restrictions imposed by these templates may become selection criteria for just that item of equipment (career streaming), or they may
become part of the general criteria for selection ('fit to fly all'), depending on resource utilisation policy.
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NORMES ANTHROPOMETRIQUES ET SELECTON DES PERSONNELS
NAVIGANTS FEMININS FRANCAIS
Pr A. COBLENTZ; Mr R. MOLLARD; Dr G. IGNAZI
Laboratoire d'Anthropologie Appliqudc
UFR Biom~dicale
Universit6 Ren6 Descartes - Paris V

RESUME Les normcs morphologiqucs actuellement en vigucur dans la sdlection des pilotes sont tr~s restrictives, et
ne correspondent pas aux besoins r~els de conception orgonomique des matdricls futurs.
L'6volution des variables morphologiques des populations concern~es au cours du temps a n~cessit6 Ia
misc en oeuvre de m~thodes statistiques pr6dictives de ]a morphologic des utilisateurs aux 6ch6ances
des prochaines d~cennies.
Actuellement ]a s6lection se fait sur cinq mesuros anthropom6triques : a stature, ]a taillo-assis, ]a
longueur du mombre sup~rieur, ]a longueur fesses-genoux et la hauteur genoux-sol..., cc qui conduit A
exciure un certain nombre de candidats. Cc ph~nom~ne ne fera quc s'accentuer pour les mat~riels
existants compte tenu des diff~rences de morphologies observ~es avec l'apparition d'un recrutement de
personnels navigants fdminins militaires.
Des donndcs disponibles dans ]a Banque de Donndes ERGODATA, sur les, populations masculines et
ft~minines sont pr~sent6es. Elles montrent que les normes actuellement en vigueur excluent une partie de
cc potentiel de recrutemont (jusqu'A 20 %des femnmes). Un projet d'enqu~te A large 6chelle sera propos6,
et plus particulirement pour les personnels militaires de l'a6ronautique se destinant A une carri&e de
pilotes.

1 -INTRODUCTION

-

Les normes morphologiques actuellement en vigucur dans la s6lection des pilotes sont tr~s
restrictives. Elles apparaissent, sous le prdtexte do contraintes techniques, plus souvent impos6es par ]a
conception des matdriels actuels que par les capacit~s et les besoins r~els des utilisateurs.
Cinq dimensions anthropom~triques sont officiellement admises (1) ct constituent des normes
d'exclusion, non seulement pour les personnels masculins actuellement recrut~s, mais peut tre plus encore
pour los personnels pr6visibles aux 6&h~ances d'utilisation des 6quipements des ann~es 2000-2015.
Naturellernent, les personnels f~minins, dont les pourcentages do recrutement sont do plus en plus
importants, pr~s de 14% dans l'ensemble de ]a population g~ndrale militaire fran~aise solon les
statistiques les plus r~centes, n'dhappont pas A cos contraintes doexclusion. Ceci apparait d'autant plus
paradoxal que l'on no dispose pas do donn& s suffisantes, en nombro et en qualitd, pour bion ddfinir
l'importancc de Ia variabilit6 statistiquc do cette nouvelle population. 11importe donc &?sA pr6scnt
- dnblir des mod~les pr6dictifs do Utvolution d~mographique et morphologique de Ia population
dc-, opt~ationncls et dans Ie cas particulior des personnels navigants, hommes et femnmes, pour les 20
ans A venir ;
-d'6valuer
l'importance do la variabiliI6 cr66c par uno population d~finic sur de nouveaux crit~es de
recrutement, reposant beaucoup plus sur los capacilds opdrationnelles et los exigences; de Ia mission,
los crit&es m~dicaux, psychologiques, physiologiqucs, los niveaux de qualifications techniques et
sciontifiquos, que sur des frontRircs morphologiquos intangibles !
-do
mettre en 6vidence l'importance des pourcentages d'cxclusion de personnels Apartir de ces crit~res
puremont morphologiquos, malgr6 un potontiol r6el d'aptitudos m~dicales et techniques, en
consid~rant quo les personnels f~minins et masculins font partic d'une seule et moe population
statistiquc
-enfin
doentreprendro los 6tudes et cnqu~tes n~cessaircs A lacquisition des donn6es manquantes,
particuli~ rcment pour los personnels f~minins, &~s1990.
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2

-

2.1

MODELES PREDICTIFS DE VEVOLUTION MORPHOLOGIQUE
-

Determinations sur ]a stature

-

-

La determination dc mosures corporellcs longitudinalos, transversales et p~rim~trcs, constitue
l&dimcnt d'information n~cessaire et indispensable A ]a definition de lecncombremcnt statique du pilote
- homme ou femme - pour la conception des futurs postes do pilotage des adronefs. Parmi Ics principaux
crit~res anthropomdtriques du corps humain, la stature constitue une mesure longitudinale do r~f6rencc,
biologiquement complexo car composdc de ]a sommo do diffdrents segments anatomniquos, dont
l'accroissement s6culaire a toujours faitl'Iobjet do nombreuses sp-6ulations,
En France, INvolution do la stature constat~o dopuis le debut du sikle, commo dlans dc obrue
autros; nations, depend de plusicurs facteurs plus ou mons; li6s entrc eux (2), qui concernont :
- l'influence do l'Ago, du sexo, do l'origino gdographique, des milieux socio-6conomiques, culturols et
qualification profossionnello (2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7).
- le d~veloppemoent d6mographique global de la population et les modifications des dimensions do la
famille (8),
En fait, on observe quo Ia stature moyonno naugmonto pas d'une manitre syst6matique 0t surtout
de mani~re synchrono, entro los; populations, au cours du temps. Pour 6tablir, A titre doexomplo et do
m~thode, un mod~le pr~dictif d'dvolution do la staturo moyonne des pilotos franqais aux 6&h6ancos
2010-2015, on pout consid6rer doux 6tapes distinctos.
La premiere 6tape consisto A rocucillir los; valeurs moyonnos do la taille dopuis los ann~es 1940
jusqu'A nos jours, ]a s~loction dos pilotes 6tant effoctu&~ A partir do crit~ros bion M~inis, Ago compris
entro 19 e1 40 ans, e1 surtout nivoau scolairo.
A cc propos, on pout souligner qu'uno dvolution soest manifest~e do faqon tr?~s significative dans Ie
recrutemont des pilotes. La dorni~e enqudte ndalis6e dans; lo courant do lanndo 1989 (9) montre quo 51%
des pilotes examinds poss~dent un nivoau supdrieur au Baccalaur~at, ceci dtant d'autant plus marqud
choz los suiots los plus
:en
61% d'tvos 01 do stagiaires sont dans ce cas, alors que cola no concerno
quo 42% dos pilotes; =
6fims.
Si on so roporte aux niveaux scolairos los plus repr~sent6s dans los
enquotos antoriouros, on constate uno evolution du rocrutemont vers dos qualifications suporioures au
Baccalaur~at. Lors dos enqu~tes do 1965 et 1972, la majorit6 dos pilotes poss~daiont un nivoau inf~rieur
ou 6quivalont A ce dipl6me et on 1981 Ia tendance dtant au niveau du Baccalaur~at ou cc dipl6me plus
uno ann&e d'dtudo.
L'dvolution des valours moyennes do ]a stature des pilotos franqais 051 reprdsent~e graphiquomont
(figure n0 1) en comparaison do cello d'autres groupos d'ages 6quivalents, d~finis, A litre d'exemplo, A
partir do niveaux et do crit~ros do s~loction diff~rents:
- 6tudiants ingdnieurs do tr~s haul niveau (poly tochnicions),
- 6tudiants do facultt6,
- jeunes hommes issus do Ia population gdndrale (soldats du contingent),
- jeunos hommes, ouvriors, sans qualification.
Cello pr6sentation permot do situor N'volution de ]a stature d'un groupo, lui-m~me constitud apr±s
une tr~s forte selection, los pilotes, par comparaison A cello do ces autres cat~gories, aux mn~mes
p~riodes. Lopposition entre los "&Uves ing~nieurs" e1 los ouvriers non qualifids ou "jeunes inilitaires"
est choisie dtdlil~rdment, pour faire apparaltre los grandes variations staluralos d6jA obsorv~es au scmn
d'uno rnme population :los hommos. Dans cette p~riode 1940-1990, elles d~terminent los limitos
maximalos e1 minimalos do ]a stature moyenno do populations masculinos; A diffdrentes p~riodes
d'enqudtos.
Dans une deuxi~me dtape, on effectue uno mod6lisation statistique do l'volution probable do Ia
stature moyonne des pilotes franqais A partir do 1990, A I'tchdance des anni~s 2010-2015. Elie repose sur
doux hypoth~±ses fondamontalos:
- ]a d~finilion d'un scuil maximal biologique,
- Ie choix do Ia relation alg6brique doniant Ia meilleure 6volution au couis du temps.
D'un point do vue biologique il est probable, compto tonu des donndes antdrieures, quo ]a stature
moyenno des pilotes franqais no ddpassera pas cellos des 6tudiants do tr~s haul nivoau. Cotte valour,
vraisemblablement inf~rieure A 180 cm. a Wt choisie, dans Yhypolh~se pr~sente, A 179,8 cm. 11faut
toulefois souligner qu'elle sera do toute faqon supdriouro A 176 cm., seuil qui dovait 8tre atteint par Ia
population plus gtdndrale des jounos mililaires du contingent vers l'an 2000.
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Figure n* 1
Evolution de la stature moyenne des pilotes franqais entre les ann6es 1930 et 1990, compar& Acelles de
divers autres groupes M~inis A partir de crit~res socioprofessionnels difft~rents
Dans la mesure oii les crit&es de s6lection des &lvespilotes ne changeraient pas exag~r6ment, ou
gu~re diff6remment de ce qui a Wtdvoqud plus baut, on peut effectuer une mod~lisation de l'volution
de la stature moyenne A partir de valeurs relev~es depuis 1965, jusqu'en 1989, et pour lesquelles on
observe un accroissement staturo-pond~ral notable (tableau n0 1).

Ann~es

1965

1972

1981

Mesures

1989
_____

m
cr

68,9
7,9

68,1
8,7

69,8
8,5

71,6
8,3

Stature m
(cm)
a

173,1
6,0

174,7
5,7

175,3
5,3

175,9
6,7

Poids
(kg)

1995
(previsions)
-____
30 ans

+ 30 as

73,0
87

70,0
8,

2015
(previsions)
3 + 313
n

70,5
89

176,8
5,8

0 ans

I74,0
89

178,0
6,0

Tableau n"1
Moyennes et dcarts-types pour Ie Poids et Ia Stature des pilotes franqais;
valeurs mesur~es jusqu'en 1989 et prt~visions aux 6ch6ances 1995-2015.
D'une fa~on g~ndrale, les accroissemnents de Ia stature moyenne diminuent au cours. du temps quand
on passe des catdgories socioculturelles ou socioprotessionnelles les plus 6&ev~es au categories momns
dIev~es, mais cette diminution nWest pas lin~aire. Dans ces conditions on choisi un mod~e de "courbe de
croissance" dont Ia valour moyenne ne d6passera pas le seuil biologique fixd (a = 179,8 cm.). On
regroupe les valeurs rnoyennes des pilotes franqais autour d'une portion terminale de courbe logistique
dont l'&quation est de la forme :
Stature
Log a -Stature =tM +
sont deux param~tres A d6terminer, a 6tant Ia limite du seuil biologique fix~e
dans laquelle .a et 13
arbitrairement ; at et 13
peuvent Mre calcuh~s A partir des donn~es du tableau n01 et t repr~sente Ie
temps en ann~es.
Cette m6thode conduit aux estimations suivantes:
- 1995 :stature moyenne 6gale A176,8 cm.
- 2015: stature moyenne 6gale A 178 cm.
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Figure n* 2

Valeurs moyennes de la stature des pilotes fran~ais, Ag6s de 19 A 40 ans,
entre les ann6es 1940 et 2015.
Courbe comparde Ala population masculine militaire franqaise g~ndrale.
Bien entendu, la modification des niveaux d'dtudes, r6cemnment observ6e en 1989 dans Ie
recrutement, peut modifier ldg~rement cc pronostic, mais ii est encore pr~matur6 de l'int6grer A ce
mod~le.
2.2

-

MWthode d'estimation stir des mesures segmentaires

-

En raison de lexistence de normes limites sur les mensurations segmentaires, ayant une valeur
significative dans Ia r~glementation actuelle de la selection des personnels, il apparait n6cessaire
d'appliquer Ie mod~e pr~dictif Acertaines dimensions considd6es comme mesures de base (1).
Ainsi A titre d'exeinple, une estimation de la hauteur de Ia taille-assis (TA) s'obtient A I'aidc
d'un indice de proportion (Indice Cormique Ic) d6fini par Ia relation:
Ic=100 - Taille Assis
c= Stature
Cet indice fournit les proportions relatives de ]a hauteur du buste pour tine stature donn~e.
Pour les pilotes, entre 1965 et 1981, cot indlice a subi des fluctuations et on choisit une valeur
moyenne de Ic = 52,6. On peut estimer alors tine valeur de la taille-assis redressd de:
- 93cm pour 1995,
- 93,5 cm pour 2015.
On observe une l6g~re augmentation de cette dimension, qui confirme Ie fait qu'un accroissement
statural entraine tine apparente diminution relative do Ia hauteur du tronc aui profit d'unc
augmentation de Ia longucur des membres infdrieurs, comme cela est illustrd figure n* 3 pour ]a
population gdn~rale des jeunes adultes.
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Figure n* 3
Evolution des valeurs moyennes de la stature en fonction de la taille-assis
au cours,du temps, sur une population g6n~rale.

3 - NORMES DE SELECTION ET VARIABILITE MORPHOLOGIQUE D'UNE POPULATION
GENERALE Normes de recrutement

-

II existe actuellement dans le recrutement des personnels navigants de l'a~onautique militaire
franqaise une contrainte r~glementaire (1) particuli~re A la "constitution physique g~n~rale", pr~cisant
les valeurs limites de dimensions anthropom6triques.
norme A tient compte, pour V'aptitude au site 6jectable dans les avions de combat, de limites
minimales et maximales, de dimensions segmentaires. Cette norme ne concerne actuellement que los
sujets masculins. Les valeurs; r~glementaires sont les suivants:

-Une

Pilotes masculins
Hauteur du corps assis (Taille assis)
Longueur utile du membre sup&ieur
Longueur de ]a cuisse (distance fesses-genoux)
Longueur de ]a jambe (hauteur du genou
au-dessus du sol)
Taille globale (stature)
Poids
___________________________________avec

mini (cm)

maxi (cm)

80
60
50
45

100
80
65
60

160
196
en rapport convenable
la

taille

On remarquera que la notion de 'rapport convenable" du poids en fonction do la taille nWest pas
prIdcis~e dans le toxte r6glementaire.
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Une norme B - Cette norme ne tient pas compte de iaptitude A l'utilisation da sife 6icctable. Elle
concerne donc A la fois le recrutement de personnels f~minins et de personnels masculins. Les
contraintes anthropomdtriques ne reliennent que des dimensions globales : taille et poids.
Norme de recrutement sur ]a taille

mini (cm)

Taille des Hommes
Taille des femmes
Poids

maxi (cm)

160
196
155
"en rapport convenable"

- Variabilit6 morphologique des personnels masculins et normes limites Les donndes extraites d'ERGODATA (Banque de Donn~es Internationales de Biom~trie Humaine et
d'Ergonomie) (10) offrent ]a possibilit6 de recr~er des modeles statistiques de populations de pilotes
masculins, avec les dimensions segmentaires consid es.
i:volution de ]a stature, telle qu'elle a dt6 d6crite ci-dessus (figure n* 2), peut dtre complte par
les autres dimensions segmentaires d6finies dans la norme (tableau n*2).
ENQUETES

1986 -1989

1995

HOMMES

(ponddr6)

(estim4)

m

MESURES

2015

(estim)

95%

a

5%

57,90 85,30 72,00
164,80 187,10 176,80
86,70 97,40 92,62
76,00 85,30 81,11
56,30 63,50 60,13

8,30
6,75
3,03
2,84
2,21

58,30 85,70 73,00
165,70 187,90 178,00
87,60 9760 92,98
76,40 85,80 81,42
56,50 63,80 60,51

c

5%

95%

m

m

Cr 1 5%

95%

Poids (Kg)
Stature (cm)
Taille-assis redress6
Ht yeux-sifge
Long. fesses-genoux

71,60
175,97
92,05
80,61
59,88

8,30
6,75
3,27
2,82
2,20

Hauteur genoux-sol

55,39

2,18

51,80

59,00

55,60

2,20

52,00

59,20

56,12

2,21

52,50

59,80

Dist. fonctionnelle

73,32

3,72 67,20

79,50

73,75

3,74

67,60

79,90

74,

3,77 68,20

80,60

d'atteinte du M.S.

ENQUETES
FEMMES
MESURES

Poids (Kg)
Stature (cm)

I

I

m
57,59
163,05

1985
(3 Armies)
5%
,c

I

95%

m

7,54 45,10 70,00 59,10
5,97 153,20 172,90 163,34

8,90
6,00
3,04
2,85
2,22

58,30 87,70
168,10 187,90
88,00 98,00
76,70 86,10
56,80 64,20

I

1989
(Arm(e de lAir)
5%
95%
0

10,35 42,00 76,20
6,82 152,10 174,10

Taille-assis redressd

86,97

3,23

81,60

92,30

87,10

3,23

81,80

92,40

Hauteur yeux-sifge
Long. fesses-genoux
Hauteur genoux-sol
Dist. fonctionnelle
d'atteinte du M.S.

76,89
56,14
49,83
64,50

3,12
2,81
2,58
3,66

71,70
51,50
45,60
58,50

82,00
60,80
54,10
70,50

77,01
56,25
49,94
64,64

3,12
2,82
2,59
3,67

71,90
51,60
45,70
58,60

82,20
60,90
54,20
70,70

Tableau no 2
Donnres anthropomdtriques r&entes et prvisibles sur les populations militaires:
2a - Pilotes masculins.

2b - Militaires (femmes).
La premiere partie pour les hommes correspond A un ensemble de mesures rdalisdes entre 1985 et
1989, sur divers groupes de pilotes et d'6lves pilotes, dont les r6sultats reprdsentent en quelque sorte
une ponddration entre diff&entes enqu~tes. Les donn~es 1995 et 2015 sont dvidemment estimdes sur ]a
base des modules statistiques 6tablis A partir des donn6es retrospectives 1940 A 1989. On constate que ces
limites jouent sur les percentiles les plus 6lev~s, trs largement au-delA du 95me percentile (figures 4 et
5). Ainsi, apr~s estimation on peut retenir les exclusions prdvisibles suivantes.
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Norme
Limite
mini.

HOMME

Hauteur du corps assis (T.A.)
Longueur utile du mcmbre supdricur
(bras tendu)
Longucur de]a cuissL
(fesses - genoux)
Longucur de lajambe
(genoux - sol)
Stature

%
1995-2015

Norme%
Limite
maxi.

1995 -2015

80
60

<1I
<1I

<1
<1

100
80

99
94

98
92

50

<1I

<1

65

98

97

45

<1I

<1

60

97

94

160

<1I

<1

196

> 99

> 99

Tableau n* 3
Normes r~glementaires et percentilages des distributions correspondantes,
pour les populations pr~visibles de pilotes.
morphologique compar~e entre personnels masculins et f~minins et normes limites

-Variabilit6

actuelles

-

Les enqu~tes les plus r6centes sur une population g~ndrale, non militaire, d'hommes et de femnmes
datent de 1981 (11). La comparaison des rdsultats entre ces deux ensembles permet d'appr~cier
l'amplitude de la dispersion totale possible, dans Vhypoth~se maximale pour laquelle ii existe une
proportion 6quivalente d'individus dans ces deux groupes (tableau n* 4 et figure n' 6).

Population g6n~rale
m
Poids
Stature
Taille-Assis Redress6
Hauteur genoux-sol
Longueuriesses-genoux
Indice Cormigue (1c)

Population g~n6rale

1981

____HOMMES

a

5%

73,3
11,0
173,1
6,8
91,9
3,5
53,7
2,6
59,7 12,8

55,2
161,9
86,1
49,4
155,1
53,9

FEMMES 1981

95%

m

91,5
56,9
184,3
161,1
97,7
86,6
58,0
49,8
164,3 156A4

ar
10,0
6,1
3,1
2,4
2.8

5%

___

95%

40,4
73,4
151,0
171,2
81,5
91,7
45,8
53,8
149,8 159,0
53,7

Tableau n* 4
Donn~es anthropomdtriques pour une population gdndrale franqaise, non militaire.
On retrouve I'cart moyen de 12 cm. habituellement admis entre les valeurs moyennes de la
stature et de 5,3 cm pour ]a taille-assis, aver urne amplitude de variation oscillant entre 151 cm. (5%)
pour les femnmes et 184,3 (95%) pour les hommes.
Bien entendu, si ces deux groupes sont consid6r~s comme constituant un mrnme reservoir potentiel de
recrutement, ils repr~sentent une distribution g6ndrale, bimodale, ayant les caract6ristiques suivantes
(tableau n* 5) :
- valeur moyenne r~sultante comprise entre les deux valeurs moyennes de chacun des groupes de 167,1
cm.sur une population gi~ndale civile et 168,6 pour une population militaire mest'ree en 1985,
- valeurs des param~tres de dispersion r~sultants, variance et percentilages, plus 6lev6s que ceux de
chacun de ces deux groupes pris isolemment.
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Figure n' 5
Distributions bivarides Taille-assis redressd/Longueur fesses-genoux observ~cs 1989 (1)
et estim6es 1995 (11)et 2015 (111).
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Figure n* 6
Distributions bivari~es Stature/Taille-assis compar6es entre les hommes et les femmes
(en proportions 6gales), issus d'une m~me population g~n6rale.
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Figure n0 7
Distributions bivari~cs Stature/Taille-assis compardes entre deux groupes, femnmes et hommes
militaires, d'Sges et de qualifications 6quivalentes. Recrutement potentiel comme pilotes convoyeurs.
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Ainsi une population hommes et fcrmcs regroupis pr6senterait, pour ]a stature, les valcurs suivantes.
Valcurs thdoriques
Hommes + Femnmes

m

a5

%

95 %

Stature
(population g~ndrale civile
d'apr~s ref. 11)

167,1

9,0

152,3

181,9

Stature
(population militaire 1985
dl'apr~s rt~f. 7)

168,6

9,2

153,5

198,8

Tableau n*5
Valeurs th~oriques m, a, 5%, 95% dc la stature de populations tht~oriques composcs, d'un nombre 6gal
d'hommes et de femnmes.
Naturellement cc mod~le est tout A fait th~orique car Ie r.~servoir normal de recrutement de
pilotes dans une population ne se situc pas actuellement dans de telles proportions. Cependant rien
nexclut qu'il en soit ainsi dans un tout autre contexte. Le pourcentage actuel de 14% de femnmes dans
l'arm6e fran~aise ne reprdsente que Ie r~sultat, A l'eurc pr6scnte, d'unc selection dont les crit~res sont
multiples. On peti maginer que Ia r6f~rence souhaitable se fasse A partir d'un potentiel num~rique
6quivalent de jeunes hommes et de jeunes femmes, qui bien que prdsentant des qualit~s intellectuclies et
m~dicales strictement dquivalcntes ne diffrent que par les distributions de leurs dimensions
anthropomdtriques.
On est contraint alors de considdrcr une nouvelle population "anthropom6trique" variant, par
exemple, du percentile Ie plus bas des petites femnmes 5%, au percentile le plus 6lev6 des hommes de
grande taille 95%. Ceci conduit A des amplitudes r~sultantes importantes (figure n* 7), dont ii
conviendra de tenir compte momns dans les crit~res de recrutement, que dans des donn~es de
recommandations ergonomiques pour ]a conception des 6quipements futurs oti l'utilisation de mat~riels
existants.

4

-

CONCLUSION

-

PERSPECTIVES DE RECHERCHE

-

Les r~sultats qui ont td prdsent6s A partir du fonds de donn6es disponibles dans Ia Banque de
Donn~es ERGODATA, soulignent Ie risque impos6 par l'application stricte de normes de selection. La
seule restriction de 155 cm. sur Ia stature, pour la population f~mininc, contraint A tine dlimination
potenticlic comprise entre 10 et 12% de candidates (figure n* 7).
11a clairement W~t
d~montrd que si l'on nc sc plaqait pas dans tine perspective de conccption de
syst~mes futurs, mais dans lesprit d'une adaptation aux limitcs techniques inhdrcntes A un mat6riel
cxistant, on 6tait rapidement conduit A une baissc consid~rablc du capital de recrutement. De telles
contraintes impos6cs sur des limites inf~rieures et sup~rieures de crit~res anthropomdtriques ne
r~pondent pas A tine d6marchc logiquc et prospectivc.
Par ]a combinaison mtiltivari~c dc mesures anthropomdtriqucs, avec Ic jeu des intcrcorr~lations,
on pourrait rdaliser dc faqon tht~orque tine 61imination de pr~s de Ia moiti6 d'un effectif de candidats,
parfaitement aptes par ailleurs scion les autres crit&cs, m~dicaux ou opdrationncls (12). De cc fait il
convient de s'orienter vers tine tendance qui s'appuicrait non sur des contraintes aveugles de s6lcction
morphologique, mais plut6t stir des recommandations ergonomniques. Une variabilit6 morphologiquc dc
rdf~rence, potirra, dans tin tel contcxtc, 6voluer entre tin petit percentile 6minin, A d6finir (5 oti petitWermomns) et un grand percentile masculin, (95% ou plus). Cela conduira A tine amplitude r~stiltante
considtdrable, mais qui se r~vlera beaucoup plus r6aliste en refl6tant parfaitement Ia v~ritablc
variation biologique.
Cependant un tel objectif ne peut s'atteindre sans donn~es r~actualisdes, fiables, compl~tcs, A
partir desquelles des mod~les prt~dictifs d'6volution morphologique pourront Wte 6tablis, pour Ics
ann~es 2000 - 2015, sur une population statistique Hommes-Femmes confondus. Ce projet se met en place,
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et une vaste cnqu~te biomdtrique sur les populations militaires feminine et masculine des trois armcs
Terre - Air - Mer dans l'Arm&c Fran~aise, sera r~alisde et exploit& au cours des deux ann s A venir.
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THE APPLICATION OF USAF FEMALE AHTHROPOITRIC DATA TO

IDENTIFY PROBLEMS WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF FEMALE AIRCREW
INTO THE ROYAL AIR FORCE
G M Turner
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine
Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 6SZ, United Kingdom

SUMMARY
The Royal Air Force (RAF) decided in 1989 to recruit female pilots and
navigators. Since there is little statistical data on the distribution of the critical
body dimeitsions for the UK female population the USAF female anthropometric data has
been employed to predict the effects of imposing the present RAF minimum selection
limits on the female population. This paper discusses these predictions and considers
the effects for individual aircraft types.
Certain questions are raised concerning
limb strength related to aircraft controls and to the possible requirement for a
minimum weight for ejection seat occupants.
The USAF female data so far employed has
only been from the published percentile tables.
Further studies will be conducted
using the raw data transferred from the US AMRL Data Bank Library to the Institute of
Aviation Medicine computer.

The Royal Air Force (RAF) made the decision in 1989 to recruit female pilots and
navigators. They will fly in aircraft without a combat role.
In practice this opens
up a wide range of aircraft from all training aircraft, transport aircraft, search and
rescue helicopters to fast-jet aircraft as instructors.
Prior to 1989 the only female aircrew in the RAF weee Air Loadmasters on the VC1O
transport aircraft. Air Loadmasters (male and female) are required to have a minimum
stature of 1575 mm and those close to this extreme are subjected to a vertical reach
test. This requirement is to ensure that dinghies can be extracted from roof stowages.
The Royal Air Force's only experience of female flightdeck aircrew was in the
University Air Squadrons (UAS). Here students fly in the side-by-side two seat Bulldog
trainer.
Since these civilian*students are not necessarily guaranteed an Air Force
flying career it was decided, for the UAS only, to accept females outside the normal
RAF aircrew acceptance limits on condition they fulfilled the lower anthropometric
criteria for operating the Bulldog.
It was recommended that, initially, potential female pilots and navigators should
meet the present RAF aircrew entry limits.
Although there is little statistical data
on the distribution of the critical body dimensions for the UK feqale population the
USAF has determined in a US female population (Clauser et al, 1972 ) the distribution
of sitting height, buttock-knee length and functional reach (amongst many other
dimensions) employing almost identical techniques to those used in the RAF.
Some of
the predicted effects of imposing the present RAP minimum aircrew selection limits on
this female population are given in Table 1. The predictions are based on the USAF
published percentile tables and consider each dimension independently.
TABLE 1.

Proportion of Females (USAF Survey) which would be Excluded by Present
RAF Aircrew Minimum Entry Limits
Dimension

1.
2.
3.
4.

Sitting Height
Buttock-Knee Length
Buttock-Heel Length
Functional Reach

RAF Limit
(mm)

Proportion of Female
Population Excluded (%)

865
560
1000
740

60
30
Not Available
50

Noting that the proportion excluded varies considerably for relatively small
changes in these dimensions it is reasonable to conclude that just over half the female
population will be excluded from aircrew selection by their small size.
The existing aircrew selection criteria have been set by critical cockpit
dimensions of in-service aircraft. Since 1970 all new RAF aircraft have been designed
to accommodate the 3rd to the 99th percentile range of key dimensions for the male
aircrew population which is reflected in the present RAF standards for acceptance as
aircrew. Most in-service RAF aircraft crew stations have been asse'ssed within the last
15 years to determine the aircrew size limitations (Turner, 1986
). Where possible,
individual limitations were determined outside the range of normal aircrew entry
limitations. Those that have been determined that are relevant to female pilots are
given in Table 2. The appropriate percentile from the USAF female population is given
for sitting height and functional reach.
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TABLE 2.

Minimum Value of Critical Body Dimensions for Pilots in Selected RAF Aircraft
Minimum Acceptable Value (mm)
(percentile from USAF female population)
Aircraft

_

sitting

Buttock-heel

Functional

Length

Reach

Height

RAP entry standard

865(60)

1000

740(50)

Jet Provost

860(55)

980

700(15)

Tucano
Bulldog

840
830(20)

?
?

Chipmunk
Hawk

840(30)
865(60)

?
?

?
?

Tornado

850(05)

?

?

Harrier T4/GR3

870(65)

?

?

Jaguar
Phantom
Jetstream
Hercules
Gazelle
Wessex

850(45)
?
830(20)
?
830(20)
860(55)

970
990
960
980
960
1020

?
750(60)

NB. ?
No formal lower limit has been determined as no problems were envisaged
within the normal RAY male aircrew size range.
It should be possible to determine

values which would be below the present minimum entry standard.
There are obviously certain aircraft which will accept smaller individuals than
the present RAF entry standards permit.
It must be remembered that cr~tical training
aircraft must be flown before moving on to other types. The Hawk which is the route to
high performance ejection-seat aircraft has the same sitting height restriction as the
entry limits.
To offer female aircrew selective careers on account of size would be

discriminating against their male counterparts.

However it has always been possible

for waivers to be granted to aircrew candidates with excellent potential but who are
outside one or more anthropometry limitations.
More often than not these waivers are
for navigators with short arms or legs.
To date ten females (4 pilots and 6 navigators) have commenced training, some of
whom have certain body dimensions below the normal minimum limits. It is not known
whether these short individuals will be able to perform their tasks in the crew
stations without scme restrictions.
What is certain is that many items of specially
sized aircrew functional clothing will be required for certain roles.
This area is
discussed in a separate paper (Turner, 1990 ).
It is clear that an investigation of the anthropometry limitations for individual
aircraft is necessary to determine the acceptable limits for individuals at the lower
end of aircrew entry standards.
Here it is believed that strength will also play an
important role. On some aircraft, such as the Hercules, the pilot has to oppose large
asymmetric forces on the tail using the rudder pedals.
Are males and females with the
same leg length of the same strength?
Another question that has been raised is whether or not a minimum weight is
required for females operating in ejection seat aircraft. Certain nations are known to
have added weight to the personal survival pack to compensate for the generally lower
mass of their aircrew than the UK male population.
The USAF female data so far employed has only been from the puhlished percentile
tables. The raw data has however been transferred, on magnetic tape, f=.
the US AMRL
Data Bank Library to the Institute of Aviation Medicine's computer. It is intended to

investigate,

on the data relattng to those of white race, relationships between the

parameters discussed above.
A survey of UK females is soon to be conducted and the
USAF data should prove invaluable in determining sampling strategies.
It remains to be determined whether the US and UK aircrew populations are
sufficiently identical.
The only comparable UK data to that of USAF was from a small
sample survey of 113 Royal Navy (RN) female personnel (Reeves, 1986 2).
Table 3 is a
comparison of USAF and RN female percentile values relating to RAF aircrew entry
limitations. It is impossible to make too much of the differences because of the small
RN sample size. However the differences in functional reach warrant further
investigation.
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TABLE 3. Comparison of USAF and RN Female Percentile Values Relating to RAP Aircrew
Entry Limitations (Mean Values Also Shown)
RAF Minimum Limit

Mean Value (mm)

mm

USAF Female
%ile

RN Female
%ile

USAF Female

RN Female

Functional reach
Buttock-knee
length

740

50

80

741

709

560

30

25

574

577

Sitting height

865

60

40

856

873

1000

-

60

-

989

Buttock-knee
length

In summary, the RAP has now accepted females for both pilot and navigator
training.
Some of the anthropometry problems have been discussed but considerable
effort is required to answer uncertainties relating to individuals outside normal
aircrew entry limitations and to strength. The USAF female raw data will enable UK to
determine the requirements for a female anthropometry study.
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ANTHROPOMETRIC ACCOMMODATION OF FEMALES IN
CANADIAN FORCES AIRCRAFT CREW STATIONS
by
P.L. Rothwell and R.A. Pigeau
Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine
P.O. Box 2000, North York, Ontario M3M 3B9
SUMMARY
To ensure physical accommodation of humans in aircraft crew stations, aircrew traditionally have been
selected on the basis of specific standards. To be effective, these standards must be based on anthropometric
limitations imposed by actual crew stations. Evidence suggests this generally is not the case. Instead, selection standards have frequently evolved from (1) aircraft design recommendations, which often bear little relationship to the finished product, or (2) anthropometry of existing aircrew, which ignores the issue. Recognizing this problem, the Canadian Forces (CF) has undertaken a large-scale study known as ACCE
(Aircrew/Cockpit Compatibility Evaluation). A computer-based modelling strategy was developed to determine anthropometric limitations, on a crew station by crew station basis, and their subsequent effect on
accommodation of pilot and navigator populations. The approach is attractive because it encompasses possible multivariate relationships between anthropometry and crew station geometries, and it is sub-population
independent; it assumes a human anthropometry but is blind to gender, nationality and race-specific
differences. The flexibility of this strategy has allowed assessments of fit for both female and male populations in two CF aircraft - the CT133 utility jet and the CH136 light observation helicopter. Results show
that current CF selection standards do not represent the range of anthropometry these aircraft can accommodate. This leads to biases in selection against females and small males.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the interest of flight safety and mission success, physical incompatibilities between pilots and crew stations should be avoided. Each pilot must be able to meet operational requirements for reach, vision and body
clearance at one or more configuration of the seat and the rudder/rotor pedals. For an existing fleet of aircraft,
this objective can be met by selecting airerew appropriately. But to be effective, the criteria for selection
must be based on anthropometric limitations imposed by individual aircraft types. Although this is a case of
fitting the pilot to the aircraft, it cannot be avoided as long as differences among crew station geometries are
as prevalent as their similarities.
Use of anthropometry for guiding selection implies that anthropometric limitations imposed by aircraft are
known. Yet, relatively little information of this sort is available. A popular assumption is that anthropometric
limitations of aircraft are contained within their design specifications. However, this assumption is false due
to the realities of aircraft design. Designs can change significantly throughout the design process, making it
difficult to assess eventual aircrew accommodation. Only fitting trials can determine if anthropometric design
criteria truly have been met.
Even if initial design criteria are met in the finished product, the external validity of the criteria can be
suspect. In most cases human anthropometry is described by a limited number of static (i.e., non-interacting)
dimensions. It has been shown that such dimensions (e.g., 5th to 95th percentile stature) fail to adequately
represent composite human anthropometry [1]. Also, such criteria are often based on particular population
parameters: parameters which may change with time (e.g., increases in mean stature) [2].
The most reliable selection method is a live fitting trial in which a candidate is physically placed within
the crew station. The method is attractive because it is conclusive; it tests the unique physical characteristics
of the individual, accounting for effects of clothing and personal equipment, with little or no data analysis
[3,4]. However, due to a number of disadvantages, not the least of which is expense, the method usually is
not feasible as a universal selection tool [5]. Other strategies are therefore used to select airerew. The most
common selection criteria are minimum and maximum acceptable limits for several anthropometric dimensions
16].
The use of such criteria to select CF aircrew originated in 1966. At that time, several critical incompatibilities between body dimensions of airerew and geometries of aircraft became evident [7,81. It was decided
that anthropometric standards would be used to screen aircrew candidates and that, until operational requirements dictated otherwise, these standards would be based on results of a 1962 anthropometric survey of Royal
Canadian Air Force male personnel [9]. First and 99th percentile values for mass, stature, seated height, thigh
length and leg length were used to derive body size ranges for airerew candidates. Extra tolerances of 2 cm
were added to the limits, effectively extending acceptance beyond the dimension ranges of the airerew population surveyed [10]. Ironically, this strategy ignored the original incompatibilities for which anthropometrc
selection criteria were deemed necessary in the first place.
With minor modifications, current CF selection criteria are based on those 1966 standards (Table 1).
Also, the CF maintains a recruiting policy of universal assignability, successful pilot candidates, whether male
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or female, must be able to operate any CF aircraft. Considering the origins of the selection criteria and the
variability of CF aircraft (with respect to origin, age, size, mission and configuration), the CF accepts aircrew
candidates who do notfit all CF crew stations [11]. On the other hand, it may reject candidates suitable for
all or many of the aircraft. Given that the CF now employs female aircrew, such errors will become more
common.
The CF selection standards have been defended on the grounds that they do not differ significantly from
the standards of nations which supply CF aircraft [6]. However, in an advisory publication on the topic, the
Air Standardization Coordinating Committee (ASCC) has recognized the need to knowJ anthropometric limitations of aircraft, especially as they relate to aircrew/cockpit compatibility and successful exchange of aircrew
amongst different military forces [6]. This publication tabulates differences in national aircrew selection criteria and minimally identifies known anthropometric limitations for some crew stations. For a substantial
number of aircraft cited, anthropometric limits have not been set. It is therefore imperative that empirical stu-

dies be performed which map the anthropometric limitations unique to each aircraft.
Results from such studies could have direct implications for pilot recruitment policies. For example,
enforcement of universal assignability using standards that are based on aircraft-imposed limits could severely
restrict the number of pilot candidates selected. In fact, the limitations may necessitate mutually exclusive
selection criteria for specific aircraft, or show clusters of aircraft that impose similar anthropometric limitations. Such findings could force policies where a pilot's career must follow specific aircraft assignments, or

even suggest specific aircraft assignments for sub-sets of the pilot population (e.g., males versus females).
Assignment of pilots to international aircrew-exchange programs could also be affected.

Pilot

Dimension
stature (standing height)
seated height
buttock-heel length (leg length)
buttock-knee length (thigh length)

Navigator

Min (cm)
157.7
86.4
99.6

Max (cm)
193.1
100.3
123.2

54.6

67.3

Min (c)
157.7
85 1
99.6

Max (cm)
193.1
101.6
123.4

54.6

67.3

TABLE 1. CF Aircrew Anthropometric Selection Standards.
The CF accepts that aircrew selection must take into account physical restrictions imposed by crew stations. Hence, it has initiated an Aircrew/Cockpit Compatibility Evaluation (ACCE) to determine anthropometric limitations imposed by CF aircraft. The scope includes all pilot and navigator crew stations since
information currently available has come from investigations of specific compatibility problems identified by
existing aircrew [12-15]. The results of ACCE are being used in a review of CF aircrew selection standards.
This paper offers results from evaluations of the CT133 and CH136 pilot crew stations, performed in support
of that effort. For the purpose of this paper, emphasis is placed on describing the differences between two
populations (males and females) in each of the two crew stations.
2. STRATEGY
Several obstacles needed to be overcome for ACCE. First, no prescribed method for evaluation was
available. Second, evaluation criteria and operational assumptions (e.g., effects of clothing, personal equipment, etc.) had to be established. Third, aircrew task performance criteria for reach, vision and clearance had
to be determined. Fourth, critical dimensions of CF crew stations had to be measured and represented in a
usable form.
Selection of the Evaluation Tool
Traditional methods for assessment include (1) use of live subjects, anthropometrie dummies or partial
manikins in real or mock-up environments, and (2) comparison of 2-dimensional drawing board manikins with
engineering drawings. These methods were rejected because they do not adequately represent variable anthropometric combinations. Availability, validity, feasibility and cost were other factors that precluded selecting
these techniques [16].
Three-dimensional computer modelling was chosen as the primary evaluation tool for ACCE. Depending
on the system employed, this tool can be used to model complex individual differences and simulate atypical
body structures and functions. Computer graphics and mathematical algorithms can be used to construct and
manipulate 3-dimensional human models within 3-dimensional models of the workplace. Human engineering
concepts can be incorporated for assessing body clearances, visual restrictions and performance of reach tasks.
The tool is appropriate for using standardized evaluation protocols and yields numeric output [17-191. These
capabilities were considered necessary to fully explore the anthropometric limitations of the CF crew station
geometries.
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To obtain these capabilities, a 3-dimensional modelling software package called SAMMIE (System for
Aiding Man-Machine Interaction Evaluation) was chosen [20]. SAMMIE was developed in the late 1960's
and early 1970's at the University of Nottingham, U.K. [21]. A modified version of the program, available
from Prime Computer Limited, provides the platform for the ACCE evaluation technique.
SAMMIE uses 3-dimensional solids modelling and computer graphics to build and display a humanmodel (or manikin) within a physical workplace model (Figure 1). The SAMMIE manikin is composed of
body segments (e.g., head, neck, upper arm, thigh, calf). Segments are defined using data tables that dictate
link lengths, segment shapes (depths and breadths), joint angle constraints (movement limitations), and relative
joint positions (posture). These tables can be customized to model specific individuals or represent data from
various populations. Once a manikin is generated, its body shape and link lengths can be modified individually or according to percentiles calculated from the data tables. Movement of individual links is under the
control of joint constraint data which may be changed to simulate various effects (e.g., normal human postures, restrictive clothing).

CT133

CH136

Figure 1. Graphic display of computer manikins in SAMMIE models of CT133 and CH136 aircraft.

The SAMMIE workplace model is composed of entities that are built from 3-dimensional primitive shapes
(e.g., boxes, cones, cylinders) or irregular solids. Spatial and hierarchical relationships of the entities determine their orientations in the environment. Logical relationships among components allow mechanical functions to be simulated (e.g., movement of a crew seat along ejection rails). Movements of model components
can be grouped (e.g., the pilot moves with the crew seat) or can occur independently. The models can be
generated interactively or created directly from a data file following off-line preparation [22,23].
SAMMIE offers several important features, most important of which are abilities to test operator reach
and vision to specific points in the workplace, and to identify physical obstructions betweem' model elements.
Numeric status statements on results, including the orientation and posture of the manikin, allow meaningful
evaluations of interactions with the workplace. SAMMIE's display options enhance the power of those
evaluations (e.g., sight from the manikin's viewpoint, mirror reflections, simultaneous display of different
views, a mesh-grid reference system, Aitoff and Mercator projections).
To ensure that SAMMIE software creates accurate models and contains valid algorithms, the system's
capabilities and limitations were evaluated. This included validation of predictions of operator reach [24-261.
Although minor problems were identified, the advantages of this system far outweigh the disadvantages.
Evaluation Technique
The underlying philosophy of ACCE is that anthropometric limitations can be found by (a) defining a
multi-dimensional anthropometricspace and then (b) testing all anthropometry combinations contained in that
space for compatibility with the crew station. Compatibility, in this case, means that all reach, vision and
body clearance requirements are met ir, at least one static configuration of the seat and ridder/rotor pedals in
the crew station [27,28]. This philosophy requires three types of information: (i) anthropometry dimensions
(including ranges and step-sizes) to define the anthropometry space to be tested, (ii) crew station seat and
pedal adjustment parameters (including ranges and step-sizes) to define the static configurations to be tested,
and (iii) reach, vision and body clearance tasks and performance criteria needed to evaluate compatibility.
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Anthropometrv Dimensions: Seven anthropometry dimensions were selected (Figure 2). Sitting height and
seated eye height were selected due to their influences on head clearance and vision, respectively. Seated
acromion height, biacromial breadth and forward functional reach were selected for their interactive effects on
ann reach capabilities. Buttock-knee length and seated knee height were chosen because of their interactive
influences on reach to rudder/rotor pedals, and on clearance with the seat pan and front instrument panel.
Theoretically, each dimension can range from zero to the maximum allowed by the crew station, but such a
strategy was not practical. To limit the computational effort to search for successful combinations yet ensure
that the search be as independent of population data as possible, ranges for the dimensions wee chosen to lie
well outside the extremes of known adult populations. This was achieved by taking the minimum and maximum values cited in the NASA Anthropometric Source Book [29], and extending those ranges by several
centimetres. Other techniques not described here were used to optimize the search for successful anthropometry combinations within the defined anthropometric space.

4
.2
-3

LEGEND
1.sitting height

2.seated eye height
3. seated acromion height
4. biacromial breadth
5. forward functional reach
6. buttock-knee length
7. seated knee height

I
7

S 6

Figure 2. Anthropometric dimensions used to map the physical relationship
between anthropometry and crew station geometry.

Crew Station Adiustment Parameters; These included fore-aft seat adjustment, up-down seat adjustment, and
fore-aft rudder/rotor pedal adjustment. Rudder/rotor pedal deflection was treated as a sub-set of pedal adjustment; for each pedal adjustment position, reach and clearance tests were performed with pedals at fullforward, neutral and full-aft deflection. This was to ensure full use of the pedals was possible for any given
adjustment position. Ranges of seat and pedal adjustment (and deflection) were taken from measurements in
real aircraft.
Physical Tasks. Through group interviews with aircrew and follow-up surveys, DCIEM and CF personnel collaborated in drawing up an inventory of physical tasks for each CF crew station. Requirements for reaches,
vision and body clearance under normal and emergency (e.g., ejection) conditions were considered. Tasks
selected for evaluation were then described according to standard parameters (e.g., grip type, hamess restraint), and performance objectives (e.g., allowable joint movements) that could be implemented using SAMMIE sub-routines.
The compatibility evaluation was implemented using SAMMIE. Its protocol resembled that of a live
fitting trial. The crew station model was arranged with the seat full-down and full-aft, and the rudder/rotor
pedals full-aft. The manikin was placed in the crew station model and assigned starting values for each of the
seven anthropometry dimensions.
The manikin was subjected to a battery of compatibility tests for reach, vision and body clearance tasks
(Figure 3). All tasks were of equal importance; failure to satisfy any task constituted incompatibility regardless of the number of successfully completed tasks. By systematically changing each of the seven anthropometry dimensions (e.g., finding minimum forward functional reach required at each combination of
acromion height and biacromial breadth), the anthropomietric space was searched for compatible anthropometry profiles. Those anthropometry combinations were output to a results file. The crew station
configutation was then changed to represent a different seat/pedal combination, and te manikin once more
was subjected to the test battery for all anthropometry combinations. This sequence was re-iterated until all
crew station configurations had been tested.
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Reach to controls
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Pilot vision
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Body clearance

Figure 3. Physical task considerations illustrated in the CT133 aircraft.

3. METHOD
Anthropometric limitations of two CF pilot crew stations were determined. The CT133 Silver Star, a utility jet, and the C11136 Kiowa, a light observation helicopter, were selected because they are known to pose
compatitility problems for both large and small individuals [12,14]. To analyse each of the crew stations, the
following activities were performed: (a) create a computer model of the crew station; (b) create and place a
manikin within the crew statircn model; and (c) execute the evaluation protocol.
Creation of the Cockpit Model
Sonic digitization was used to collect crew station geometry information. This technology uses the time
taken for sound to be received from a sound source to measure distances. Software converts these distances
into X, Y and Z coordinates. Periodic checks of the data during digitizing indicated that the points collected
were within 0.5 cm of their true position in the crew station [30].
The sonic digitization data were interpreted using the Automated Model Generation System (AMGENS).
[31]. AMGENS is a series of computer programs written by DCIEM to convert the 3-dimensicnal coordinate
data into a format that can be interpreted by SAMMIE. Within SAMMIE, AMGENS uses standard naming
conventions to create a hierarchical, colour-coded, 3-dimensional model that can be displayed graphically.
Each crew station model generated using AMGENS was examined and edited interactively to ensure it was
properly formated for execution of the evaluation protocol.
Crew station seat and pedal adjustment stepsizes were set at 2 cm. For the Cr133 Silver Star, this meant
that 56 configurations (i.e., 7 seat positions x 8 rudder pedal positions) would be tested. For the CH136
Kiowa, which has a non-adjustable seat, this meant that 7 configurations (i.e., 1 seat position x 7 rotor pedal
positions) would be tested.
Creation and Placement of the Manikin
A SAMMIE manikin was added to the crew station model with the aid of an interactive computer program. First, a manikin having prescribed body dimensions and joint constraints was created. Calculations
that used seat pan angle, seat back angle and assumptions for body enfleshment dictated the location of the
manikin with respect to a standard seat reference point (SRP). The manikin's posture was manipulated so that
the torso was parallel to the seat back, and the line of sight was horizontal. To optimize body clearance
evaluations, entities representing body enfleshment and clothing assumptions were added to the manikin. The
entities used to check clearance with the seat pan were narrow planar surfaces running along the backs of the
manikin's thighs. Entities used to check clearance with the front instrument panel were cylinders of appropriate diameters (i.e., enfleshment plus clothing allowance) around each of the manikin's thighs and calves.
Ranges for adjusting the manikin's anthropometric dimensions were chosen to exceed values listed in the
NASA Anthropometric Source Book [29]. Sitting height, eye height, acromion height, forward functional
reach, buttock-knee length and knee height dimensions were represented to a resolution of 1 cm. The resolution for biacromial breadth gave representation of a small, mediwn and large value on that dimension.
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Execution of the Evaluation Protocol
Aircrew/Cockpit Compatibility Evaluation Protocol (ACCEP) is a set of SAMMIE computer programs
that implement the evaluation strategy [32]. It manipulates aircrew anthropometry and crew station geometry
parameters in order (a) to reveal and identify physical conflicts in reach, vision and body clearance requirements, and (b) to determine multi-dimensional envelopes that express the physical size limits for current CF
crew stations.
For each of the CT133 and CH136 crew stations, ACCEP was run within a SAMMIE software environment on a Prime 2350 mini-computer. The output obtained using ACCEP was formated in a data base.
Three types of assessment were performed; individual fit, percentage accommodation for niales and females,
and comparison of accommodation in the aircraft with satisfaction of CF aircrew selcction criteria.
4. RESULTS
The results from ACCEP contain all possible anthropometric combinations that will fit each pilot crew
station - within the described resolution limits. It is a relatively simple procedure to search this data set to
determine whether a given individual has the necessary anthropometric dimensions to fit a particular crew station. A population of such individuals (measured on the appropriate anthropometry dimensions) can also be
used to yield estimates of percentage accommodation. Submitting the same population to current selection
standards also yields accommodation results with which comparisons can be made. For the purposes of this
paper, anthropometry data for males and females were obtained from the 1967 survey of United States Air
Force (USAF) male flying personnel (n=2420) and the 1968 survey of USAF women (n=1905) [33,34].
Accommodation assessments were based on aircraft requirements for head clearance, vision, leg reach and
clearance and, in the case of the CT133, ejection clearance. Unless otherwise stated, arm reach requirements
were not considered because of the difficulty in choosing the most important set of arm reach targets for a
crew station. Given that CF selection standards do not consider requirements for arm reach, valuable comparisons between aircraft-imposed limitations and standards-imposed rejections could be made without consideration of this criterion.
Table I lists the anthropometric criteria that must be satisfied for current CF aircrew selection. Applying
these criteria to the male and female USAF populations yielded acceptance figures of 94% and 36%, respectively. The high acceptance value for males is due to similarities in CF and USAF aircrew selection standards. It is anticipated that the acceptanc- would be lower for an unbiased male population (i.e., a population
that was not pre-screened). The low acoeptance value for females is understandable given the source of the
CF selection criteria (i.e., originally derived from male aircrew data). Also, the female population surveyed
did not undergo the same anthropometric screening as the male population, offering a partial account for the
high rejection rate of the females compared to the males.
Figure 4a illustrates the percentage accommodation in each aircraft for the combined populations (males
and females) as determined by the ACCEP evaluation. Seventy-five percent satisfy compatibility requirements
for the CT133 jet aircraft (i.e., are able to fit in at least one seat/pedal configuration). The C14136 helicopter

CF Standard 68%
10%100%.

13 %Males Fit
[3 %Females Fit

8%80%
Males 94%
Females 36%

20%

20%

0%

0%
(717133

C1136

CT133
&C1136

Figure 4a: combined populations

Cr133

CH136

C133
&C1136

Figure 4b: males vs females

(males and females)
Figure 4. Percentage accomodation in each aircraft for the combined populations and by gender.
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is considerably more restrictive, resulting in only 15% accommodation. The percentage of the combined
populations able to fit both aircraft is 13%. Notice that acceptance according to CF selection standards
remains constant across aircraft, at 68%.
Figure 4b presents the same percentage accommodation data, grouped by gender. Clear differences exist
between males and females for the two aircraft. A smaller percentage of males (61%) than females (94%) can
fit in the CT133. For the CH136, the reverse trend is observed (males 19%, females 10%). The percentages
of the male and female populations able to fit both aircraft are 16% and 9%, respectively, more males (16%)
Again, the CF selection standards bear little relationship to aircraft type or to gender differences.
Figures Sa and 5b illustrate reasons behind the gender differences observed in Figure 4b. Accommodation percentages for males and for females are plotted to show the additive effects of the compatibility criteria.
For the CT133 (Figure 5a), differences between males and females are largely due to head clearance requirements. Females, being shorter than males, experience fewer problems hitting the canopy (99% fit for females
versus 66% fit for males). Females also experience fewer problems hitting the knees on ejection. For the
CH136 (Figure 5b), incompatibility problems are different, Again, females do better than males for head
clearance (99% fit versus 54% fit). However, females undergo a much larger additional rejection (89%) than
do males (35%) due to leg accommodation problems - relatively long legs are needed to reach the rotor
pedals in the CH136. Vision is not a problem in either the CT133 or CH136 aircraft because of the large
cockpit surfaces devoted to windows. These results contrast strongly with accommodations according to CF
selection criteria. The CF criteria reject a significant number of females on the basis of sitting height (60%),
yet reject relatively few on the basis of leg length measures (26%).
Results obtained for the CT133 and the CH136 also illustrate gender differences in accommodation
among upper- and lower-body dimensions respectively. For the CT133, Figures 6a to 6d show the bivariate
frequency distribution for sitting height and forward functional arm reach for the combined population (males
and females). The associated bar graphs represent the percentages of males and females who meet specified
accommodation requirements.
Figure 6a shows the combined population (males and females) with no restrictions imposed - hence both
males and females show accommodation of 100%. Figure 6b illustrates the effect of requinng the sample to
satisfy head clearance requirements for the CT133. Lightly shaded areas represent individuals who are able to
fit the CT133 whereas darkly shaded areas represent individuals who are not. The bar graph demonstrates
that males are more affected than females (as was seen in Figure 5a). Figure 6c shows the
accommodation/rejection results that combine head clearance and the minimum ann reach needed to reach a
single target in the CT133 - the compass switch (the compass switch was chosen for illustration purposes
because approximately 50% of the combined population could reach it). As can be seen from Figure 6c, sitting heights and ann lengths necessary to reach the compass switch are not linearly related. Also, females are
much more affected by this restriction than males (a drop of accommodation by 45% for females versus 10%
for males). Again, the higher rejection rate for females is due to the combined effects of females being
smaller than males, and the pre-screening of the male population. Figure 6d represents the effect of the CF
standard for minimum and maximum allowable sitting heights (recall that the standard does not give arm
reach requirements). It is clear from this figure that the CF selection standards are too simplistic. Although
approximately the same percentage of females are rejected as shown in Figure 6c (ACCEP criteria for head
clearance and arm reach), the reasons for rejection are inappropriate. Females are rejected on the basis of
seated height whereas the accommodation problem is based on functional arm reach.
Results for the CH136 are used to illustrate lower-body dimension interactions. Figures 7a to 7c show
the bivariate frequency distribution for buttock-knee and popliteal height for the combined populations. The
associated bar graphs represent the percentages of males and females who meet requirements for leg reach and
clearance. Figure 7a shows the entire population with no restrictions imposed - as for Figure 6a, both males
and females show 100% accommodation. Figure 7b shows the combined effects of leg reach and leg clearance on lower-body accommodation. The lightly shaded areas represent individuals who fit in the crew station. Darkly shaded areas indicate individuals who have reach and/or clearance problems. The bar graph
shows the dramatic effect that leg accommodation requirements have on females (89% rejection), males are
affected to a lesser degree (51% rejection) (recall Figure 5b). Figure 7C shows the portion of the population
affected by CF selection limits for buttock-knee length and buttock-heel length. The disparity between results
shown in Figures 7b and 7c is a clear indication that, for the CH136, the CF selection criteria are too liberal.
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5. DISCUSSION
This paper discusses a study done to determine the anthropometric limitations imposed by the pilot crew
stations of the CT133 utility jet and CH136 light observation helicopter. Results of the study offer interesting
o'bservations on the accommodation of females in each of the aircraft. To complete the study, ACCEP was
employed to manipulate anthropometry and crew station geometry parameters in a computer-modelling
environment. Physical conflicts in reach, vision and body clearance were identified and multi-dimensional
envelopes expressing crew station limitations in terms of acceptable anthropometric combinations were determined. Data obtained were used to assess individual and percentage accommodation of males and females in
each of the two crew stations. Criteria for compatibility included head clearance, vision, leg reach and leg
clearance. Although arm reach requirement data were available, they were not considered because of the
difficulty in choosing comparable sets of reach targets for the crew stations. This omission must be appreciated in interpreting the results, as arm reach requirements could have significant influence on individual and
population accommodation outcomes.
It is clear from the results that the anthropometric limitations imposed by the CT133 and CH136 pilot
crew stations differ. This is evident from the percentage accommodation results obtained. Whereas both aircraft have similar seated height requirements, the C11136 imposes extremely restrictive leg length requirements. These results are not surprising in that the CT133 and CH136 are known to pose physical compatibility problems for both large and small individuals. What is surprising is the number of individuals who are
incompatible with these aircraft (25% rejection for the CT133, 85% rejection for the CH136). These rejection
figures reflect incompatibilities of larger individuals with the CT133 and incompatibilities of smaller individuals with the CH136. A point of interest is that anthropometric accommodation in the CH136 is satisfied by a
sub-set of the anthropometric space satisfying CT133 accommodation. This is shown by the very small
difference (2%) in percentage accommodation for both aircraft versus the CH136 alone. Hence, the combined
influences of the aircraft on percentage accommodation are such that those who fit in the CH136 are compatible with the CT133. The opposite is not true, however, many who fit in the CT133 do not fit in the CHI136.
Accommodation is influenced by the relative size of the population as well as the crew station's
geometry. Results of this study indicate that accommodation differs between males and females in each of the
CT133 and CH136 aircraft. In the case of the CT133, head clearance poses considerable restriction for males
and almost none for females. Other compatibility criteria have very little influence on either gender. Overall,
female percentage accommodation is extremely high (94%) whereas male percentage accommodation is somewhat lower (61%). This is surprising given that the CT133 was designed for a male population. It is also
interesting to note that both populations are best accommodated with the crew seat in its full-down position,
even though the CT133 offers seat adjustability. In the case of die CH136, sitting height again poses a much
greater restriction for males than for females. Leg accommodation requirements restrict both genders, but
have much greater impact on female compatibility. Although accommodation of each of the male and female
populations is very low (19% and 10% respectively) males have a higher percentage accommodation for that
aircraft. Across aircraft, females are generally rejected on the basis of leg length measures while males are
generally rejected on the basis of sitting height measures. The net effect is that the CTI33 is more restnctive
to the male population and the CH136 is more restrictive to the female population.
Individual and population accommodation assessments for each of the CT133 and CH136 offered a basis
for comparing fit in the aircraft with satisfaction of the CF aircrew selection criteria. Results of the comparisons indicate that die CF standards are too simplistic. For one, they do not account for interaction effects such
as those seen for sitting height and arm reach in the CT133, and leg reach and clearance in the C11136.
Given that those evaluations were intended to provide simple examples of upper-body and lower-body interaL.tions in isolation, it can be anticipated tiiat the interactions required for total-body compatibility are still more
complex. Interaction effects cannot be expressed using simple minimum and maximum values for individual
anthropometic dimensions. These results also suggest that the standards must include a lower leg length
measure ((e.g., sitting knee height) to account for interactions with the upper leg that effect leg accommodation. The standards should also include arm reach considerations although specific recommendations must be
based on further study of interaction effects of upper-body dimensions.
Perhaps the most important implication from the study is that the selection standards are biased against
females (and perhaps small males). Results obtained for the CH136 provide evidence of this problem. For
that aircraft, female percentage accommodation for upper-body requirements resembles percentage accommodation using the CF selection standards. Unfortunately, the two percentages represent different portions of the
female population (aircraft accommodation is based on functional arm reach while satisfaction of the CF standards is based on sitting height). This contrasts with evidence of a bias in favour of large males who have
head clearance problems in the CT133 yet satisfy the CF standard for sitting height. While the CF selection
criteria are too restrictive for women with respect to fit in the CT133, they are too liberal with respect to fit in
the CH136. However, extremely low percentages of accommodation for both males and females in the
C11136 suggest that the CH136 should be treated specially: either the crew station should be modified to
better accommodate airerew or it should have its own standards for selection of aircrew. Ultimately, CF
selection standards that indicate biases for or against either gender must be substantiated on the basis of limitations imposed by CF aircraft.
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Through this study, the utility of employing ACCEP to map the relationship between anthropometry and
crew station geometry has been demonstrated. ACCEP provides a data set within which individual anthropometric profiles can be searched against successful anthropometry combinations to fit particular aircraft crev
stations. In its simple form, the ACCEP data set shows promise as a tool for selecting or rejecting individual
aircrew candidates. For population evaluations, it can also be used to yield cumulative percentage accommodation results according to specified compatibility criteria. This use of the data set offers an informative
means to identify anthropometric limitations that distinguish one aircraft from another. In this way, ACCEP
appears to be a promising tool for looking at broader selection issues (such as pilot career planning) based on
evaluations of a fleet of aircraft.
The evaluation process does not end here. Results of ACCEP depend upon mathematical assumptions
that are only simplifications and approximations of reality - the computer models are only as good as the
input data and modelling assumptions used for their creation and manipulation [35]. Therefore, compatibility
tests using live subjects must be performed to validate anthopometry/crew station relationships before ACCEP
results are implemented in aircrew selection or aircraft assignment policies.
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RESUME
Dans un futur plus ou moins lointain, ii est possible que des femmes
soient amen~es t piloter des avions do combat. Ceci pose le problLhme de l'adaptation
des 6quipements de protection physiologique aices pilotes fdminins. A partir des don~es
bibliographiques et des bases th~oriques concernant le fonctionnement do coin6quipements
los probl~mes

morphologiques

et physiologiques

sp6cifiquement

fdminins

sont analys~s.

Les solutions envisageables sent pr~sent~es dans le domaine de la protection contre
los effets physiologiques des acc~l~rations, Ilimmersion et la diminution do la
contrainte thermique 116e au port de la combinaison NBC. Des questions restont pos~es
et demanderont des exp~rimentations ult~rioures en Laboratoire.
ABSTRACT
Female pilots would have to pilot fighter in the future. The problem
of adaptation for flight equipment is induced by this new population of pilots. The
specific female equipment functionning is studied from theorical basis and from the
litterature. Operational solutions are presented for high G protection, thermal stress
induced by C.W. flightequipment. Some questions are, today, without response and require
further laboratory experiments.
INTRODUCTION
Si dans certains pays occidentaux et en particulier en Am~rique du Nord
les femmes remplissent certaines fonctions sur des avions 4i hautes performances, IlArm6e
de l'Air Frangaise nWest pas encore parvenue A co stade. En effet si l'on trouve des

pilotes fdminins commandant de bord sor avions de transport et sur h~licopt~res, aucune
fomme aujourd'hui nexerce de fonctions sur avions de chasse.
Cependant la f6minisation croissante des effectifs de l'Arm~e de l'Air
laisse t penser qu a plus ou moins brave 4ch6ance des pilotos f~minins pourront C'tre
amen~s A piloter des avions hautes performances. De ce fait, ces femmes se trouveront
expos~es aux m~mes contraintes physiologiques quo leurs homoloques masculins. La
protection contro ces agressions est classiquement assur~e par un certain nombre
d'6quipements individuels, dont l'ajustement pr~cis est une condition n~cessaire
leur pleine efficacit6.
Si la tol~rance volontaire des femmes contra certainos agressions
a~ronautiques nest pas a priori diff~rente do celle des hommes, los 6quipements do
protection visant h~ augmenter cette tol~rance no sent peut-6tro pas directemont
utilisables du fait dos diff*$rences morphologiques et physiologiques oxistant entre
los deux sexes.
Nous nous proposons donc,
au cours do cot expos6 non exhaustif, do
pr6scater sur 1c plan th~oriquo los probl~mes susceptibles do so poser dans l'adaptation
des 6quipements de protection physiologique courammont utilis~s dans l'Arm6o de l'Air
Frangaise. Nous oxposerons 6galement los solutions envisageables compto tenu de notre
exp~rience.
1.

-

Diff6ronces morphologigues

Les diff6ronces de taille et do morphologie entre la population masculine
et la population f~minine apparaissont 6videntes d'embl6e. Au cours do cette r6union
une 6tude plus compl~te sur los normes anthropomorphiques ot la s~lection des personnols
navigants f~minins frangais a d~ljA 6t6 pr~lsent~e. Nous no soulignorons donc quo quelquos
616ments paraissant importants dans la conception et la r~alisation des 6quipemonts
do protection physiologique.
Los taillos dos 6quipements sont pr6vues pour couvrir uno popula-ion
do pilotes comprise entre le 3 me et 1e 95 me percentile. Le tableau suivant, roprend
des donn~es do la bibliographie et regroupo los principales valcurs caract6ristiquos
choz l1homme et choin la femme au 56me et au 95-%me percentile.

i9-2
5 %95
Ilomme
60,4
1,64
0,875
0,432

Poids (kg)
Stature (Wn
P~rim~tre thoracique (Wn
Largeur 6paules (in

%
Femme
46,4
1,52
0,782
0,358

Homme
96
1,87
1,084
0,526

Femme
76,5
1,72
1,073
0,458

Ld1tude de ces donndes permet immddiatement de noter que len valeurs
relevdes dans ld6chantillon minimum correspondant 2 5 %, ndcessitera la crdation de
tailles suppldmentaires pour couvrir Ilensemble de la population des pilotes. On observe
en effet qu'au 50 percentile la diffdrence de stature est de lordro de 10 cinsentro
l'homme et la femme. Con modifications toucheront aussi bien lea 6quipements de vol
classiques (cornbinaison et sous v~tements) que lea 6quipements techniques (pantalon
anti-G, combanaison d'iminersion, etc... ). De plus et sans entrer dans lea d~tails,
ii eat probable que pour un certain nombre dd6quipements i ces modifications d- taille
viendront s'ajouter des modifications du patronnage particuli~rement en ce qui concerne
1e buste.
II.

-

Equipernents technioues

Noun 61iiinerons volontairement de cette discussion lea probl~mes pouvant
so poser L la suite de Ilutilisation dd4quipements de protection physiologiques chez
une femmne au ddbut d'une gronsesse. Cette situation devrait 6tre 4vit~e par l'adoption
de dispositions rdgleinentaires iiddfinir prdcisdment. En tout 6tat do cause, i1 paralt
difficile dans 1ldtat actuel des connaisnances de prdvoir los consdquences Sur la
grossesso duno exposition aux contraintes adronautiques, telles que les acc~l6rations
ou d'une utilisation d'dquipements de protection physiologique.
Les remarques prdcdntes ont un caractZ~o gdndral main un certain nombre
do questions particuli~res sent
envisagor pour prendro en compte des problhmes
Noun
innisterons
aux
agressions
adronautiques.
npdcifiques
physiologiques
particuli~rement sur lea 6quipeinents do protection centre los accdldrati.ons et ceux
modifiant los 6changes thermiquos do 11hommie avoc son environnement.
2.1. -Protection anti-G
2.1.1.

-

Pantalon anti-G

des acc6l~rat~ons.
Le pilotage des avions do combat expose 116quipage
La rdalisation davions do plus en plus porformants entraino des accdl4cations plus
intenses et plus rapidoment dtabloes. Les lirnites do toidranco de l2organisme humain
sent largement ddpassdes et ilaposent donc le port d'6quipements individuels do
protection centre les effets physiologiques den accdldrations.
Lea mdcanismes d'action do con 6quipements sent basds szur la thdorie
physiopathologique la plus couraminent admise par la cornmunaut6
clentifique pour
oxpliquer les effets physiologiquen observ6s. Cotto thdorie eat h6rodynamique et admot
quo noun l'effet des forces d'inertio 1 ies aux acc6l~rations + Gz, le sang slaccunule
dons los torritoiros infracardiaques, r~alinsant uno vdritable spoliation sanguine
darns les torritoires supracardiaques,
ce qui diminue le zernplissage cardiaque Le
r~sultat on ost une baisso du d*~bit cardiaque et do la pression artdrielle et ckcen
dipit den r6actions vaso-constrictrices. Cotte hypotensiton assecido A llaugnentation
entraino une
do la prosnion hydrontatique dons la colonno sanguine coeur-cervoau,
diminution voire un arr~t do la perfusion cerbrale d'o i survenue du voile noir et
secondairernent perto do connaissanco.
La protection physiologique centre les acc~ldrations fait classiqu' ment
appel au pantalon anti-G et
l'inclinaison du snige. Si cc second moyon parait dovoir
apporter la me protection quol quo suit le sexe du pilote, i1 est possible quo,
cornpte tonu des diffdrences physiologiquen entro los sexes, l'efficacit6 do pantalon
anti G suit medifide.
S'agissant do l'accumulation du sang dons les membres infdriours or. pout
slintorroger Sur Voxistenco d'uno dvontuelle diff~rence do compliance vemnouso ontro
lea doux sexes. Une augmentation do cette compliance serait susceptible do majorer
1e stockage sanguin dons la partie infdrieure du corps. Si une tello diff*5rence pout
6tre mine on 6vidence, l'utilisation do pantalons anti-G, poss~dant uno loi do gonflago
diffdrence ou la conception dun 6quipemont Iipoche unique et complzite (full coverage),
djm envisag~e pour los pilotes masculina, pourrait slav~rer indispensable.
Il s'avero en fait quo dos 6tudes dana cc Sens ont 6t6 mendes sur des
femmnes on utilisant une technique de Low Body Negative Pressure. Cetto oxpdrimentation
r~alis*~o par FREY et cel, en 1986 tend a r6futer lexistence d'uno telle diff6rence.
11 apparait tout au plus quo lea adaptations cardio-vasculaires I une telle agrension
sont diff~rentos chez la femme et chez l1hinie. 11 ost logique do co fait do r6futor
I'hypoth~se d'un stockage veineux plus importan~t chez la femmeo au courn do Ilexpoaition
aux acc,~l~rations.
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La r~duction de la perfusion c&4brale est, nous Ilavons yu, 116e A
laugmentation de la pression hydrostatique dana la colonne sanguine coeur-cerveau.
La taille moyenne des femmnes 6tant inf4rieure At celle des hommes, cette distance ast
plus petite at ceci apparait comma on facteur favorisant la tol6rance aux acc4rations.
Ce fait a 6t6 d~montr6 exp6rimentalement par GILLINGHAM at Coil. (1986).
Outre les probl~mes do compliance veineuse, on peot slinterroger cur
llefficacit6 de cet 6quipement en fonction de son plus ou momns bon ajustemant. La
v~rification de Il'd~quation ontre la morphologie feminine d'una part et le pantalon
anti-C d'autre part apparait incl'pensable. En fonction des r~sultats de cette 6tude
a d~coupe seront pact iatre h anvisager. Cependant
des modifications de tailla et
ii eat 5 noter que le pantalon aL.:uaiiament en service dana l'Arm~a de i'Air, dispose
de nombreux rdglagoa parmettant de parsonnaliser 116quipement ca qui devrait autoriser
lea adaptations n~cessairas a la morphologie f~minine.
Sur le plan du confort associ6 au fonctionnement de cat 6quipement, las
diff6rancas antra lea anatomies masculines at fmininns pourraiant faire craindre
des problhmes sp6cifiques, an particulier au niveau do iappareil g~nito-urinaire.
Lors d'une axp~rimantation men6e par GILLINGHAM at coil. A l'USAF SAM en 1986, cat
aspect a 6t6 abord6 grace Ak un questionnaire propos6 aux sujata f~minins A l'issue
de teats an centrifogeuse. Sur 24 sujets test~s avac un pantalon anti-G aucun n a
signal6 d'inconfort particuliar. Tout au plus pout-on observer qua deex famines ont
pr~sent4 une incontinence erinairo i~a, sembie-t'il au genfloment do la pocha
abdominsie cur uno veasie en r~pl~tion.
Au total s'agiasant de l'utiiaation du pantalon anti-C chez des pilotes
f~minina lea exp~rimantations men~es permattent do pansar quaelia naentraine pas de
probl~me physiologique sp~cifique. La seule modification & ontroprondro sombie porter
sur une adaptation des taillas do cat 6quipoment.
2.1.2.

-

Surpression raspirstoiro

L'augnentation des niveaux dlacc~lration rencontr~s on a6ronautiquo
militaire am~ne AL anvisagar leutilisation do nouvelles techniques de protection
physiologique contra catta agrossion. Parmi calles-ci la aurproasion rospiratoire
eat en coors d'6valuation en France at davrait itra utilis~e tr~s prochainement dana
de nombrauses Arm6es do P'Air Occidantalas. Outre lea problhmes da m~canique
ventilatoire qua pose cotta technique Vapplication duna contra pression thoracique
importanta pout antrainor des troubles sp6cifiquas ii6s a lanatomia f~minine.
L'4qoipament utilis6 en France a 6t6 d6veiopp6 afin d'asaurar la protection
reapiratoire dos pilotes contra 1e risque de decompression cabina en haute altitude.
Cat ensemble ou VHA 90 comprend outra un 6quipement de t~te one veste de aurprassion
munie dune veasie couvrant la totalitA do la face ant~rieure du thorax. Cotta vessia
oat destin~e a assurer one contrepressien 6galo Ai la valour de is surpression
reapiratoira at pout atteindre une valour de 9 JkPa.
On pout a'intorrogor sur 1e niveau do pression acceptable par lea famines,
compta tone do la pr~sence des glandes mamisairas at cur l'6venteelia n~cesait6 do
modifier is d6coupo do la vosto do surpression ou sa conception an 6largissant la
surface d'appiication do la centra-prassion.
torme cur la
piloto. Ceci
h des femmnes
Lea donn~es
inoxistantos

Ii oat impossible A i'heure actualle do pr6voir lea cons~quences A long
physiologic maminairo d'agressions r6p6t6es au cours do is carri~re dWun
apparait d'autant plus important qu'a priori cat 6quipomant s'adresse
jounes, donc on Ago do procr~er, at par ia m~ma suaceptibias d'allaiter.
do ls bibliographie at notra exp~rienca sont insuffisantas, voire
pour permottro do x~pondro ALcos questions.

En dornier lieu, ii oat difficile de no pas envisager lea consiquonces
eath~tiquos A long tarme d'une exposition r6p6t4e sex acc6l~rationa at une utilisation
r6p6t&e do la surpresion rospiratoire assist6e. Si ia pr~vention pout apparaitra
difficile, une information des personnels devra Atra ent-reprise.
En tout 4tat do cause, one modification do is d~coupe de ls pocha
thoraciqeeat du gilet do sorpression sent A onvisagar afin do pr~servar Petficacit6
Una meilleura r~partitien obtenue par une d6coupe
do iasaurproasion rospirateira.
plus adapt~e A is sterphologie f~minine am~liorerait sans doute le cenfort. tineautra
solution consiaterait At une extension dorsale do ls poche thoracique pemattant do
r~partir plus uniform~ment la centre prassion sur 1e thorax. Cotta solution, bion
quo s~duisante, riaquarait doentrainor un inconfort via-A-via du dossier do sibge.
2.1.3.

-

Multifonctions

Int~grant ontre autres is surpression raspiratoire at 1e pantalen antiG, le v~tement multifonctions an cours d'6valuation pose lea m~mes problzmes quo ceux
onvisag6s pr6c~deminant pour chacun do ces *6quipements. Si ca v~tement multifonctions
doit Atro utiiis6 dana i'avenir, one personnalisation do 116quipement apparait
souhaitable afin d'assurer one efficacit6 maximale.
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2.2.

-

Combinaison d'imsmersion

La combinaison din'ersion, fr~quemment ernploy~e dana lAMronavale et
lors des survols maritimes par temps froid par lea pilotes de l'Arm~e de l'Air, doit
assurer la protection contre le refroidissement en cas d'immersion en eau froide.
son 6tanch~it6, Visolement thermique 6tant asaur4 par lea
Son efficacit6 eat li~e
sous-v~tenentg. La protection apport~e nOest pas a priori diff~rente chez lhosse
et chez la femmse.
Le problLrse principal pos6 par cet 6quipemont concerne le port prolong'6
au coura des vola longue dur~e. La dispoaition de la braguette en position horizontale
eat d~j plus ou momns adapt~e aux pilotes mascolina mais apparait tout a fait
inappropri~e voiro inutile pour lea pilotes f~minina. Des modifications de la tenue
dana a d~finition actuelle apparaissent d~licates voire imposaibles. Des solutions
de remplacemont devront imp~rativezsent hre pr~vues af in d'assurer le confort des
personnels fdzsinina et ce quelles que soient leurs conditions d'eploi.
2.3.
lutilisation
N.B.C.

-

Autres 6ouioements de protection physiologique

Un dernier point particulier m6rite dl'itre examin6. 11 s'agit de
d'une climatisation individuello pouvant 8tre associ~e ai 16quipement

Le port de la combinaison NBC entraine one contrainte therraique parfois
irsportante. Le stockage thermique en r6sultant pout nuire - Vefficacit6 op~rationnelle
dea 6quipages. Lea rsoyena de pr6venir cette contrainte font appel A une climatisation
individoolle. Doux techniques sont utilisables, soit une circulation so contact du
corps de liquide r~frig~r4, soit une ventilation forc~e avec de lair r6frigere.
La

premi~re

technique,

circulation

de

liqoide,

diminue

la

contrainte

en augmentant lea 6changes par conduction
entre la peau et 1e milieu
Cette m~thode n~cessite donc un contact 6troit entre ia peao et le r6seao
canalaire oi circule le liquido r6frig~rant. Dana a d~finition actuello le syst~me
eat bien adapt6
ls morphologie masculine mais des adaptations de la d~coope aeront
A pr~vcir pour lea femmes s1 ce type de gilet devait 6tro utilia6 dana l'avenir
bord des aviona.
thermique
ext6rieur.

En revanche, l'otilisstion
lea 6changea par convection no semble
diff~rents chez lhomme et chez la femme.

d'une ventilation corporelle qui sogmente
pas devoir 6 priori donner des r6sultats

En conclusion,
noos avona envisag4 ao coors de cet expos4, lea problhmea
pouvant r6sulter de l'adaptation des 6quipements de protection physiologique aux pilotes
f~minins d'avions de combat. En d6pit de notre modesto exp~rience lea donn~ea
bibliographiqoes et lea bases th~oriqoes permettonit de penser que dana l'ensemble
lea solutions seront faciles Zi mettre en oeuvre. Il n'en reste pas moina que dana
l'6tat
actoel do nos connaissances, on certain nombre de questions reatent
r~aoudre
et devront faire l'objet d'exp~rimentationa en laboratoire. Ceci permettra d'apporter
des
solutions
techniques
o
r~glementairea
aux
probl~mes
sp~cifiques,
tant
morphologiques quo physiologiqoes, des pilotes f6minina.
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SOME EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF
FEMALE AIRCREW INTO THE ROYAL AIR FORCE
G M Turner
Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine
Farnborough, Hampshire GUI4 6SZ, United Kingdom

SUMMARY
Female aircrew have been employed for several years as Air Loadmasters operating
on VC1O transport aircraft.
When it was required that all transport aircrew be issued
with Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC) protective equipment an anthropometry and
sizing exercise was conducted with 21 randomly selected female Loadmasters. This paper
describes the problems experienced and relates them to the anthropometry data. Mention
is also made of the anticipated problems with the Royal Air Force's recent decision
(1989) to train female Pilots and Navigators.

INTRODUCTION
Female aircrew have been employed in the Royal Air Force (RAP) for over a decade
albeit in one specific role. There are some 30 female Air Loadmasters (ALM) operating
primarily on VCIO aircraft.
A small number have moved on to Hercules operations.
Initially they were not issued with functional aircrew clothing assemblies.
However,
in the early 1980s, it was decided that all transport aircrew were to be issued with
Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC) protective equipment.
Candidates for Air Loadmasters must be between 1575 mm and 1905 mm tall and those
between 1575 mm and 1600 mm tall must achieve a vertical functional reach of at least
1975 mm. Pilots and Navigators are subject to anthropometric limitations in four key
dimensions which do not include stature.
However the minimum stature for which one
piece aircrew coveralls are designed is 1651 mm.
it was therefore not unexpected to
find problems when fitting these female ALMs with equipment designed for the male
aircrew proportion.
An anthropometry and sizing exercise was conducted using 21
randomly selected female ALMs.
The NBC equipment assembly, the fit of which was assessed, comprised the Aircrew
Respirator NBC No 5 (AR5), Type G fabric Helmet, NBC Coverall Mk 1, Aircrew Coveralls
Mk 14, NBC Gloves, Cape Leather Gloves, NBC Socks and Aircrew Boots.
This paper
describes the standards of fit achieved and relates them to the anthropometry data.
Details of certain key parameters are given for each of the 21 females In Table 1.
Each clothing item is discussed in turn In the following paragraphs.
FIT OF INDIVIDUAL GARMENTS
Coveralls, Aircrew Mk 14
The fit of the Mk 14 coveralls, the outer garment, was generally good. Although
the majority of the females were shorter in stature than the nominal lower limit of the
size roll, the size 1 garment proved an acceptable fit.
Only 7 subjects required
larger sizes, one of which was a size 9, the largest available.
For six subjects the
leg length was excessive.
The arm length was considered to be too great on only one
subject.
In order to avoid costly special made to measure garments, the legs of the
coveralls, are to be shortened at unit level.
In addition, the lower leg pockets are
not used by the Loadmaster and they can be removed. However, when the excess length on
the leg is cut off it may be necessary to procure special sliding fasteners.
Coveralls. NBC Mk 1
This garment, worn beneath the Mk 14 Aircrew Coverall, is sized to the standard
size roll for one piece garments.
Again all the WRAF Loadmasters were satisfactorily
fitted with a stock size NBC coverall.
Minor problems were experienced concerning the
amount of turn-back on the legs (maximum of 180 mm) and on the arms (maximum of 130
mm).
Some discomfort was experienced due perhaps to the adjustment buckle becoming
exposed. It was recommended that, at least for peacetime training, the excess material
on the sleeves and legs be cut off and a stitch inserted in the seam of the material tj
avoid fraying.
Socks, NBC
Prototype socks in sizes smaller than the standard minimum size 5 were produced
for the study. Of the 21 subjects nine required a size 4 sock and two required a size
3. Again this relates to their anthropometry - 9 had foot lengths below the male Ist
percentile value.
Items of this nature are easy to manufacture in smaller sizes
relatively quickly and inexpensively.
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Boots, Aircrew
All females were fitted satisfactorily with aircrew boots over the NBC socks.
However several individuals reported difficulty when donning the boots in getting their
foot round the pass line.
For non NBC use smaller sizes of aircrew boots than the
current male range will be required.
Gloves, Cape Leather
Many of the WRAF Loadmasters would have been better fitted with smaller sizes to
eliminate looseness of material on the hand and excess finger length. The largest hand
circumference of the 21 female subjects was only equivalent to the 2nd percentile inale
value.
Gloves, NBC
In only five of the twenty-one individuals was the small size of gloves
considered to be a good fit.
A smaller size of NBC glove is necessary requiring a
smaller hand former to be developed.
ARS/Type G Helmet Assembly
Of the 21 female Loadmasters assessed a satisfactory fit of the AR5 assembly was
obtained in only 3 individuals. The standard of fit was improved in a few instances
when a development small butyl cowl AR5 was used. The smallest type G helmet (size 1)
was too large for the vast majority of the subjects so that it was impossible to
position the faceplate of the respirator correctly in relation to the face.
It is
clear that some modification of the type G helmet both in size and in the position of
the press studs for the attachment of the mask suspension hooks is required. In one or
two cases the small size of the mask of the AR5 was too long on the face making it
impossible to obtain a mask seal. The ARS/type G helmet combination, in several cases,
imposed a serious restriction of visual fields.
In 14 of the 21 individuals examined the neck seal exhibited an unacceptable
leak. Air escaping through the neck seal may not only reduce the distribution of air
flow over the internal surface of the visual area of the respirator but the level of
protection against NBC warfare agents will be seriously impaired in the event of a
failure of the blown air supply.
In order to achieve a satisfactory neck seal for
female personnel a new seal with the circumference reduced by at least 25 mm will be
required. Only 1 of the 21 female subjects had a neck circumference greater than the
male 5th percentile value.
Only 8 of the aircrew could achieve satisfactory occlusion of the nostrils with
the standard nose occlusion device. In 10 instances however, modifications introducing
heat shrink sleeving over the rollers had been carried out and in most of these it was
possible for the aircrew to operate the nose occlusion device satisfactorily.
DISCUSSION
Whilst one or two items of aircrew equipment have been resized to fit female
aircrew the majority of the failures of fit remain. The development and procurement
processes are long and protracted particularly where expensive tooling is required.
For small groups such as these female ALMs it is obviously more cost effective to
modify existing equipment where possible.
The priority for provision of aircrew equipment assemblies for female aircrew
changed in 1989 when it was decided to train women as Pilots and Navigators. The UK
Research Establishments are now considering the fitting requirements of women when
assessing new items of equipment. It is already evident that several of those female
aircrew, currently under training, will require certain items of "special measure"
functional clothing if they progress to ejection seat aircraft.
Aircrew coveralls,
immersion coveralls and C trousers are those garments which will require special
attention. It is also expected that some women will not be fitted satisfactorily with
existing protective helmets and oxygen masks. Until the changes or additions to
current "male" size rolls are defined those individually made items could incur long
delays due to the necessity to procure special length sliding fasteners, G-trouser
bladders etc.
Items such as helmets or boots cannot be made to order as no
safficiently small moulds or lasts exist. The situation does present a challenge to
all concerned but no one can pretend that satisfactory size rolls of all aircrew
equipment for both male and female aircrew will not be available for several years to
come.
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TABLE 1

Anthropometry Details of WRAP Loadmasters

Subject

Stature
mm
%ile

Chest Circ
mm
%Ile

Crotch Ht
mm
%ile

Axilla-Waist
Lengtn
%ile

924
885
922

20
5
20

734
805
796

<1(24mm)
15
10

422
454
459

3
20
25

1
2
3

1565
1673
1650

<1(87mm)
5
2

4

1781

55

1107

99

853

50

479

55

5
6
7
8
9
10

1628
1653
1669
1653
1631
1648

<(10mm)
2
4
2
<1(7mm)
2

949
891
944
915
864
1001

35
5
35
15
2
70

720
755
772
768
741
745

<1(38mm)
<1(3mm)
2
2
<1(17mm)
<1(13mm)

427
440
430
464
425
453

4
10
5
35
3
20

11

1602

<1(36mm)

917

15

747

<1(llmm)

404

<1(5mm)

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

1681
1649
1590
1636
1590
1576
1664
1664
1662
1645

5
2
<1(48mm)
<1(2mm)
<1(48mm)
<1(72mm)
3
3
3
2

812
874
927
835
921
826
902
854
837
930

<1(33mm)
4
20
<1(10mm)
20
<1(20mm)
10
2
<1(9mm)
25

800
765
728
795
751
747
774
785
820
764

10
2
<1(30mm)
10
<1(7mm)
<l(lmm)
3
5
20
2

457
483
427
483
443
423
406
484
509
479

25
60
4
60
10
3
<1(3mm)
60
85
55

TABLE 1 continued

Neck Ciro
mm
%Ile

Head Circ
mm
%ile

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

320
331
350
405
352
344
354
335
328
341
345
313
327
345
330
345
322
341

<1(23mm)
<1(12mm)
3
90
3
1
5
<1(8mm)
<1(15mm)
<1(2mm)
1
<1(30mm)
<1(16mm)
1
<1(13mm)
1
<1(21mm)
<1(2mm)

546
560
555
545
549
556
555
551
544
558
561
533
544
572
545
595
549
538

19

330

<1(13mm)

20
21

346
348

Subject

NB.

2
2

Foot Length
mm
%ile

Hand Circ
mm
%ile

1
I0
5
<1(2mm)
2
5
5
3
<1(3mm)
10
15
<1(14mm)
<1(3mm)
40
<1(2mm)
90
2
<1(9mm)

234
242
233
264
239
243
239
249
229
239
230
240
237
227
233
241
232
241

<1(4mm)
2
<1(5mm)
50
1
3
1
10
<1(10mm)
1
<1(8mm)
1
<1(2mm)
<1(12mm)
<1(5mm)
2
<1(7mm)
2

181
159
193
195
196
184
182
187
170
183
176
176
173
179
190
183
176
190

<1(13mm)
<1(35mm)
<1(1mm)
1
2
<1(10mm)
<1(12mm)
<1(7mm)
<1(24mm)
<1(l1mm)
<1(18mm)
<1(18mm)
<1(21mm)
<1(15mm)
<1(4mm)
<1(llmm)
<1(18mm)
<1(4mm)

560

10

234

<1(5mm)

190

<1(4mm)

540
541

<1(7mm)
<1(6mm)

238
238

188
190

<1(6mm)
<1(4mm)

1
1

Percentikes from anthropometry survey of 2000 RAF male aircrew 1970/71 (Bolton et
al, 1973') except hand circumference which uses percentiles from anthropometry
survey of USAF male flying personnel 1967-68 (Reference 2).
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RESUME
Les 6quipements de vol sont destin~s k prot~ger les personnels contro les
effets d~favorables du vol. Techniquement, uls fonctionnent soit en boucle ferm~e,
soit en boucle ouverte. En boucle ferm~e, il existe un asservissement de la protection
a la demande de llutilisateur ;ces 6quipements ne posent g~n~ralement que peu de
problbmes. Il nen est pas de rs~me des 6quipements en boucle ouverte, pour lesquels
ii nexiste qu'une relation statistique entre les caract~ristiques de fonctionnement
des 6quipements et les besoins de llutilisateur. Ce sont ces 6quipements qui posent
des problbmes d'adaptation & des 6quipages f~minins. Concernant les 6quipements de
protection rospiratoire, de tels problbmes sont apparus pour los 6quipements c circuit
ouvert de protection des personnels navigants techniques et pour les 6quipements de
protection anti-fum6e a circuit form6 destin&s aux personnels navigants de cabine.
ABSTRACT
Personnal equipments are dedicated to protecting aircrews against adverse
effects during flight. They operate either in close loop or in open loop. In close
loop situations, there is a control of the protective device in relation to the user's
demand so that such equipments create only a few problems. It is not so with open
loop equipments in this case, there is only a statistical relationship between
functionnal caracteristics of the equipemnts and the user's needs. It is especially
difficult to adapt these equipments to female aircrews. As far as respiratory protection
equipments are concerned,
such problems have been noticed in open loop equipments
for technical aircrews and in closed circuit smoke-hoods for cabin attendants.
INTRODUCTION
Les 6quipements personnels sont destin~s N protdger les op6rateurs humains
corntre certains des effets physiopathologiques sp6cifiques du vol, qu'il slagisso
de facteurs do l'environnement, tels que lhypobarie, les facteurs thermiques 00
toxicologiques, ou qulil slagisso d'effets biodynamiques tels que les acc6l~rations.
Du point de vue des principes physiologiques mis en application, la protection des
personnels fait appel a des techniques que llon pout classer en deux groupes. Le premier
de ces groupes consiste i apporter la protection en fonction des besoins physiclogiques
do sujet :il slagit alors dun asservissement en boucle ferm~e du dispositif de
protection en fonction des n~cessit~s physiologiques do moment, ce qui ne pose a priori
que des probl~mes d'ordro technique. Le meilleur exemple en est donn6 par la fonction
de demando des systZmes inhalateurs d'oxygbne ;ce principe do fonctionnement des
6quipements de protection ost malheureusement le plus rare. L'autre groupe de techniques
est constitu6 dd6quipements qui asservissent la protection en fonction des conditions
de I'ambiance, en bouclo ouvorte par rapport
llutilisateur, dont les besoins ne
sont pris en compte quok travers one relation statistique, sans rapport autre quo
th~oriqoo avec les n6cessitds do moment. Un bon exemple en est donn6 avec. le calcol
des dimensions des 6quipements de secoors, pr~sent6s en taillo unique et adaptables,
en thdorie, a tous les otilisateurs. D'autres exemples seront donn6s au coors de cot
oxpos6, portant sur d'autres aspects physiologiques ;ce sont maiheureusement les
6qoipemonts les plus fr6qoemment omploy6s.
Nous traitorons dans cet expos6 des
6quipements de protection respiratoire contre los facteors d'ambiance.
Les 6qoipements destin~s & la protection respiratoire des personnels doivent
pallier deux risques majoors
10l risque d'hypoxie d'altitude et le risque toxique
en vol. Ces 6quipoments font appel hi deox types distincts do technologie :les
4quipements en circuit ouvert, traditionnels, dans lesquels los gaz expir6s sont rejet6s
a lVext6rieur, et los appareils A circuit ferm6, dans lesqools les gaz expires Sont
retrait~s et r~inhal6s. Jusqu'.
on pass6 r~cent, ce dornier principe r '4tait
pratiquement pas employ6 en a6ronaotique.
Il vient do connaitro on brutal regain
dint&r6t dans le cadre de la protection des personnels navigants do cabine de Ilaviation
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de transport contre le risque toxique. De plus, ii est souhait6 que ces 6quipements
de protection Contra le risque toxique puissent 4galement, dans toute la mesure du
possible, 6tre utilis~s comme protection contro l1hypoxie accidentelle, ce qui complique
encore lour mise au point.
En pratique, ]es principales difficult6s rencontrdes au cours des essais
qui ont Pu 6tre r~alis~s au Laboratoire avec des personnels f~minins concernent les
fonctions suif'antes :valeurs des d6bits et volumes gazeux ventil~s, qui agissent
sur certaines des conditions m6caniques de fonctionnement des syst~mes, adaptation
morphologique des 6quipements,
conditions d'6changes gazeux A travers des espaces
morts et des r~sistances ventilatoires additionnelles.
Syst~mes respiratoires en circuit ouvert
Les syst~mes respiratoires en circuit ouvert peuvent fonctionner selon deux
principes distincts :syst~mes dits A d~bit continu ou syst~mes A la demande. Les
systbmes
d6bit continu permettent l'arriv~e d'un d4bit massique constant doxyg~no
au masque respiratoire. Aucune observation. exp6rimentale ne permet do mettre en 6vidence
de diff~rence de fonctionnement ou dlefficacit6 selon 1e sexe.
Il nWen est pas de maine des syst~mes respiratoires dits t la demande. tin
systbme a la demande est en fait on dispositif complexo qui r~alise entre autres trois
fonctions :un asservissement en boucle ferm~e du d6bit gazeux d6livr6 par le systbme
en fonction de la demande inspiratoire du sujet Wcest cette fonction "de domande"
qui sert A d6finir l'ensemble du dispositif), un asservissement on boucle ouvorte
do la fraction dloxyg~ne inhal~e dans le m~lange inspir6 en fonction de laltitude,
enfin un ensemble de fonctions de surpression dont l'une est 6galement un asservissement
en boucle ouverte de la surpression respiratoire a Valtitude.
Les problbmes proviennent de la fonction de demande inspiratoire. Celle-ci
eat r~alis~e lorsque la demande inspiratoiro,
traduite en termes de variation de
pression dans le masque, est mesurde par un capteur de pression qui, par un proc~d6
quelconque, parfois purement m6canique, traduit cette information en ordre d'ouverture
d'un clapet d'oxyg~ne.
Nous avons 6t6 confront~s exp~rimentalement a un double problhme -. celui
de la sensibilit6 des capteurs de prossion, coupl6e au risque de mauvaise 6-tanch~lt6
du masque. Au Laboratoire, des incidents ont 6t6 observes avec des 6quipements de
secours destin6s
l'aviation de transport. Ces 6quipements sent pr~sent~s en taille
unique. Lour dessin a 6t6 6tabli sur la base de donnaes statistiques. Un joint souple
permet, avec un serrage addquat, d'assurer son 6tanch~it6 sur le visage. Slil est
vrai que ce dessin eat bien adapt6 a une population masculine,
il non eat pas
n6cessairement de maine avec une population f~minine ot la perte d'6tanch~it6 se traduit
par une diminution voire par une absence d'efficacit6 du disnositif "de demande"
inspiratoire. L'explication en eat simple :une mauvaise 6tanch~lt6 du masque est
L 3origine dune diminution de la d~pression inspiratoire L Vint6rieur du masque,
rainirsisant ainsi la fourniture de gaz respirable par le r~gulateur d'oxyg~ne. Dana
certaines conditions,
cette fourniture peut 6tre annul~e, 6a lorigine dincidents
hypoxiques en altitude.
Un autre type d'inconv~nient a 6t6 observ6 au Laboratoire avec ce maine
dquipement. 11 eat H64 au fonctionnement du dispositif do dilution. Ce dispositif
permet Venrichissement des gaz inhalas en oxygbne, automatiquement en fonction de
l'altitude. Or sur tous les systbmes existant cette fonction eat r6alisde de la maine
aiani~re, par appel d'air a la sortie du gicleur d'injection de Voxygzne. L'entr~e
d'air est frein6e par une capsule an~roide, qui r~gle ainsi le m~lange air-oxyg~ne.
Le fonctionnement de ce dispositif eat toujours d6pendant do d~bit instantan6, selon
des lois qui sont variables selon le rsatdriel consid~rd. Certains systL~mes inhalateurs
d'oxygbne d6livrent on m~lange d'autant plus pauvre en oxyg~ne que le debit inspiratoire
eat faible, d'autres systbmes pr6sentent la caract6ristique inverse. L'amplitude do
ces variations peut d'autre part fitre fonction de la pression barom~trique (altitude).
Ce sont des problhmes de cet ordre qui ont 6t6 rencontrds pour la raise au point de
masques-r~golateurs &t aise en place rapide, destin6s au personnel navigant technique
de lVaviation de transport lorsque, testant ces 6quipements sur des personnels f~minins
de petite3 taille, nous avons observ4S des valeurs de d~bit inspiratoire moyen de l1ordre
de 5 dm .minl 00 momns, avec des valeurs de fraction d'oxyg~ne hors norme. Ce fait
a n~cessit6 on important travail d'adaptation des dquipements.
Aucun 6quipage f~minin n'6tant josqu~h pr6sent pr~vu pour voler en France
sur avions do combat A haute performance, nous navons pas recherch6 quelle pouvait
6tre Vadaptation des dquipements pressuris~s do haute altitude. Deux aspects do cette
adaptation seraient 6 6voquer. Ils tiennent au volume des poches do pressorisation
at au rapport do lour volume avec les diff6rents volumes et capacit6s pulisonaires.
Les poches do pressurisation des 6quipements pressuriads sent en effet montdes on
parallble sur le circuit respiratoire. or les 6quipements ddvoloppds on France
perinettent lour usage avec des indlanges air-oxygbne, au lieu do 11oxygbne pur otiliad
josqo'alors systdmatiquament. Montdes en parallble, lea poches de pressurisation sent
reraplies de gaz identique aux gaz inhalds. Llexpdrience inontre quo, &k chaque
inspiration, le sujet inhale do gas qoi provient pour partie directement du rtigulateur
d'oxygbne et pour partie de la poche do pressurisation, dans on rapport qui vanie
en fonction do volume de la poche at do comportement vontilatoire do sojet, dana one
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gamma de 40 a 70 p. cent de gaz provenant directemant du rdgulateur d'oxygbne. En
cas de d6compression rapide it haute altitude, il eat n~cessaire d'admjnistrar de
Iloxygbne pur sans retard ;or
la presence de gaz dans la pache de pressurisation
ne permet pas d'obtenir cet objectif et des palliatif a doivent atre trouv~s, en
aptimisant les volumes et fractions gazauses en fonction de la tol~rance at 1' hypoxia
pendant une dur~e d6termin~a.
La volume des poches de pressurisation at le rapport de ce volume par rapport
au volume pulmonaira intarvient 6galement dans lastimatian de la protection contra
la surprassion alv~olaire au cours des d~compressions explosives, pour qua lexpansion
volum~triqua des gaz puissa assurer la contre-preasion necassaire.
Systbmes respiratoires en circuit ferm6.
Las syst~mes reapiratoiras an circuit ferm6 ont 6t6 r~cemment introduits
de fagon extensive en a~ronautique. Il slagit d'6quipements pr~vus bt l'origina comma
dispositifa de protection contra lea ambiances toxiquas at dont ii a 6t6 par ailleurs
demand6 qulils puissant assurer una protection convenable contra l1hypoxie d'altitude.
Destin~s aux personnels navigants do cabine do l'aviation do transport uls dtoivant
parmattra ht llutilisateur dintarvanir dans un foyer dincendia an cabine ou an soute
at doivant leur permettre un axercica physique intense,
standardis6 par la
r~glementation civile (Action Notice 8150-2). Dana lea conditions d~crites par lIA.N.
8150-2, 11 deviant irr6aliate do fournir le gaz respirable en circuit ouvert at le
choix des diff~rents constructeurs sleat port6 sur des dispositifs en circuit farm6.
Les 6quipemants d~velopp~s en Franca consistent en une cagoule divis~a en deux
compartimanta dont l'un ra4;oit l'oxyg~ne de r6aerve at l'autra eat an communication
avac lea voies a~riennes. La tranafart da gsz entra las deux compartimants a'effactue
httravars des cartouchas do chaux sod~e charg~es d',4purer le dioxyda de carbona.
Physiologiquament,
l'inconv6niant de ces systZ~mes repose sur la ventilation,
qui saeffactue dana 1e compartiment de reserve it travers 1e compartsmant ant~rieur.
Calui-ci reprdsanta donc un volume mort additionnel non n~giigaable, malhaurausement
difficile At dvaluer avec prdcision en raison de a variabilit6 entro chaque sujat
at de a variabilit6 dana le tempsa
sa d~formabilit6 nest an effet pas n~gligeable
au cours du cycle ventilatoiro. La volume do is ttite eat un facteur do variation
important. LWsutre facteur pris en compta eat le volume courant ou, plus exactement,
1e rapport entre le volume mart additionnel at 1e volume courant.
Volume do ls tate at volume courant plus faibles agissent simultan~ment pour
augmenter le rapport du volume mart au volume courant at augmentant sinai is
r6inhalation des gsz expir~s. Les essais effactu~s chez le personnel f~minin montrant
une augmentation de la preasion partialle inspiratoire en dioxyda de carbone, qui
eat on moyanne plus 6lev~e de 0.5 &t I kPa par rapport aux rn~mes essais pratiqu~s sur
uno population masculine.
Fonction do protection contra lea ambiances 2ollu6es
Los r~glements applicables aux 6quipements do protection contra lea ambiances
polludas (par example 1e rSO C 99) pr6voient oxplicitement quo los tests soient
effectu~s sur des aujats do chaque sexe. Daux fonctions doivent natamment C-tre examin~os
au Laboratoire: l'6tanch6It6 via-it-via du toxique at la pr~servation du champ visual.
Dana ce cadre nous evans it plusiours reprises, effactu~os des 5t~ries axp6rimentales
distinctes salon le saxe. Ellas parmattent de d6crira l'adaptatian des 6quipemants
do vol salon 1e saxa conform~mant aux prescriptions r~glementaires. Compto-tenu de
ces exigences, il apparait qua lea constructaurs do mat6riol ant pris en compta ce
fait, soit par adaptation morpholagique (cas du champ visual), soit par adaptation
fanctionnalla des 6quipements (cas de ls fanctian anti-pollution), par example an
adjoignant syst~matiquenent une fonction do surpreasion sux 6quipements utilisSs.
suite aux adaptations r~alis~aa, il noexiste it 1Pheuro actuallo plus de diff~rence
syst~matique d'afficacit6 ou do fonctionnemont de cos 6quipementa salon 1e scxe.
En conclusion, l'adaptation des 6quipamants do vol aux personnels f~minins
a dia prendre on compte plusiours consid~rations :morphologiquament, lea diff~rences
do taille do cartains segmeants corporals ant n~cessit6 una adaptation parfois difficile
an ca qui concerne lea tquipemants do secours, pr~aent~s par principa on taille unique.
Fonctionnellament,
ce sent las variations des volumes at d6bits ventilatolros qui
ant n~cessit6 una axtealon du domaine do r~glage de ces 6quipements.
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SUMMARY
The number of United States Navy aviation designated female personnel has increased
substantially over the past two decades.
Along with this increase has come the ever
pressing requirement to provide these aircrewmembers with safe and effective protective
clothing and life support equipment.
This paper discusses a variety of problems which
have arisen in attempting to accommodate these female aircrew in a clothing and
equipment system which was designed for a male population. Although no overall
integrated approach has been employed in this effort, a review of the various methods
and solutions which have been successfully employed to address both the paiticular needs
of individuals and the specific items of clothing and equipment are discussed.
Based on
a review of problem reports and personal contacts with currently designated female
aircrew personnel, many problem areas remain.
These areas are discussed as they will
provide the basis for future work in this continuing effort.

INTRODUCTION
Although women have been active members of the United States Navy (USN) for many
years, and served honorably during World War II as Women Airforce Service Pilots
(WASPs), it was not until 1973 that the Navy allowed women to become Naval Aviators.
This authorization was expanded in 1977 to include Naval Flight Officers (NFOs).
The
first eight female students started flight training in
973 with the first woman Naval
Aviator, then-Lieutenant Barbara Allen Rainey, receivinq her wings in February 1974.1,
Along with that milestone, came the challenge to accommodate these women aviators and
aircrew in USN aircraft cockpits, protective flight clothing, and life support
equipment.
Initially, women were not allowed to fly )ets, could not carrier qualify, and could
not land aboard aviation capable ships.
This policy was eventually changed, however,
and women now do all of these things.
Although still excluded from flying combat
missions by United States statute, women aviators, from all of the U.S. military
services, are currently flying most types of tactical jets, rotary wing, patrol, and
cargo airframes.
Along with their expanding realm of assignments and variety of
aircraft flown, the number of female aircrew has steadily increased over the past 17
years as well.
As of December 1989, 306 women have been, or are currently, designate-d
as Naval Aviators and Naval Flight Officers (NFOs).
In addition, over 500 enlisted
women have been designated as airerewmembers.
Despite the continuing influx of females
into military aviator and aircrew ranks, there has not, as yet, been an overall
integrated approach to accommodating these women in Navy aircraft, or to establishing
personal equipment oriented toward their peculiar needs.
This is not due to a lack of
interest in them, but rather, to the always-present limits on funding and manpower which
are even mC-e prevalent today.
Unfortunately, the problems associated with minority
segments often go untended in such an austere funding climate.
As a result, only minor
changes have been effected on personal equipment which was originally designed for a
specific segment of an exclusively male population' (Sth
to 95th percentile).
Based
on responses from active duty female aviators, this approach has resulted in achieving
only a minimally acceptable level of performance.
GENERAL

FLIGHT CIOTHING

The first items of protective clothing which received attention were,

understandably, those items which were utilized by all female aircrew from all military
services, specifically, flight coveralls, flight gloves, and safety boots.
Prior to the
entry of female aircrew, the CWU-27/P summer flyer's coverall"'had been available in
twenty-four sizes to accommodate chest circumferences from 36 to 48 inches (91.5 to 122
cm) and leg inseams from 26.5 to 30.5 inches (67.3 to 77.5 cm).
This range was grossly
inadequate to accommodate all but the largest female aircrew.
As a result, four
additional sizes, accommodating chest circumferences as small as 32 inches (81.3 cm),
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but still maintaining a minimum leg inseam accommodation of 30.5 inches (77.5 cm), were
added to the sizing tariff in 1977.
Unfortunately, a 5th percentile female will more
likely have a crotch to 2ankle measurement of only 24.5 inches (62.3 cm) despite her 32
inch chest measurement,"' making the smallest size flight coverall unacceptable. Even
for those female aircrew who are taller, and fall within the current leg inseam range,
the overall fit of the flight coverall is not always acceptable. Since no redesign or
repatterning of the flight coverall has been accomplished to reflect anthropomorphic
differences in the female physique, many females must select larger size coveralls o
accommodate a proportionately larger hip circumference. This often results in excess
torso length and/or chest girth. At the present time, her alternative is to order
custom-made flight coveralls, a costly and often time-consuming approach from the user
and squadron viewpoint.
Since there are no gross anthropomorphic differences between male and female hands,
other than overall size, the accommodation requirements for flight gloves were much
simpler and the solution has been likewise, more successful.
In, 1973, the GS/FRP-2
fire resistant flyer's glove' was introduced in six sizes (6 through 11).
In order to
accommodate females, a size 5 was added to the tariff in 1979. To date, this 7-size
tariff has accommodated all but the most extreme individuals. Again, custom-made flight
gloves are available when necessary.
For flight boots, available sizes in 1973 included 5 through 14 in narrow, regular,
wide, and extra-wide widths as well as 8 through 14 in extra-narrow width. To
accommodate both the increasing female aircrew population, as well as the increasing
numbers of smaller males, sizes 4 through 14-1/2 boots, in all widths were made
available in 1980. Finding a need to further expand the tariff, size 3 in all widths
and size 2 in narrow through extra-wide widths were recently added to the specification
in 19871". Like the flight gloves, current boot sizing tariffs adequately accommodate
virtually all male and female aircrcw. Again, custom made boots are available for
individuals with extreme requirements.
There are several other multi-service items currently being supported as standard
issue items. These include a variety of flight jackets, cold weather trousers, and cold
weather coveralls. Of these, only the CWU-64/P Cold Weather Coverall'", which was
recently introduced by the US Air Force, has attempted to address the accommodation of
female aircrew. Like the CWU-27/P summer flyer's coverall, the CWU-64/P sizing tariff
accommodates chest girths between 32 and 48 inches (81.3 to 122 cm) and leg inseams of
26.5 to 30.5 inches (67.3 to 77.5 cm) but does not reflect body proportions typical of
the female. Sizing tariffs for the CWU-36/P Summer Jacket"' and the CWU-45/P Cold
Weather Jacket"' have gone unchanged. They currently accommodate chest circumferences
from 34 to 48 inches (86.4 to 122 cm). Since the fit of these items is generally not
critical to an aircrewmember's performance, the lack of a smaller size has been
tolerated. Likewise, no new sizes of CWU-18/P Cold Weather Trousers" have been added
to the inventory. Currently available in waist circumferences between 28 and 46 inches
(71 and 117 cm), they too are being tolerated by smaller individuals, primarily because
of their design, which includes suspenders offering some limited adjustability for the
small individual. As with the other multi-service items, procurement of custum-qized
versions of all of these items is possible.
OXYGEN MASKS
'

The dual service MU-12/P oxygen mask "', which is jointly used by the USAF and
USN, has always offered a challenge to fitting which was markedly exAverbated with the
entry of females. The proper fit of the maok to the face is crucial to prevent air
leakage and/or slip under high-G forces. Variations in facial contour3, even within the
average male aircrew population, have often caused problems. At the current time, the
mask is available in four sizes including short, regular, long, and extra long, but is
mounted in a single size hard cup. Although there are no "official" variations in width
or shape, products delivered from the two current manufacturers of the mask do, in fact,
vary in shape, nose bridge width and depth of chin area for the same size. Experience
of the Navy field personnel responsible for proper fitting of the mask has been
traditionally relied upon to exploit these differences and turn them into a fitting
advantage. However, inability to acquire a given size mask from a specifi" manufacturer
has at times been difficult or impossible. An extra-short size of this mask has also
been developed by the USAF and should be procured in the near future. Unfortunately,
the extra-short mask is designed using the same single size hard cup, for mounting of
the inhalation/exhalation valve and hose, as is used in the longer size masks. This may
cause the soft silicone rubber outer area, which seals to the face, to be spread wider
than desired for optimum fit on the smaller face. The mask is held in place by offset
bayonet fittings which interface with helmet mounted receive-s, the location and
attitude of which may be adjusted somewhat to the individual wearer. The MBU-12/P
design is currently not available in custom-made masks. However, to accommodate
individuals outside the anthropometrie design range, both standard size and custom made
MBU-5/P masks"",, the predecessor of the MBU-12/P, are still available. Due to the
softer silicone rubber used throughout the face piece of the MBU-5/P mask and the
separate hard cup, a better fit is generally possible. However, this mask has a
tendency to slide down when subjected to a high-g environment and custom-made masks have
a much shorter service life.
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HELMETS
Turning attention to the helmet itself, the Navy currently utilizes many variations
of two basic helmet assemblies, one for rotary wing applications and one for fixed wing
applications. The rotary wing assemblies (SPH-3C) include a basic shell which is
available in two sizes, regular and extra-large whereas the fixed wing assemblies have
three basic PRK-37/P shell sizes, medium, large and extra-large. In both helmet types,
the basic shell is custom-fit to the individual by way of a foam-fitting liner which is
fabricated to conform specifically to the individual's head contours and size. The
rotary wing helmet series also incorporates a 1/2 inch (1.3 cm} thick polystyrene liner
which is located between the shell and the foam-fitting portion. This provides an
increased level of impact protection over the tactical helmet. In addition, fitting
pads provide optimum location and tension of earcups for each individual aircrewmenber.
This system works very well for the majority of male aircrew. For individuals with
smaller head size, many of whom are female, however, the size of the regular, or medium,
helmet shell is somewhat limiting. Based on the fitting guidance provided for the PRK37/P shell, the medium size shell is designed to accommodate head circumferences between
21 and 23 inches (53.3 to 58.4 cm). Since a 5th percentile female aircrew is likely to
have a head circumference as small as 20.6 inches (52.3 cm)", it is not surprising that
it is difficult, if not impossible, to get an acceptable fit with the medium shell.
Although most of these people can be fit in the medium, the helmet sometimes sits
somewhat higher on the head than desirable resulting in a decreased level of helmet
retention during ejection or decreased helmet stability during high-g loading. As a
side issue, a prime concern in the tactical community is helmet
weight. This concern
2
has led to limited authorization of the HGU-55/P USAF helmet'" which features a lighter
visor system and an increased field of view. This helmet is also available in the same
three basic shell sizes as the PRK-37/P and is custom fit to the individual by way of
either a thermoplastic or fodm-fitted liner system. Accommodation of the small head is
not expected to be any better with this assembly.
ANTI-G GARMENTS
There are two different anti-g 'garments
currently in use by the US Navy, the USN
'
CSU-15/P"'- and the USAF CSU-13B/P i. . The two garments are very similar in design
and offer equivalent levels of g protection. Both are cutaway designs which provide
bladder coverage to the legs and abdomen and include adjustment lacing areas designed to
provide a snug, comfortable, customized fit for each individual aviator. With regard to
size, the CSU-15/P is availaLle in six sizes including small, medium and large in both
regular and long lengths. The regular length sizes are all designed with a finished
overall leg length of approximately 24 inches (61 cm) and the long length sizes have an
overall leg length of approximately 26 inches (66 cm). Since the leg portion of this
garment is designed to fit several inches above the ankle, i.e. above the top of the
flight boot, 24 inches (61 cm) is too long for the smallest female (5th to 25th
percentile) with a crotch to ankle measurement of only 24.5 to 25.7 inches (62.3 to
J
65.3 cm)" '. This is further confirmed by Table 1 which provides the height and
TABLE I
"IGHT AND WEIGHT RANGES
.oU-15/P ANTI-G GARMENT

GARMENT SIZE

HEIGHT (IN)

WEIGHT (LB)

Small Regular

64.0 - 68.5

129 - 156

Small Long

68.5 - 73.1

129 - 156

Medium Regular

64.7 - 70.3

157 - 184

Medium Long

70.3 - 74.5

157 - 184

Large Regular

6b.8 - 71.7

185 - 212

Large Long

71.7 - 76.6

185 - 212

weight range guidance currently provided for this garment. Obviously, the minimum
height of 64 inches (162.6 cm) and minimum weight of 129 pounds (58.5 kg) which is
accommodated by the current sizing tariff of this garment
excludes most female aircrew
2
who fall below the 50th percentile female measurements' ' for height and weight.
Likewise, the circumferential adjustability ranges provided by the six sizes do not
accommodate the smaller females (see Table 2).
In order to provide some additional
circumferential adjustment, fleet modification of the garments is currently authorized.
The modification involves removal of excess fabric by stitching in pleats near the
lacing adjustment panels thereby reducing the overall circumference in those areas of
the garment where needed, i.e waist, thigh and/or calf. Another modification, which has
been authorized on a very limited case-by-case basis, involves shortening of the short
length garments at the waist and/or calf portions by folding up the bladder, reducing
the length of the bladder casing, and then reconstructing the bound edges of the
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garment. It is probable that many mote isidividuals could benefit from this modification
but it is not in widespread use due to the complicated nature of the change. As of
1989, the CSU-15/P is no longer being procured and the US Navy is transitioning over to
the USAF CSU-13B/P Anti-G Garment on an attrition basis.
TABLE 2
CIRCUMFERENTIAL ADJUSTABILITY RANGES (IN INCHES)
CSU-15/P ANTI-G GARMENT

Large

Medium

Small
Size
max
min
.................................................................

min

max

min

max

8.75

12.00

9.88

13.25

11.88

15.25

Calf

13.00

16.88

14.38

18.50

15.13

19.00

Lower Thigh

14.13

18.38

11.13

15.63

17.00

21.75

Upper Thigh

19.00

24.00

20.75

25.75

22.50

27.75

Waist

29.75

35.75

33.00

39.50

35.75

42.75

Ankle

The CSU-13B/P sizing tariff includes an additional size Large X-Long to accommodate
the extremely tall individual but still offers no size appropriate for the smallest
female aviator. Although the stature and weight ranges provided as guidance for this
garment (See Table 3) indicate accommodation of personnel down to a height of 63
TABLE 3
HEIGHT AND WEIGHT RANGES
CSU-13B/P ANTI-G GARMENT

GARMENT SIZE
HEIGHT (IN)
................................................................

WEIGHT (LB)

Small Regular

63.0 - 67.9

131 - 160

Small Long

68.0 - 72.9

131 - 160

Medium Regular

64.5 - 69.4

161 - 190

Medium Long

69.5 - 74.4

161 - 190

Large Regular

67.0 - 71.24

191 - 220

Large Long

71.25 - 75.4

191 - 220

Large X-Long

75.5 - 79.0

191 - 230

inches (160 cm), the shortest leg length, which is provided by the small regular size,
is in fact 26 inches (66 cm) the same as the long length USN CSU-15/P and 2 inches (5.1
cm) longer than the shortest CSU-15/P. Likewise, the circumferential adjustability
ranges of this garment (See Table 4)"" offer no advantage to the small female. While
modifications similar to those described for the CSU-15/P are possible with this
garment, it is clear that the addition of a small short, and possibly even a medium
short, size to the tariff for this garment would greatly enhance accommodation of the
female aviator population.
ANTI-EXPOSURE ASSEMBLIES
Another group of protective clothing items which are of particular concern to the
US Navy are the assemblies worn to provide immersion hypothermia protection in a
survival situation. At the time females entered the USN aviator ranks, the CWU-33/P
Anti-Exposure Coverall"" was in use. This garment consisted of a polychloroprene foam
wet suit innershell covered by a separate high temperature resistant aramid outershell.
The garment was available in twenty sizes accommodatirg a height range of 64 to 77
inches (162.6 to 195.6 cm) and a weight range of 138 to 206 pounds (62.6 to 93.4 kg).
Some customization of size was possible, but again smaller females were generally far
outside the normal tariff.
In the late 70's, the Navy abandoned this assembly and adopted the USAF CWU-21/P
Assembly'', primarily as a result of strong encouragement from the Fleet. The CWU-21/P
assembly was based on a single layer ventile cotton "dry" suit concept which also
included a CWU-23/P mesh liner"", SRU-25/P cotton flocked rubber socks'", and
polychloroprene coated nylon neck and wrist seals. The sizing tariff for both the CWU21/P outer coverall and the CWU-23/P liner included twelve sizes accommodating a height
range of 63 to 76 inches (160 to 193 cm) and a weight range of 125 to 224 pounds (56.7
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TABLE 4
CIRCUMFERENTIAL ADJUSTABILITY RANGES (IN INCHES)
CSU-13B/P ANTI-G GARMENT
S ize o f
Anti-g
Garment

----------------------------------------------------Waist Circ
Thigh Circ
Ankle Circ
Leg Length
m~n
max
min
max
min
max
-----------------------------------------------------

Small
Regular

29.50

34.50

21.00

26.00

12.00

15.00

26.00

Small
Long

29.00

34.25

20.75

25.50

12.00

15.00

28.00

Medium
Regular

32.25

38.25

22.25

27.25

12.00

15.00

26.50

Medium
Long

32.00

38.00

22.50

27.50

12.00

15.00

28.50

Large
Regular

35.25

41.00

23.50

28.75

12.00

15.00

27.00

Large
Long

35.50

41.25

24.00

29.00

12.00

15.00

29.00

Large
X-Long

35.50

41.25

24.00

29.00

13.75

16.75

33.00

to 101.6 kg). Due to the extremely limited availability of ventile cotton cloth to
produce these coveralls, the Navy immediately had difficulty obtaining sufficient
quantities of garments to meet their needs. An almost immediate search for a
replacement fabric led to the development of the CWU-62/p Anti-Exposure Coverall"'
which is in use today.
The CWU-62/P Coverall is fabricated of a waterproof breathable laminate material,
and as originally introduced, included cotton flocked rubber neck and wrist seals.
Otherwise, the design and sizing tariff of the CWU-62/P is identical to the USAF CWU21/P. With regard to accommodation of the female aircrew population, this coverall has
not been without its problems. Once again, the smallest (5th to 25th percentile)
'
females
are outside the design range of the garment. Even among those females who do
fall within the basic sizing range, some have had difficulties due to the fact that the
coverall is proportioned for the male anthropomorphic body type. Very often, the
appropriate size suit for their height is too narrow in the hips requirinq them to wear
a larger size suit. This results in too much material in the shoulders and waist,
creating bulk under other flight garments and ultimacely pressure points. This garment
is not currently available for custom-size procurements.
As a result, some
modifications to add gussets of material in the hip area or to shorten the coverall in
the waist area have been made by Fleet maintenance activities, on an as needed basis.
The coverall is also customized for all users with regard to sizing of the neck and
wrist seals and requires the addition of appropriately sized rubber socks.
As part of a product improvement effort to improve both comfort and fit, natural
polyisoprene rubber neck and wrist seals were developed for the CWU-62/P in 1988. These
seals are currently undergoing procurement action but have already been procured usinq
open purchase methods since December 1989. The neck seals come with molded-in trim
lines and are trimmed to fit each individual's neck circumference. The wrist seals are
cylindrical in shape to distribute the tightness and provide a better seal. They
currently come in four sizes which will accommodate down to a wrist circumference of
approximately 5.75 inches (14.6 cm).
Unfortunately, this lower limit does not include
females below the 50th percentile for wrist circumference'. However, custom made seals
are available and a fifth size will be added in the near future to accommodate these
individuals.
The SRU-25iP cotton flocked molded rubber socks"", which are currently attached to
the CWU-62/P coverall assembly, are available in eight sizes ranging from 5-1/2 to 12.
They have presented numerous fitting problems both because of their size range
limitations and due to their design which is very tight across the top of the foot.
These socks have also had a poor durability record requiring frequent replacement. In
order to overcome these deficiencies, new socks, fabricated of a waterproof breathable
stretch laminate material, have been designed and are currently undergoing procurement
action. These socks, designated CWU-75/P, will be available in sizes 4 through 13
cprresponding to normal boot size. Due to their sewn and taped seam construction,
custom-made socks for individuals outside this sizing tariff can be more easily
manufactured than with a one-piece molded construction such as was used for the SRU-25/P
socks.
The CWU-62/P coverall is part of the A/P22P-6A(V)2 Anti-Exposure Assembly which
also includes thermal underwear and an anti-exposure liner. The thermal underwear, CWU-
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43/P drawers and CWU-44/P undershirt"" are fabricated of high temperature resistant,
waffle knit, aramid cloth and were originally introduced in 197b in four sizes, small
through extra-large.
In 1979, a fifth size, extra-small, was added primarily to
accommodate female aircrew. The current sizing tariff aocommodaLes chest sizes from 30
to 49 inches (76.2 to 124.5 cm) and waist circumferences from 22 to 41 inches (55.9 to
104.1 cm). This tariff now includes all aircrew, male and female. However, personal
contacts with female aircrew indicate that the fit of the drawers is still less than
optimum due to the presence of the fly and the male proportional fit.
The original CWU-23/P mesh liner"'7, was introduced along with the CWU-21/P
coverall but remained a part of the anti-exposure assembly with the introduction of the
CWU-62/P. It is available in the same twelve sizes and size range as the CWU-62/P. It
is still used by the majority of USN and USAF aircrew, even though a new CWU-72/P
liner"", was introduced in 1987. The CWU-72/P is fabricated of olefin microfiber
insulation sandwiched between two layers of high temperature resistant aramid woven
fabric. It features short sleeves and legs which end mid-thigh and is available in nine
sizes accommodating a height range of 63 to 77 inches (160 to 195.6 cm), a weight range
of 120 to 200 pounds (54.4 to 90.7 kg), and a chest size of 32 to 45.5 inches (81.3 to
115.6 cm). When it was patterned, an attempt was made to proportion the smaller sizes
of this liner to accommodate the female anthropormorphic shape. Since this liner is
being introduced into service only as CWU-23/P liners become unserviceable, it is as yet
unknown how well the female aircrew have been accommodated.
INTEGRATED TORSO HARNESS
The MA-2 integrated torso harness"" serves as both a parachute harness and an
aircraft restraint garment. This garment was introduced in the late 1950s as a
personally issued harness worn by all Naval aircrewmembers who fly ejection seat
equipped aircraft, such as the F/A-18 Hornet and the AV-8 Harrier. When women were
first allowed to fly as crewmembers in ejection seat equipped aircraft, they had to wear
one of the twelve sizes then available. For almost all of the women, the smallest MA-2,
which was sized for the 5th percentile male, did not provide sufficient restraint for
even low-g aircraft maneuvers or for acceleration loads incurred during ejection and
parachute opening distribution.
In preparation for the first female midshipmen who were to be provided Navy jet
familiarization flights in the summer of 1977, a number of the smallest MA-2 harnesses
were dimensionally downsized one size and made available to fit the small statured
midshipmen. This harness was used in an attempt to fit over fifty female midshipmen.
This evaluation revealed that while some women were accommodated by the smaller size,
others were still inadequately fitted. Further work with female aviators led to the
conclusion that for some small statured personnel, interactions among harness hardware,
restraint webbing, parachute risers, and other personal equipment, especially helmets,
were potential sources of severe injury.
From an intensive program assigned to the Naval Weapons Center by the Naval Air
Systems Command, came the following solutions which have improved the fit and use of the
MA-2 for all flight personnel:
- custom fit for selected personnel
- addition of three small and three large sizes to better accommodate the normal
range of aircrew personnel
- establishment of firm fit criteria which identified the spatial relationships of
critical pieces of aircrew life support system (ALSS) hardware for each person
- modification of the harness with two straps on the lower torso which were
individually fitted and adjusted to maintain the proper positioning of the
harness sling under the hips, ensuring proper distribution of parachute
opening forces.
Even with the down sizing of the harness, fitting female aircrewmemberq is still a
problem. Difficulties center around the amount of rise in the harness when the
candidate is suspended in the harness. The rise is caused by the harness displacing the
fleshy tissues (fat) in the gluteal fold area of the buttocks.
The Naval Weapons
Center is observing approximately 4 to 8 inches (10.2 to 20.3 cm) of rise in the hainess
because of this tissue displacement. Reduction of the harness displacement is
accomplished by shortening the harness saddle, creating a tighter fit around the legs
and buttocks. A total elimination of harness rise has only been possible on female
aircrew who have minimal fat around the gluteal folds. Because the harness will still
rise on the torso of the female aircrewmember, it is necessary to ensure that the
harness chest strap is even with or above the center of the breast mass. Failure to
have the chest strap at or above the center of mass will subject the breasts to possible
major injury during parachute line stretch (opening shock). Once the harnesses have the
saddle shortened and the chest strap raised, the female aircrew are briefed on special
donning procedures for females. Specifically, they are instructed to tighten the
harness as tight as they can bear, sit in the ejection seat, loosen the chest strap,
tuck or press the breast below the chest strap, and then retighten the chest stiap to a
tight but comfortable position. Most of the problems with fitting female aviators are
expected to be solved with the introduction of a new adjustable MA-2 style harness with
two channels for chest strap routing. Sizing with the new harness will effectively add
two smaller sizes than the current MA-2 extra-small short harness.
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CONCLUSIONS
In assessing how well female aircrew have been accommodated by the US Navy up to
this point in time, it becomes obvious that the lack of a coordinated approach to the
effort has resulted in only moderate success in meeting the needs of this vital
component of the flying population. Although minimal efforts have been undertaken to
add smaller sizes of some items, numerous problems remain with the fit, sizing, and
functionality of the female aircrewmember's flight clothing and life support equipment.
Immediate attention should be given to those items which are currently unavailable for
custom-sized procurement and which directly affect the aircrewmember's ability to safely
perform her mission or which threaten her survivability in an emergency. Included in
this category are the anti-g garment, the helmet, and the anti-exposure coverall and its
components. At the present time, it is virtually impossible to providc many of our
female aircrew with an acceptable fit in these items. For the anti-g garment and
helmet, addition of smaller sizes will most likely solve the problem. For the antiexposure garment, several new sizes, proportioned to accommodate female anthropometry
will most likely be required.
A complete effort should then be undertaken to redesign, not )ust resize, all items
of general flight clothing including coveralls, underwear, jackets, and trousers which
require a different proportional distribution for female accommodation.
This effort
should include incorporation of design features, such as drop seats, which address the
female requirement for body waste elimination, a critical need especially during long
duration flights. This capability is also needed in the anti-exposure coverall design.
Once sizes are established, adequate supplies should be procured and stocked to assure
availability and eliminate the long lead times and excessive costs associated with
procurement of custom-size items. Completion of this effort would greatly benefit the
over-1800 US female aircrew who are distributed among the military services, since most
of the general flight clothing items have multi-service application.
Finally, an accurate anthropometric data base for female aircrew should be
established and included in all military specifications and operational requirements
documents for aircraft and flight equipment. This will assure that the female
aircrewmember will be addressed during the development of any new or improved airframes,
flight clothing, and life support equipment in the future.
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RESUME

-

La n~cessit6 de mettre Ajour et de completer les recommandations sur les efforts admissibles
dans la manipulation de commandes s'impose car les donn6es r~centes demeurent parcellaires
pour les hommes, et elles sont pratiquement inexistantes pour les femmes.
Par ailleurs, il existe des difft~rences tr~s importantes en termes de niveau moyen et de
variations interindividuelles entre les hommes et les femmes. Ceci a 6t6 montr6 par maints
travaux aux Etats-Unis. Toutefois ]a comparaison des rdsultats des diff~rentes enquates fait
apparaitre un certain nombre de discordances qui doivent, pour une large part 6tre imputables At
l'utilisation de proc&Iures de tests diff~rentes.
A partir de ces travaux on peut cependant noter que les recommandations retenues pour le
5 me percentile homme exc~dent tr~s fr6quemment le niveau admissible pour le 95 me
percentile femme.
Afin d'actualiser ces donn6es pour la population franigaise, une exp6rimentation est en cours, en
incluant des 6valuations sur des femmes. Un protocole standardis6 a 6t6 mis en place avec la
mesure, pour le membre sup~rieur sur des suijets assis et sangl~s, d'efforts isomdtriques de
traction-compression et de torsion. Les r~sultats sont pr~sent~s en fonction de l'orientation de
l'atteinte ainsi que de la direction pr~f6rentielle ou impos~e de l'effort.
1

-

INTRODUCTION

-

Avant de songer A rdpondre aux besoins en donn~es sur la force humaine inusculaire,
manifest~s en permanence par les ing~nieurs de conception, il nest pas inutile de rappeler les
difficult~s intrins~quetnent lies A cette recherche. Si la notion de force est intuitive, sa
representation objective par une mesure soul~ve bien des questions et ouvre un grand nombre
de possibilit~s de choix. Faut-il mesurer tin effort statique (isom~trique) ou dynamique, et dans
ce cas avec quel programme de vitesse d'exdcution ; quel est, s'il existe, le lien entre les detix ?
Peut-on consid~rer que l'effort exercd dans telles ou telles conditions concerne tin ensemble
musculaire limit6, ou met invariablement en jeu la totalit6 du syst~me musculaire ? Apr~s
toutes ces questions il convient encore de mentionner les diff~rents facteurs de motivation
associ~s A l'exigence de l'acconiplissement dMun effort maximal. L'ensemble de ces probl~mes
qui ont dt discut6s dans une publication r~cente [11, conduit A 6noncer que tout r~sultat
exp6rimental fourni en la mati~re doit 8tre indissolublement li ii un protocole expdrimental
prdcis et garde peu de valeur &~s qu'on s'6carte un tant soit peu des conditions d'exdcution
correspondantes.
Cet dtat de fait impose tine utilisation circonspecte des donndes souvent incomnpl~tes
existant dans la littdrature [2] et rend souhaitable leur actualisation dans un cadre bien
contr6ld. C'est dans ce but qu'a 6t6 entrepris la constitution d'un atlas de Ia force musculaire
humaine incluant hommes et femmes. Ceci est un point important car les donndes concernant la
population militaire fdminine de France sont pratiquement inexistantes, au moment o6i Ia
participation de cette population un nombre croissant de missions doit etre envisagde.
Frdqucmment les concepteurs semblent s'appuyer sur une r~gle globale selon laquelle la
force musculaire globale des femmes est aux deux tiers de celle des hommes [13]. Divers
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travaux tendent A 6tablir le caract~re fallacieux de cette loi des deux tiers [41, [5], les
diffdrences constat~es en pourcentage entre les hommes et les femmes s'dialant largement de
part et d'autre de ces valeurs des deux tiers. 11est donc pr~f~rable d'un point de vue pratique
d'exp6rimenter de faqon syst~matique sur les deux classes de sujets qui pourront 8tre
compar~es a posteriori. On examine ici les premiers r6sultats obtenus concernant les efforts
isom6triques de traction et de torsion sur une poign~e, prise dans la main droite.
2

-

PROTOCOLE EXPERIMENTAL

-

La position dui sujet est celle d'un op~rateur assis Aun poste de travail. Pour r~aliser les
diff~rentes implantations du point d'exercice de l'effort par rapport au si~ge, c'est ce dernier qui
se d~place, l'organe de mesure dtant fixe.
Le sujet est sangl6 au dossier de son siege avec les pieds simplement appuy~s de faqon
prdvenir tout aro-boutement, l'usage dui membre supdrieur gauche 6tant intcrdit. Ces
dispositions visent Alimiter les groupes musculaires mis en jeu Aceux du membre sup6rieur
droit, l'effort de rdaction dtant encaiss6 par l'interface tronc-sangles.
L'appareil de mesure est une poign~e, constitude par un cylindre m~tallique vertical de
hauteur 150 mm. et de diam~tre 25 mm., garni d'un revetement de tissu pour amdliorer le confort
de la saisie et 6viter le glissement, cette forme permettant l'effort de traction optimal [6). La
poign~e comprend un double capteur (quartz pi6zo-6lectrique) permettant ]a mesure simultan~e
d'un effort de traction-compression suivant la direction sensible, ainsi qu'un couple autour de
cette direction. 11 est ici utilis6 pour mesurer la traction exerc~e sur la poign~e, aussi bien que le
couple r~sultant d'un effort de torsion ?i gauche tendant atun d6vissage.
Dans les deux cas ii s'agit donc d'une mesure sans d~placement, compte tenu de la
d6formabilit6 quasi nulle de ce type de capteur. Ccci peut presenter in inconv6nicnt puisque
l'effort s'exerce sans r6sultat m~canique perceptible. Compte tcnu de l'expdrience ant6rieure on
pallie ce d~faut en offrant au regard du sujet la visualisation sur un diagramme force-temps
(oscilloscope) de l'enregistrement en temps reel de son action ; cette disposition am6liore Ia
reproductibilit6 des mesures, et conduit en g~ndral Aune meilleure efficacitd dans l'obtention de
l'effort maximal.
L'exp~rimentation proprement dite se d~roule sous la conduite d'un moniteur. En condition
initiale l'op6rateur est au repos la main sur la poign6e, positionn~e A sa distance d'atteinte
fonictionnelle. L'effort d6butc sur l'ordre dui moniteur avec mission d'atteindre et de maintenir le
maximum possible jusqu'A l'ordre d'arret. Les dur~es demand~es sont de l'ordre de 5 s. pour la
traction et de 2 s. pour la torsion. Ces dur~es sont fix6es relativemnent Ala p~nibilit6 dui maintien
de l'effort maximal.
La position de la poign~c relativement au sujet est fix~e par in syst~me de coordonn~es
sph~riques dont le centre est tin point de r~fdrcnce pris AtH'paule (acromion), et les angles sont
in azimuth (0) dans Ie plan horizontal de cc point et une hauteur (z) relative Atcc plan
horizontal, la distance radiale correspondant AtIa distance d'atteinte fonctionnelle (figure n01l).
Dans les exp6rimentations prdsent~es ici la hauteur reste nulle, toutes les implantations
6tant donc AtIhlorizontale de lHpaule. Les positions relatives de H'paule et de la poign~e ayant
6td fix~cs, il est alors ii~cessaire de pr~ciser la direction de I'axe de inesure des tractionstorsions qui peut thdoriquement 6tre quelconquc dans l'cspace. Ici ont Wt retenues deux
directions correspondant Atdeux situations extremes.
La premi~re est dute pr~frentiellfe et consiste it aligner l'axe sensible du capteur avec la
direction dui bras dtendu it la distance d'atteinte fonictionnelle.
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La seconde est dite impos~e :c'est la direction sagittale pour le sujet assis au repos.
Cette situation correspond Atun ensemble de manoeuvres en permanence perpendiculaire Aun
panneau frontal (figure n*2).
Z

Figure n' 1
Le syst~me de coordonn~es.

X

Figure n* 2
(a) - Axe de la traction- torsion pr6fdrentielle.
(b) - Axe de ]a tract ion- torsion impos~e.

3

-LES

RESULTATS

-

Les exptdriences dont il est question ici ont concern6 16 sujets masculins et 6 sujets
f6uminins les implantations, toutes a~ hauteur nulle, ont dt varides en azimuth au pas de 3Q0' de
+ 300 (A~ gauche) i - 900 (,A
droite) et chaque essai de traction et de torsion a dtd rdpdt6 3 fois,
ce qui consitue un ensemble de 660 mesures.
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Les enregistrements r6alis~s ont F'ailure typique repr6sent6e stir les figures n' 3a et 3b.
La superposition de trois essais successifs r~alis~s par tin meme sujet permet d'appr~cier la
reproductibilit6 de ces essais. On observera 6galement qu'un effort de traction ou de torsion
nest jamais pur et qu'il s'accompagne in~luctablement d'une composante de torsion ou de
traction r~siduelle.
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Figure n' 3a
Trois essais de traction et ]a composante de torsion associ~e.
De chacune de ces courbes, un extrait deux valeurs num~riques caractdristiqties la valeur
maxinLale de l'effort instantand et la valeur movenne calculde stir tine p~riode date de plateau
excluant les temps de montde et de descente. Pour cela on d6termine les instants de d6but et
de fin de I'effort, comme ceux oil le niveati de mont6e oti de descente franchit tin seuul dgal 5%
du niveati maximal ; la valeur moyenne est alors calcul~e dans tine pdriode centrde ati milieu de
l'intervalle de temps ainsi d~fini et d'une dtirde de 3 secondes pour la traction et 1 seconde pour
]a torsion.
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Figure Ill 3b
Trois essais de torsion et la composante de traction associde.
Itexiste des diffdrences importantes entre les valeurs maximales et moyennes les 6carts
varient entre 0 et 50% pour l'ensemble des six sujets f~minins 6tudids, sauf dans le cas de la
torsion imposde otIi us atteignent 100% (c'est 6videmment la configuration oil it est le plus
difficile de maintenir durablement leffort maximal).
On s'attache ici at la presentation des efforts maximaux exciusivement. Les courbes de Ia
figure n' 4 permettent de comparer leur valeur moyenne pour les dchantiIlons de femnmes et
d'hommes, tant pour les efforts de traction que de torsion, l'orientation de la poign6e variant de
+ 300 (11gauche) jusqu'ii - 900 (4tdroite). L'volution de ces courb, s est sensiblement identiquc
pour chaque classe de sujets, mais avec des niveaux tr~s diff~rents et qui s'6cartent
notablement de la 'RWgle des deux tiers".
Pour les efforts de traction, on note une forte d6gradation de la performance Iorsqu'on
s'dloigne du plan sagittal, effet qui s'accentue dans le mode impos6. Cette dvolution lie se
retrouve pas pour la torsion tout simplement parce que le mode d'exercice de l'effort devient tr~s
diffdrent aul niveau du poignet, passage progressif de la prono-supination (articulation du
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poignet bloqu6e) un niouvement d'inclinaison radiale et inclinaison cubitale du poignet (coude
bloqud) Le tableau 1 donne les pourcentages d'6carts entre les hommes et les femnmes dans les
diff~rentes situations 6tudi~es.
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Position

Traction

Torsion

Pr~frentielle

Impos~e

Pr~frenticlle

Imposde

+ 30'
00
-300

49
51
48

46
51
44

61
60
60

52
60
58

-600

45

53

.900

57

50

57

49

39

52

Tableau n' 1
Ecarts en pourcentage des valeurs moyennes des efforts maximaux des femnmes
par rapport aux hommes.

CONCLUSION

-

L'ensemble des essais montre un dcart important entre la performance des hommes et des
femnmes. Pour les actions considdr~es la performance f6minine s'dchelonne entre la moiti6 et les
deux tiers de celle des hommes. Ce r~sultat ne peut cependant pas 8tre g6ndralis6, ni compar6
aux donn~ es qui int~grent dans l'6valuation de la force, l'ensemble des groupes musculaires.
N~anmoins les dcarts mis en 6vidence ici sont largement suffisants pour motiver une 6tude
sp~cifique systdmatique des populations f~minines.
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PREGNANCY - A CAUSE FOR GROUNDING OF FEMALE AIR CREW
Harald T. Andersen, M.D., Ph.D., D.Sc., D.Av.Med. and
Ottar Lunde, M.D.
Royal Norwegian Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine,
POB 14 Blindern, 0313 OSLO 3, Norway and
Department of Gynaecology and Obstetrics, University
Hospital, (Rikshospitalet) 0017 OSLO 1, Norway.
Although female aviators, pregnant air crew in particular, is a novelty to most
practitioners of military aviation medicine, gestation is not in itself an unusual
condition, rather a natural process in the reproduction of the species - the
biological destiny of female life so to speak. But, whereas the common complications
of pregnancy are well known and the recommended means of treatment largely agreed upon,
aeromedical specialists nevertheless appear to entertain differences of opinion with
respect to precautions to be taken and restrictions to be imposed on the flying status
of pregnant fliers.
One major difficulty of the problem to be addressed is, no doubt, that conception and
gestation are perfectly normal conditions. Therefore, many women - aviators not
excluded - feel justified in arguing that pregnancies ought not interfere with their
professional life. The fallacy of this line of reasoning is, evidently, that gestation
is not an uneventful state, albeit natural. Thus, the pathological events to be
encountered during the period of gestation have to be assessed for incidence and
severity relative to the requirements of operational military aviation, i.e. to what
extent pregnancy might be expected to interfere not only with flying safety, but
equally with combat readiness and mission completion.
On embarking on such a fact-searching endeavour, it seems appropriate to remind
everyone concerned of the purpose of aviation medicine as a specialty within the
general field of occupational health service with special emphasis on its preventive
aspects.
Society, obviously, regard military aviation as rather a demanding profession.
Moreover, public expenditures in air defence systems are considerable. Consequently,
certain steps have been recommended in order to protect national investments and
interests and third part liabilities. One special measure called for is to provide
support for those engaged in military flying. Experiences of the past have shown that

man is regularly taken to his limits of physical and psychological normal function
during flight, thus, the human factor constitute a very vulnerable link in the
organization of man and machine. For this reason aviation medicine is aimed at ensuring
safe operations by generally to promote aviator health, and, specifically, to minimize
occupational hazards to vital functions, the two factors to which the specialty owes its
very existence.
On the assumption that this line of argument is largely acceptable to the comunity of
aeromedical specialists, the medical prioritiespertinent to pregnant aviators appear
not to differ from those which are applicable to air crew in general.
Firstly, every effort has to be made to identify and to avoid medical conditions which
might possibly cause sudden incapacitation, especially those which may be due to
collapse of vital organ systems or excruciating pain, since such events constitute

direct threats to flying safety, thus, being capable of causing disasters.
Secondly, it is appropriate to exclude from flying duties - at least temporarily those suffering from medical nuisances which are likely to annoy, disturb or to cause
mental distraction which might interfere the successful completion of any given mission.
Thirdly, conditions which restrict free movements or cause obstructions to the extent
of limiting the usefulness of equipment based on normal ergonometry are not acceptable,
partly because operative requirements are interfered with, partly due to increased
risks during execution of emergency procedures.
Finally, inconveniences which reduce effectiveness in flight are discouraged.
Now, the logical question to be asked is: are there any complications to pregnancy
capable of causing events which interfere with flying duties as outlined above?
If the answer is affirmative, how severe is pathology involved, and, what is the rate
of incidence of events?
In order to make the inquiry simple, the period of gestation might be divided into
three trimesters with the typical complications of each trimester listed for a

discussion.
Starting with the third trimester, the events to be expected during this last period
of gestation and their consequences for female air crew seems to be largely agreed
upon. Most of those concerned, physicians, female aviators and operative leaders alike,
seem to appreciate the fact that the bodily changes, abdominal enlargement in particular
which normally takes place, interfere with fitness for flight. Moreover, a premature
delivery is always a possibility to be taken into account. Furthermore, the pregnant
female should be regularly controlled and closely supervised during this last third of
the period of gestation since toxaemia of pregnancy might develop. An overall figure
for Norway indicate that approximately 5 per cent of all pregnant females will exhibit
symptoms or signs suggesting preeclampsia (Bjro & Molne 1972).
Thus, the complications
which may take place during the third trimester fit all of the categories of undesirable
events discussed above. Consensus seems to exist with respect to a decision of temporary

grounding of pregnant aviators during the last trimester.

Accordingly, the flying career

of a pregnant female would not be extended beyond approximately 28 weeks in any event.
The second trimester may be considered a relatively safe period of gestation for the
pregnant aviator as well as for her foetus. The organ systems of the foetus have been

differentiated and developed and the pregnancy is stable, although late spontaneous
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abortions occasionally do take place. Abdominal enlargement is not yet likely to
interfere with the flying task. Pregnancy is hardly an absolute counterindication to
flight during the second trimester.
The first trimester appears to be thought of as quite an uncomplicated period of
gestation by professioaial females. In our opinion such a position is highly debatable,
especially if the professional duty is a demanding task like military flying with the
additional possibility of being hours away from facilities with trained personell and
equipment suitable for immediate intervention in the case of a medical emergency.
Obviously, medical emergencies may affect any crew member male or female, however, the
essential question remains, as already pointed out, whether or not pregnant air crew
is more at risk than other aviators. We would like to submit that they are, indeed.
Pathological manifestation of pregnancy which might interfere with flying safety and
accomplishment of missions are likely to take place with such a high incidence rate
that these conditions cannot be ignored. Moreover, among the complications to be
discussed, there are some which are known to cause sudden incapacitation. In fact,
pregnancy may first present as serious, in certain cases lifethreatening events,
namely, early spontaneous abortion, and, in particular, ectopic gestation.
Both conditions are associated with severe pain and profuse bleeding. The treatment
of choice are curettage, laparoscopy or laparotomy, respectively, in certain cases
operation is required within a few hours of onset of symptoms.
With respect to incidence medical statistics from Norway indicate that between 10 and
15 per cent of all clinically verified pregnancies are terminated in spontaneous
abortion during the first trimester, corresponding on the average to approximately one
spontaneous abortion in every individual of the female population, The rate of
ectopic gestation-has risen conspicuously during the last 15 years. Thus, the total
national average shows a 3-fold increase from 1970 to 1985. The incidence rate has
shown a particularly rapid rise among women 18 to 25 years old in which age group a
7-fold increase of ectopies have been observed to take place during this same period
of 15 years. (Skjeldestad et al 1987). Several factors have been examined in order
to explain the rapid rate of increase of ectopic gestation. Most authors agree that
infections of the genital tract is the most important etiological factor, and that
the number of infections is closely paralleled by the use of intrauterine devices
(IUDs) for contraceptive purposes. Women who have undergone tubar surgery constitute
another, however limited, risk group tnat nevertheless contributes significantly to
the number of ectopic pregnancies. Extrauterine gestation has increased 6-fold in the
group of operated women over a eight year period from 0.5 in 1000 conceptions (1976) to
3 in 1000 (1983) (Dahlstrom et al 1989).
At the present there is no sign of a decline in the incidence of ectopic gestation.
Moreover, the official vital statistics from the United Kingdom, the United States,
Finland and Sweden over the same period of time confirm the Norwegian experience (ibid).
Apart from the rather dramatic events discussed, mere nuisances such as nausea and
vomiting may effectively reduce the performance of personnel engaged in carrying out
tasks which require their alert attention and precise execution. Different sources
estimate that between 50 and 75 per cent of pregnant women suffer from nausea and
regurgitation which, in typical cases, starts 2-3 weeks after having conceived to last
for the next 10-12 weeks. The symptoms and sign of emesis gravidarum are easily
provoked by exposure to an environment which is known to induce motion sickness.
It should be noted, that emesis may develop to hyperemesis characterized by persistant
and severe nausea with violent vomiting to the extent of causing dehydration and
serious metabolic disturbances - in extreme cases the foetus may perish.
Foetal development may also suffer from hypoxia and from exposure to radiation.
If there is the slightest evidence of harmftl effects to the foetus carried by
pregnant aviators, expecting mothers should be removed from flying status. These are
considerations which are given much attention in contemporary society, in Norway for
instance, great trouble is taken to identify noxious influences, )ob-related ones in
particular, and to remove pregnant females from potentially harmful environments.
It would be irresponsible to neglect similar hazards in military aviation.
Therefore, it is our opinion that the early complications to gestation are so serious
and the incidence rate so high that the aeromedical advice must be to ground pregnant
air crew.
Finally, the medical consequences of the operational requirements have to be considet'id
in addition to the complications outlined, since adequate treatment of events depend
upon skilled intervention in fairly well equipped institutions.
In Norway missions employing female air crew are frequently flown over the sea hours
away from the nearest airport with hospital facilities. The weather is frequently bad
especially during the winter season, thus, separating crew members even further from
institutions capable of providing necessary treatment. Even cases which do not
require immediate medical attention may become an increased burden on a busy crew and
cause disruption of procedures essential to mission accomplishment. Likewise, a crew
member whose performance is significantly impaired due to even a minor condition is no
asset to a military flight on a demanding mission. Pregnancy clearly interferes with
combat readiness.
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To sum up: Complications to pregnancy during the first trimester are several and
the incidence rate is high. Some events are serious to the extent of 3eopardizing
flying safety, others will definitely interfere with successful completion of missions.
Moreover, it is not unlikely that pregnant military aviators may be exposed to noxious
stimuli harmful to the foetus.
For these reasons female aviators should be removed from flying status upon conception
and grounded for the first trimester at least. Since such a period on the ground in
most cases would require retraining after three months of absence from flying, it
seems logical not to attempt to have pregnant females retrain for a few weeks, only
to ground them for a second time as they enter the third trimester of gestation.
It is presently the policy cf the Royal Norwegian Air Force to take female air crew
off flying status when pregnancy has been diagnosed.
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EKG FINDINGS IN FEMALE AVIATORS IN THE US AIR FORCE
Major Robert A. Munson, USAF, MC, FS
Clinical Sciences Division
United States Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine

Brooks Air Force Base, Texas 78235-5301

SUMMARY
Tne initial EKGs from 309 female aviators and 309 age-matched male aviators were read to compare the
prevalence of findings. Abnormal readings were unusual, as would be expected in this seleted group.
1.3% of the males and none of the females had abnormal readings, a difference which is not significant
(p - .0455). The abnormal readings were two cases of left anterior hemiblock and tuo of Wolff-ParkinsonWhite.
Possibly abnormal findings, which required a second order workrip to rule out the presence of
cardiac disease, occurred at a similar rate between the groups (22.7% of females vs 16.2% of males,
The preponderance of possibly abnormal findings 'n women were due tononspecific ST and
p - .0634).
T-wave abnormalities. Normal variant tracings were more common in men '60.2% female vs 74.1% male,
p - .0004) while women were more likely to have an EKG without significant finding (17.1% females vs 8.4%
male, p - .0018). These findings, in our opinion, support tne concept that EKG criteria that were developed for men can be used aeromedically for women.
INTRODUCTION
p'blished paper on recording the electromagnetic force from a beating heart was published
The first
in 1887 by Waller . Einthoven, the father of diagnostic electrocardiography, published a paper in 1903
In a 1912 Lancet
In use today5.
which described the basic methodology and nomenclature that is still
article Einthoven described how the technique of electrocardiography could be used diagnostically. Important aeromedical contributions of the past include the cardiovascular studies begun in World War II by
2
the Royal Canadian Air Force on all entrants into aviation training . Similarly, in 1944 Graybiel published his article describing the EKG findings in 1000 asymptomatic males entering the US Navy Aviation
Training. In 1957, the 'ISAir Force became the first U.S. Military Service to reqire EKGs on flying perFron
sonnel. The central repository for these EKGs resides ac the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine
this inq'itution, Dr. Lawrence Lamb's group published a number of articles in the early 1960's which described the electrocardiographic findings in asymptomatic men. After nearly 30 years these studies are
still used as the references for the prevalences of normal and abnormal EKG findings. One major shortcoming of these studies is that the EKGs were only obtained from ren. The pirpose of this study is to
determine the prevalence of EKG findings in healthy female aviators as compared to age-matched male aviators.
METHODS
For this study, we identified EKGs of women who had completed pilot or navigator training. Only the
initial EKGs were read. Since women began to fill aircrew positions in 1975, that year was the starting
point for the search of our files. Since approximately one year is required to complete pilot training,
the endpoint for this group was 1988, rather than 1989. Using a computer search of our files, an equal
number of EKGs on age-matched males were identified for review as well. The EKGs thus identified were
retrieved, copied, and masked for identifying data. Each EKG was read twice by experienceG physicians,
who were blinded as to the identification, sex, and medical data of the subjects. Discrepancies betaeen
the readers were arbitrated by a third reader who was blinded to the identtty of the subjects and to the
identity of the previous readers, but not to their readings. All data acquired were entered twice, indeDiagnostic criteria were those used by Lamb's group
pendently, into a computer file
to assure accuracy.
7
in the 1962 publication or standard textbook definitions ' . Conditions for which criteria we"e
nonconcurrent between reference sources, or conditions for which a high probability of reader disagreement
existed, were addressed by assigning new definitions in advance.
Based upon the most significant findings for a given tracing, the EKGs were divided into four major
iften
revealed many
categories - normal, normal variant, possibly abnormal or abnormal. Since an EKG
findings of varying significance, the overall category was based on the finding with the greatest aeromedical implication. For example, if an EKG revealed abnormal findings of left anterior hemiblock, in
conjunction with the normal variant finding of sinus bradycardia, the EKG was categorized as "abnormal".
If there were no findings of clinical or aeromedical import, the EKG was categorized as "normal".
The EKG data for each male and female pair were compargd using McNemar's test for paired proportions
to produce a chi-square statistic with one degree of freedom . P values were computed for categories
as well as the 15 most common EKG findings. Differences in the overall EKG categories were considered
significant if the p-value was less than .01. Differences in individual findings were considered significant if the p-value was less than .0025.
RESULTS
k total of 18,459 aviators were ,dentified with initial EKGs previously reviewed at the USAF School
of Aerospace Medicine from 1975 through 1988. Of the 18,459 total, 473 were women. Of these 473 women,
309 had EKGs which were retrievable, of adequate quality, and had a suitable male match. The average
woman was 21.99 years old at the time of the initial EKG. Mean weight wa.i 60.4 kg and mean height was
167.7 cm. The average male counterpart was 21.97 years old, weighed 74.1 kg and was 178.6 cm tall.
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EKG cat orz
Normal
Normal Variant
Possibly Abnormal
Abnormal

309
Wome_n

309
Men

17.1%
60.2%
22.7%
0.0%

8.4%
74.1%
16.2%
1.3%

pe .01
p4 .01
NS
NS

Table 1 - Distribution of Four Major EKG Categories by Gender.
The prevalence of normal EKGs was higher in the female group. Normal variant EKG findings are
rarely associated with a pathologic process, and men were somewhat over-represented in this category.
Another category consisted of tracings with possibly abnormal findings which were suggestive of a
pathologic process which could lead to impairment of the aviator. A small group of men had tracings
which were frankly abnormal, and would have been disqualifying for flight training had they been read
correctly at the time of the entry physical.
The normal variant EKGs were subdivided into three subgroups: terminal conduction variations,
hypervagotonic findings, and early repolarization. The first subgroup, that of terminal conduction variations, includes the S1S2 S3 pattern, an Rs' in V, or V2 , terminal conduction delay, and indeterminate
axis.

Terminal Variations
sISS
Terminal conduction delay
Indeterminate axis

26.2%
Women
21.7%

39.8%
Men
36.3%

p< .01

6.8%

8.8%
12/6%
4.2%

NS
NS

6.1%
2.3%

p-.002

Table 2 - Distribution of Terminal Conduction Variations by Gender
One-third of the total EKGs in this study revealed one or more terminal conduction findings, women
were less likely to have these findings than men (See Table 2). The finding of a terminal delay was defined
as a terminal S-wave in leads V5 and V6 equal to or exceeding .04 seconds in duration. The SIS2S3 pattern
was the only finding in this subgroup which was significantly more common between the sexes.
Another subgroup of normal variant findings were those considered to be primarily due to the strong
vagal tone found in young, healthy subjects. Since these findings are particularly common in athletes,
we also refer to hese as athletic hearts. When such individuals exercise, vagal tone is withdrawn and
the finding disappears.
72.5%
Women

74.4%
Men

NS

Hyperja~onoia
Sinus bradycardia
Sinus Arrhythmia
Atrial Rhythm
First Degree AV Block
Junctional Rhythm
Escape Beat
Wandering Atrial Pacer

48.5%
58.9%
1.6%
1.0%
0.0%
0.3%
1.9%

54.0%
54.0%
1.9%
1.9%
0.3%
0.6%
1.3%

NS
NS
NS
NS

Table 3 - Distribution of Hypervagotonia Normal Variants by Gender

The normal variant findings were equally distributed amongst the EKGs irrespective of gender. Sinus
bradyeardia is very common and occasionally the heart rate is remarkably slow. In Graybiel's group of
1000 aviators,
the slowest heart rate was 38 bpm, while in Lamb's xurvey of 67,375 the slowest rate was
2 3
39 bpm ' . In our study the slowest rate was 36.5 bpm. Similarly, qinus arrhythmia was very common when
defined as a beat-to-beat variation exceeding .16 seconds. Hypervagotonia findings were equally represented
in men and women. There were no significant differences in any of the findings between the males and females.
Another comron normal variation was that oF early repolarization, Qefined as an ST elevation of
more than 1 mmin two or more leads (excluding V2 -V4 ). Our results indicate that early repolarizstion is
very common amongst the males but occurs only one-third as frequently in wocen (Table 4).
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Normal Variants
Terminal Conduction Variations
Hypervagotonia
Early Repolarization

81.6%
Women

90.3%
Men

p< .01

26.2%
72.5%
11.0%

39.8%
74.4%
39.5%

p<.01
NS
p<.01

Table 4 - Distribution of Normal Variants by Gender

In summary, the normal variant findings are somewhat less common in women than in their male counterparts. Hypervagotonia findings are rather equally distributed between the two groups, while men more commonly have early repolarization and terminal conduction variations.

Possibly Abnormal EKGs
Sinus Tachycardia
Premature Atrial Beat
Premature Ventricular Beat
Short PR Interval
ST/T-wave Changes
Prolonged QT Interval
Infarct Pattern
Low Amplitude QRS Pattern
Right Axis Deviation
Left Axis Deviation
R/S in Lead V1
Poor B-wave Progression in V1.-3

22.7%
Women

16.8%
Men

0.3%
0.3%
0.0%
0.0%
15.5%
0.0%
0.0%
3.9%
0.6%
0.0%
0.6%
3.9%

0.6%
1.0%
1.0%
0.3%
7.4%
1.0%
0.6%
2.6%
2.3%
1.3%
1.0%
3.9%

NS

p<.01

NS
NS

Table 5 - Distribution of Possibly Abnormal EKGS by Gender
Possibly abnormal EKGs are those with findings suggesting the possibility of a serious underlying
process, even if the potential is relatively small. When found these abnormalities require a second
order workup. If the second order workup rules out the presence of an organic basis for the abnormality,
the applicant is allowed to start flight training. EKGs representing possibly abnormal findings were
somewhat more common in women. The rhythm and axis abnormalities are over-represented among men, while
women more commonly reveal nonspecific ST and T-wave abnormalities.
Frankly abnormal EKG findings were unusual in this study, as might be expected. Had they not been
overlooked at the time of the initial entry physical, the candidates would not have been allowed into
pilot or navigator training. If an abnormal EKG finding is discovered after training, these individuals are
allowed to continue flying if a second order workup reveals no disqualifying defect. WPW pattern is a short
PR interval (PR. .12 see) and a wide QRS complex (QRS.12 sec), with a characteristic delta wave. WPW
pattern may be suggested by borderline, or even normal, intervals in the face of delta waves. Only
two of the men had this finding, 0.6% of the total, b,.tit is still over-represented. In Hiss and Lamb's
study of 122,043 individuals, WPW pattern represented .15% of all EKG.
Left anterior hemiblock is defined as an axis more leftward than -45 degrees with small Q waves in I and avL. Again, two of the men
and none of the women had this finding. There were no frankly abnormal EKG findings noted in women.
0.0%
Women

1.2%
Men

NS

Abnormal EKGs
Wolff-Parkinson-White Pattern
Left Anterior Hemiblock

0.0%
0.0%

0.6%
0.6%

NS
NS

Table 6 - Abnormal EKG Distribution by Gender
DIS"USSION
The purpose of this study was to compare the prevalence of significant EKG findings amongst female
pilots when compared to an age-matched group of male pilots. Previous studies of slmilar populations had
involved only men. As more wonen enter the aviation community, and come uder scrutiny for the appearance
of he ,
disease, it is important to remember that the guidelines used In evaluating aviators were developea for men. This study was prompted by the question of whether different criteria for cardiac
evaluations were needed for women pilots.
Wonen were more likely to have an EKG without any significant finding, men more commonly had normal
variant findings. There was no significant difference between these two groups for EKGs categorized as
abnormal or Possibly abnormal. However, women were more likely to have nonspecific or T-wave notching,
abnormal T-wave axis, ST depression, ST straightening, lateral T-wave inversion, persistent Juvenile Twaves, etc. The imbalance cannot be attributed to a single finding such as low voltage, since women
predominate in all of these to a greater or lesser extent. In the US Air Force any of these, as a persistent change on a routine periodic EKO, results in a second order workup to rule out a structural or
isehemie basis for the finding. We do not have enough experience at this point to know whether the
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higher rate of nonspecific ST/T findings in women corresponds with a higher rate of cardiac abnormalities.
Therefore, it would be premature to change the criteria for second order workup for women on the basis of
these findings. Another consideration is that this study was limited to the initial EKGs. Subsequent
EKGs were not read. Therefore, we do not have enough data to cogently provide an alternate set of guidelines at this point.
In summary, these data suggest that current criteria which were developed in the era of all-male
aircrew do not, in our opinion, need to be amended for aeromedical purposes in women. A few cautions
should be kept in mind. The main problem with this study was its small size, a problem that time will
correct as more women become aviators. Selection bias due to the fact that these EKGs belong to individuals who have been judged physically fit to fly distorts the prevalence values given for these abnormalities. These frequencies do not apply to the population at large. Finally, these readings are
unaccompanied by long term clinical correlation. As our female population ages, we shall see whether our
male and female aircrew reveal different rates of disease for the same EKG findings.
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APPENDIX
FINDING

FEMALES

MALES

sinus tachycardia
sinus bradyeardia
sinus node echo beat
sinus arrhythmia
atrial premature beat
atrial escape beat
atrial rhythm
short PR interval
Junctional rhythm
junctional premature beat
junctional escape beat
wandering atrial pacemaker
first degree AV block
terminal conduction delay
left anterior hemiblock
interventricular delay
nonspecific ST/T-wave changes
low amplitude T-waves
abnormal T axis/morphology
ST depression
ST flattening/straightening
early repolarization
prolonged QT interval
prominent T-wave
right atrial enlargement
anterior Q or QS pattern
anteroseptal Q or QS pattern
normal; no findings
WPW -Type A
WPW - Type B
low voltage QRS
right ventricular hypertrophy
left axis deviation
right axis deviation
indeterminate axis
SIS2 S3
SS
with RsR' in V1 or V2
3
S
v1
poor R-wave progression in V1 -3
RsR' in V, or V2

1
150
1
182
1
1
5
0
0
1
0
6
3
19
0
0
49
12
29
5
23
34
3
1
0
0
0
53
0
0
3
1
0
2
7
58
9
2
12
12

2
167
0
167
3
0
6
1
I
0
2
4
6
39
2
1
23
8
10
2
7
122
0
0
1
1
1
26

normal EKGs
normal variant EKGs
possibly abnormal EKGs
abnormal EKGs

53
186
70
0

EKGs with norma] variant findings
hypervagotonii finding
terminal conduction variant
early repolarization finding

252
224
81
34

~2

1
0
0
4
7
13
92
20
3
12
7

P - .2371
P - .1973
P - .7630

P - .3173
p - .0065
p = .0011
P - .0013
no .0017
p - .0000

p

.0018

p - .0455
p - .0956
p - .0021
p
.0411
0
D

1.000
.2513

26
229
5O
4

p
p
D
P

.0018
.0004
.0634
.0455

279
230
123
122

p
P

.0024
.5870
.0005
.0000

p)

1)
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IMPACT ON WOMEN:

A RETROSPECTIVE LOOK AT IMPACT ACCELERATION TESTING AT THE HARRY G. ARMSTRONG
AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY
Cynthia N. Randall, Maj. USAF, MC, FS
James W. Brinkley
Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
Human Systems Division
Air Force Systems Command
Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio, USA 45433-6573

ABSTRACT
In today's society, women are occupying an increasing number of previously male dominated jobs. This
Is especially true in the United States Armed Forces. Women have served as pilots in the military since
the early 1970's (1973 for Army and Navy; 1976 for Air Force) but cannot be assigned to high performance, ejection seat aircraft unless they are an Instructor or test pilot. Consequently, research has
been directed at the 5th to 95th percentile male crewmember, and little information Is available with
respect to performance, limitations and potential dangers that might be encountered with female aircrew.
In the Blomechanical Protection Branch of the Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
(AAMRL), women have routinely been used as subjects In Impact experiments since 1976. Seven women of
132 total subjects (5.3%) have taken part In 110 of 2108 (5.2%) of the impact testing. Although the
numbers are small, this paper will provide a retrospective review of the data obtained from these female
subjects at AAMRL, compare them to the male subject data and determine if there are any trends.
INTRODUCTION
As early as 1910, only 7 years after the first aircraft flight by the Wright Brothers, women pilots
began appearing at New York's Belmont Park Aerial Tournament. By 1912, they were soloing and performing
acrobatics as well as any of their male counterparts (6). In World War II the military began using
women as pilots to ferry military aircraft, tow air gunnery targets and be Instructor pilots for the
young Army Air Corps cadets. From that time period until 1973, women were not allowed a commission In
the United States Military to serve as pilots (11). Now, however, women can and do receive all phases
of the same demanding pilot training as their male counterparts, and recently have been allowed into
ejection seat aircraft as instructor and test pilots. The near future may also afford women assignments
in fIghter aircraft, as their primary aircraft, whether combat conditions occur or not. Because of
this, a need exists to determine ifthere are any limitations for female aircrew when compared to their
male equivalents. Specific areas of Investigation Include acceletation tolenance, acceleration
protection, responses to impact, strength capacity, and performance capabilities.
BACKGROUND
The Harry G. Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AAMRL), located at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base, Ohio, routinely uses female subjects in all aspects of experimental testing. Women have
participated in potentially hazardous testing at AAMRL since 1952 (12), when the first female subject
was ejected in a laboratory test (Figure 1). Since that time many variables have been explored using
women as test subjects. The experiments that have been conducted have Included studies of human
response to short-duration and sustained acceleration, evaluations of protective equipment, and
investigations of human performance capability while under the influence of stresses including
acceleration, noise and vibration. The AAMRL acquires volunteers from the general active duty military
population. All of the female subjects at AAMRL have had prominent careers in tesponsible positions
with backgrounds in audiology, biology, engineering, and contract management. Several have since
obtained national as well as international recognition in their chosen fields.
Experimental impact research efforts that went beyond simple demonstration tests with female
subjects were Initiated In 1959. Headley et al (9) conducted experiments with ten men and one woman to
study human response to high rate of onset Impact. This research was vital to the development of the
ground landing attenuators used on the encapsulated ejection seats for the B-58 and XB-70 aictaft. Six
tests were performed without an impact attenuator to evaluate the tolerability of very short-duration,
high-amplitude Impact pulses with Impact velocities up to 3 m/sec. Peak acceleration up to 38.5 G was
measured with rates of onset exceeding 8000 G/sec. Forty tests were performed with Impact attenuators
at impact velocities ranging from 4.9 to 9.1 m/sec. The second series of tests produced trapezoidal
acceleration-time profiles with acceleration magnitudes up to 15.0 G with onset rates of more than 6000
G/sec. This research progiab clearly showed that the rate of onset then prescribed by the Air Force,
200 G/sec, could be repeatedly exceeded without debilitating Injury if proper restraint and body
positioning were used. This experimental evidence led to the initiation of research to develop
mathematical models of human Impact response and, ultimately, to the use of these models to specify the
interrelationships between impact parameters such as rate of onset, acceleration amplitude and impact
velocity change.
No further experimental impact research with female subjects was performed at the AANRLuntil 1976.
The research programs In the 1960's and early 1970 s had addressed human Impact tolerance issues
associated with systems and equipment specifically tailored for men. These efforts Included research
for Projects Mercury, Gemini and Apollo of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and tests
of combat aircraft equipment.
In 1976 questions were raised about the validity of certain restraint system design criteria that
would Influence whether women and small men would be adequately protected by existing restraint
configurations. Design criteria that were addressed by these experiments Included shoulder strap and
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lap belt attachment geometry, and restraint harness configuration. Impact tests ;ere conducted with the
acceleration vector in the -x direction. Nine males and two fecales participated In these experiments
as volunteers. Tests were accomplished at levels of 6, 8 and 10 G with Impact velocities of 6.5. 7.9
and 9.2 m/sec, respectively. Shoulder harness angles that were tested included 0 and 25 degrees, whlch
was considered to be the maximum allowable range, and 35 degrees, the angle that would occur with an
expanded range of lower allowable sitting heights for flying personnel. These experiments did not
reveal statistically significant differences in any of the human response reasuiezents for the 25 and 35
degree shoulder harness angles (4).

¢d

FIGURE 1. PHOTOGRAPHS OF FIRST EJECTION TEST WITH FEIIALE
SUBJECT
Accessible records of impact experiments dating back to 1976, reveal seven female test subjects out
of a total test subject pool of 132, constituting 5.3% (1).
Women have participated In 110 of the 2108
Impact tests (5.2t) between 1976 and 1989 and have undergone impacts in all three principle directions
(xy,z) except for the positive x direction. Peak acceleration ranges are compared to the xale subjects
in the Table I. With the exception of the positive x directi.n, it is apparent that AAIRL s female test
subjects have had equal opportunity, representative to their numbers In the test subject pool, to
participate in the sane testing parameters as their male counterparts.
Table I. Peak Acceleration:

Female vs. Hale Subjects

Female
G DIRECTION
+Gz
-,z
*Gy
-Gy
'Gx
-Gx

14ALE

MIN
5.95 G
3.9 G
4.43 G
3.00 G

HIAX
13.06 G
10.05 G
8.14 G
4.53 G

5.90 G

11.01 G

-

MIN
5.95
3.70
2.53
2.86
7.49
5.50

G
G
G
G
G
G

MAX
13.09 G
10,09 G
9.13 G
15.00 G
45.93 G
30.56 G

ANTHiROPOMETRY
lien and women differ considerably in their anthropometric xake-up, specifically in terms of their
stature, mass and inertial properties. They also differ in their gross anatomical make np In areas such
as bone geosoetly and joint laxity. In reviewing the records of AAMRL
s %omen test subjects, it can be
seen that these seemingly subtle differences are actually important factors that can adversely effect
the female aicerew mebet in an impact environment.
The purpose of this paper is to explore some of
these factors as a first step toward the eventual identification and quantification of female-specific
impact guidelines to better assist researchers in the development of future cockpits and ejection seats
that are safe for both men and women.
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Selected anthropomorphic measurements of the female subjects at AAMRL were compared to male
anthroponetric data established In 1968 and the female Air Force anthropometric data of 1970 (Table II).
These two data sets were used to determine the 5th percentile male and Sth and 65th percentile
representative females shown In Table II. Also shown, are percentile figures for females that
correlate with the 5th percentile male (2nd column).
Table II. Selected AnthropoRetric leasurements AA1IRLFemale Subjects
ID
S-5
G-2
K-3
Z-1
G-5
S-1
S-6
TABLE III.

Height (cm)
157.5
159.5
173.0
162.8
160.8
166.4
177.8

Weight (kgs)
$2.06
52.97
68. 25
48.48
54.56
54.37
74.83

Seated Height (cm)
83.3
84.8
88.4
87.9
86.6
85.1
83.3

Sum-,aty of Selected Arithtopozetrlc ijeasure-ents for Repesentative Males and Females
1967-68
5th percentile
male (16)
167.4
Height (cm)
Weight (kgs)
63.58
88.1
Seated Height (cm)

Comparable
percentile
female (7)
167.8-80th
63.56-80th
88.3-80th

5th
percentile
female
152.9
46.39
80.4

65th
percentile
female
165.0
60.00
86.8

As illustrated, five of the seven subjects are below the Sth percentile male In height, weight and
seated height. Subject S-6, however, was greater than the 99th percentile for the typical USAF female
for height and in the 75th percentile for seated height. Also of interest, but not shown, is S 6's
buttock to knee length which is greater than the 99th percentile for females and greater than the 95th
percentile compared to USAF males (16). This particular aspect will be addressed later in the text
SPINAL INJURY POTENTIAL
To assess spinal injury potential, a ,atheratical model has been developed to estimate the
probability of injury of the lower spine for a given acceleration-time history (2). It Is a simple
mechanical model which predicts the probability of vertebral body compression ftactures In tems of a
dynamic response index value that is computed from the acceleration being applied to a seat occupant.
The probability of spinal injury with DRI level is a statistical function based on operational experience wfth USAF' male aviators (5). Spinal injury potentials for female crewrembers ejecting fcon the
T 37 and T 38 (undergraduate pilot training program aircraft} wete calculated by Btinkley in 1977.
These potentials were derived using dynamic response Index Lalculations qith the following assumptions
(15).
I)

Due to the lack of research data on females In the impact environment, specific acceletation
exposure limits cannot be established. It Is therefore necessary to utilize male data and make
inferences with respect to females.

2)

Although bone matelal In males and females exhibit the same sttength chatacteistics. there are
differences In the geoetry and mass distribution .hIch become significant factors in deternining the impact responses to spinal accelerations and these have not been adequately studied

3)

DR1 values that have been calculated are presented to 3how' the relative influence of ejected
weight on the probability of spinal Injury. They do not consider tire possible diffetence In
efficacy of the restraint harness due to dIfferences in size between sexes nor do they consider
the Influence of the telatively highet attachment points for the shoulder straps of the
restraint configuration on .omen.

Figures 2 arid 3 illustrate that by decreasing the ejection weight the Dynamic Response Index
Increase. and so, therefore, does the probability of spinal inju(y. Based on crass alone, It Is clear
that the fifth percentile female Is at higher risk than the fifth percentile male, but the risk Is still
considered acceptably low.
KNEE INJURY
At AAHRL, no spinal trauma or Injury has been sustained by any of the female subjects. In fact, the
only signlficant Injury Incurred by our female subjects was a ligaientous knee Injury which occurred in
subject S-6 during a lateral, (acceleration imposed fton left to tight) Impact. The subject was patLicipating In a program to evaluate a modified F/FB-Illi
crew seat and Its restraint system. At the time
of injury the subject was undergoing an 8 G lateral Impact. She had previsusly copleted two similar
tests at 4 G and 6 G 4ithout Incident. In addition, fifty-nine other lateral impacts (19 at 8 G) had
already been successfully accomplished er other members of the i pact acceleration stress ianel. The
pceprogramned pacameters for the mishap test were set for an acceleration of 8 G with an ipact velocity
change of 9.1 i/sec. Tirepeak acceletation achieved was 7.96 G (average 7.36 G) with a velocity change
of 9.1 m/sec. After the impact the subject complained of pain and while walking ha(,buckling of her
tight knee. Clinically, the knee was unstable and post-impact X-rays under stress showed medial
widening of the joint space. The subject subsequently underwent surgical repair at which time
significant stretching of the medial collateral ligament (IICL) was noted with intraligamentous
disruption of the anterior cruciate ligament (ACL). There was qualitatively little difference In the
motion of the tight knee, upon review of the high speed films, when com;pated to tight knee r,otlon In
other 0isilr tests. However, tracking the displacement of that knee frame by frane revealed a
significant quantitative difference between the tight knee and a compatable test as shown In Figure 4.
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FIGURE 3. DRI VS EJECTION WEIGHT FOR M-5 CATAPULT
Several factors were examined as possible contributory factors in this case (3,10).
1) Extraordinary anthroponetry. Subject S-6 was above the 99th percentile for the typical female
In the United States Ait Force in height and weight (above the 50th percentile for males).
Additionally, her buttock to knee length was greater than the 99th percentile for females and greater
than the 95th percentile compared to male USAF flying personnel. In conjunction with the seat
configuration, this placed her knees In a 40 degree flexion a point at which the anterior cruciate
ligarent is lax and therefote, has minimal capacity for energy absorption. The long length also
provides a greater lever arm for rotation about the stationary pelvis.
2) Bracing mode. The subject was positioned with her head braced against the headrest, arms
extended and braced against the upper thighs, and her legs braced against a simulated rudder pedal
footrest. Through review of the photometric data, it was determined that the subject s hand was no
longer in contact with her right knee at the time of impact and therefore was not considered to be
contributory to the Injury. This subject did, however, demonstrate an exccptionally forceful lower
extremity bracing which may have been a causative factor. Footrest load measured 4220 N immediately
prior to Impact and 4780 N during Impact. Ileanfootrest loads taken from eight comparable tests
revealed 2990 N and 3570 N, respectively.
3) Knee joint laxity: Post-Injury exam revealed this subject to have joint laxity of her normal
left knee, exhibited by a positive anterior drawer sign and patellar subluxation which ray have
predisposed her to knee injury during lateral Impact. Hypermobility permits biomechanically
disadvantageous knee joint positions, predisposing to ligament strain or tear. Women are known to have
smallet muscle mass aridIncreased joint laxity when compared to men (13). In this case, the mass was
not considered to be a contributing factor; however, the increased joint laxity was.
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FIGURE 4. FRAME-BY-FRAME DISPLACEMENT OF RIGHT KNEE DURING IMPACT - COMPARISON OF TESTS 488 AND 518
Many conclusions were reached as a result of this nrishap. First, the possibility of knee ligaiment
Injury should be considezed when lo~ei extremity flailing is permitted during lateral Impact
experimentation. Second, some subjects are at higher risk for knee injury than others, depending on
several factors including sex. Therefore, special consideration Is necessary for %omen when loet limb
flailing is not prevented. Finally, this highlights the importance of biological variability among
subjects on impact response and highlights the difficulty associated with defining absolute levels of
human impact tolerance (3.10).
SUMMARY
In the reals of impact acceleratlon, there ate naiy areas in which more exploration is needed. With
women now occupying more and more previously male-doninated jobs, particularly in the field of aviation,
all these areas need to be reexamined. As seen, there are many areas for which there are too few data
to ferm sound conclusions, however, there are apparent trends in differences of size, shape and response
to impact that need much mote attention. AAIIRLplans to continue to utilize 'omen In all Impact
acceleration studies and to Increase the number of female subjects on the impact acceleration stress
panel so as to obtain enough data on female response to impact to make significant conitributions to
future cockpit and ejection seat designs.
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APTITUDE DO PERSONNEL NAVIGANT FENININ NON PILOTE
FRANCAIS, APRES KERATOTONIE RADIATRE
Par
Mddecin en Chef M. Maille, Professeur Agrdgd de mdcine adrospatiale - Clinique d'Ophtalmologie - ll6pital d'Instruction des Armdes
Bdgin - 69 avenue de Paris - 94160 Saint-Mand6 - FRANCE
et
Mddecin en Chef Ch. Corb6, Professeur Agrdg6 de modcine adrospatiale - CPEMPN.

RESUME
Les auteurs analysent l'expertise adronautique ophtalmologique de 20 candidates
hdtesses de l'air-CSS ayant subi uno kdratotomie radiaire pour Isyopieo
dans plus de la
moiti6 des cas une aptitude par ddrogation a 6t6 accorddo compto-tonu des bons rdsultats
fonctionnols. A partir de cette oxpdrience,
les auteurs proposent un schdmia gdndral pour
l'aptitude aux diffdrentes spdcialitds du personnel navigant aprzs kdratotomie radiaire.

LISTE des ABREVIATIONS:
C.S.S. = certificat de sdcurit6 sauvetage ;C.M.A.C.
conseil mddical
de
l'adronautique civile ;
.R. =kdratotomie
radiaire
N
mois ;P.N. =personnel
navigant.

INTRODUCTION
Si nous avons 6t6 confrontds dds 1981 au probl~ me de l'aptitude adronautique apr~s
chirurgie rdfiactive, c'est trois ans plus tard quo celle-ci s'est banalisde et nous a
amend A effectuer plusieurs 6tudes (1-2-3-4) en particulier sur le devonir fonctionnel
do ces yeux opdrds. 11 nuus a done paru intdressant, en raison do leurs nombres. de
reprendre los ddcisions d'aptitude aux emplois d'hdtesses de l'Air, depuss 1984. date A
laquelle nous avons eu A statuer pour la premi~re
fois sur le dovenir d'une candidate
ayant subi une kdratotomio radiaire.

PRINCIPE GENERAL ET RESULTATS DE LA K.P.
I- le prineipo qdndral do cetto intervention
(5-6) ost de corriger chirurgicaloment des
rnyopies
faiblos ou moyennes de momns de 6 dioptries. en diminuant
la puissance du
dioptro corndon antdrieur qui reprdsonto les 2/3 du pouvoir rdfractif global de l'oemi.
Pour cola sont pratiqudes 4 ou 8 incisions radiaires pi-ofondes (de 100 "do
1Pdpaisseur
corndenne minimale) en dohors d'uno zone optique contrale do 3 a 5 mm de diam~tre. A cos
incisions radiairos peuvent 6tro adjuintos des
incisions relaxantei, concentriques au
limbe, en cas d'astigmatisme.
2

rdsultats:
Lorsque Ilindicatiun a 6t6 bien posde et le geste rhiriiigical bien cdalis6,
los
idsultats sont buns avoc uno rdcupdration do 8 A 10/10 sans coriection. Coest
dire
l'intdrdt do la I\.R. en expertise lorsclu'existent
des normos \,isuelles mnimales sans
correction,
surtout lorsque Pon sait quo la myopic non corrigde est tils pdlisante
sur
le plan optique (uno myopic faiblo do 1,5 dioptzies so traduira pat kone acuitevisuelle infdrieure A 2/10).
-

Ndarimoins cet aspect
tr~s positif doit iAtre tempdr6 par des considdoations
anatomiques et fonctionnollos avec des modifications dans
le temps et
surtout des
variations intor-individuollos importantes:
Sur le plan anatomiquo la cicatrisation des incisions
so faint par un bouchon
6pithdlial qui va persister plusiours mois, voire plusieurs anndes, maintenant lo
bon
rdsultat fonctionnel mais fragilisant la corndo
(certaines observations
histologiqlues
font 6tat d'une absence de cicatrisation 4 ans apr~s
l'intorvontion) c'st ainsi quo
plusiours cas do ruptures 1e long des incisions (7) ont 6t6~ obsorvds aprt-s contusion,
dans los 6 mois suivant one H.R. ;il semblo copondant, en r~gle gdndiale quo la
cicatrisat.on suit suffisamment avancde au bout d'un an, pour quo cc risque puis o dt
6cart6 sauf s'il existe un croisoment d'incisions
radiaires et
relaxantos source de
non-cicatrisation et do complications anatomiques locales graves. A plus long terme,
outre l'imprdvisibilitd du ddlai do cicatrisativn, il faut signaler la possibilit6 de
ndovascularisation pdriphdrique dans le lit d'incis~ons qui auraient touchdes le limbo
00 aprts
le port do lentilles prd-corndonnes en cas do rdsultat insuffisant.
Par contro
la porte cellulaire endothdliale post-opdratoire, minimne en Pabsence do perforations,
nWest pas 6volutive A long
terme. Sur le plan anatumiquc lea rdsultats seront done
apprdcids on function do recul par rapport A lintervention, du nombre d'incisions, do
la qualit6 de collos-ci, et bien s~lrde l'absence do pathologic oculaixo autre
(sensibilitd curndenne - tonus oculairos - ldsions r-ctiniennes ddgd6ndratives ...)
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Sur le plan fonctionnel
plusieurs parambtres post-op~ratoires
(8-9) ndritent d'atre
6tudids ;c'est ce quo nous oft enseign~s depuis
5 ans Pexamen et le suivi de 118
sujets opdr4's de K.R.
L'acuit6 visuelle post-opdratoire sans
correction :les r6sultats soft d'autant
meilleurs et prdvisibles que la myopic initiale est do faible degrd (inf~rieure A 4
dioptries) ;lorsque les rdsultats pr~coces sont bons, uls le restent ;lorsquuils sont
mddiocres (4 A 5/10 sans correction) les progr~s ultdrieurs seront minimes. Les
fluctuations nycthdm6rales de lacuitd visuolle, constantes dans les
suites opdratoires
tendent A so stabiliser entre 6 mois et 1 an.
La rdfraction oculaire peut se modifier pendant 3 ans, mais rarement au-dela de une
dioptie ;ello reste stable ensuite.
L'6tude de la sensiblit6 A l'6blouissement
(10), parambtre important dans los mdtiers de
sdcuritd, montre on rbgle gtlndrale des altdrations dans 60 % deF cas jusqu'au 6b!me mois
post-opbratoire pus one amblioration et une normalisation A un an ;
l existe une
corrdlation avec laspoct bio-microscopique, les incisions irrbgulibrcs ou obllques
augmentant la sonsibilit6 A ld6blouissement.
L'6tude de l'intdgration spatiale rdtin~ienne aux contrastes colords
(11) montre one
attdnuation dans los basses frdquencos spatialos tant quo la cicatrisation nest pas
acbevde.
Sur le plan fonctionnel los rdsultats seront donc apprdcids sur Ilacuitd visuelle sans
et avec correction,
la rbfraction aprL±s cyclopldgie, la courbe do sensibilit6 A
P'dbloousseoent et cello duintdgration spatialo rdtinienne.

APTITUDE AERONAUTIQUE APRES K.R. CIIEZ LES CANDIDATES IIOTESSES DE L'AIR - CSS DEPUIS 1984
Compte-tenu des
6ldeents quo nous vonons do voir,
en particulior
de la
mdconnaissance 6volutive A trbs long terme, toutes
los candidates ont dt6 ddclardes
INAPTES dans los centres d'exportise du personnel navigant. Elles ont pu onsuite faire
one domande do ddrogation auprbs du conseil mbdical do l'adronautique civile ;los
ddcisions de celui-ci ont 6d los suivantes:
Aptitude ddfinitive
suivant
Ddlai

pr6s K.R.

Nombr

d

c

11 cas,

7 A 11

7 N4

9 N

11 N

13 M

14 N

15 N

2

2

1

2

2

soovent

pour

asL

mois aprZbs 1'intervention r6partis solon le tableau
17 N
1

inaptitude ddfinitive :4 cas
inaptitude temporaire
insuffisants

5

cas,

dblau aprbs K.R.
ddcusuon do C.N.A.C.
Inaptitude temporaure do dorde

le plus

des

ddlais

3 mois

4 mots

6 mois7

6 mous
1 an

non
prbcisbe

6 mois

Ces dbcisuons sent superposables A cellos prises
de K.R. ul a 6td ddcid6

post-opdratoiros

7 mincs
6 mous

chez los stewards oil pour 15

cas

9 fois une aptitude dbfunituve ontro 6 mois et 19 inois aprbs P'intervention
3 fois one inaptitude ddfinutive Q1 dysebromatopsue, et 2 fois oeul inyope adelpbe non
opdr6);
-

-

-

2 fois one inaptitude temporaire en raison d'un recul insuffusant.

COMMENTAII(ES
I - Comientairos sur l'aptitude des P.N. cornmerciaox civuls concernbs par l'dtude
L'aptitude ddfinjtive concerne plus de la moitiS des sujots ;elle
suppose
- un
ddlai post -opdratoire suffusant en rbgle gbndrale de 1 AN, bien quo celuu-ci
alt pu C-tre ponctuolloment
rdtrdci pour do potites myopuos unilatdrales
fayant
ndcessit6 quo 4 incisions.
de bons rdsultats fonctionnols apprdcuds sor lacuut,&vi~uelle, Ia
rdfraction,
Ia rdsistance A l'dblouussement, la coutbe d'intbgration spatiale rdtinuenne.
- do
bons rdsultats anatoraques avec des incisions Ldgulibres nattegnant
pas le
limbo, sans micro-perforation, sans croisoment des incisions.
L'inaptitude Lemporaire a 6td prononcde le plus souvent on
raison d'un ddlai
post-op~ratoire
insuffusant,
nous avons 6td frappds dans ce groupe par le nombre do
su)ets (environ S0 %~) quu nWont pas subi do nouvelles visites.
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Les inaptitudes ddfinitives peuvent etre lides A une cause autre que rdfractive
nais Ile plus souvent elles sont dues A des rdsultats insuffisants sur le plan
incisions
avec
souvent corrdlds A des rdsultats anatoniques moyens
forictionnel
parfois assocides Ai des microou obliques, atteignant le limbe,
irrdguli !res
perforations.
2 - L'aptitude des autres membres du P.N.
partir de 1Vexpdrience acquise avec los hdtesses de
Pour le personnel civil :A
on peut
l'air-CSS ayant subi une K.R., et bien que chaque cas soit discutd au C.M.A.C.,
lAaptitude est
retenir quo lorsque les rdsultats anatoniques et fonctionnels sont bons,
envisageable par ddrogation apr,"s:
ans pour pilotes
3 ans pour ndcaniciens navigants ;5
1 an pour pilote priv6
(3 ans minimum dans certains cas trZds particuliers) ;5 ans pour pilote
professionnels
grande
expdrience
ayant
une
de ligne (soulement 2 sujots ont dt6 admis dont une femime
adronautique antdrioure).
militaire, oil aucune ddrogation A
En ce qui concerne Ie personnel navigant
l'adnission nWest admise, notre attitude est actuellement la suivante :inaptitude
ddfinitivo pour les candidats pilotes ;aptitude envisageable avec trois ans de recul
post-opdratoire pour los contridleurs de circulation et ddfense adrienne, avec cinq ans
de recul pour les mdcaniciens d'6quipage.
3 - Conseils A donner A un candidat myopo envisageant une carritdre de navigant
le sujet passe une prd11
nous parait capital, avant d'envisager une 1I.R.,que
visite complilto do faqon A d1immner formelloment une cause d'inaptitude gdndrale ou
ophtalnologique autre quo rdfractive ;lorsque seule la myopie pose un probldne, i1 faut
s assurer quo l'mntervention est indispensable (do petites myopies compatibles avec une
activit6 adronautique ont 6t6 ainsi opdrdes A tort ;par contre des myopies irportantes
supdrieures A 6 dioptries impliquent des techniques do chirurgie rdfractivo I ucoup
plus complexes et imposent quasi-toujours une ddcigion d'inaptitude). L'intdrdt majeur
le candidat des ddIlis postdo cetto pr6-visite sora donc dminformer clairement
opdratoires ndcessa~res et des risquos concernant son aptitude future dont certains sont
mal prdvisibles (paraml~tros anatomiques et fonctionnels).
CONCLUSION
Ia K.R. permet ''envisager l'aptitude adronautique des personnes qui auralent
Si
y a une dizaine d'anndes, ii faut ndanmoins quo tous,
6t6 inexorabloment rejetdos Ai
candidats ot mddecins, sachent parfaitoment quo l'inaptitude est un risque A courir avec
laser 'oscimer",
los techniques actuelloment utilisdos ;peut-atro la gdndralisation du
programmdes en fonction du degr6
qui pormet de rdaliser des incisions parfaites et
d'am6tiopio, nous amdnera-t-ello A roconsiddrer le probldme dans quciqoes anndes.
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DECOMPRESSION SICKNESS
RELATIONSHIP OF MENSTRUAL HISTORY TO ALTITUDE CIIHAMBER
Frederick W. Rudge, Major, USAF, MC
USAF School of Aerospace Medicine
Brooks AFB, TX 78235-5301

Summary

Records at the United States Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine, Division of Hyperbaric Medicine,
were reviewed to determine the relationship between the incidence of altitude chamber decompression
sickness (DCS) in females and menstrual bistory. The study period spans II years, from January 1978 to
December 1988. Eighty-one records were suitable for study. A significant inverse linear relationship
was noted between the number of days since the start of last menstrual period and the incidence of DCS.
This relationship was noted with both Type I and Type II DCS. Lack of information on the population at
risk precluded an analysis of the effects of birth control pills on this phenomenon. The underlying
mechinism for the correlation between menstrual cycle and susceptibility to development of DCS is unknown.
The conclusion is that women are at higher risk of developing altitude-related decompression sickness
during menses, with the risk decreasing linearly as the time since last menstrual period increases.
Introduction
The United States Air Force (USAF) experience in the treatment of altitude-related decompression
sickness is extensive. Records of all DCS cases treated in USAF hyperbaric chambers are maintained at
the USAF School of Aerospace Medicine (USAFSAM), Hyperbaric Medicine Division, Brooks AFB, Texas. Indepth reviews of the USAF experience have been published by Davis et al. (1) and by Rayman and
McNaughton (2). Bassett (3) has presented data demonstrating a four-fold higher incidence of altitude
c iamberDCS in women than men. This finding has been supported by a recent review over a 10-year period
by Weien and Baumgartner (unpublished data), who found the incidence of DCS among females to be 4.3 times
higher than that of men. This apparent increase in DCS among females has been largely unexplained. It
is well known that the solubility of nitrogen in fat is five times that of lean tissues (4). Consequently,
some investigators have speculated that the higher percentage of body fat in females has caused this
increased incidence in DCS.
This paper investigates the role of menstrual history in development of altitude chamber decompression
sickness using our records on the treatment of DCS cases. To our know edge, no prior studies have
addressed the relationship of menstrual history to the development of altitude-related DCS.
Methods and Materials
A review was conducted of patient records maintained at the USAFSAM, Hyperbaric Medicine Division.
This division maintains files on all patients treated in USAF hyperbaric chambers, including the treatment
of DCS. All files contain AF Form 1352 or SAM Form 306, iyperbaric Patient Information and Orientation,
which supplies information on patient name, age, se%, date of treatment, type of exposure, and form of
treatment. These forms also list information on the use of birth control pills (BCP) and number of days
since start of last menstrual period (LMP). For this study, patient data were reviewed for the 11-year
period from January 1978 to December 1988. Due to lack of completeness and reliability, records on file
before 1978 were not used. Patient records were reviewed for date of treatment, type of decompression
sickness, (Type I vs. Type II),age, days since start of LMP, and use of birth control pills. It is assumed
that all individuals exposed were in a good state of health, being required to possess a current USAF
Flying Class III physical in order to enter the altitude chamber. It is also assumed that the time since
LMP in females exposed to an altitude chamber environment is evenly distributed over a period of 0 - 29
days. After collection of data from the standardized form (AF 1352), the narrative summary and other
documents in each patient record were reviewed to rule out errors in data recording.
Data on days since start of LMP were available on 85 of the 125 patient records available for
review. Three of these records were excluded from study based on a prior history of hysterectomy. An
additional patient was recorded, without explanation, as having her last menstrual period over 4 months
prior to her treatment. Therefore, her record was also excluded. Fighty-one records remained for
analysis. Collected data were entered on a microcomputer for compilation.
Results
Data from the study are shown in Table 1. The average age of females developing altitude chamter
DCS was 26.5 years, with a range of 18 to 39 years. Of the 81 cases studied, 62 were Type I (joint pain
only) DCS, and 19 were Type II DCS. All of the Type II DCS patients had neurologic symptoms, with or
without joint pains. None of the patients experienced pulmonary DCS (chokes) or DCS shock, possibly
because of rapid treatment in most cases.
The results of the study are shown in Fig. 1. In this graph, day 0 represents the first day ot
menses. The number of DCS cases declines linearly as the time since the start of LMP increases. The
correlation coefficient for this graph is -.988, thus indicating a very close linear relationship.
,fferent numbers of columns fails to affect this correlation coetticient.
Grouping the data i.
If it is assumed that the time since the start of last menstrual period is distributed evenly
among all females with altitude chamber flights, the distribution of the subgroup developing DCS is
significantly different from the uniform distribution that would be expected (Chi-square (Sdf) - 16.41,
p less than 0.01).
In this series, Type I DCS predominated, representing 76.5% of total cases. This percentage
remained faitly uniform throughout the menstrual cycle. The percentage of cases of Type II DCS in each
group in Figure I ranged from 18.2 to 27.8 percent.
Among women developing DCS, 27.2% were using BCPs (27.4% of Type I DCS cases and 26.3% oi Type II
DCS cases). The percentage of all women with aititude chamber exposure using BCPs is not known, ior is
the type of pill nor the duration of use. As a result, no conclusions can be made regarding a
correlation between BCP use and DCS susceptibility.
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The solid line in Fig. I represents the incidence of both Type I and Type II DCS in males in
relation to the groupings of females, obtained by using the incidence figures reported by Welen and
Baumgartner. This demonstrates that the incidence of DCS in females approaches the incidence of DCS
in males as the time since LMP increases. In the 25-29 day group, this difference becomes insignificant.
Discussion
Previous studies have established differences in the incidence and presentation of DCS among males
and females. Davis et al. (1) noted, in a 1977 review, that females accounted for a greater number of
difficult cases requiring more complicated management. No explanation was suggested to account for this
difference. A 12-year study by Bassett (3) noted a four-fold greater attack rate of DCS among women than
among men exposed to similar altitudes. Weien and Baumgartner unpublished data) recently reviewed the
OSAF experience with DCS over a 10-year period, and noted an incidence of DCS among females of 206 87 cases
per 100,000 exposures. (In males, the incidence is 48.08 cases per 100,000 e-osures). They noted an
attack rate of DCS which is 4.3 times higher in women than in men. Data on age, time since LMP, and use of
birth control pills in females having altitude chamber flights without developing DCS were not available.
Many factors have been implicated as having an effect on individual susceptibility to DCS. Lam and
Yau (5) noted that obesity and past number of episodes of DCS were important individual risk factors for
development of DCS in compressed air tunnel workers. Dembert et al. (6) also noted an increased incidence
of DCS in obese divers. In our series, obesity did not appear to play a role. No individuals exposed
to reduced atmospheric pressure in USAF altitude chambers were obese, being required to meet physical
standards for flying duties, including weight standards.
Dixon et al. (7) studied the incidence of venous bubbling and DCS in females exposed to a 7.8 psia
suit environment. Thirty female subjects were studied. Five of the subjects (17%) developed symptoms of
DCS, three of whom required recompression therapy. Dixon noted that 100% of females developing DCS were
in the menses or early phase of their menstrual cycle, and only 32% of women who did not develop DCS
were in the same phase of their cycle. This finding suggested a role of the menstrual cycle phase
in the development of DCS.
Our current study provides further evidence for a significant role of menstrual cycle phase in the
development of altitude chamber DCS in females. A clear correlation is noted between the incidence of
DCS and the time since start of LMP, with a higher number of subjects developing DCS earlier in their
menstrual cycle. This trend is present whether considering Type I DCS or the more serious Type II DCS.
The role of the use of BCPs in DCS susceptibility could not be determined in this study.
Womex, play a significant and expanding role in activities which involve the risk of development
of DCS, including diving activities, aircrew duties, and in present and future space operations, especially
those involving extravehicular activities (EVA). Our findings have important implications for these
activities, and cannot be taken lightly. It must be strongly emphasized that Or findings are preliminary.
Further studies, including those of a prospective nature, are required to confirm the role of menstrual
mechanism respnsible for our
cycle changes in susceptibility to DCS. This study does not address rt.e
findings. The changes that occur throughout the menstrual cycle in,ude many complex hornonal and metapaper. The implicatic-i of any of these
bolic changes, a description of which are beyond the scope of th-..
specific changes in the susceptibility to development of DCS vould be mere speculation It is clear
this
relationship are not only warranted
studies
to
determine
the
physiologic
basis
for
that additional
but should be considered a high priority.
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Table 1. Distribution of DCS data
Days since
start of LNP
0

Type I DCS
BCP
No BCP

Type 11 DCS
BCP
No BCP

1

3

0

1

3

0

I

2

2

0

1

0

1

3

0

4

1

0

4
5

0
2

2
1

0
1

2
2

6
7

0
3

4
1

0
0

0
1

8

0

1

0

0

9
10

0
3

1
2

0
1

0
0

11

1

2

0

0

12

0

2

0

0

13

0

0

0

2

14

0

3

0

1

15

2

4

0

1

16

0

1

0

0

17

0

0

1

0

18
19

0
0

1
1

0
0

0
0

20

0

3

0

0

21
22

1
0

2
C

0
0

0
0

23

0

0

0

1

24

0

2

0

0

25

0

0

0

1

26

0

0

0

0

27

0

1

0

0

28

1

1

0

0

29

C

0

0

0
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Fig. 1.Time since LMP in DOS cases.
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